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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Commission:
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you on behalf
of the Department of Justice to discuss the sentencing guideline
amendments the United States Sentencing Commission has recently
proposed.

In my statement today, I would like to highlight a few

of the most important areas of concern raised by the proposed
amendments.

The Department has also provided a more

comprehensive set of written comments on the amendments.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE PROPOSALS -- COLLATERAL ATTACKS ON PRIOR
CONVICTIONS
As the Commission is aware, the Department of Justice

•

proposed amendments addressing several important areas of concern
to law enforcement .

These areas include increasing the penalties

for anabolic steroids and certain other controlled substances,
establishing a guideline for computer fraud and abuse, and
addressing concerns about firearms sentences.

strongly urge

the Commission to consider these, as well as our other,
proposals.
one amendment of great importance to the Department and to
the justice system involves the problem of collateral attacks on
prior convictions as they relate to a defendant's criminal
history under the sentencing guidelines, Amendment 57.

Adoption

of this amendment is extremely important because collateral
attacks on prior convictions threaten to undermine the entire

•

sentencing process.

For example, one United States Attorney's

Office reports that most career offenders in that district attack
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prior convictions at sentencing and thereby delay the sentencing
process.

In some cases poorly documented prior State convictions

that may have occurred years before must be considered by the
federal sentencing court.

Delving into the validity of facially

valid prior convictions is overly burdensome to the sentencing
process, which ought not be used as a substitute for appeals or
habeas corpus.

Except to the extent the Constitution or a

statute requires otherwise, a defendant should be precluded from
raising the alleged invalidity of prior convictions at
sentencing.
The problem arises because the current commentary to

•

guideline §4A1.2 states:

"The Commission leaves for court

determination the issue of whether a defendant may collaterally
attack at sentencing a prior conviction."

United States

Sentencing Commission, Guidelines Manual (Nov. 1992).

This

language has been interpreted in some circuits as providing
sentencing courts with discretion to inquire into the validity of
prior convictions.

United States v. Canales, 960 F.2d 1311

(5th Cir. 1992); United States v. Jakobetz, 955 F.2d 786, 805
(2d Cir. 1992) (dicta); United States v. Cornoq, 945 F.2d 1504,
1511 (11th Cir. 1991); but see United States v. Roman, 960 F.2d
130 (11th-Cir. 1992), opinion vacated and petition for rehearing
en bane granted, 968 F.2d 11 (11th Cir. 1992).

These courts have

reached this result despite the contrary inference arguably
arising from the commission's commentary that sentences resulting
from convictions that a defendant shows to have been previously
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ruled consti tution ally invalid are not to be counte d.
Applic ation Note 6, §4A1.2 .
The propos ed amendm ent would delete the problem atic languag e
in the commen tary to guidel ine §4A1.2 and clarify that the
Commis sion does not intend to confer any right to attack
collat erally at senten cing a prior convic tion or senten ce.

The

amendm ent recogn izes, howeve r, that other law may grant
defend ants the right to the collat eral attack of prior
convic tions,

21 u.s.c. §851.

This recogn ition obviou sly

also include s any consti tution al protec tion defend ants may enjoy.
United states v. Vea-Go nzales, No. 91-3046 9 (9th Cir.
Februa ry 22, 1993).
We urge the commis sion to adopt Amendment 57 with one
modifi cation.

We believ e that the amendm ent (develo ped by the

Commis sion staff) would be improv ed if it did not include the
first senten ce: "Wheth er a defend ant at senten cing may
collat erally attack a prior convic tion or senten ce is a
proced ural matter for court determ ination ."

This senten ce, which

is simila r to the one that has led to the problem atic court
holdin gs, is likely to cause confus ion and may be constru ed as
incons istent in part with the second senten ce.
ACQUITTED CONDUCT (Amend ments 1, 34, and 35)
The Departm ent strenuo usly oppose s the variou s publish ed

•

propos als to change the defini tion of releva nt conduc t in
guidel ine §1B1.3 so that acquit ted conduc t may no longer be
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considered in determinin g the guideline range.

This change would

constitute a dramatic departure from the constituti onal standards
courts have historica lly applied in both pre-guide line and
·guideline s cases and would reverse a long line of well-sett led
appellate decisions which permit judges to rely on evidence of a
defendant 's conduct relating to charges on which the defendant
was acquitted at trial.

It is also at odds with the Commissio n's

fundament al commitmen t to a modified real offense system by
preventin g the court from sentencing the defendant on the basis
of conduct which the court finds by a preponder ance of evidence
to have actually occurred.
Most courts of appeals have held that the Constitut ion does
not preclude the use of acquitted conduct for sentencing
purposes.

United states v. Mocciola, 891 F.2d 13, 16-17.

(1st Cir. 1989);

United States v. Rodriguez -Gonzalez , 899 F.2d

177, 180-182 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 111 s. Ct. 127 (1990);
United States v. Ryan, 866 F.2d 604, 608-609 (3d Cir. 1989);
United States v. Iru2m, 886 F.2d 736 (4th Cir. 1989); United
States v. Juarez-or tega, 866 F.2d 747, 749 (5th Cir. 1989);
Yniteg

v.

918 F.2d 647, 652 {6th Cir. 1990), cert.

denied, 111 s. ct. 2055 (1991); United stats v. Fonner, 920 F.2d
1330, 1332-1333 (7th Cir. 1990); Ynited States v.

897 F.2d

1444, 1449-1450 {8th Cir.), cert. denied, 111 s. ct. 389 (1990);
United States v. Ayeri, 922 F.2d 765 (11th Cir,. 1991).

These

rulings are consisten t with supreme Court decisions allowing
acquitted conduct to be introduced in evidence at a defendant 's
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subsequent trial,

Dowling v. United States, 493

u.s.

342 (1990),

and allowing civil forfeiture notwithstanding acquittal on the
same charges underlying the forfeiture.
Firearms, 465 U.S. 354 {1984).

United States v. 89

The broader rules of evidence

admissible at sentencing, as compared to trial, also militate
against a bar to using acquitted conduct for sentencing purposes.
There is surely no unfairness in sentencing a defendant based on
additional evidence, e.g., obtained from a search whose fruits
could not be admitted at trial, that clearly shows that the
defendant engaged in the conduct at issue.
There are, moreover, additional reasons why changing the
present rules with respect to acquitted conduct would be unwise.
First, the change would lead to an undue increase in litigation.
Frequently, the ·effect of an acquittal is unclear because the
basis of the jury's verdict cannot be definitively established.
For example, suppose a defendant and a confederate are charged
with selling drugs and the defendant with using a firearm during
and in relation to that crime (18

u.s.c.

S924(c)).

The defendant

is convicted of the drug charge but acquitted of the firearms
offense.

Should that mean that the defendant can assert the

acquittal to successfully resist the government's attempt to
apply
firearm?

in guideline S2Dl.l for possessing the
Not necessarily.

The proof at trial may have been weak

as to whether the firearm belonged to the defendant or to the
confederate, also present in the room.

The doubt may have been

sufficient to cause the acquittal, but, if that was the basis

4lt
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therefor, not to preclude an enhancement under the guidelines .
In other cases, the verdicts may simply be inconsistent, for
example, a case in which the defendant is convicted of aggravated
bank robbery (18 u.s.c. S2113(d)) for placing life in jeopardy by
using a firearm, but acquitted under 18 u.s.c. §924(c) for using
the firearm to commit the robbery.

Based on anecdotal

information from the United states Attorneys, it is our .belief
that the number of inconsistent verdicts, particularly in drug
and fraud prosecutions, is growing.

In each of these situations,

if the Commission were to bar the use of acquitted conduct in
determining the guideline range, difficult litigation would arise
over the effect of the acquittal-- an increased burden · on the

4lt

already highly complex sentencing process that we think is
unjustified and . that many courts, we suspect, would not welcome.
Second, a limitation on the use of acquitted conduct would
likely lead to unwarranted charging and

disparity,

contrary to the goal of the Sentencing Reform Act, and would
encourage more trials and sentencing hearings.

Under the

proposal, the court would remain obligated to consider conduct
not charged in the indictment but within the ambit of relevant
conduct, but could not consider that same conduct if it had been
charged and resulted in acquittal.

Often, the decision whether

to bring a charge that later results in acquittal will be a close
one, on which reasonable prosecutors would reach conflicting
judgments.

4lt

If the rule on acquitted conduct were changed as

prpposed, these reasonable but opposing charging decisions by
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prosecutors would produce markedly different sentences.
Moreover, the change would create a temptation for prosecutors to
decline to bring charges that they fear could result in acquittal
and wait to bring supporting facts to the court's attention at
sentencing.

Likewise, defendants, who are encouraged under the

current definition of relevant conduct to enter pleas when
charged with several counts with similar offenses will, if the
proposed amendment is adopted, have a strong incentive to go to
trial to try to defeat one or more of the multiple counts,
thereby increasing the number of trials in the hard-pressed
justice system.
For all of these reasons, we strongly urge the

to

reject the superficially appealing but unsound proposals to limit
the use of acquitted conduct.
LIMITATIONS ON THE IMPACT OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE QUANTITY ON
OFFENSE LEVEL DETERMINATIONS (Amendments 8, 9 1 39, 48, and 60)
The Commission has proposed several amendments aimed at
limiting the impact of drug quantity on the determinatio n of
offense levels.

While drug quantity may not be a perfect measure

of harm, it reflects both the scope of the activity in which a
defendant is involved and the resulting harm to society and,
therefore, should be retained as an important measure of the
appropriate sentence.

Moreover, the Commission has decreased the

impact of drug quantity on sentencing in large part with its 1992
amendment of the relevant conduct guideline.

The effect of this
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amendment in many cases is a narrower range of conduct for which
a defendant is liable for sentencing guideline purposes -- that
is, a smaller quantity of drugs -- than the scope of the
conspiracy in which the defendant is involved.
While we believe that drug quantity is an important factor
in sentencing and urge the Commission to make no amendments in
this regard until it can determine the effect of the recent
relevant conduct amendments, we recognize that the Commission may
wish to address the view of critics that drug quantity as it now
affects the determination of sentence still plays too great a
role.

Should the Commission determine that an amendment

addressing drug quantity is needed, we would not oppose the
adoption of a narrower version of Amendment

a.

Amendment 8 amends the drug trafficking guideline, §201.1,
to provide that if a defendant qualifies for a mitigating role
adjustment, the base offense level shall not be greater than
level 32.

It also amends the mitigating role guideline, §3Bl.2,

to describe more specifically the characteristics of a defendant
subject to a mitigating role adjustment in sentence.
Amendment 8, which places the cap at a level sufficient to
accommodate a 10-year mandatory minimum sentence, would be
acceptabl!_to the Department if the following conditions are met.
(1) The proposed cap on the sentence should apply only
to minimal, but not minor, participants.

•

Providing an extra

benefit to offenders at the highest offense levels should be
limited to the least culpable among this group .

•
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(2) If the Commission adopts the level 32 cap for
minimal participants, it is essential that it also approve
Amendment 60.

This amendment, proposed by the Department,

precludes a role reduction for drug defendants whose
relevant conduct subject to the drug-trafficking guideline
consists only of drug quantities in their actual possession.
For example, a person who transports two kilograms of crack
cocaine for a large drug enterprise trafficking in much
greater quantities should not receive the benefit of a role
reduction if his relevant conduct is limited to the two
kilograms.

•

such a defendant's participation is not minor or

minimal when viewed in light of his relevant conduct, which
itself reflects a reduction for the defendant's role in the
joint activity.
By barring ·a role reduction for such offenders,
Amendment 60 would also prevent application of the level 32
cap.

Thus, offenders who possess controlled substances in

such large quantities that their offense level is above
level 32 on the basis of the amounts they actually possess
would neither receive a mitigating role reduction nor
benefit from the proposed cap.

This result is appropriate

for Qtfenders entrusted by drug organizations with large
quantities of controlled substances.

We recommend adoption

of proposed amendment 60 rather than proposed Application

•

Notes 6 and 7 in Amendment 8 to deal with this issue since

•
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amendment 60 is clearer and more comprehensiv e in its
approach.
Even if the Commission does not adopt the proposed cap
for minor or minimal participants , it should adopt
Amendment 60 since the principle that a defendant does not
play a minor or minimal role when his relevant conduct is
limited to the drugs in his possession is an important one
under the current drug guideline scheme.

One technical

correction needed is that, as printed, amendment 60
incorrectly amends guideline §2Bl.2, rather than S3B1.2.
(3)

•

Another condition for our acquiescing to the

adoption of Amendment 8 is that the Commission bar a
defendant from receiving a mitigating role adjustment if he
possessed or had ready access to a firearm or other
dangerous weapon or if he engaged in assaultive or violent
behavior.

In addition, the mitigating role adjustment

should be precluded for an offender who directed or induced
another participant in this regard.

Amendment 8 establishes

this preclusion in a more limited form -- only for those who
possess or have ready access to a firearm or who direct or
induce another participant to possess a firearm.
__(4) The final condition is that the Commission retain
current Application Notes 2 and 4, which Amendment 8
proposes to delete from the commentary to guideline S3B1.2.

•

Note 2 states the Commission's intent that the downward
adjustment for a minimal participant be used infrequently •

•
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Deletion of this language will be taken as a signal that the
Commission intends a broadened application of the role
reduction guideline, despite the more direct description of
mitigating role that is

Likewise, the Commission

should preserve existing Application Note 4, which
ordinarily bars a role reduction for a defendant who has
received a lower offense level by virtue of being convicted
of an offense significantly less serious than warranted by
his actual criminal conduct.
Amendment a, as modified, would address the concern that
drug quantity drives sentencing to too great an extent while

•

avoiding unnecessary and radical changes in the guidelines.

We

oppose Amendments 9, 39, and 48, which contain a number of
objectionable features.

The most notable is that Amendments 9

and 39 create a cap of level 36 for drug quantity applicable to
all offenders, regardless of their role in the offense.

Drug

traffickers would have no disincentive to deal in huge quantities
of drugs since they could do so with impunity for the excess
above level 36 amounts.

Amendment 39 also makes further

adjustments to the drug quantity table that are problematic in
their relationship with mandatory minimum provisions.

Under the

at reducing sentences, amounts that would
require imposition of a mandatory minimum would fall in a range
that barely accommodates the mandatory minimum.

•

By placing the

guideline maximum at a level very close to the mandatory minimum,
this scheme provides the courts with little discretion to set the
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sentence within a reasonable range in recognition of factors not
specified in the guidelines or to take into account the range of
drug quantities subject to the same offense level.

It also

precludes reduction for mitigating role in the offense or
acceptance of responsibility for those defendants whose drug
quantities are at or just above the mandatory minimum amounts.
We are also particularly troubled by the proposed role-inthe-offense adjustments in Amendments 9, 39, and 48.

For

example, Amendment 9 proposes a 4-level reduction for a defendant
who did not own or sell drugs, did not exercise decision-making
authority, did not finance the · operation, and did not use
relevant special skills.

The effect of this proposal

be an

automatic reduction for drug couriers, regardless of the measure
of their relevant conduct.

Drug couriers are essential to the

operation of a drug-trafficking organization and play a central,
rather than a minimal, role in the offense.

The amendment is

also contrary to Amendment 60, discussed earlier, which denies a
mitigating role adjustment to defendants whose relevant conduct
consists of the drugs in their actual possession.

In addition,

Amendment 39's proposed 6-level decrease for "significantly
minimal" participants would lead to endless litigation over the
between "significantly minimal" and "minimal"
participants and would invite disparity.

Creating another level

of role in the offense is a complication the guidelines do not
need.

Finally, the proposed caps below level 32 in Amendment 48

for minor and minimal participants trafficking in substances
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subject to mandatory minimum sentences are unacceptable.

our

willingness to accept any cap is limited to its being set no
lower than level 32 -- which is consistent with the 10-year
mandatory minimum.
We favor Amendment 39's proposed increases in guideline
§201.1 for the use of a firearm or other weapon and the
defendant's leadership role in a large organization and believe
that these increases would have validity under the current
structure of guideline §201.1.
DRUG MIXTURES (Amendments 10 and 49)
Amendments 10 and 49 would amend the commentary to
guideline §201.1 to address uningestible portions of drug
mixtures.

Amendment 10 would exclude for sentencing purposes

"uningestible, unmarketable portions," while Amendment 49 would
exclude "portions of a mixture that are uningestible or
unmarketable."

Both proposals would exclude materials that have

to be separated from the controlled substance before the
controlled substance can be used.
We do not object to the concept of excluding uningestible,
unmarketable portions of a drug mixture but believe there is a
need for clarification and further amendment.

First, the opening

statement of Application Note 1 provides that a mixture or
substance for purposes of guideline §201.1 "has the same meaning
as in 21 U.S.C. §841."

The Commission is not in a position to

make this assertion and then to provide a guideline definition
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that the courts may or may not accept for purposes of application
to the statute.

The courts, for purposes of applying statutory

penalties, may not agree with the Commission's determination of
· what portions of a mixture should be included or excluded.

The

Commission is in a position only to dictate the application of
the sentencing guidelines, not the statutory penalties.

This

sentence should be deleted.
Next, the use of a suitcase to which cocaine is bonded, for
example, reflects a sophisticated means to avoid detection.

The

Commission should provide a guideline enhancement to reflect this
added culpability.

An increase would provide uniformity in

recognizing the added culpability of sophisticated means but
would not make the sentence dependent upon the weight of the
substance used in this endeavor.
In addition, the amendment should clearly provide that the
exclusion applies only to drug mixtures which are both
uningestible and unmarketable.

If a mixture containing

uningestible portions is, nevertheless, marketable under the
expectation that the purchaser will perform a simple function to
extract the controlled substance for use, the entire weight
should be included.

In this regard, the direction to exclude

portions that have be separated from the controlled substance
before use is inconsistent with the "uningestible, unmarketable"
language and should be deleted.

Similarly, portions that are not

marketable, for example, because of their need for refrigeration,
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should be included if they can be ingested.

We recommend the

following commentary to address these concerns:
This exclusion applies only to mixtures which are both
uningestible and unmarketable.

Therefore, if a mixture

is marketable but is not ingestible because, for
example, of adulterants or other components of the
mixture, the entire mixture will, nevertheless, be
included for sentencing purposes.
We also recommend the addition of commentary to recognize
that the weight of the controlled substance may be determined by
extrapolating from the weight of a sample of the mixture from
which the controlled substance has been extracted.

Without this

language, the courts may incorrectly infer a requirement that the
entire quantity of the controlled substance be extracted -- an
approach that would be overly burdensome to the Drug Enforcement
Administration, which has to perform some extractions with the
use of harmful solvents.

Moreover, the commentary should state

that once the controlled substance is extracted, it need not be
in "pure" form.

We suggest the addition of the following

commentary:
In calculating the sentencing weight of the controlled
the court may extrapolate the total quantity of
the controlled substance based on the quantity extracted
from a sample of the mixture.

After exclusion of the

uningestible, unmarketable portions, the substance included
in the sentencing weight need not be the "pure" controlled

•
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substance.

Rather, any substances that are normally

included with marketed mixtures of the controlled substance,
and that were, therefore, likely to have been with the
controlled substance before it was combined with the
portions to be excluded, are included in the "mixture" for
sentencing purposes.
Finally, we recommend specifying that LSD on blotter paper,
sugar cubes, or other similar "carriers" are examples of mixtures
not subject to the exclusion of uningestible and unmarketable
portions.

This amendment would prevent defense arguments that

the amendment in question encompasses such LSD cases.

•

MONEY LAUNDERING (Amendment 20)
The Commission has proposed a sweeping amendment of the
money laundering guidelines, SS2S1.1 through 2S1.4.

The

amendments would substantially lower the penalties for many money
laundering offenses, even very pernicious ones, and send a
dangerous signal that money laundering is merely an
inconsequential extension of the unlawful activity that produces
the dirty funds.

This message is at odds with actions by

Congress, which has treated money laundering as a serious offense
that is wholly distinct from the underlying unlawful activity.
Moreover, money laundering, subject to a 10- or 20-year penalty
depending upon the offender's intent, is an offense that

•

threatens our nation's financial institutions and, therefore, our
economic well-being, by involving these institutions in
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transactions rooted in unlawful conduct.

The Department

vigorously opposes the proposed amendments.
The amendment of guideline S2Sl.l would reduce the offense
level for many money laundering offenses to a level equivalent
to, or slightly above, the level applicable to a fraud offense
involving the amount of money laundered.

That is, money

laundering would be treated in a manner generally consistent with
fraud.

This decrease would apply to both money laund.ering

related to white collar offenses and money laundering related to
a myriad of other serious offenses, such as arms violations,
murder for hire, and other violent crimes.

•

In many cases the

amendment would also reduce the offense level for money ·
laundering related to drug trafficking, which now starts at
level 23 or 26, under guideline S2Sl.l, and 22, under
guideline S2Sl.2, and increases depending on the amount of funds
laundered.

The only cases generally spared from reduction are

those in which the money launderer committed the unde.r lying
unlawful activity and the offense level for that activity is
equal to or greater than the currently applicable money
laundering offense level.
In our view, the motivation for the suggested change in
large part relates to "receipt and deposit" cases -- that is,
cases in which the money laundering conduct is limited to
depositing the proceeds of unlawful activity in a financial

•

institution account identifiable to the person who committed the
underlying offense.

We believe that these cases are but a small
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segment of the universe of money laundering and that recent
caselaw developments, as well as internal Department of Justice
pros ecution guidelines, have cured many of the problems of the
' past .

The overall approach of the money laundering sentencing

guidelines should not be revised because of these cases, nor do
we believe that other cases that have been cited as non-serious
money laundering dictate sweeping amendments.

However, we

acknowledge that "receipt and deposit" cases, when correctly
identified, may more appropriately be sentenced at a different
level.
To this end, we have recently submitted a proposal that
would carve out "receipt and deposit" cases from current
treatment under guidelines S2Sl.l and 2S1.2 (copy attached).
Under our proposal money laundering offenses for which the
underlying activity did not involve controlled substances, a
crime of violence, firearms, or certain other offenses would be
sentenced at 8 levels above the level established by the fraud
table in guideline S2Fl . l corresponding to the value of the
funds .

The proposal specifies further conditions :

the money

laundering conduct must have been limited to the deposit of noncurrency proceeds into a domestic financial institution account
that is clearly identifiable as belonging to the person who
committed the specified unlawful activity .

The principal reason

for the limitation to "non-currency" proceeds is that currency is
the most dangerous form of proceeds from the standpoint of
enforcement of the money laundering laws since, once deposited
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into an account with other funds, there is no ability to trace it
back to the specified unlawful activity which generated it.

our

proposed treatment of this class of cases is identical to the
Commission's proposal relating to the class of cases subject to
the most lenient treatment.

However, our proposal preserves

current offense levels for cases which do not fall within the
exception, such as cases that involve further money laundering
conduct.

Thus, our proposal reduces the "shock" to the system

that a wholesale, and unnecessary, revision of the money
laundering guidelines would bring.

We urge you to consider our

proposed amendment, as well as the appendix to this statement,
which sets forth more fully the reasons for our opposition to the
proposed money laundering amendments.
The appendix also highlights our concerns regarding the
proposed amendment of guidelines SS2S1.3 and 251.4, addressing
transaction reporting and currency and monetary instrument
reporting.

The Department had submitted a proposal to harmonize

disparate treatment of the various offenses that fall within
these guidelines.

The Commission's proposal, while it brings

about harmony, produces substantial and inappropriate reductions
in offense levels.

Reporting requirements relating to financial

transactions and the movement of currency and monetary
instruments are critical to curbing money laundering and enabling
investigators to trace unlawful proceeds.

Proposals to reduce

sentences in this area should be rejected as inconsistent with
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the goal of deterrence of both reporting offenses and money
laundering in general.
SUBSTANTIAL ASSISTANCE MOTIONS (Amendments 24, 31, and 47)
The Commission has proposed several amendments to policy
statement S5K1.1 to eliminate the prerequisite of a government
motion for departure below the applicable guideline range to
reflect a defendant's substantial assistance in the investigation
or prosecution of others.

In addition, the Commission has

invited comment whether to eliminate the requirement of a
government motion in the case of a first offender, where no
violence was associated with the offense.
We strongly oppose these amendments.

Even if one agreed

with the concept of allowing a defense motion over the objection
of the prosecutor, amending the existing policy statement would
be a mistake.

As the Commission knows, Congress has provided by

statute that a government motion to reduce a sentence based on
cooperation is required for situations in which the cooperation
occurs after sentence is imposed (Rule 35, F. R. Crim. P.) and
where reduction would mean lowering the sentence below a
mandatory minimum (18 u.s.c. §3553).

It is difficult to imagine

that congress could have intended a system in which a government
motion is required in these circumstances but not in the
situation currently addressed by policy statement S5K1.1.

Thus,

in our view, the appropriate forum to consider this issue is
Congress, hot this Commission, since the Commission's policy
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statement requiring a government motion is consistent with the
Congressional scheme.
Moreover, on the merits the published proposals are unsound.
For one thing, they will result in increased numbers of (if not
indeed routine) requests by defendants for reduction in sentence
and can, therefore, be expected unduly to burden the courts.
Defense attorneys will feel pressured by future claims of
ineffective assistance of counsel to file such motions and will
In

accordingly argue for reduction in many unwarranted cases.
addition, no one disputes that the prosecutor is in the best
position to determine whether a defendant has provided

substantial assistance in investigating or prosecuting others.
This is reflected by the fact that, under the terms of the
proposed amendments, the court would still have to give
substantial weight to the government's evaluation of the
defendant's conduct from the standpoint of
assistance.

In addition, we point out that the government has an

incentive to seek substantial assistance reductions where
warranted in order to encourage defendants to cooperate.

It is

not in prosecutors' long range interests to fail to file such
motions where justified by the facts.
the current policy statement properly limits
reduction of sentence based on a defendant's substantial
assistance to cases in which the government has filed a
substantial assistance motion, the prosecutor's discretion in
filing such motions is not unlimited.

The Supreme Court held in
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Wade v. United States, 112 S.Ct. 1840 (1992), that federal
district courts "have authority to review a prosecutor's refusal
to file a substantial-assistance motion and to grant a remedy if
they find that the refusal was based on an unconstitutional
motive ..• say, because of the defendant's race or religion."
Id. at 1843-1844.
For all these reasons, we strongly urge the Commission to
reject the proposed amendments to policy statement S5K1.1.
FRAUD AND THEFT (Amendments 5, 6, 7, 37, 38, 45, and 65)
The commission has requested comments on whether adjustments
should be made to the loss tables in the fraud and theft .
guidelines, and whether the loss tables provide appropriate and
adequate punishment for the loss categories included.

Several

alternative approaches are provided for consideration.
A major change proposed in Amendment 5 would delete the
"more than minimal planning" adjustment from the fraud and theft
guidelines and the use of "sophisticated means" from the tax
guidelines and replace them with a two-level increase in the loss
tables.

As we have stated in the past, the Department opposes

elimination of "more than minimal planning" from the fraud and
theft

In our experience, the extent of planning is

an important indication of the seriousness of a crime .
Particularly if a defendant is caught early in a fraud scheme
before substantial losses are amassed, it may be impossible to
establish a significant loss from the fraud, but eminently
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feasible to show the extent of "planning".

Losses are also

extremely difficult to document in complex schemes to defraud and
are thus unaccounted for in many cases because of defendants'
. successful efforts to hide the scope of illegal activity.
If the Commission decides to eliminate the enhancement for
"more than minimal planning," the Department strongly favors the
proposal to increase by two levels the base offense level of the
fraud and theft guidelines.

We would not oppose a related two-

level decrease if the defendant proved the offense constituted a
single, opportunistic act that did not involve "more than minimal
planning".
We have substantial concerns about the proposed gradual
increase in offense levels in the loss tables to replace "more
•

than minimal planning".

Since the proposed two-level adjustment

for "more than minimal planning" does not actually occur until
the losses are greater than $40,000, the proposal effectively
lowers by two levels (in the $2,000 to $5,000 range) and one
level (in the $5,000 to $40,000 range) the offense levels for
many crimes in which the "more than minimal planning" adjustment
had been previously applied, such as crimes which may have been
discovered early and did not have a large dollar amount assigned
to them, and those many "smaller" crimes that did involve "more
than minimal planning".
In addition, we fail to see the logic of eliminating from

•

the tax guidelines the use of "sophisticated means" to avoid
discovery of the nature or extent of the fraud.

We view the use
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of offshore bank accounts, shell corporations, etc., as factors
which can be easily identified and which greatly increase the
seriousness of the crime and defendants' culpability warranting
increased punishment.

Rather than being eliminated, the use of

"sophisticated means" should be retained in the tax guidelines
and added to the fraud and theft guidelines.
The Department supports the proposal to increase the loss
tables for the offense levels with "extremely high loss amounts".
As we have testified before, this change is absolutely necessary
to reflect Congressional intent in raising the maximum sentences
for a number of fraud and theft offenses.

We also favor making

the increases in offense levels steeper as the amount of loss
increases .
We also recommend that the offense level for fraud be
calculated on the basis of the higher of the amount of gain or
loss resulting from the offense.

In many of the Department's

fraud cases, there is no dollar loss associated with the crime,
but there is a gain to the defendant, which should be considered
in the calculation of the offense level.
In our experience, the use of dollar loss as a primary
indicator of the seriousness of the offense often underestimates
the extent of the crime and the damage to individuals and
society.

Defendants can do great harm without creating large

dollar losses, and the same monetary loss to a bank or an elderly
pensioner has a vastly different impact.

There are numerous

cases in which there is no dollar loss associated with the crime,
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such as those involving false identification documents and fraud
cases charging mislabeling, loan fraud, and other types of
misrepresentations .
In many other cases it is difficult to quantify the losses .
In food, drug, and medical fraud cases, monetary losses often do
not reflect the potentially significant negative health risks
caused by defendants such as pharmacists who distribute outdated,
unapproved or ineffective drugs, or veterinarians who distribute
drugs that leave harmful residue in food.

In other cases losses

may be impossible to prove, such as fraudulent schemes which
involve poor records or an obscure paper trial but may affect
many victims.

Therefore , we strongly support the addition of

specific offense characteristics to reflect harm other than
dollar losses. ·The types of harm identified by the Commission in
proposed Amendment 7 are appropriate and should be further
refined and adopted.

A general statement as in proposed

Amendment 6 that an upward departure may be warranted if the
sentence understates the actual harm, by· itself, is not
sufficient.
The guidelines do not adequately reflect the seriousness of
fraud affecting multiple victims, such as telemarketing fraud.
Rather than eliminating the enhancement in the fraud and theft
guidelines proposed in Amendment 5 for cases involving more than
one victim, we recommend adding specific offense characteristics
that would increase the offense levels as the number of victims
increases.

This change recognizes the increased societal harm
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that occurs when numerous people are victimized, and the
significantly heavier burden on the criminal justice system in
investigating and prosecuting the crime and establishing
restitution for victims, as well as on business and commerce,
such as in telemarketing cases, when large numbers of people
resolve never to trust a telemarketer, legitimate or otherwise.
The Commission has asked for comments in Amendments 37 and
65 on whether the fraud guidelines should be amended to include
the risk of loss as a factor in determining the guideline range
when the amount of risk is greater than the amount of the actual
or intended loss.

The Department believes this proposal is a

good idea to cover fraudulent loan application cases and other
cases such as, for example, defendants who, in their role as
individual sureties on government contracts, use fraudulent

assets as security for payment and performance bonds, and thus
present a substantial risk of loss if the government is forced to
collect against the bonds for a contractor's default.

Increasing

the emphasis on risk of loss is also of crucial importance in
environmental cases.

The risk of loss should also encompass

risks to the public health caused by schemes to market drugs,
medical devices and foods which are capable of causing serious
harm.
The Department strongly opposes lower sentences for
defendants who did not personally profit from the crime as
proposed in Amendment 38.

Fraud is frequently made possible and

prolonged by people participating in it if only to keep their

•
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jobs.

Downward departures for them are unwarranted.

If a person

decides to engage in criminal activity, he or she should not
benefit at sentencing merely because the government is unable to
identify the monetary incentive that led the defendant to commit
the crime.

The proposed amendment would lead to litigation over

the wages and benefits of employees to learn if they profited
financially from the offense, hardly a fit subject for a
sentencing hearing.
TAX OFFENSES (Amendments 21 and 41)
We have not addressed in our testimony today the proposed

•

changes to the tax guidelines, on which a representative ·of the
Internal Revenue Service will be testifying.

The Department

supports the IRS's approach, and we have submitted a fairly
extensive analysis of the proposed tax amendments in our written
comments.

However, if the Commission has any questions for the

Department about the proposed tax guideline amendments, we are
prepared to respond in writing to the Commission's inquiries .
DEPARTURES FOR A COMBINATION OF OFFENDER CHARACTERISTICS
(Amendment 29)
Amendment 29 addresses offender characteristics that the
Sentencing Commission has identified as not ordinarily relevant
to determining whether a sentence should be outside the

•

guidelines.

Such factors include age, education, employment

record, family ties, and military record.

See United States
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Sentencing Commission, Guidelines Manual, Chapter Five, Part H
(Nov. 1992).

The amendment proposes that such factors, although

not ordinarily relevant to departure, may, nevertheless, be
considered if they, "alone or in combination, are present to an
unusual degree and are important to the sentencing purposes in
the particular case."

Since the factors enumerated may currently

be considered as grounds for departure in extraordinary cases,
the real impact of the proposal relates to cases in which the
factors in question are present in combination with other
factors.

That is, the amendment proposes that factors the

Commission has already identified as ordinarily irrelevant to
departure become the basis for departure because of their
cumulative effect.
We strongly oppose this amendment because it could seriously
erode the goal of ·the sentencing Reform Act of 1984 of
unwarranted sentencing disparity.

The commission has wisely

identified a group of factors that likely would bring about a
great deal of disparity if ordinarily relied on as bases for
departure.

For example, one sentencing judge may determine that

a defendant's recent graduation from a university is a basis for
a downward departure to a probationary sentence while another
judge may_find that a similar defendant's university degree and
future opportunities render his unlawful conduct more blameworthy
and, therefore, inconsistent with downward departure.

Under the

current policy statement education is not ordinarily a ground for
departure, and both defendants would be subject to the same
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guideline range.

More importantly, both defendants would be

subject to the same guideline range as an offender not fortunate
enough to have received a higher education.

However, the

· proposed amendment would allow the judge intent on departure to
take into account such factors as the defendant's young age, his
strong family ties, and some other factor, such as prior public
service work -- in combination with his recent university
graduation -- to order a downward departure even though no single
factor would have provided a basis for it.
In .short, the amendment invites disparity of exactly the
sort the Sentencing Reform Act instructs the Commission to avoid:
favorable treatment for offenders with higher socio-economic
status.
•

See 28

u.s.c.

S994(d).

The proposed "combination of

factors" basis for departure is but a thinly veiled disguise for
this favorable treatment.

If the Commission addresses the effect

of a combination of factors at all, it should adopt a contrary
amendment to dispel the notion that a combination of irrelevant
factors can somehow become relevant.

,'

•

APPENDIX
Money Laundering is an international crime which has reached
epidemic proportions.

In 1990, the G-7's Financial Action Task

Force (FATF) estimated the United States• share of international
drug proceeds to be $100 billion; other estimates put this figure
at closer to $200 billion.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation

estimates that when drug money laundering is combined with other
major types of money laundering, the figure for money laundered
in the United States annually may be as high as $300 billion.
The money laundering statutes were drafted with the intention of
reaching the flow of proceeds from this whole spectrum of illegal
activity, from narcotics offenses to white collar crime, to

•

terrorism, organized crime and environmental crime.
Because this is the first time that the Commission has
reviewed the money laundering guidelines, we believe that a full
explanation of the consequences of the pending proposal is
appropriate, in light of the drastic effect the proposal would
have on sentences in money laundering prosecutions.

The

Commission's proposal (Amendment 20) would markedly reduce the
base offense levels for laundering of white collar crime
proceeds, in even its most pernicious forms, as well as for
professional drug money launderers. 1

•

1WhiTh most of our discussion focuses on the non-narcotic
area, it is important to note that the proposed amendment could
significantly reduce sentences for some professional drug money
launderers, who usually are not involved in the underlying drug
offenses and therefore would not be sentenced under S2Sl.l(a) (1) of
the proposed amendment. This is the case in several of the recent
Operation Polar Cap prosecutions .
such cases are the kind of
offenses that S 1956 was aimed at, and are the cases which arguably
should merit the strongest punishment under the guidelines.

•
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The principal law enforcement agencies fight i ng money
laundering -- the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Drug
Enforcement Administration, the Customs Service, the Internal
Revenue Service, and the Postal Service, as well as the Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network -- are in agreement that the United
States has, proportionally, the worst money laundering problem in
the world.

The United States money laundering problem and

response go beyond drugs to non-narcotic and white collar crime
offenses. 2

Indeed, the United States leads the international

law enforcement community in enforcement of all types of money
laundering.

Primarily through its participation in the FATF, the

United states has emphasized to the domestic and international
financial community the critical need for comprehensive money
•

laundering enforcement, and has been in the forefront of an
initiative to broaden the scope of anti-money laundering programs
to include the proceeds of non-narcotic as well as narcotic
offenses .

Many other countries have anti-money laundering laws,

but they often do not prohibit the laundering of proceeds of nonnarcotic related crimes.

our initiative to broaden the scope of

money laundering enforcement would be severely impacted by the
message that our domestic enforcement aimed at white collar
criminals is in retreat.
The Department of Justice strongly opposes Amendment 20.
However, we acknowledge that a modification of the current

•

2There are presently 103 predicate crimes constituting
"specified unlawful activity." Of these, only ten are narcotic
related.
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guidelines may be appropriate to address a small class of money
laundering cases popularly known as "receipt and deposit'' cases,
which seem to be the area of greatest concern under the current
· guidelines.

Accordingly, the Department, by letter of March 2,

1993, forwarded to the Commission a proposed alternative
amendment (also set forth as an attachment hereto), which we
believe addresses this class of cases.

We urge the Commission to

adopt our alternative approach, rather than to completely rewrite
the current guidelines, as proposed in Amendment 20.
The Department of Justice opposes the published proposal,
drafted by the Commission Staff's Working Group on Money

•

Laundering ("Staff"), on fundamental philosophical grounds.

Our

fundamental difference lies in the interpretation of the
congressional intent giving rise to the money laundering
statutes.

In our view, Congress created the money laundering

statutes, set the maximum penalty at 20 years, and created the
avenue of forfeiture, not merely to deal with what the Staff
casts as "facilitating" activity, but to remedy completely
separate conduct requiring severe punishment:
The purposes of s. 2683, the Money Laundering
Crimes Act of 1986, are: To create a Federal offense
against money laundering; to authorize forfeiture of
the profits earned by launderers; to encourage
finanPial institutions to come forward with information
about money launderers without fear of civil liability;
to provide
law enforcement agencies with
additional tools to investigate money laundering; and
to enhance the penalties under existing law in order to
further deter the growth of money laundering.

s. Rep. No . 433, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1986).
•

Congress said,

in essence, that criminals are to be punished routinely for their
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underlying criminal conduct, but if they further attempt to have
use of their proceeds, they should expect to be punished even
more severely, as a separate and distinct crime has been
committed.
Moreover, contrary to the more lenient treatment for white
collar criminals proposed in the Staff amendment, Congress did
not create two money laundering statutes, one with harsh
consequences for those who launder narcotic proceeds and one more
lenient for white collar criminals.

Congress created

statute, with penalties for the launderers of profit of specific
white collar offenses as severe as those imposed on narcotic
money launderers. 3

Over time Congress has added to the list of

non-narcotic specified unlawful activity, has never subtracted,
and continues to reach out for ways to strengthen money
laundering enforcement in the white collar arena. 4

Indeed, this

is in part a response to law enforcement reports which suggest
that organized crime and drug trafficking organizations are
inserting their narcotics proceeds into "legitimate" businesses
3 The

present Sentencing Guidelines set the base offense level
for S 1956 money laundering with the intent to promote specified
unlawful activity at 23, and at 20 for all other intents.
By
contrast, the proposed amendment would drop the base offense level
for non-narcotics related money laundering to 8 plus the number of
offense revels from the table in S2F1.1 {Fraud or Deceit)
corresponding to the value of the funds.
4 As recently as October 1992, Congress added food
stamp fraud,
violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, and theft from the
mail to the list of specified unlawful activity, and also amended
S 1956 {and by reference, S 1957) to include transactions which
involve the proceeds of kidnapping, robbery, extortion and bank
fraud offenses which occur outside the United States.
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and layering their assets with proceeds of subsequent white
collar offenses, rendering the nature of the funds virtually
indistinguishable as narcotics or non-narcotics related proceeds.
The theoretical basis for the Commission's proposed
amendments was set forth in an october 1992 Staff Report, which
stated that the Commission's initial decision to set high base
offense levels for money laundering "was presumably based on the
general conclusion that 18 u.s.c. §1956 would apply only to
relatively serious offenses."

See Staff of the Sentencing

Commission, Report on Information Gathering and Initial Findings,
at 17 (October 14, 1992)

(Money Laundering Working Group)

(hereinafter referred to as "Staff Report I").

According to the

Staff report, the Commission, at that time "did not have the
benefit of settled judicial interpretations of key terms because
the applicable statutes had only recently been enacted .
these statutes are very broad, and it appears they may be being
applied somewhat differently than the Commission anticipated."
Staff Report I at 16.

Although the first part of this statement

may be true, the now-settled judicial interpretations of the key
terms, however broad, do not justify the arbitrary distinctions
in money laundering conduct set forth in the proposed amendment
nor the wholesale dismantling of the money laundering penalties
to address anomalous fact patterns. 5
5 Among

the arbitrary distinctions drawn in the proposed
money
"sophisticated"
of
identification
the
is
amendment
are
laundering
The most pernicious forms of money
laundering.
example,
For
accomplished by relatively unsophisticated means.
recent raids on the Cali cartel, in Colombia, resulted in the

•
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The Staff's philosophical view, evidenced by its use of
language in Staff Report I, a subsequent report dated November
10, 1992, and in the Commentary to the proposed amendment, is
that only §1956 concealment and promotion cast as reinvestment in
future specified unlawful activity (SUA) are "actual" money
laundering.

All other ·statutory bases for prosecution are

denigrated by the Staff proposal, which would provide little
punishment beyond that imposed for the underlying offense . 6
Indeed, in an ambitious attempt to merge the present §2S1.1
(which applies to §1956) and §2S1.2 (which applies to S1957), the
proposal sets one level for money laundering and purports to

•

provide enhancement for the §1956 intents .

However, only two of

the four §1956 intents are included -- promotion and concealment
--the rest of the 20-year offense is ignored. 7

In addition,

discovery of bags full of postal money orders. Another seriously
damaging method of money laundering is the use of electronic
transfers. Neither of these methods can be said t ·o be particularly
"sophisticated." Moreover, we contend that the Commission Staff • s
attempt to define "sophisticated" will have to be modified in each
amendment cycle.
6 In

addition, depending on the outcome of another proposed
amendment --to the fraud guideline (S2F1.1) --which would delete
the 2-point enhancement for "more than minimal planning" in favor
of a new fraud table which factors in planning, the money
laundering base offense levels may end up equal to an underlying
fraud offense. If "more than minimal planning" is not incorporated
into the table, 11 8 plus the number of offense levels from the
table" is in many cases the same as the S2F1.1 fraud offense level,
because as presently drafted, the 2-point enhancement is
unavailable to the money laundering calculation.

•

7The

four basic intents set forth in 18

u.s.c.

S 1956 are:

(A) (i) with the intent to promote the carrying on of
specified unlawful activity; or
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the proposal enhances punishment for §1956(a) (2) ( i nternational
transportation of illegal proceeds out of the country), but
ignores the plain language or the statute which prohibits
transportation in or out of the country.
The Department of Justice contends, therefore, that the
proposal draws contours around §1956 -- with this and other
distinctions that are merely arbitrary -- in a manner which
Congress did not intend and which ignores the methodology of
money laundering.
In our view, the basis for the Staff's conclusions is the
flawed view that money laundering is "simply incidental" to the .

•

underlying offense which gives rise to the profit laundered.
Staff Report I at 1 .

This view is based, we believe, on a

misconstruction of the concept of "merger."

By way of example ,

the classic merger problem is illustrated in United States v.
Johnson, 971 F . 2d 562 (lOth Cir. 1992), a case in which money
laundering charges were brought relating to the wire transfer of
money from fraud victims to the defendant.

The same wire

transfers which gave rise to the money laundering charges also
(ii) with intent to engage in conduct constituting
a violation of section 7201 or 7206 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1986; or
--(B) knowing that the transaction is designed in whole or
in part --

•

(i) to conceal or disguise the nature, the location,
the source, the ownership, or the control of proceeds of
specified unlawful activity; or
(ii) to avoid a transaction reporting requirement
under State or Federal Law.

----- - -

-aformed the basis for wire fraud offenses which were charged
substantively and as specified unlawful conduct.

The Tenth

Circuit held that the wire transfer of the money from victim to
· defendant was merely the completion of the underlying offense,
and could not form the basis for money laundering charges, since
the funds do not take on the character of "proceeds" until they
are received by the defendant. 8
It is our position that at the time the Staff reports were
drafted, much of the charged conduct 9 which gave rise to its
conclusion that money laundering is "incidental to" the'
underlying conduct consisted of "merged" transactions, which are
now properly addressed in the case law and the Department of
Justice prosecution guidelines.
•

To the extent that we can agree

that any financial transactions are "incidental to" the
underlying offense, it is only in this category of "merged"
transactions, which the case law makes clear do not constitute
money laundering.

To the extent that the Staff reports go

further to suggest that all subsequent transactions in illegal
proceeds are "incidental to" the underlying conduct, this
conclusion is simply wrong.

in Johnson noted the distinction between the wire
transfer scenario and the case where a defendant first obtained the
funds and then deposited them himself. The court noted that the
latter transaction would clearly have violated S 1957. This issue
is discussed further, infra.

•

9The statistical, rather than analytical nature of the case
analysis provided in the Staff reports does not reflect information
necessary for proper analysis of the merger issue.

•
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For example, Staff Report I cites three cases in support of
its conclusion that the courts of appeals are interpreting the
statutory requirement "intent to promote" in an overbroad manner.
- See Staff Report I at 9.

One case cited, United States v.

Johnson, is discussed above, and does not support the Staff's
conclusion that judicial interpretatio n of "intent to promote" is
overbroad.

To the contrary, in finding that loan payments

permitted the illegal enterprise to continue to maintain office
space, the court also found, as discussed above, that only
transactions subseguent to the crediting of wire transfers to the
defendant's bank account could properly be charged as
"reinvested" profit.

971 F.2d at 570.

Similarly, in United States v. Skinner, 946 F.2d 176 (2d
•

Cir. 1991), another case cited in Staff Report I, the intent to

promote was supported by defendant's transfer of drug proceeds to
her supplier, in what amounted to payment on a line of credit.
Although the facts of Skinner are somewhat anomalous, in that the
defendant was paying for the very first in a series of
contemplated shipments of drugs, it is clear that all later
transfers of drug proceeds to her supplier for additional
shipments would unquestionab ly qualify as reinvestment promotion

-

in the manner contemplated by both Congress and the Commission.
The third and last case cited in Staff Report I, United
States v. Montoya, 945 F.2d 1068 (9th Cir. 1991), is a case which

•

is intended to fall within the exception the Department of
Justice herein proposes.

In Montoya, a California state senator
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was charged with promoting his acceptance of bribes based on his
deposit of a check into his personal bank account.

The Ninth

Circuit held that this deposit promoted the carrying on of
specified unlawful activity -- the bribe -- because "Montoya
could not have made use of the funds without depositing the
check."

945 F.2d at 1076.

No other indicia of money laundering

activity were found to be present.

By virtue of the Court's

interpretation of the conduct as promotion, in this case, the
defendant was subject to the harshest of the sentencing
guidelines.

As set forth below, the Department of Justice's

alternative amendment proposes to draw an exception for promotion
cases such as Montoya, as well as other types of fact patterns
more typically charged under 18

u.s.c.

Sl957, where there are no

further indicia - of money laundering activity beyond the deposit
of the proceeds and where certain other elements are present.
The excepted group . of cases is treated in the

of

Justice alternative proposal at the base offense level proposed
by the Staff.
In our view, a large portion of the fact patterns which are
the focus of the Staff's proposed amendment have, since the time
of its initial study, already been addressed and remedied.

That

is to sayL-a portion of the fact patterns examined fall into the
"merger" category addressed by cases such as United States v.
Johnson, and these cases can no longer be charged as a matter of
law.

•
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To provide uniform application in charging transactions
chronologically close to the underlying conduct, the Department
of Justice instituted internal prosecution guidelines, which took
effect on October 1, 1992.

The guidelines state, in pertinent

part:
cases Involving Financial Crimes: In any case where
the conduct to be charged as "specified unlawful
activity" under SS1956 and 1957 consists primarily of
one or more financial or fraud offenses, and where the
financial and money laundering offenses are so closely
connected with each other that there is no clear
delineation between the underlying financial crime and
the money laundering offense, no indictment or
complaint may be filed without prior consultation with
the Money Laundering Section [of the Criminal
Division].
U.S. Attorneys' Manual 9-105.000 (October 1, 1992).
We believe that the internal guidelines, and the
•

developments in case law in the past year relating to white
collar based money laundering, have already eliminated a large
portion of the problems addressed by the Staff.

However, the

Staff reports also take issue with fact patterns commonly
described as "receipt and deposit," as exemplified by the . Montoya
case.
In "receipt and deposit" cases, the funds received by the
defendant arrive in the form of a check and once received are
subsequently deposited into a bank account.
application of the money laundering statute.

This is a correct
However, the

Staff's analysis appears to take the view that such cases reflect

•

transactions which are easier to trace and should not, therefore,
be sentenced in the same category as other types of cases.

This

-12conclusion is acceptable only in certain cases where no further
indicia of money laundering are present, as explained below.
Most disturbing is the Staff's focus on the "receipt and
deposit" fact patterns as justification for wholesale revision to
the guidelines.

We are willing to address "receipt and deposit"

cases, by carving out an exception which leaves undisturbed the
sentencing levels of "heartland" money laundering cases; we
oppose most strongly the notion that all money laundering cases
should be affected by what we believe to be a small subsection of
fact patterns.
The Staff's position,

stated, is that "incidental" .

money laundering, including deposit of criminal profit into
readily identifiable bank accounts, creates "little additional
harm to society beyond that reflected in the underlying offense."
staff Report I at 1.

The Department of Justice, joined by the

Treasury Department, takes issue with this view, because the
insertion of criminal profit into the banking stream, in and of
itself, causes harm to society.

Moreover, prosecution of

offenses committed at what is in the law enforcement community
referred to as "the placement stage" is critical, because the
first placement of funds creates the most serious potential harm.
Once

inserted into the banking stream, it can be moved,

concealed andjor reinvested with far less chance of detection.
The Treasury Department's Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network (FinCEN), in a July 1992 report entitled "An Assessment
of Narcotics Related Money Laundering" (hereinafter referred to
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•

as the "FinCEN Report"), stated that the "placement stage" was
the point at which the money laundering process is most
vulnerable.

Although the report focuses primarily on narcotics

· and currency, these observations have general application,
including the emphasis placed on the danger of permitting
launderers to move through the placement stage and into the
"layering stage":

•

In the layering stage, the launderer attempts to
separate the proceeds from their illicit origin as much
as possible by moving them through a complex series of
financial transactions. The launderer hopes thereby to
make the connection more difficult, if not impossible,
to trace. With the placement stage completed
successfully, the proceeds have been converted to a
non-cash form and can therefore be more easily and
rapidly manipulated. There are obviously a large
number of options available for the launderer; however,
the amount of layering used will usually depend on how
quickly the profits need to return to their owner and
on the "visibility" of original placement activity.
FinCEN Report at 23.
Among the options available to the launderer, once the
illicit funds are placed into the banking stream, is use of the
electronic communication network of banks to move the funds.
This is the most serious danger in permitting the launderer -whether his profit originates in narcotic-related or non-narcotic
activity -- to insert his profit into the banking stream:

•

The use of wire transfers is probably the most
imporlEant technique used for layering illicit funds in
terms of both the volume of money that can be moved and
the extent to which transfers occur. The technique is
preferred because launderers can get funds to their
destination rapidly. Size of the transfer is usually
not a constraint. The United states does not restrict
the amounts that may be transferred electronically into
or out of the country, nor does it require reporting of
transactions between accounts or financial

•

-14institutions. After the funds have been transferred
several times, especially when done successively,
tracing them back to the source is difficult.
Transferring the funds through foreign countries
electronically adds a further complication in that
there are often no means for law enforcement to follow
the trail quickly through the maze of foreign banking
laws and regulations.
FinCEN Report at 24.

None of this activity is possible until

funds are inserted into the banking system.

We contend,

therefore, that dismissing the placement stage as "mere deposit"
and concluding that deposit causes no harm to society is a
serious mistake.
Even assuming, arguendo, that money laundering fact patterns
demonstrate variant levels of conduct, we view it as illogical to

•

set the level for all money laundering at the lowest possible
level, as opposed to the approach in the present guideline, which
focuses on high levels, in recognition of Congressional intent in
the creation of a 20-year offense.

The Staff justifies its

recommendation to lower the levels on a statistical analysis of
approximately 200 cases.

Their analysis of this limited sample,

even if accepted, reflects only 25 percent of the cases to be
within the category it classifies as less serious cases .
Lowering the base levels in all cases, based on 25 percent of the
cases, is unjustified even on the assumption (which we dispute)
that the staff's statistical sampling is valid.
First, the statistical basis is questionable.

The

methodology for selection of cases is defendants actually
sentenced under S2S1.1 and S2Sl.2, in fiscal year 1991.
•

However,

in our view examination of reported cases or, for that matter,

-15indicted cases is insufficient.

To be fair, the universe of

cases under examination must include cases where plea
negotiations resulted in pre-indictment resolution of these
charging issues, as well as situations in which the early
exercise of discretion (even at the investigative stage) reflects
the recognition of the issues presented by the Staff. 10
Second, the 200 or so cases presented (in a statistical rather
than analytical format) are not capable of interpretation of
relevant facts.

Both analyses must be performed to conclude that

limits on the exercise of prosecutorial discretion are warranted.
Enforcement in the white collar money laundering area is
relatively new, with many of the cases only now reaching the
level of appellate review.

However, the Criminal Division of the

Justice Department has consulted in cases whose facts reveal that
money laundering in white collar cases is no less pernicious nor
unsophisticated than in the narcotic area.
In a case recently indicted in New England, the defendant
set up an elab.o rate pyramid of fraudulent bank loans, constantly
reinvesting the proceeds of successive false loan applications

we strongly take issue with the suggestion that any
component of the Department of Justice has a policy of threatening
money laundering prosecution in order to coerce pleas. Where the
possibility of money laundering prosecution is discussed in the
course of plea negotiations, all such discussions are grounded on
the good faith belief that such prosecution has basis in fact and
law. Department of Justice policy, under what is commonly called
"The Thornburgh Memo," dictates charging decisions and plea
bargaining practices consistent with the "most serious readily
provable offense."
See "Principles of Federal Prosecution,"
USAM 9-27.000.
See also Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 u.s. 357
(1978).
10

•
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into repayment on prior loans.

The Government has charged money

laundering under a promotion theory, alleging that the continuous
reinvestment of proceeds permitted the defendant to build a
larger and larger fund of illicit profit -- ultimately the
defendant caused transfers totalling millions of dollars and
seriously endangered the health of a savings bank -- and
permitted him to keep increasing the fund with each successive
loan, without detection, by satisfying the prior bad .l oans.
Clearly this is a case requiring severe punishment, not merely
based on the sum of all its pieces -- the fraudulent loans.
Rather, the punishment should reflect the severity of the money
laundering scheme which both nourished and obscured the ·
operation.
similarly, · in a recently indicted case in the southwest, a
real estate developer and his attorney are charged with
defrauding the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation {a judgment
creditor by reason of the previous failure of a savings and loan)
by transferring real estate belonging to the developer into his
girlfriend's name, in anticipation of bankruptcy, and moving the
funds through the use of various escrow accounts and cashier's
checks to conceal its origin.
goes

Clearly, this activity, as well,

the scope of activity "incidental to the

underlying crime," and is activity Congress intended to reach
with punishment beyond that of the underlying crime.
It is not true, therefore, that the money laundering
statutes are "being applied somewhat differently than the

-17-

•

Commission anticipated" or to suggest that most white collar
money laundering i s merely a fragment of the underlying crime.
Although the Staff may be able to cite anomalous fact patterns
which reflect a variance of application, we believe that the
recently promulgated money laundering guidelines evidence the
Department's commitment to uniform application, particularly in
the area of financial crimes .
In contrast to the pending proposal, the Department's
alternative proposes to leave undisturbed the offense level for
money laundering, except in certain cases defined by a strict set
of parameters.
1)

The elements of the parameters are:

The specified unlawful activity did not involve a matter

of national security or munitions control, a risk of serious
•

bodily injury or death, a crime of violence, a controlled
substance or precursor chemical. or a firearm or explosive:

The

lower guideline range is not available to defendants who launder
the proceeds of these serious crimes.

We do not view this

limitation as controversial, in that it relates to a serious
class of offenses.
2)

The money laundering conduct was limited to deposit:

We

have drawn a bright line at the point of deposit, because we seek
to address only that portion of the Staff's concerns which
relates to fact patterns where the completion of the underlying
offense and the commencement of money laundering are blurred

•

no more, no less.

That is to say, we do DQt agree with the

staff's suggestion that money laundering is a "facilitation"
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c rime or that it is merely a method for the f i nal accomplishment
of profit.

Money laundering is a who l l y separate crime .

This bright line approach also reflects our concern with a
critical misunderstanding with respect to concealment.

The

defense bar has argued that any number of subsequent transfers
should be given more lenient treatment, so long as they involve
bank accounts which clearly relate to the defendant.

This is

more a tracing/ forfeiture concept, and ignores all but the
"fictitious names" theory of concealment.
3)

Deposit into an account which is clearly identifiable as

belonging to the person(s) who -committed the specified unlawful
activity:

The Staff reports acknowledge that concealment,

particularly through the use of fictitious names or nominee
accounts, is the most egregious form of money laundering.

There

is insufficient recognition, however, of other pernicious forms
of concealment employed by some defendants who use their own bank
accounts.
exception.

All forms of concealment must be ineligible for the
This issue is best explained by illustration:

In a recent case in the Northern District of Florida, the
lead defendant pleaded guilty to concealing the movement of
illegal proceeds through the fraudulent use of "consulting fees"
to mask the transfer of the illegitimate profit.

Co-defendants

pleaded guilty to fraudulently obtaining public contracts
(despite an earlier debarment of the lead defendant) through the
use of nominee companies.

The lead defendant received his

profits from these contracts by creating a sham consulting
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•

company in his wife's name and the fiction of "consulting fees."
Although each transfer in the series could be traced to the
defendant, the creation of the fictitious services was designed
to conceal his ownership of the funds from the time they were
received by companies covertly under his control and to provide a
false "legitimate" cover for his illegal activities.
similarly, in a case recently indicted in a midwestern
district, the concealment charged relates to the creation of
false "legitimate" business transactions to mask an illegal drug
operation.

In that case, the defendant had been enjoined from

selling certain chemicals because the volume and manner in which
he sold them indicated that they were being used for illicit
purposes.
•

He evaded the injunction and continued to sell the

chemicals by fraudulently representing that his company had been
sold to a family member.

The fictitious "sale" of the business,

and monthly payments made pursuant to the sham sale agreement,
were designed to give an aura of legitimacy to payments of profit
for illegally distributed precursor chemicals.

The transactions

were designed to conceal the defendant's ownership of the funds
from the time they were received by the company covertly under
his control.
In both cases, the defendants argue that there was no money
laundering because the funds involved in the transactions in
which the defendants engaged could be traced to their possession.

•

This argument overlooks the case law which holds that concealment
is not limited to the use of fictitious names and nominee

-20accounts.

See,

United States v . Lovett, 964 F.2d 1029

(lOth Cir . 1992) (defendant's purchase of an automobile for the
purpose of inducing his brother's silence was sufficient to
establish concealment); United States v. Edgmon, 952 F.2d 1206
(lOth Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 1992 U.S. LEXIS 4643 (1992) (son
passes proceeds to father, who uses the funds to purchase land in
his own name, then borrows against the property and passes loan
proceeds back to son) .
Thus, transferring money in the defendant's own name is not
necessarily benign nor non-concealing, and the use of his own
name should not open the door to an unlimited number of
transfers.

The exception we propose only extends to fact

patterns where the first transfer after receipt (i.e., deposit)
converts the funds to a more liquid form, completely available
for use.
who:

The exception should only be available to defendants

(1) deposit checks into the account of the _person who

committed the underlying offense, and (2) engage in no further
transactions which constitute money laundering offenses.
4)

Non-currency:

We expect that some will take issue with

our limitation of the exception to non-currency.

It will be

argued that the "mere deposit" of currency is the same as "mere
deposit" <?.! a check.

currency cases are different for the

following reasons:
a) currency is the genesis of all money laundering
enforcement, equivalent to the paramount concern with
narcotics-related cases;
b) the problems relating to currency have induced the
development of an entire body of statutes and regulations

•
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which address the problem, prosecuted and administered with
great vigor by the Departments of Justice and Treasury;
c) numerous studies on the public record (most notably the
FinCEN Report, referenced above) discuss the critical nature
of the "placement stage" of currency. The goal of
laundering currency is to get it into the banking stream and
financial community, both to make it appear legitimate and
because once it is placed in the financial system, it is
normally "gone" -- wire transferred to places unknown and
untraceable as proceeds;
d) although the Department of Justice does not encourage
charging concealment based solely on the use of currency, we
do acknowledge the "self-concealing" nature of currency and
the problems attendant thereto. Although bank records might
otherwise permit tracing of the defendant's ownership of the
funds (the Staff's purported concern), there is no ability
to trace currency back to the specified unlawful activity;
and

•

e) there can be no question of merger where currency has
been received. Unlike checks, which must ultimately be
negotiated at a financial institution before the underlying
funds can be accessed, currency is already in a useable
form, and any subsequent use of the currency is a completely
separate transaction after it is received.
5)

The use of a domestic financial institution:

We

believe, consistent with the Staff reports, that the use of
foreign banks and foreign bank accounts is an offense
characteristic undeserving of lenient treatment.
6)

First-party money launderer:

The exception is limited

to offenders who deposit their own proceeds; it is not intended
to extend to the "professional money launderer" (a third
party).ll __Again, this is to ensure that the exception only
11The

•

Commentary to our proposed alternative discusses the
third-party depositor, such as a spouse, who, knowing that the
funds were derived from unlawful activity, willfully deposits the
funds into the banking stream, but does so using an account
identifiable as belonging to the person(s) who committed the
specified unlawful activity.
If the individual engages in no
further money laundering conduct (i.e. , all subsequent transactions
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applies to the small-time offender who commits a crime (which, if
all other elements of the exception are established, will likely
be the gravamen of the offense) and puts the money in the bank.
If the defendant induces a third party to deposit the money into
an account not belonging to the defendant, a layer of concealment
(a nominee account) has been added and the defendant should not
be entitled to the exception.

Moreover, the defendant has

involved another individual in his scheme.

However innocent the

third party might be, this does not entitle the original offender
to more lenient treatment.

Similarly, the third party with

knowledge sufficient to establish money laundering is not

•

entitled to lenient treatment if that person knowingly

to

lend his or her identity to unlawfully derived funds .
Put in terms of the Staff's expressed concerns, the
exception is only available to those who deposit the funds
"incidental to" the underlying offense.

This, by definition,

does not include the third party who, with knowledge sufficient
to establish money laundering, joins in after the underlying
offense is complete, for the purpose of giving his or her name to
the proceeds.
do not indicate an intent which would violate S 1956; are "for
legitimate_purposes" in amounts under $10,000, and therefore do not
violate S 1957; and do not violate Title 31 currency reporting
requirement) and all the other elements of the exception are
present, such an individual is eligible for the lower offense
level.

•

similarly, in the corporate setting, an employee who, for the
benefit of a corporate defendant, causes the corporation to deposit
ill-gotten gains into an account clearly identifiable as belonging
to the corporation, will be eligible for the exception.

•

-23In conclusion, therefore, if the Commission believes that
there has been a sufficient showing to warrant a change in the
guidelines to address the small category of cases identified as
· problematic, we believe that the Department's proposed amendment
is far preferable to the pending proposal.

Rather than a

wholesale restructuring of the guidelines to address a limited
number of cases, the Department's proposal addresses the problem
directly by adding a special instruction to be followed in these
cases.

Further, our proposal retains the present guideline

levels which properly reflect the serious nature of money
laundering offenses, while allowing for a lower guideline level
in the limited category of less egregious cases.
The Proposed Amendments to SS2Sl.3. 251.4
•

Finally, we wish to address the proposed amendments to
S2Sl.3 and §251.4, relating to currency reporting requirements.
Published along with the Commission's proposal is an alternative
amendment previously submitted by the Department of Justice.

The

structures of the two proposals are similar with respect to
harmonizing the guidelines treatment of violations involving
various currency transaction reports required by law (i.e., the
currency Transaction Report (CTR), the Currency and Monetary
(CMIR), and IRS Form 8300), because the three
types of reports are similar in purpose, and comparable
violations involving currency reporting should be treated

•

similarly.

The proposals disagree, however, on the issue of

appropriate base offense levels •

•

-24Under the current guidelines, the base offense level is 13
for CTR (reports by financial institutions of currency
transactions in excess of $10,000) and Form 8300 (reports filed
_by trades and businesses) violations, when either is coupled with
structuring and/or misrepresentation
additional act).

{5

where there is no such

The base offense level is 9 for CMIR offenses

(reports of transportation of currency in excess of $10,000 in or
out of the United States) . 12

Section 2S1.4 was created in 1991

in order to treat CMIR offenses differently:

•

(T]his amendment creates an additional offense
guideline (S2S1.4) for offenses involving Currency and
Monetary Instrument Reports (CMIR). Currently, such
offenses are covered by §2S1 . 3, which deals with all
currency transaction reporting requirements. CMIR
violations are committed by individuals who, when
entering or leaving the country, knowingly conceal
$10,000 or more in cash or bearer instruments on their
persons or in their personal effects and knowingly fail
to file the report required by the u.s. Customs
Service. Such criminal conduct is sufficiently
different from the other offenses covered by S2S1.3 to
merit treatment in a separate guideline.
However, the separate treatment was aimed at the following
circumstance, which was deemed to be peculiar to border crossing
offenses .

At the time of the 1991 amendment, there was a split

in the Circuits over how to apply S2S1.3 in the CMIR context,
because the usual fact pattern involved a failure to file a CMIR
and a negative response to the routine inquiry of the Customs
official as to whether there was something to declare.

some of

the Circuits held that the negative response was part and parcel

•

1 2aoth

sections call for an enhancement of 4 levels where the
defendant "knew or believed the funds were criminally derived."
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of the non-filing (therefore, a base offense level of 5); other
Circuits held that the negative response was a misrepresentation
(therefore, a base offense level of 13).

The amendment was

intended to resolve the dispute by creating a separate guideline
(S2S1.4) setting the base level at 9.
We have proposed that the CTR, Form 8300, and CMIR offenses
be brought back under one heading in the Sentencing Guidelines (a
proposed new guideline is attached hereto), setting the base
offense level at 9 for willful failure to file, and preserving
the base offense level of 13 for structuring or filing a form
containing a material misrepresentation or false statement.

An

application note is proposed to resolve the CMIR issue, which
sets the base level at 9 for the mere denial of reportable
assets, in response to routine questioning at a border crossing.
The level 5 would remain to cover all other willful violations of
regulations (no change).
We believe that the Staff's proposal to lower the penalties
overall signals a serious retreat in the area of currency
enforcement

an area too closely linked with narcotics

trafficking to merit more lenient treatment at this time.
currency has traditionally been, and continues to be, the medium
of narcot!£s profit.

For all the reasons set forth above with

respect to currency enforcement, we find the arguments put forth

•

•
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by the Staff to be unper suasi ve.

oppos e the Comm ission 's propo sed amend ments .
Attac hmen ts

•

•

There fore, we respe ctful ly

DEPARTNENT OF JUSTICE PROPOSAL

2Sl.l is amended by r edesignat ing subsection (c) as
subsectio n (d) a nd inserting the fo llowing aft er s ubsection (b):
"(c) Special Instructio n for Certain Forms of Money
Laundering
(1)

Notwithsta nding subsectio ns (a) and (b), the
offense level shall be a ·plus the number of
offense levels from the table in §2Fl.l
correspond ing to the value of the funds i f (A)

the defendant was convicted under

u.s.c.

§1956(a)( 1)(A)(i), (a)(2)(A) , or (a)(3) (A);
(B)

the specified Wllawful activity did not
involve a matter of national security or
munitions control, a risk of serious bodily
injury or death, a crime of violence, a .

or precursor chemical, a
firearm, or an explosive ; and
(C)

the money launderin g conduct was limited to
the deposit of non-curren cy proceeds of
specified unlawful activity into a domestic
financial institutio n account that is clearly
identifiab le as belonging to the person(s)
who committed the specified unlawful
activity."

The Commentar y to
•

the end thereof :

is amended by inserting the following at

..

•

2

"The lowe r o ffe ns e l e vel provided b y the spe cia l ins truction

i n s ubsection (c) i s r eserved for offe n ses which mee L t h e

specified criteria.

First, the count of conviction for money

laundering must have been for a violation of 18

u.s.c.

§1956(a) (1)(A) (i), (a)(2)(A), or (a)(3) (A), relating to an intent
to promote specified unlawful activity.

If the defendant was

also convicted under one of the other provisions of section 1956
for the same conduct, the reduced offense level provided by
subsection (c) does not apply.

Next, the underlying unlawful

activity must not have involved a matter of national security or
control, a risk of serious bodily injury or death, a
crime of violence, a controlled substance or precursor chemical;
•

firearm, or an explosive.

Finally, the money laundering

conduct must have been limited to the deposit of non-currency
proceeds into a domestic financial institution account, and the
account must be clearly identifiable as belonging to the
person(s) who committed the specified unlawful activity.

For

example, a defendant vho deposits a check constituting the
proceeds of his or her spouse's specified unlawful activity into
the spouse•s account would qualify for the reduced offense level
of subsection (c) if all the other limitations are present.
The term "money laundering conduct" as used in
subsection (c)(1)(C) is not limited to the conduct comprising the
offense of conviction but includes .transactions which are part of
the same course of conduct or common scheme or plan as the
of conviction and which themselve s independently

a ny mone y la under ing o;fe n s e.

The withdr awal of

proce eds does no t cons t itu t e mon e y la under i ng conduc t u nless
c a rried out in a manne r that would viola te a money launde ring
18 U.S.C. §1957 regard ing withdr awals and

s tatute ( see,

other trans action s in an a mount over $10,0 00).

The refore , the

the
withd rawal of the procee ds for legiti mate purpo ses , such as
itute
payme nt of living expe nses , in a manne r that does not const
money launde ring condu ct is consi stent with applic ation of the
reduce d offens e leve l of s ubsec tion (c).
indic ia of furthe r money laund ering

Howev er, if there are
by the defend ant

r
involv ing the procee ds depos ited into the accou nt, the highe
offen se levels provid ed in subse ctions (a) and (b) apply ."
Sectio n 2S1.2 is amende d by redes ignati ng subse ction (c) as
(b):
s ubsec tion (d) a nd ins erting the follow ing after subse ction
"(c) Speci al Ins tructi on for Certa in Forms of Money
Laund ering
(1)

Notwi thstan ding subse ctions (a) and (b), the
offens e level shall be 8 plus the numbe r of
offens e levels from the table in §2F1.1
corres pondi ng to the value of the funds if-(A)

the speci fied unlaw ful activ ity did not
involv e a matte r of nation al secur ity or
munit ions contr ol, a risk of seriou s bodily
injury or death , a crime of violen ce, a

•
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contro lled substa n ce or p r ecurso r c hemica l , a
f irearm , o r a n explos iv e ; and
(B)

the money l a underi ng conduc t was limited to
the deposi t of non-cu rrency proceed s of
specifi ed unlawf ul activi ty into a domest ic
financ ial institu tion accoun t that is clearly
identif iable as belong ing to the person (s)
who commit ted the specif ied unlawf ul
activi ty."

The . Comme ntary to S2S1.2 is amende d by inserti ng the followi ng at

•

the end thereo f:
"The lower offense level provid ed by the specia l instruc tion

in subsec tion {c) is reserve d for offens es which meet the

specif ied criteri a.

-First, the underl ying unlawf ul activit y must

not have involve d a matter of nation al securi ty or munitio ns
contro l, a risk of serious bodily injury or death, a crime of
violen ce, a contro lled substan ce or precur sor chemic al, a
firearm , or an explos ive.

Next, the money launde ring conduc t

mus t have been limited to the d e posit of non-cu rrency proceeds
into a domest ic financ ial institu tion accoun t, and the accoun t
must be clearly identif iable as belong ing to the person (s) who
commi tted the specifi ed unlawf ul activi ty.

For exampl e, a

defe ndant who deposi ts a check consti t.uting the proceed s of his

•

or h e r spouse 's s pecifie d unlawf ul activi ty into the spouse 's

5

l of
411bc count would quali fy for the reduc ed offe n s e l e ve
nt.
s ubsec tio n (c ) i f a ll the o ther limita t i ons are prese
The term " money laund ering condu ct" as use d in
rising the
subse ction (c)(l) (B) is not limit ed to the condu ct comp
are part of
offen se of convi ction but inclu des trans actio ns which
as the
the same cours e of condu ct or commo n schem e or plan
ntly
offen se of convi ction and which them selve s inde pende
estab lish any money laund ering offen se.

The withd rawal of

ct unles s
proce eds does not cons titute money laund ering condu
ering
carri ed out in a manne r that would viola te a money laund
statu te (see,

18

u.s.c .

§1957 regar ding withd rawal s and

other trans actio ns in an amoun t over $10,0 00).

There fore, the .

such as the
411ri thdra wal of the proce eds for legit imat e purpo ses,
cons titute
paym ent ·of livin g expen ses, in a . mann er that does not
n of the
money laund ering condu ct is cons isten t with appli catio
reduc ed offen se l e vel of subse ction (c).

Howe ver, i f there are

defen dant
indic ia of furth er money laund ering activ ity by the
highe r
invol ving the proce eds depo sited into the accou nt, the
."
offen se level s provi ded in s ubsec tions (a) and (b) apply

•
- --

•

Proposed Guidelin e ( Changes a ppear in bold.):
§2$1. 3.

Failure to Report Monetar y Transac tions; Structur ing
Transact ions to Evade Reportin g Requi rements
(a)

Base Offense Le vel:
(1)

•

(b)

(A)

structur ed transac tions to evade
reportin g requirem ents; or

(B)

knowing ly filed, or caused another to
file, a report containi ng material ly
fal se stateme nts; or

(2)

9, for a willful failure to file; or

(3)

5, otherwi se.

Specific Offense Charact eris tics
(1)

(c)

13, if the defenda nt:

If the defenda nt knew or believed that the
funds were crimina lly derived property ,
increase by 4 levels. If the resultin g
offense level is less than level 13, increase
to level 13.

(2)

If the defenda nt knew or believed that the
funds were intended to be used to promote
crimina l activity , increase by 4 l evels . If
the resultin g offense leve1 is less than
level 13, increas e to level 13.

(3)

If the base offense level is from (a){1) or
(a)(2) above and the v a lue of the fund s
exceeded $100,00 0, increase the offense level
as specifie d in §2S1.1(b ) (2).

Special Instruct ion for Fines --

* * * * *

•

Comment ary
Statutory Provisio ns: 26 U .S .C. §§ 7203 and 7206 (if a willful
violatio n of 26 U.S .C. § 6050I or in connect ion with a return
required under 26 u.s.c. § 6050I); 31 U. S.C. §§ 5313, 5314, 5316,

•
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ry pro visi on{ s), see App end ix
532 2, 5324 . For add itio nal sta tuto
A (Sta tuto ry Inde x) .

* * * * *
Bac kgro und :

* * * * *

is pro vide d for thos e offe nse s
A bas e offe nse leve l of
the tran sac tion to evad e
whe re the defe nda nt eith er stru ctu red
file d, or cau sed ano ther - to
rep orti ng requ irem ents or kno win gly
fals e stat eme nts. A bas e
file , a rep ort con tain ing ma teri ally lful . fail ure to .tile the
wil
offe nse lev el of 9 is pro vide d for
den ial. o.t rep orta ble ass ets in
e
mer
the
for
and
req uire d rep orts ,
a bor der cro ssin g. A low er
resp ons e to rou tine que stio nin g at
oth er cas es .
alte rna tive of 5 is pro vide d in all
§2S 1.4 IS DELETED
§2T l. J .•

•

alty of Per jury
Frau d and Fals e Sta tem ents Und er Pen

* * * * *

(3), (4), and (5)
Sta tuto ry Pro visi on: 26 U.S .C. §
d
req uire und er 26 u.s .c.
(exc ept in con nec tion with a
App end ix A
s),
For add itio nal sta tuto ry pro visi on(
§ 605 0I).
(Sta tuto ry IJ?d ex) .
nse ling , or Adv isin g
.Aid ing, Ass isti ng, . Pro cur ing , Cou
§2T 1.4.·
Tax Frau d

* * * * *

06(2 ) (exc ept in con nec tion
Sta tuto ry Pro visi on: 26 U.S .C. §72
.c. § 605 0I) •
wit b a retu rn req uire d und er 26 u.s

•

U. S. Department of justice

•

Criminal Division

Washingron. D.C 20530

Honorable William W. Wilkins, Jr.
Chairman
United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N. E.
Suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002-8002
Dear Judge Wilkins:

•

•

The following sets forth additional comments of the
Department of Justice, beyond those included in our written
testimony for presentation before the Sentencing Commission at
the hearing on March 22, regarding published proposed amendments
to the sentencing guidelines.
TAX OFFENSES (Amendments 5, 21, 41 , 42 and 43)
The Department has two main objectives with regard to the
tax guidelines during the 1993 guideline amendment cycle: (1) an
increase in the offense levels for tax offenses to alleviate the
detrimental impact on criminal tax cases of the 1992 amendments
to the Sentencing Table (Chapter 5, Part A); and (2)
simplification of the Chapter 2, Part T guidelines, including a
single definition of "tax loss". The 1993 amendment package
contains three proposals which impact on these objectives -proposed Amendments 5 and 21 (Commission proposals) and proposed
Amendment 41 (developed by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)).
We favor the proposal of the IRS. However, with some
modifications, our objectives could be met by the Commission's
proposals.
The recent changes in the Sentencing Table drastically
affect the Federal Tax Enforcement Program. Unlike other
statutory requirements, the provisions of the Internal Revenue
Code touch-virtually every individual and business in the
country. In order to encourage compliance with the internal
revenue laws by all taxpayers, criminal tax prosecutions must be
directed at all income, occupations, businesses, and geographic
locations. However, because of limited resources, only a small
number of tax violations can be prosecuted. The great majority
of these prosecutions must result in sentences of some form of
incarceration, even if only for short periods of time, in order
to deter those in all categories of tax offenders from violating
the internal revenue laws. The recent changes to the Sentencing

.'

•
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Table could result in a significant number of tax violators not
being sentenced to terms of imprisonment and, thus, greatly
reduc e or entirely eliminate the deterrent value of tax
prosecutions.
In addition to problems posed by the changes to the
Sentencing Table, we continue to experience problems in the
courts in determining the "tax loss" for sentencing purposes.
Since the advent of the guidelines, the core of sentencing in
criminal tax cases has been the concept of "tax loss." However,
rather than a single definition, "tax loss" is defined
differently in various provisions of Chapter 2, Part T of the
guidelines . These variations in the definition of "tax loss", as
well as cross-references between the definitions within the
guidelines, have caused confusion and difficulties in application
of the tax guidelines. 1
1

•

•

Difficulty in applying the concept of "tax loss" has
arisen in a number of different contexts. Areas of confusion
involving "tax loss" include: (1) whether the determination of
base offense level under S2T1.3 requires proof of an "actual tax
loss" (compare United states v. Schmidt, 935 F.2d 1440, 1450-1451
(4th Cir. 1991) with United States v. Hirschfeld, 964 F.2d 318,
324-325 (4th Cir. 1992); see also, United States v. Telemague,
934 F.2d 169 (8th Cir. 1991); united States v. Krause, 786
F.Supp. 1151, 1152-1158 (E.D.N.Y. 1992)); (2) language in §2T1.3,
which, on its face, requires that "the offense was committed in
order to facilitate evasion of a tax" in order to use the tax
loss table (see United states v. Krause, 786 F.Supp. at 11561157); (3) in Spies-evasion prosecutions under 26. u.s.c. §7201,
refusing to use the tax loss as defined in S2T1.3 (i.e., 28% of
greater of understatement of gross income and taxable income) on
the ground that there is no "understatement" where no return is
filed (United states v. Warren L. Pickett, (W.o. Pa. 1991)
(unreported district court decision)); (4) in Klein-conspiracy
prosecutions, construing the "as applicable" language contained
in S2T1.9(a) (1) to mean that the Government must show that either
S2T1.1 or S2T1.3 is applicable to the offense in order to use
"tax loss" in calculating base offense level, rather than
utilizing the alternative base offense level of 10 pursuant to
S2T1 . 9(a)(2) (United States v. Schmidt, 935 F.2d at 1450-1451);
and, (5)
cases involving previously assessed, but unpaid,
taxes, whether "tax loss" means the assessed tax or only the
"hidden assets" which formthe basis for the false statement
involved (compare United states v. Brimberry, 961 F.2d 1286, 1292
(7th Cir . 1992) (unambiguous, explicit definition of "tax loss"
under S2T1.3 and S2T1.1 as the amount of tax owed to the
Government) with United States v . David W. Maestas, (D. N.M.
1991) (unreported district court determination finding tax loss
to be only what Government could not execute against because of
defendant's concealment rather than greater amount defendant
either evaded or attempted to evade).

•

•
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We endorse the IRS proposal as the best available option to
obtain our objectives. The IRS-proposed amendments to the tax
offense guidelines comprehensively address both of these problems. 2
The IRS proposal shifts the focus of the sentencing scheme
from one primarily designed to punish according to the magnitude
of the loss caused by the violator to one designed both to punish
and to draw tax violators back into the system. The proposal
attempts to accomplish this by setting minimum offense levels for
virtually all significant criminal tax offenses. The offense
level is then increased by specific amounts for tax losses over
$10,000. The minimum offense levels are not arbitrary, but were
selected because they would insure some form of incarceration
under the current Sentencing Table for the great majority of tax
violators and, at the same time, make it possible for most
violators to qualify for a probationary sentence by accepting
responsibility. The intent is to use the guidelines to encourage
convicted tax violators to accept responsibility for their
violations and to do so by filing required tax returns and paying
all due taxes and penalties. In this way, the guidelines will
not only punish those who violate the internal revenue laws but
will also encourage their return to the self-reporting tax
system. At the same time, the guidelines should go far toward
eliminating any possibility that an unrepentant taxpayer will be
able to make a mockery of the system by receiving a sentence of
probation without being required to file tax returns and pay all
taxes due.
Concededly, this is a novel approach and one which differs
from the approach used in sentencing under the Fraud and Theft
Tables, as well as from the approach currently used in sentencing
tax offenses. Tax fraud, however, is different from other forms
of fraud and theft directed against the government. Virtually
everyone in the country comes in contact with the internal
revenue laws in one form or another. Consequently, almost anyone
has the opportunity to cheat the government out of tax revenue.
Deterrence, therefore, takes on added importance in the tax area.
Moreover, a defendant who has engaged in some form of fraud
against or theft from the government generally does not owe any
continuing duty to the government. A tax violator, on the other
hand, will normally owe a continuing duty of filing returns and
paying taxes. Getting that violator back into the system by
encouraging the filing of returns and the payment of taxes
significantly increases the chances that the defendant will
comply with those duties in the future. To the extent the tax

2

The proposal also provides a new guideline to cover
violations of the omnibus clause of 26 u.s.c. S7212(a).

•
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sentencing scheme can be utilized to achieve that objective,
differences in the sentencing schemes are clearly justified.
The IRS proposal also provides for both a comprehensive
definition of tax loss and a significant consolidation of the tax
guidelines. This aspect of the proposal should not only reduce
definitional confusion, but also facilitate practical use of the
tax guidelines by consolidating redundant language and reducing
the requisite "flipping around" within the tax guidelines
depending on the statute involved.
Tax loss computations should be simpler and more uniform
under this approach. Defining "tax loss" to be the loss that was
the object of the evasion or fraud, and explaining that the
amount of loss that would have resulted had the scheme or fraud
succeeded is properly considered the amount of loss that was the
object of the scheme or fraud, should eliminate those cases where
defendants attempt to downplay the seriousness of their
violations by arguing that they did not really intend to cause a
tax loss or a tax loss of the magnitude that could have resulted
from the successful completion of the scheme. In addition,
explicitly stating, as does the IRS proposal,
the success or
failure of a tax evasion or fraud scheme is irrelevant to the
calculation of "tax loss" will eliminate windfalls to tho-se
defendants whose schemes are discovered prior to the time the
government has suffered any actual loss. Moreover, the proposal
anticipates and eliminates the need for future amendment of the
definition by providing in its examples for use of the
"applicable tax rate," rather a specified rate {i.e., 28% {or 34%
for corporations) as is now the case, in calculating the "tax
loss".
We do believe, however, that two changes in the IRS proposal
are advisable. First, we recommend that the tax loss definition
contained in the first three sentences of Application Note 1 be
moved to guideline language. This should insure that there are
no questions as to the meaning of the "tax loss" term used in the
guidelines. Second, we recommend that the top range of the "tax
loss" specific offense characteristic increase in the IRS
proposed S2T1.1{b) {1) be enlarged to include several additional
specific ranges of tax loss beyond $800,000. The inclusion of
additional ranges at the upper end of the "tax loss" scale is
consistent not only with the existing guideline framework, which
S2T4.1, seven additional specific tax loss ranges
beyond $800,000 but also with proposals to enhance the top-level
ranges in other loss-based areas of the guidelines as well. We
are increasingly seeing massive tax fraud schemes, particularly
in the motor fuel excise tax priority enforcement area, involving
multi-million dollar tax losses. We believe that the IRS's top
range of $800,000 does not extend far enough •

•
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The Commission's proposed Amendments 5 and 21 are not
a c ceptable in their present form. However, with appropriate
modification, they could provide the basis for an acceptable
solution. For example, the Commission's proposed Amendment 5
provides loss table modifications and elimination of the "more
than minimal planning" specific offense characteristic for the
· robbery and fraud guidelines. Correspondingly, the Commission
proposes a conforming modification to the tax loss table in
S2T4.1 which produces higher offense levels for lower tax losses.
Standing alone, the conforming modification of the tax loss table
is acceptable to the Department. The change serves to alleviate
the detrimental impact of the 1992 amendments on criminal tax
cases .
The unacceptable aspect of the Commission's proposal is the
elimination of the "sophisticated means" specific offense adjustment in the tax guidelines. The proposal states that the
elimination of this specific offense characteristic is consistent
with the proposed elimination of "more than minimal planning" in
the robbery and theft guidelines. Quite simply, we believe that
"sophisticated meansN is something more than "more than minimal
planning" and is an appropriate specific offense characteristic
to differentiate more sophisticated schemes from garden-variety
tax cases. By eliminating it, we lose some ability to
distinguish between less serious and more serious offenses in a
manner inconsistent with other existing and proposed guidelines.
For example, the proposed elimination, for consistency sake, of
the "sophisticated means" adjustment in tax cases is utterly
inconsistent with the Commission's proposal for a "sophisticated
efforts" adjustment in its proposed money laundering changes.
Moreover, the elimination of the "sophisticated means"
enhancement in tax cases will mean that the use of foreign bank
accounts will no longer enhance sentences in tax cases, although
it may well enhance sentences in fraud cases pursuant to
S2Fl.l (b) ( 5) (minimum offense level of 12 if fraud "offense
involved use of foreign bank accounts or transactions to conceal
the true nature or extent of the fraudulent conduct"). The
impact of this proposal will be felt especially in our non-tax
loss driven cases, which often are quite sophisticated and
difficult to unravel. These cases will be sentenced at the
alternative offense level (currently ranging between level 5 and
level 10 for the most frequently prosecuted tax violations) ,
rather than the level determined by the amount of the "tax loss",
without tne possibility of an enhancement for sophisticated means
or something similar.
The Commission's proposed Amendment 21 is its attempt to
address the issues of simplification and consolidation within the
tax guidelines, including a unified tax loss definition.
However, the proposal is a diluted version of a proposal it made
last year, which the Department supported with suggested
modifications. Not only is this year's proposal substantially

•
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weaker than last year's effort, but it also reflects few of the
suggestions which the Department made during the last amendment
cycle. The Commission's consolidated "tax loss" definition does
contain the welcome change (also found in the IRS's proposal)
that tax loss is the amount that would have resulted had the
offense been successfully completed. However, we prefer that the
- formulation contain, as does the IRS's proposal, a further
statement that success or failure of a scheme is irrelevant to
tax loss determinations. We also do not understand why the
Commission, in that part of its amendment directed to calculation
of the tax loss, changed from the "applicable tax rate" language
of last year's proposal to the specific percentage amounts (i.e.,
28% and 34%) in this year's proposal. As we have earlier noted,
use of "applicable tax rate" should give a closer approximation
of "tax loss" if tax rates change and should be less difficult to
administer .
With respect to the determination of tax loss, we are
concerned that the rebuttable presumptions set forth in the
Commission's proposal are not sufficient to cover the range of
tax cases (e.g . , improper refund claim where income is overreported) and would suggest, in lieu thereof, that the six
examples contained in the IRS's proposed Amendment 41 for loss
calculations be substituted . These six examples better cover the
universe of criminal tax situations than does the Commission's
proposal. Substitution of the examples from the IRS proposal
also alleviates the problem in the Commission's proposal whereby
a defendant, in a failure-to-file return situation, can· control
the amount of loss through the payment of the taxes prior to
sentencing. This blatantly favors more well-off taxpayers and
undermines the guidelines' purpose of sentencing uniformity.
As a related change, we would suggest that the Commission
consider renumbering the tax guidelines to eliminate the gaps
that will ensue from the deletion of S2T1.2, S2T1.3, and S2T1.5.

•

The proposed change to S2T1.4, involving the creation of one
two-level specific offense characteristic by combining the
specific offense characteristics now found at S2T1.4(b) (1) and
S2T1.4(b)(2) will adversely affect some of our cases, but the
number of cases affected will be small and we can accept the
proposed. amendment. While combining two of the current specific
offense characteristics, the Commission's proposal is careful to
continue to limit the inapplicability of the SJB1.3 (Abuse of
Position of Trust or Use of Special Skill) adjustment to only the
second prong of the proposed specific offense characteristic
(two-level adjustment if the defendant was in the business of
preparing or assisting in the preparation of tax returns). In
this way, the SJB1.3 adjustment will continue to be available
when the defendant committed the offense as part of a pattern or
scheme from which the defendant derived a substantial portion of
his income.

7

The Commission's proposal also seeks to clarify the circumstances under which the specific offense characteristics of
S2T1 . 9 apply and the relationship between the loss calculation
under S2T1.4 and S2T1.9. We have no objections to these
proposals, but believe that some other changes are necessary.
First, we would recommend that the Commission delete the
phrase "as applicable" from S2T1.9(a) (1). That phrase has caused
confusion as sentencing courts have struggled to determine
whether S2T1 . 1 (Tax Evasion) or S2T1.3 (Fraud and False
Statements Under Penalty of Perjury) applies. In some
situations, the view has been expressed that neither guideline
applies and use of a base offense level of 10 is appropriate .
In fact, use of the phrase "as applicable" is inappropriate
as neither of the offenses covered by §2T1.1 (26 u.s.c. §7201)
and S2T1.3 (26 u.s.c. §7203) (or S2T1.4 (26 u. s.c. §7206(2)) as
proposed in the Commission's proposed amendment) is applicable to
the type of conspiracy covered by S2T1.9. That guideline covers
conspiracies to defraud the United States by impeding and
impairing the Internal Revenue Service. The object of such a
conspiracy is not the violation of a particular statutory
provision, such as 26 u.s.c. §7201, 26 u.s.c. §7203, or 26 u.s.c.
§7206(2). (Indeed, if the object of a conspiracy is to violate a
particular provision of the Internal Revenue Code, sentence is
properly imposed under S2X1.1.) Consequently , to direct a court
to determine whether §2T1 . 1, S2T1 . 3, or S2T1 . 4 applies is to
require it to engage in a hopeless exercise. The most a
sentencing court should be directed to do is to select a
guideline which covers conduct most nearly approximating the harm
which would have resulted had the conspirators succeeded in
impeding and impairing the Internal Revenue Service . Language
should be added to the commentary to S2T1.9 to guide the
sentencing court in this regard. The deletion of the "as
applicable" language and the insertion of additional commentary
language will make clear that a court is not required to find
that any particular guideline applies in order to refer to a
guideline for calculation of the base offense level under S2T1.9.
We also suggest that the phrase "fraudulent tax schemes" be
added to proposed Commentary Application Note 4 after "the
marketing of fraudulent tax shelters." Not all fraudulent tax
schemes are tax shelters and "schemes", in our view, is a broader
and more appropriate term.
NEGOTIATED AMOUNTS OF CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES (Amendment 12)
We oppose Amendment 12, which would amend the commentary to
guideline S2Dl.l to provide that where the defendant "was not
reasonably capable of producing, or otherwise did not intend to
pr.o duce" (emphasis added) the negotiated amount, the court should
exclude the amount that falls within this description from the
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guideline calculation. The current language excludes amounts the
defendant "did not intent to produce and was not reasonable
capable of producing." (Emphasis added.) If a defendant was
reasonably capable of producing a quantity under negotiation,
this quantity should be included. His claim of lack of intent
should not prevail over evidence of the amount negotiated and the
defendant's capability of producing that amount. Likewise, a
defendant's lack of ability to produce an amount at the moment of
negotiation should not block inclusion of that negotiated amount
if there is sufficient evidence of intent to produce it.
POSSESSION OF FIREARMS IN A SCHOOL ZONE OR FEDERAL FACILITY
(Amendment 19)
The Commission has requested comment on the adequacy of the
offense levels under guideline S2K2.5 for the possession or
discharge of firearms in a school zone or a federal facility. By
letter of November 30, 1992, the Department specifically sought
increases in this guideline.

•

Under guideline S2K2.5 the base offense level is 6, with a
2-level enhancement for the unlawful possession of a firearm in a
school zone or a federal court facility. This offense
may
result in a sentence that is not commensurate with the offender's
activities since offense level 8 allows for a sentence of
"straight" probation. There simply is no legitimate reason for a
person convicted under the school zone statute, 18 u.s.c.
S922(q), to have a firearm on school property since the statute
provides numerous exceptions from application of the prohibition.
Moreover, possession of a firearm in a federal facility,
particularly a court facility, is a dangerous offense, given the
threat to our system of justice such possession poses.
We recommend that the Commission include additional specific
offense characteristics, such as an increase if the firearm (or
other weapon in the case of possession in a federal facility) is
brandished, discharged, or otherwise used. An enhancement should
be included if the firearm is loaded or the offender is also in
possession of ammunition in a school zone or federal facility.
Under these circumstances the unlawful weapon possession presents
increased danger. These enhancements are more effective than
grounds for departure (as recognized in Application Note 4) and
would assure stiffer sentences for offenders who present an
increased-aanger to children and government personnel.

•

The Commission has also requested comment on the manner in
which guideline S2K2.5 addresses the statutory requirement that
the violation of the school-zone statute result in a consecutive
sentence. We believe that Application Note 3 does not reflect
the statutory mandate of consecutive sentencing. See 18 u.s.c.
S924(a) (4). A defendant convicted of both the school-zone
provision and the offense of being a felon in possession of a

•

firearm would face the same sentencing guideline range as a
defendant convicted only of the second offense. Under the
application note the judge would simply determine which portion
of the sentence to allocate to the school-zone provision as a
"consecutive sentence." This approach is a contrived one that
meets neither the letter nor spirit of the statutory mandate.
STANDARDS FOR ACCEPTANCE OF PLEA AGREEMENTS (Amendments 25 and
36)
The Department strongly opposes these amendments which would
add commentary to guideline S6B1.2 recommending that the
government disclose to the defendant during plea discussions
(option 1) or prior to a rule 11 colloquy (option 2) information
known to the government that is relevant to the application of
the guidelines . This proposal seems to be little more than a
poorly disguised attempt to use plea negotiations to discover the
details of the government's case.

e

This proposal would place a great burden on the system to
make sure the defendant can correctly determine what his sentence
will be. It would likely engender a plethora of litigation of
claims by defendants that the government did not "fully" disclose
relevant information in its possession. The amendments also
·
raise the additional issue of the nature and scope of information
the government should disclose; for example, whether information
pertaining to an ongoing investigation would need to be disclosed
that might subsequently result in the defendant's loss
calculation being increased. Moreover, the defendant will
already have access to the pertinent information through normal
discovery.
Requiring that defendants be able to calculate a probable
sentence invites additional litigation as to whether the sentence
was correctly predicted and additional collateral attacks on plea
voluntariness.
CARJACKING (Amendment 26)

•

Amendment 26 invites comments on the appropriate guideline
for the recently enacted federal carjacking statute. We believe
that guideline S2B3.1 should be made applicable to carjacking.
This guideline, aimed at robbery in general, incorporates factors
relevant to carjacking, such as bodily injury, abduction, and the
nature of the use of a firearm.
(The defendant must possess a
firearm for the statute to apply). In addition, a crossreference to the murder guideline, S2A1.1, should be added for
cases in which death results. We also support increases in the
theft guidelines for offenses involving stolen vehicles to
reflect the increase in the maximum imposable sentence from five
to ten years' imprisonment •
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CRIMINAL ENTERPRISE AND RACKETEERING
BRIBERY AND GRATUITIES

(Amendment 27(G))

We recommend against this proposal to merge the two
guidelines for bribery and gratuities affecting employee benefit
· plans and labor unions, respectively. The proposal carries the
risk that persons applying the . merged guideline will confuse the
different specific offense characteristics for the two existing
guidelines (SS 2E5.1 and 2E5.6). The gratuity offenses for the
two predicate crimes in the merged guideline section also differ
substantially as to the elements of proof.

•

Section 2E5.1 increases the base offense level by two levels
with respect to defendants who are fiduciaries of benefit plans .
Section 2E5.6 has no similar increase for fiduciaries of labor
organizations . The two types of organizations are frequently
confused when the benefit plan is sponsored by a labor
organization. The confusion would be compounded by the crossapplication of the proposed guideline to reporting crimes which
facilitate or conceal a bribe or gratuity involving a benefit
plan (§2E5.3(a) (2)) or a labor organization (S2E5.5(a) (2)) .
The gratuity portions of the union-related crime at S2E5.6
are offenses which proscribe the payment and receipt of things of
value by persons holding particular positions described in the
statute and do not require that the payment or receipt be tied to

the recipient's actions, duties or decisions as an officer or
employee of a labor organization or as a labor representative of
employees. 29 u.s.c. S186{a) (1), {a) (2) and (b) (1). on the
other hand, the benefit plan-related gratuity requires that the
thing of value be received "because of" the recipient's actions,
decisions or duties in relation to a benefit plan matter. 18
u. s.c. §1954.

In the event that the proposal is adopted over our
objection, the discussion of "graft," which applies only to the
section 1954 gratuities, should be omitted from the Commentary.
That is, the paragraph in S2E5.1 captioned "Background" would be
further amended by deleting the following clause:
. • • as opposed to graft, where the prohibited payment is
given because of a person's actions, duties, or decisions
a prior understanding that the recipient's
performance will be directly influenced by the gift.
THEFT

(Amendment 27(H))

This amendment consolidates guideline SS2E5.2 and 2E5.4 for
theft from benefit plans and labor unions, respectively, into the
larceny guideline at S2B1.1. However, it fails to carry the
"Application Note" in the consolidated sections to the larceny
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guideline's Commentary. Instead, the proposed amendment
transfers the Application Note's instruction to apply the
adjustment for abuse of position of trust (S3B1.3) in the case of
benefit plan fiduciaries and union officials to the Commentary in
S3B1.3 as an "illustration." No other crimes are "illustrated"
in such manner in S3B1.3. However, S2B1.1 already includes an
enhancement based on harm to a "financial institution" which is
defined in Application Note 9 as including unions and
organizations providing "pension, disability, or other benefits
. • . to large numbers of persons." The application notes for
abuse of benefit plan and labor union positions of trust are more
likely to be found and heeded in S2B1.1.
Therefore, we recommend that each "Application Note" in the
Commentary to §§2E5 . 2 and 2E5.4 be transferred to the Commentary
of §2B1.1 as new "Application Note 14."

•

We further recommend that the statutory citation for these
frequently used statutes, whose guidelines are being deleted from
Part 2E, be listed in the Commentary to S2B1.1 following the term
"Statutory Provisions:" by inserting "664," after the term "659,"
and by inserting "29 u.s.c. S501(c)" after the term "2317."
REPORTING CRIMES

(Amendment 27(I))

This proposed amendment consolidates the two guidelines for
reporting crimes involving employee benefit plans and labor
organizations into a single guideline. However, the proposals
fail to amend the cross-references in S2E5.3(a) (2) and to
preserve the cross-reference in S2E5.5(a) (2) for reporting crimes
which facilitate or conceal a theft or embezzlement or an offense
involving a bribe or gratuity. The proposals also fail to amend
Appendix A (Statutory Index).
Therefore, we recommend that S2E5.3(a) (2) be amended to read
as follows:
If the offense was committed to facilitate or conceal a
theft or embezzlement, apply S2B1.1. If the offense was
committed to facilitate or conceal an offense involving a
bribe or gratuity pertaining to an employee benefit plan or
labor organization, apply S2E5.1 and S2E5.6 as applicable.
The COmmentary to S2E5.3 captioned "Statutory Provision: 18
S 1027" should be deleted and the _following Commentary
inserted: "Statutory Provisions: 18 u.s.c. S 1027, 29 u.s.c. SS
439, 461, 1131. 11

u.s.c.

•

Appendix A (Statutory Index) should be amended at the line
beginning "18 u.s.c. S 1027," "29 u.s .c. S 439," and "29 u.s.c.
S 461" by deleting "2E5.5 11 and inserting 11 2E5.3" at the end of
each line.

•
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Appendix A (Statutory Index) should be amended by deleting
the lines beginning 11 29 u.s.c . S 431, 11 11 29 u.s.c. S 432," and
"29 u.s.c. S 433 11 in their entirety. The penalty for these
statutes is 29 u.s.c. S 439.
ADDITIONAL PROPOSALS

{Amendments 27{I))

Appendix A (Statutory Index) does not currently list crimes
which are analogous to the labor racketeering offenses described
above.
The misdemeanor for the willful failure to maintain records
and file reports required by the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act {ERISA) which is codified at 29 U.s.c. S1131 is not
listed in Appendix A. We believe that the offense should be
consolidated within the proposed record keeping and reporting
guideline at S2E5.3, as amended.

•

Moreover, the misdemeanor for the willful deprivation of a
union member's right to democratic participation in the affairs
of a labor organization by means of actual or threatened violence
{29 u.s.c. S530) is not included in Appendix A. However, the
analogous misdemeanor for the willful deprivation of employee
benefit plan participants ' rights by means of actual or
threatened violence {29 u.s.c. S1141) is assigned by Appendix A
{extortion by force or threat of injury) .
to guideline
Therefore, we recommend that Appendix A {Statutory Index)
be amended before the line beginning 11 29 u.s.c. S 1141 11 by
inserting the following two new lines : "29 u.s.c. S 530" followed
by "2B3.2" and "29 u.s.c. S 1131" followed by
CONFORMING AMENDMENTS - FRAUD AND THEFT (Amendment 28 (G))

•

This amendment attempts to make the definition of loss in
the theft guideline consistent with the language currently in the
fraud guidelines. The Department has found that issues related
to recovery under S2F1.1, particularly in the area of consumer
fraud, which were made relevant by the 1991 changes to the
commentary, are more difficult to resolve than the basic question
of how much was spent for the fraudulent item. That is, when
consumers purchase fraudulent products (juice with sugar and
undeclared-c hemicals in it, cars with turned-back odometers,
drugs not made in conformity with regulatory requirements }, it is
easy to determine what the cost of the item was. However,
determining the "loss" now that credit for value received is
granted raises difficult issues regarding the value of something
that is not what it is supposed to be, and is generally something
for which there is no market (these products exist only due to
fraud). Thus, in deciding whether to conform guideline 2B to 2F,
the Commission should not assume that 2F is easy to apply in its
current form. It is not. Therefore, we do not support the

•
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proposed consolidation and urge the Commission to further
evaluate the appropriateness of the current approach for
determining loss.
ANTITRUST OFFENSES

(Amendment 28(I))

The Commission has requested comments on several conforming
changes pertaining to the interaction of Chapter Two (offense
conduct) and Chapter Eight (organizations) . It proposes to amend
guideline S2Rl.l so that both individual and organizational
complementary bidders would be assigned a volume of commerce
equal to the greater of the affected volume of commerce done by
the individual or organization or the largest contract on which a
complementary bid was submitted. While the Department has no
objection to the general thrust of this amendment -- imputing a
volume of commerce to individual complementary bidders in the
same manner that a volume of commerce is assigned to
organizational complementary bidders -- we do believe that the
proposal can and should be improved.

•

•

The language adopted by the Commission in 1991 to impute a
volume of commerce to complementary organizational bidders has a
possible hole in its coverage . While the usual form of ·a bidrigging conspiracy is for one company to submit a winning bid
while others submit complementary bids, there are also
conspiracies in which one or more companies agree with the
selected winning bidder not to submit bids at all. An agreement
not to submit a bid has the same anti-competitive effect and is
every bit as unlawful as an agreement to submit an artificially
high or low bid . The Commission discusses both types of bidrigging agreements in identical terms in Application Note 6 to
§2Rl.l. The language in the guideline, however, ·only explicitly
addresses cases in which an organization "submitted" one or more
complementary bids. While there is every reason to apply the
same rule concerning imputed volumes of commerce to agreements
not to submit bids -- and while the Department is prepared to
argue based on Application Note 6 that the Commission intended
that both complementary bidders and defendants that agreed not to
bid be treated in the same manner --the current language, which
would be used again in the proposed amendment to S2Rl.l(b) (2),
should be clarified on this point . The proposed amendment should
also be revised to conform to the language used in the first
sentence at the paragraph to which it is being added and which
provides that the volume of commerce attributable to an
individual participant in a conspiracy is the volume of commerce
done by him 11 or his principal" in the goods or services affected
by the violation.
Therefore, we recommend that the language of the proposed
amendment to S2Rl.l be amended to read:

•
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"In a bid-rigging case in which an individual participant or
his principal, or an organization, submitted one or more
complementary bids or agreed not to submit one or more bids,
use as the individual's or the organization's volume of
commerce the greater of (A) the volume of commerce done by
the individual or his principal, or by the organization, in
the goods or services that were affected by the violation,
or (B) the largest contract on which the individual or his
principal, or the organization, submitted a complementary
bid or agreed not to bid in connection with the bid-rigging
conspiracy.".
This issue should also be addressed in Application Note 6.
The note will need to be amended in some manner -- even if the
Commission does no more than adopt the language that it has
proposed -- inasmuch as it currently states that complementary
bidders have a zero volume of commerce with no mention of the
attribution rules that the Commission has already promulgated for
organizations and proposes to expand to individuals . For
example, a new third sentence could be added to Application Note
6--whether or not the new guideline language we suggest above is
adopted by the Commission--as follows: "For this reason, the
Commission has adopted rules that impute to individuals and
organizations a volume of commerce equal to the largest contract
on which an individual or his principal, or an organization,
submitted a complementary bid or agreed not to submit a bid." .
Finally, should the commission agree to address this issue
either through new guideline language or new commentary (or,
preferably, both), and assuming that the Commission agrees that
it intended its 1991 change regarding organizational
complementary bidders to apply to agreements not to bid as well,
the Commission should state explicitly that any 1993 changes in
this area as they relate to organizations are clarifying rather
than substantive in nature. Otherwise, we will face a two-year
period during which organizational defendants that agreed not to
submit bids will argue that they have a zero volume of commerce
and no $100,000 minimum fine.
FIRST OFFENDERS (Amendment 32)

•

Amendment 32 invites comment on whether the Commission
should promulgate an amendment that would allow a court to impose
a
than imprisonment in the case of a first
offender convicted of a non-violent or otherwise non-serious
offense, either by creating a new ground for departure or by
increasing the number of offense levels in Zone A of Criminal
History category I.
We strenuously object to this amendment . First, the
Commission just last year considered alternatives to
incarceration at great length and made adjustments to the

•
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guidelines. Further change at this time is unwarranted since the
ef'fect of last year's amendments, which became effective only a
few months ago, cannot be assessed.
On the merits, the proposal is extremely troublesome. It
would lead to a great deal of disparity in sentencing if handled
by way of departure. If implemented through additional offense
levels added to Zone A, the maximum terms of imprisonment would
have to decline in order to avoid excessive ranges.
See 28 u.s.c. S994((b)(2), which establishes ranges in which the
maximum may not exceed the minimum by more than the greater of
25 percent or six months. Offenses the Commission had previously
identified as more serious than Zone A offenses would have
reduced ranges for all offenders in order to address concerns
regarding first offenders. The Commission just lowered the terms
of imprisonment for offense levels 7 and 8.
Finally, the effect of this amendment, like amendment 52
discussed below, would be to provide favorable treatment to
white-collar offenders. Its impact on antitrust violators would
be significant since it would undercut the increased offense
levels for antitrust offenses established in 1991. The amendment
would also have a negative impact on tax law enforcement since
the vast majority of tax cases involve first offenders. The
effect on federal tax enforcement, which depends to a great
extent on the deterrent effect of imprisonment for tax violators
in order to insure compliance with the internal revenue laws,
would be devastating.
COCAINE BASE/POWDERED COCAINE QUANTITIES (Amendment 40)
The notion that offenses involving equal quantities of
cocaine base and powdered cocaine should be subject to the same
penalties, as suggested in Amendment 40, ignores the original
basis for the distinction in the law currently. Congress
established different quantities for a number of particularly
dangerous controlled substances, including cocaine base and
powered cocaine, on the understanding that quantities of some
substances posed greater risks than equal amounts of other
substances, whether based on dosage unit, addictive qualities, or
other factors. Whether Congress arrived at the best possible
ratio in all cases is subject to debate and study. However, we
see no greater basis, without significantly further study, to
equate cocaine base and powered cocaine than to equate other
distinct substances.

•

The suggestion that racial disparity resulting from the
current scheme should be a basis for equating cocaine base and
powdered cocaine quantities under the guidelines is inconsistent
with the statutory mandate that the Commission assure the
neutrality of the guidelines on racial grounds. 28 u.s.c .
S994(d). Under the current scheme racial neutrality is achieved

•

•
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because offenders of all racial groups who unlawfully traffick in
cocaine base face the same guideline range, all else being equal.
The view that guidelines for different offenses should be
compared on the basis of racial impact would mean that any time
one racial group engaged in a particular type of offense in
disproportionate numbers, as compared to a related offense, the
. guidelines should be adjusted to address this so-called racial
disparity, regardless of the relative seriousness of the two
offenses. Thus, if whites had a propensity to commit burglary of
a residence (base offense level 17) and blacks to commit burglary
of other structures (base offense level 12) in disproportionate
numbers, the offense levels for the two offenses would have to be
harmonized to rid the system of this form of perceived disparity,
despite the added danger one offense poses over the other. The
guidelines would cease to become neutral as to the race of the
offender.
Finally, a guideline change to equate cocaine base and
powdered cocaine, without a corresponding statutory change, would
cause the guidelines to be superseded by relevant mandatory
minima in many cases. If these changes were made only for
offense levels above or below the relevant mandatory minima, as
suggested in the request for comment, the guidleines would
produce great cliffs.
GROUPING RQLES

(Amendments 42 and 43)

These amendments to the grouping rules were proposed by the
Internal Revenue Service and are designed to alleviate the
problem of so-called "free" crimes in the sentencing calculus.
In the tax area, this situation most often arises when tax crimes
are grouped with drug violations. If the income giving rise to
the tax violation is generated by drug activity and exceeds
$10,000 in any one year (which it usually does), there is a twolevel specific offense characteristic increase in the offense
level for the tax violation and the offenses are grouped under
S3D1.2(c). If the offense level for the drug offense exceeds
that for the tax violation, the offense level for the tax
violation has no effect on the ultimate sentence. The IRS
proposed Amendment 42 has two alternative ways of dealing with
this problem. We support the proposed amendment and prefer the
first option, which would increase the offense level of the group
two levels in all cases such as the one outlined above. The
second opeton would affect only money laundering and drug
violations.
Proposed Amendment 43 would insure that any offense, including, of course, tax offenses, would always have a definite effect
on the final offense level calculation. It would do this by
amending S3D1.4 to provide that groups which are nine or more
levels less serious than the most serious group would be assigned
one-half unit, rather than be totally disregarded, as is

•
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currently the case under S3D1.4.
amendment.

We also favor this proposed

LSD CARRIERS (Amendment 50)
This amendment would exclude from mixtures or substances
containing LSD the carrier substance, such as blotter paper . We
oppose this amendment as inconsistent with the statutory scheme.
If the Commission adopted this amendment, many offenders would
face mandatory minimum sentences that far exceeded the sentence
that would otherwise apply under the guidelines, since the
mandatory minimum would be based on the weight of both the LSD
and the carrier. See Chapman v. United States, 111 s. Ct. 1919
(1991). The current approach of including the carrier substance
is appropriate since the carrier medium is a necessity of retail
distribution.
COCAINE BASE DEFINITION (Amendment 51)

•

•

Amendment 51 excludes from the term "cocaine base" any form
of the substance other than what is commonly referred to as
"crack." Most courts have agreed that chemical composition,
rather than physical form, determines the identity of cocaine
base for statutory purposes. There is no basis for a different
definition under the guidelines. Establishing one would only
bring about inconsistency with mandatory minimum provisions of
law .
·
REQUIRED PROBATION (Amendment 52)
This amendment would require a sentence of probation without
confinement conditions if the applicable guideline range were in
Zone A, unless the court made a finding that a sentence of
imprisonment were required to achieve the purposes of sentencing
set forth in the Sentencing Reform Act. If the defendant were in
Zone B, the amendment would require the court to impose the
minimum confinement condition permitted unless the court made a
finding that a greater confinement condition were required to
achieve these purposes.
We vehemently object to this amendment. First, as explained
with
to amendment 32, the Commission just last year
considered alternatives to incarceration at great length and made
to the guidelines. Moreover, the proposal is unwise
on the merits. The sentencing Reform Act did not aim to
eliminate all judicial discretion, but rather provided for
sentencing ranges within which judges could exercise their
discretion . Discretion within these ranges· allows judges to take
into account a variety of factors of importance to the sentencing
process but, since limited to a given range, the discretion
necessarily is exercised in a manner that serves the purposes of
reasonable uniformity in sentencing . An amendment which

•
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eliminates this last measure of discretion is not consistent with
the goals of sentencing reform.
The amendment would have the effect of keeping white-collar
defendants out of prison since many white-collar offenses are
subject to low offense levels. Tax and some antitrust offenders
would particularly benefit from this proposal. In fact, the
proposal would substantially increase the likelihood that the
majority of tax violators would not serve any time in
confinement. The threat of imprisonment can be a powerful
deterrent for white-collar offenders. The Commission should not
thwart this important goal.
CAREER OFFENDERS (Amendment 55)

•

Amendment 55 would eliminate the current table in the career
offender guideline, S4Bl.l, that places the guideline sentence at
or near the statutory maximum, and would provide instead that a
career offender be sentenced at the top of the applicable
guideline range for Criminal History Category VI for the offense
level that otherwise applies. The effect of this amendment would
to a
be to substitute the highest guideline sentence
particular offense level for a sentence close to the statutory
maximum for the offense •
We strenuously object to this amendment because it violates
the statutory directive that a career offender be sentenced "at
or near the maximum term authorized." 28 u.s.c. S994(h). As the
Commission recognizes in the commentary to the career offender
guideline, the ·relevant legislative history reflects that "the
maximum term authorized" means the statutory maximum. s. Rep.
No. 225, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 175 (1983). The Commission should
reject this amendment as inconsistent with the Sentencing Reform
Act.
RETROACT'IVITY (Amendment 56)

•

Amendment 56 would include last year's amendment to the
guideline on acceptance of responsibility, S3El.l, which provides
a third level of reduction in certain circumstances, in the
retroactivity policy statement, SlBl.lO. Providing for the
retroactive application of this amendment can be expected to
result in-4 flood of defense motions for reduced sentence. The
courts would then have to consider the nature of the defendant's
acceptance of responsibility to determine whether the added
requirements of guideline S3El.l for the third level of reduction
had been met. The factual information necessary for this
determination may be old or unavailable. Providing for the
retroactivity of the third level of acceptance of responsibility
could be truly disastrous for the courts •

•
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We also oppose the proposed amendment of the retroactivity
policy statement to authorize the courts to sentence
retroactively for reduction in ranges even when an amendment is
not specifically listed in the policy statement. This proposal
would also cause a flood of unfounded motions for reduced
sentence. It would have the effect of making it very difficult
for the Commission ever to reduce a guideline range because of
the opportunity such a reduction would provide to defendants to
seek reduced sentences.

sincerely,

Roger A. Pauley
Member (ex officio)
United States Sentencing Commission
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Proposed Sentencing Guideline Amendments
for Public Comment - 1993 Amendment
C cl

Dear Mr. Courlander:
I am writing on behalf of the Criminal Law
Committee of the Federal Bar Association·' .s
Philadelphia Chapter. Our Committee consists of
federal criminal law practitioners in the Eastern
District of Pennsyl vania . The Committee has
reviewed the proposed guideline amendments for
public comment published in the December 31, 1992
edition of the Federal Register. This letter
constitutes our comments on the proposed
amendments . The Committee has not undertaken to
comment on all of the proposed amendments.
Rather, we have selected only a few on which to
submit comments. They are as follows:
1.

Amendment No. 20 - Money Laundering.

The Committee strongly supports the
proposed amendment to U.S.S.G. §§ 281.1 through
2Sl.4 applicable to money laundering offenses.
The amendment would tie the base offense level for
money laundering violations more closely to the
underlying conduct that is the source of the
illegal proceeds.
This represents a significant
improvement in the money laundering guidelines.
Our Committee is aware of cases in this District
and elsewhere in which the money laundering
guidelines have allowed the government to obtain a

:
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signif i cantly higher guidel ine sentenc ing range than the
underly ing offens e would yield simply by adding a violati on of 18
U.S.C. §§ 1956 or 1957 to the indictm ent. An exampl e in our
Distri ct is United States v. Brian M. Maier, Crimin al No. 9100235, (E.D. Pa.). This was a fairly simple fraud scheme in
which the 11 loss" within the meanin g of U.S.S.G . § 2F1.1 was
betwee n $40,000 and $70,00 0. The total offens e level for the
mail fraud offense was 13, which yielded a guidel ine prison range
of 12-18 months . Howeve r, by adding a violati on of 18 U. S.C.
§ 1957, based solely on the defend ant's remova l of some
of the
fraud procee ds from the bank accoun t into which they had been
deposi ted, the governm ent succes sfully increas ed the total
offens e level to 19 and the corresp onding guidel ine prison range
to 30-37 months . The Commi ssion's Octobe r 14, 1992 Workin g Group
Report on Money Launde ring has appare ntly identi fied numero us
other exampl es nationw ide of this form of "count manipu lation. 11
The money launde ring charge s in these cases often involve
"monet ary transac tions" normal ly not though t of as sophis ticated
"money launde ring."
·
With the govern ment's increas ing emphas is on
forfeit ure, the number of cases in which violati ons of 18 U.S.C.
§§ 1956 and 1957 are added to fraud and other charge s will
only
increa se. This is becaus e violati ons of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1956 and
1957 are among those for which civil and crimin al forfeit ures are
author ized under 18 U.S.C. §§ 981 and 982, even though forfeit ure
may not be availab le as a remedy for the underly ing offens e.
Propos ed Amendment No. 20 is a signifi cant step toward
elimin ation of the unfair treatm ent that can result from
manipu lation of money launde ring charge s. One concern we have
arises from propos ed§ 2Sl.l(a ). This provis ion require s that in
non-dru g cases the greate r of the follow ing base offens e levels
be applied : (a) the offense level for the underly ing offens e from
which the funds were derive d; or (b) eight plus the number of
offens e levels from the table in § 2F1.1 corresp onding to the
value of the funds. The offens e level for fraud offens es is six.
Thus, in fraud cases in which the governm ent adds a money
launde ring charge , the base offense level under § 2S1.1(a ) will
always be two levels higher
the differe nce betwee n eight
and six), simply becaus e the governm ent has added the money
launde ring- charge .
The Commi ttee believe s this is inappr opriate . In many
ordina ry fraud cases, the conduc t giving rise to a violati on of
18 u.s.c. §§ 1956 or 1957 does not, in any meanin gful way, make
the defend ant more culpab le or deserv ing of punishm ent than the
defend ant who happen s not engage in a "monet ary transac tion"
within the meanin g of §§ 1956 and 1957. Accord ingly, the
Commi ttee recomm ends that § 2Sl.l(a ) (3) be change d to read: "six
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plus the number of offense level s ... " ins tead of "eight plus the
number of offense levels .. . " Offenses involving relatively
sophisticated "monetary transactions .. can properly be dealt with
through the specific offense characteristics set forth in
. proposed § 2S1 . 1(b) .
2.

Amendment No. 5 - Fraud. Theft and Tax - More than
Minimal Planning/Use of Sophisticated Means.

This amendment would eliminate 11 more than minimal
planning" as a specific offense characteristic under
§§ 2Bl.l(b) (5), 2B1.2(b) (4) (B) and 2F1.1(b) (2) and use of
.. sophisticated means ... to impede discovery of the nature or
extent of the offense" as a specific offense characteristic in
tax cases under §§ 2Tl.l-2T1.4. Instead, the amendment would
modify the loss tables under the applicable guidelines to
incorporate gradually an increase for "more than minimal
planning" and use of 11 Sophisticated means."

•

The Committee strongly opposes this approach. The
underlying premise apparently is that offenses involving a
certain amount of "loss" necessarily involve these specific
offense characteristics. Therefore, they should be uniformly
applied through appropriate increases in the loss tables. Thus,
for example, offenses involving a "loss" in excess of $40,000
will have offense levels two levels higher than under the 1992
guidelines.
The Committee believes this premise is seriously
flawed . Monetary "loss does not measure in any meaningful way
the degree of planning or sophistication involved in a particular
offense. A theft or fraud involving a loss of $100,000 can often
be as simple as a similar offense involving only a few thousand
dollars. Good exampl es are cases in the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania in which the government prosecutes relatives of
deceased Social Security beneficiaries for receiving and cashing
social security checks after the payee's death. These cases
usually involve l i ttle or no planning. The relative is often
surprised to learn that the government continues forwarding
Social Security checks, even after the payee's death . The theft
continues, and the "loss" increases, as long as the government
continues-to forward the checks and the relative cashes them.
The amounts can often exceed $40,000. Nevertheless, few would
argue seriously that such offenses involve any significant degree
of planning or sophistication. There are countless other
examples of theft and fraud offenses in which the "loss" may be
relatively high and the degree of planning relatively low.
11

•

For this reason, the Committee believes the preferred
approach to these specific offense characteristics is one
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sugge sted in the "add ition al issue s for comm ent" accom panyi
ng
Amendment No. 5. Spec ifica lly, the Comm ittee recom mends
that
the
Comm ission chang e the spec ific offen se char acter istic from
"more
than minim al plann ing" to one of "exte nsive or soph
ted
plann ing." This appro ach would tend to elimi nate a istica
dispa
which the Comm ittee belie ves now exist s. Secti on lBl.l 's rity
emph asis on "repe ated acts, " along with the exam ples
in
Appl icatio n Note 1, have lead court s to concl ude that given
the
"more
than minim al plann ing adjus tment " has a relat ively low thres
hold.
As a resul t, indiv idual s engag ed in elabo rate and soph
istica
fraud schem es recei ve the same treatm ent as the indiv idual ted
plann ing may be "more than minim al," but is far from exten whose
soph istica ted. A guide line that defin es the plann ing necessive or
to estab lish the enhan cemen t as "exte nsive or soph istica ted sary
plann ing" would still requi re subje ctive inter preta tion by
the
court s. Howe ver, such an appro ach would more fairl y
diffe renti ate those defen dants who deser ve an upwar d adjus
tmen t
based on the degre e of plann ing from those who do not.
The Comm ission shoul d, at the very least , elimi nate the
refer ences to "repe ated acts. " Indiv idual s who engag
e in
repea ted acts of fraud or theft are adequ ately dealt with
incre ases in the loss table s, becau se repea ted acts almos throu gh
t alway s
resul t in highe r loss .
3.

Amendment No. 23 - U.S.S .G.
of Trust .

§

3Bl.3 - Abuse of Posit ion

This . amend ment would chang e this role
the offen se
adjus tmen t to "abus e of posit ion of speci al trustin
·." The
defin ition of "spec ial trust " makes clear that the
evel
upwar d adjus tmen t in offen se level is inten ded only two-l
for
indiv idual s in posit ions of "publ ic or priva te trust
chara cteri zed by profe ssion al or mana geria l discr
etion
The
defin ition furth er clari fies that the adjus tmen t is not." inten
for emplo yees whose respo nsibi lities are prim arily admi niste ded
rial
in natur e."
This amend ment would subs tanti ally impro ve
opera tion of this guide line. Under the curre nt guidethe
line, the
two level upwar d adjus tmen t has been appli ed, even when
the abuse
of trust invol ved is littl e more than a breac h of an empl
fiduc iary duty to the emplo yer. A good examp le is Unite d oyee' s
v. Milli gan, 958 F.2d 345 (11th Cir. 1992) , in which the State s
uphel d the appli catio n of § 3Bl.3 to a Unite d State s Post court
windo w clerk conv icted of misap propr iation and embez zleme Offic e
posta l funds . The Comm ittee stron gly recom mends that thisnt of
adjus tmen t apply only to indiv idual s, who, becau se of their
highe r level posit ions, have signi fican tly more respo
lity
than the ordin ary emplo yee. The amend ment goes a longnsibi
way
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towards accompl is hing this ob jective, and the Commit tee there fore
strongly supports it .
4.

Amendment Nos. 24, 31. and 47 - U.S.S.G. § SKl.l Substan tial Assistan ce to the Authori ties.

The Committ ee believes amendme nt 24 is a step in the
right directio n in that it would allow the distric t court to make
the ultimate determi nation, in a limited number of cases, of
whether or not a defendan t has provided substan tial assistan ce in
the investig ation or prosecu tion of another person warrant ing a
downwar d departu re . However, the Commiss ion should go further by
allowing the distric t court to make this determin at ion,
regardle ss of whether or not the defenda nt is a non-vio lent first
offende r. Accordi ngly, the Committe e prefers the re commend ations
by the America n Bar Associa tion in proposed Amendment No. 31 and
the legislat ive sub-com mittee of the Federal Defende rs in
proposed Amendment No. 47.

•

Followin g the Supreme Court's decision in Wade v United
States, 112 s. Ct. 1840 (1992), defenda nts have very limited
opportu nity to challeng e the governm ent's refusal to file a
substan tial assistan ce motion under § SKl.l. The Committ ee
maintain s that, as with all other determi nations under the
guidelin es,
distric t court, not the governm ent, should make
the final determi nation on whether or not a defenda nt has
provided substan tial assistan ce. As a practica l matter, the
governm ent will, in most cases, be highly influen tial in the
distric t court's determi nation. In those cases where the parties
disagree , defenda nts should be entitled to their. day in court,
just as they are now on the many factual and legal disputes
arising under the guidelin es . Access to a judicial determi nation
of the issue should not turn on the defenda nt's crimina l history
or offense charact eristics .
The governm ent would still be protecte d in two ways.
First, as is mentione d above, it will likely be the most
influen tial voice on the substan tial assistan ce question at
sentenc ing. Second, it can appeal an adverse determi nation.

•

Finally, this issue implica tes very directly the
justice. Under the current regime, both defenda nts
and the public - at-large can legitim ately question the fairness of
a sentenc ing system that allows the defenda nt's adversa ry to make
unilate rally such an importan t determin ation in the sentenci ng
process . Elimina tion of the requirem ent for the governm ent
motion would solve this problem (a t least to the extent mandato ry
minimum s are not involved ) by making the substan tial assistan ce
determi nation no differen t than any other sentenci ng
determi nation, that is , one ult i mately for the distric t court .
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5.

Amendment Nos. 8-10, 50 - Drug Offenses.

Amendment No. 8 would provide a ceiling of offense
level 32 in the drug trafficking guideline (§ 201.1) for
defendants who qualify for a mitigating role adj ustment under
Additionally, it would revise the commentary to § 381.2
§ 381.2.
to describe more clearly cases in which the mitigating role
adjustment is warranted.
These amendments constitute much needed reforms. As
the Commission's synopsis of the proposed amendment suggests,
existing drug guidelines have tended to overpunish certain l ower
level defendants in jointly undertaken activity because the
sentence is driven primarily by the quantity of drugs involved in
the offense. This problem has been particularly acute in the
Eastern District of Pennsylvania, which has seen an increased
emphasis in recent years on what are referred to as
11
neighborhood 11 drug cases. These have consisted of as many as
thirty or forty defendants in one indictment. Typically, certain
lower level participants have been sentenced on the basis of
extremely high drug quantities because of the manner in·which the
relevant conduct guideline (§ 1Bl.3) has been applied .
The proposed revisions to the commentary to § 381.2
(along with prior clarifications of the relevant conduct
guideline) will improve the situation. They will help clarify
the participants in jointly undertaken activity for whom the
mitigating role adjustment is intended . The absence of more
expansive commentary and the emphasis upon the defendant's lack
of knowledge or understanding of the scope and structure of the
enterprise have caused district courts to be unduly restrictive
in their application of the mitigating role adjustment. The
Committee strongly endorses the Commission's identification of
the non - e xhaustive list of characteristics identified in proposed
Application Note 5 that are ordinarily associated with the
mitigating role.
With regard to Application Note 7 pertaining to
transporters of contraband, the Committee opposes option 3 . This
would prohibit any mitigating role adjustment for that quantity
of contraband the defendant transported. This seems unfair to
who, on the facts of a particular case, might
the
otherwise have a strong claim that he or she qualifies for the
mitigating role adjustment. As for options one and two, the
Committee prefers option one because it is more flexible and
easier to understand .

•

The Committee also endorses Amendment 9, which would
restore the upper limit of the drug quantity table to level 36.
Prior increases in the upper limit to level 42 reflected an undue
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emphasis on quantity in determinin g the overal l sentence.
Moreover, the Committee recommend s that the Commissio n consider
further reduction s in the quantity table's upper limit, al ong
with an increased emphasis on specific aggravatin g offense
character istics such as the ones identified in Amendment 9 .
Finally, the Committee endorses proposed amendment s 10
and SO pertainin g to the definition of "mixture or substance ..
under § 201.1, Applicatio n Note 1, and the appropria te method of
determinin g the relevant quantity in cases involving LSD.
6.

•

Amendment No. 2 - Use of Guideline s Manual in Effect on
Date of Sentencing (§ 1Bl.11).

This amendment reinforces the Commissio n's so-called
"one book rule," and extends it to multiple count cases in wh ich
the effective date of guideline revision(s ) occur between
offenses of conviction . The Cqmmittee opposes this amendment .
The "one book rule," in our view, violates the Sentencin g Reform
Act. Specifica lly, section 3553 of Title 18, United States Code,
requires the sentencing court to apply the guideline s 11 in effect
on the date the defendant is sentenced ." If the applicatio n of a
particula r guideline in effect on the day of sentencing would
violate the
facto clause of the United States
Constitut ion, then the district court must resort to the
guideline in effect at the commissio n of the offense. It does
not follow, however, that the entire guideline s manual in effect
at the time of the offense must also be applied . Rather, under
Section 3553, the court must continue to apply all other
guideline s in effect at the time of sentencing , as long as t hei r
applicatio n does not violate the
facto clause.
7.

Amendment s 29 - Specific Offender Character istics

The Committee strongly supports this proposed amendment
by the Criminal Law Committee of the Judicial Conferenc e of the
United States. It would reinforce an important point. While a
particula r offender character istic may ordinarily be irrelevan t
in determinin g whether a sentence should be outside the
applicabl e guideline range, the presence of such a character istic
to an extraordin ary degree (and therefore to a degree not
adequatel y-taken into considera tion by the Sentencin g Commissio n)
is an appropria te reason for departure from the guideline s.

•

More important ly, the amendment would clarify that even
though any one offender character istic may not be present to a
degree sufficien t to support a departure , two or more
character istics may be present in combinatio n to an extent that
warrants a departure . This is consisten t with the language of 18
U. S.C. § 3553(b), which contempla tes departure s based upon an

•

•

Mr. Micha el Courla nder
Page 8

aggra vating or mitig ating "circu mstan ce." Moreo ver, the propo
amend ment will bette r enable distri ct courts to accom plish the sed
statut ory senten cing goals ident ified in sectio n 3553(a ) .
Amendment 32 calls for the Comm ission to invite comme nt
on wheth er it should :promu lgate an amendm ent that would allow
court to impose a senten ce other than impris onmen t in the case a of
a first offend er convi cted of a non-v iolent or otherw ise nonseriou s offens e and, if so, wheth er this should be accom plishe d
eithe r by:
(A) provid ing an additi onal ground for depar ture
Chapt er 5, Part K; or, (B) increa sing the numbe r of offens e in
levels in Zone A in crimin al histor y catego ry 1. The Comm ittee
endor ses such an amend ment. There are still far too many cases
involv ing such offend ers where the guide lines requir e a senten ce
of impris onmen t . The Comm ittee believ es that the recen
t
amend ments increa sing the numbe r of offens e levels in Zone
Crimi nal Histo ry Categ ory I from six to eight const ituted a A in
signif icant improv ement . Howev er, the Comm ission should
under take to ident ify throug h a separ ate ground for depar ture in
Chapt er 5, Part K, the releva nt factor s that would suppo rt
depar tures for first - time, non-v iolent offend ers.
Thank you for the oppor tunity to comme nt on these
impor tant senten cing issues .
truly yours,

MJ,v>
JMB/m f/800
cc:

•

Stanfo rd Shmuk ler, Esqui re
Howar d B. Klein, Bsqui re
Co-Ch airs

•

•

•
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My name 15 John S.
i <Jm ·I rP.Cet11:ly retired psychiatrist.
ing in Toronto, Canada. antJ a U.S. cit izer.. One uf my
in reti1·u ·
ment !las been a non··rmf i t oryur.ization that <Jims to help thl=!
of parents sentenced to
for pos':iession of illicit drugs.
During my inquiries I ttave rnet witl1 instances where families have beer•
broken up, botl1 parents ser1tenced to imprisonment, and dependent cttild·
ren left in foster care with nu pro:;pects of seeing the parents released
for periods of 10, 20 and up to
years.
There are obv iously serious
repercussions to a ct1ild 1s df:!velopmrmt and
to societal attitudes and bel1avior when pre-teen nnd teen-agP.d children are left. t o
deal witl1 the emot!onul problem causP.d by the loss of a
enviror.ment and parenting, with t.lle .ncarc8ration of both
not just short but protracted period!i o f time.
fhe organizAtinn I t1ave helped t.tJ fuiJnd looks for people to assist u·,e
dependents uf
t.lteit ft u•t.l.illfl tlr!inu l.o 'if!I' VP. us uu-betwHen5
in such vHry difftc.:ulL mutter!; iJG
ut
1000 mil es away.
Officials at
John tloward Societv here in ror onto
have been encouraging, !ieeing that Ltaf:!re ;1re aHJ stoti!jttcs ar:d no followup on childnm from double- incurcet·ution fiJmiliBs.
In the United StnLes thl.: fucus t1t1:;
t )ll the
of families
whe t·e the parents have
tu prison f01· illi c tt drug pos5E.!s ·
sion. For various reasons the worst cases turn out to be r.hose where
the involvement has been with
This
is limited to con·
cerns that arise in connec tion witt1
!jE:!fltoncing pr·ovisions that apply
to the !.SO-offender.
·r he contentior. is that DS the present sf:!ntencing
provisions stand, the law is udminisLered unfairlv.
will be expiained
be low, the carrier-weight prmlistort, t.llrouut• nn
deprives an
LSO-offender of his (end her) liberty r.hrotJgll UtH operation of arbitrary
and capricious factors. Moreover. l.ht:! lengtt1 of sentence-terms imposed
undeP.. the carriet·-weigl"lt provision i;, unn'!asunably harsh compared with
the length of prison sentence imposed when Ute substance LSD is distrib uted in a powder form or by some method that does not involve the use
of blottmg paper. Further, t.hm·e is anecdotal evidence INhich suggests
that arrests for trafficking in LSD lead to charges against oath parents
of a tiNa-parent family more often thart is the case INhere a stimulant
or narcotic drug is the 5h-Jbstanr.e involved. ln short, the child of the
!.SO-o ffender is particulatw at risk
contact INith two parents
for excessively long (and arbttrarily dGtermined) periods of time.

(

•

•

.-

A. FACTORS RELATED TO INCALCULABLE WEIGH r
In questioning the lu£]ic uf Lhe c<Jrrier-wei£JI1t provision. attention has
to be given to the particular mode of distribution that applies to LSD,
namely the blotting paper route. Slips of blotting paper are frequently
impre£]nated with dropfl uf LSD, each circ le on the paper "carrying" a
c ertain dose, conventionally 100 micrograms. By t he decision of Congress.
individuols are liable to be pennlizcd for possession of the "carrier" paper
as well as the substance "carried" where LSD is the substance inv olved.
What Congress did nut stipulatP-, howe\/er. due no doubt to a failure to
take into account the nature of this method of distributing LSD, was
that offenders should be punished fur possessin£1 or trafficking in not
on ly a precise amount ul' LSl) but an imprecise amount uf moisture and
perhaps other con taminants that can result from handling blotting paper
strips under varied and unpredictable conditions.
I. Moisture and adulterants: I am drawing your attention to the fact that
laboratory determinations of the weight of blotting paper. LSD. atmospheric water, sweat and other substances that have been deposited and absorbed as a result of handling are like to vary from laboratory to laboratory, and conceivably by substantial amounts.
Each major city it\ the
U.S.. r am told, has a laboratm·y where the weight of an illicit substance
(and its carrier) can be determined. Please consider this. A laboratory
in a coastal area, such as Maine. where the climate is moist. is liable
to register a weight of a given slip of blotting paper in excess of the
weight that would have been registered if this same slip of paper had
been weighed in a dry environment. say in the State of Nevada. Therefore, a judge in sentencing a convicted individual will find himself unwittingly imposing a sentence based on calculations not provided for by
Congress and -- again unwittingly ··- acting arbitrarily,In addition to the incalculable factor of absorbed moisture, due to the
fact that blotting paper is inherently .4IMt . - . - : - 1 e a highly absorbant substance, there is the matter of sweat gland and other impurities
which have been deposited in varying amounts during the process of handling. There is reason to
that some of this non-paper and nonLSD material may derive from t,-,e agent who has effected an arrest.
In that case. a prison sentence term can be in part determined by a factor that has nothing whatever to do with the person of the prisoner
who has been arrested.

•

2.
arising from non-standard paper size: Under the recent
Supreme Court decision bearing on the carrier weight issue, an opinion
was given that the carrier weight provision relating to LSD offences was
not unconstitutional.
It was said to be Congress' intention to punish
LSD offenders severely. While accepting this decision. it is possible to
object that judges are being drawn into pronouncing arbitrary sentences
with regard to the width of the border surrounding any particular sample
of blotting paper treated with LSD in a manner Congress did not specify.
It is not as if strips of blotting paper come in standard sizes. like, say,
playing cards.
It appears there are grounds for instructing judges to
take into account only that weight of blotting paper that does conform
to some standard set of dimensions, and to disregard the weight of paper
that might constitute an extravagantly wide margin. But of course there
is no1 such standard size, and no instruction given to the technician

)

•

.

Beresford

at a laboratory to trim a sample to a particular size .

r believe the Commission has the right to recommend that judges not be
put in the position of imposing sentences that have been en oneously
determined, outside the stated intention of Congress, with regard to either:
(a) extraneous moistum and other unspecified substances, or
(b) non-standard mArrJill '1i.'e, or both.

8. HARSHNESS OF- PUN!SHMEN I

•

This will be well known to
of the Commission already, but is worth
inserting here as a reminder.
rhe question of undue harshness arises
From the disparity between t he sentence mandated for an LSD-related
offence where LSD 11ns been distributed in powder or some other form
and when the same weight of LSD has been distributed in the form in
which it is "carried" on heavy blotting paper. Among the cases that have
come to my attention is that of a 35 year old woman
for the
possession of 16 slips of blotting paper impregnanted with a total of 1600
"doses" of LSD. For a fairly serious offence of this kind the sentence
might ordinarily have been a 5 year prison term. Because of the weight
of the paper serving as "carrier," the actual term to which she was sentenced was 24 years.
A Federal prisoner, she is eligible to no parole.
l'his individual commented to me, in a letter, that she had ca&4lculated
t.he weight of coc.aine she would have had l:o have in her possession to
draw a comparable sentence. The figure she arrived at was 150 kilograms.
lt is understood that tile Commi!ision may have reservations about the
extent t o which 'it can intervene, if it should wish to intervene, in the
matter of instructing judges with regard to the carrier weight provision.
Nevertheless, I submit that in view of the extraordinary disp·a rity between
LSD sentences and sentences for crimes involving other drugs, and the
presumption that the disparity may be attributed to the effect of the
carrier weight provision, and the understanding that the carrier weight
regulations contain built-in means for improper sentencing, outside the
stated intentions of Congress, the Commission may l.\lish to declare a moratorium on carrier-weight sentencing.
That decision INOuld be justified
on the basis that no one at present can tell what proportion of a carrier
weight sentence is within the bounds stipulated by Congress, and how
much falls outside.
A moratorium would relieve judges of the burden
of making capricious decisions, pending a clarification of the issue by
CongresS.

C. THE PROBLEM OF DOUBLE-PARENT SENTENCING

•

The argument here likewise falls outside the scope \.\lith which the Convnission is concerned directly, but is worth inserting to complete the picture.
The issue has greater sociological and psychological consequences than
legal ones. From my own research in practice and from anedotal evidence
5upplied by colleagues it appears that so-called psychedelic drugs, among
which LSD is included, provide for a higher conviction rate of two members of a family, wife and husband or parents living corrmon-law, than
illicit drugs belonging to the narcotic or stimulant classes, for example cocaine.
The pattern of trafficking in LSD may differ from the pattern

•

file individual involved
characteristic o f oUH!r tllicil !Jrt;!J Lli stributiOfl.
in LSD distribution is evic1enllv not so likelv lo be tnvolved for money .
Thereare no big profits in tl1e LSD Lrade. in contrast to the case with
is rather more likely to be involved
The LSD
cocaine and opiates.
This doe:> not miLigate the offence.
in a friends- and- family netwurlc
But it does render the offenl.lers mm·e liable to be arrested along with
In
their marriage pal'tners uncJ so cume to co• 1cern our organization.
the case of the woman rmmtior1ed about who ts serving a 24 year prison
term for possession wiLh intP.nL to :.ell of 16 blotter strips of LSD. the
The couple
husband was sentenced to t,() venrs for th£> samu offence.
t1avP. IHft two children beh ind, II and 13, wl10 are among those we have
been trvinu Lu help. l\lmli tion o f the ca rri er weight provision would make
a large clifffP.t'P.nt:l-1 in t.hi!i I.VIH · ,,;· ,;,J:.P..

1). HE fRlJ/\C fl'JL HEVII W

•

Common sense and a concern fur justice indicates the need for a system
of review boards to consider Lhe cases of those prisoners who currently
offences that have been determined by the
are serving terms for
carrier weight provision. A furthHr elemen t of arbitrariness and capriciousness would be perpetra tel.l if future sentences were not based on this
provision while past cases were nllowed to stand without review. It is
submitted that individuals who have completed the length of sentence
that would have been imposed without thr:! influence of the carrier weight
provision but whose sentencP.s continue becnuse of the provision be enThere are, it has been estimated, tens of thousands
titled to releuse.
in the U.S. whn would be untitled to release under this ·condiof
tion.

E. SUMMARY
On the grounds stated it is submitted that the Commission consider a
recommendation to Congress which would eliminate the carrier weight
provision as it applies to LSD. Too many elements of the arbritrary and
capricious are inherent in the provision to make it Fair that judges should
be subject to its requirements. Citizens have the right to not be subject
to a law which, however innocently, cannot fail to result in inequity.
The LSD offender is particularly vulnerable to multiple arrest of family
membet'S, owing to the "non-corrrnercial" nature of the trade in LSD. Tragic consequences fall to the lot of children in such cases. Should the
Commission decide in favor of Lhis recommendation, it follows naturally
that a svstem of review boards be established for the case of those already serving sentences.

•

John S. Beresford, M.D .
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United States Sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, N.E.
Suite 2·500
Washington, D.C. 20002·8002

Honorable Commissioner s
My son, a first time offender who was 19 years old at the time
of his arrest, is now in Sheridan Federal Correctional Institution
and is about to turn 22. He has 8. 5 years remaining on his
sentence. He was convicted of possessing LSD.

•

·The LSD was on blotter paper, resulting in a sentence 8 years
·longer than would have been given for having the same number of
doses in crystal form. Had the drug been on sugar cubes the
sentence would have been twice as long again .
Imposing different lengths of sentences to different first
time offenders for possessing the same number of doses of LSD is
clearly not in keeping with the precepts of our judicial system.
Because mandatory minimum sentences have removed the judges
ability to recognize and rectify inequities in sentencing, my son
and many like hi.m, are receiving unfair, unjust and disparate
sentences in which the punishment does not fit the crime.
#50.

I

beg you to correct this situation by supporting proposal

Douglas R. Thrasher
3800 Dade Drive
Annandale, va.22003

'

j

•

•
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FRmllJ
es Against Mandatory Minimums

March 15, 1993
Public Information
u.s. sentencing Commission
One Columbus Circle, NE
suite 2-500, South Lobby
Washington, D.C. 20002
Dear Commissioners:
On behalf of the 13,300 members of Families Against Mandatory
Minimums (FAMM,) I urge you to adopt the following proposed
amendments: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 25, 29, 31, 35 (option 1), 39, 40,
50, 51, 52, 56.
Each of these amendments would result in fairer sentencing for
nonviolent, offenders. FAMM also supports many of the Issues for
Comment offered in the proposed
Issue for Comment #13: We have received many letters from inmates whose
offense level was raised due to the artificially low price set by the undercover
agents. 201 . 1 should be amended to correct this abuse.
Issue for Comment #24: The Court should definitely be allowed to present
its own motion for substantial assistance SKl.l, regardless of whether the
Government presents such a motion. This departure should not be limited to first
offenders only.
Substantial assistance is currently granted to multiple
offenders by the Government in order to catch lower level offenders. Why should
the Government be the only body able to offer that motion to first or multiple
offenders? Amendment 31 correctly addresses this question.
Issue for Comment #32: Nonviolent, f i rst offenders, should be considered
for alternatives to incarceration.
This should be accomplished by increasing
the number of offense levels in Criminal History Category I .

I commend the Sentencing Commission for considering so many
sensible amendments to the guidelines. I hope the Commission will
keep in mind that the American public wants justice to make sense.
It doesn't make sense to sentence someone for offenses acquitted;
it doesn't make sense to distinguish between crack and powder
cocaine when one must have powder cocaine in order to make crack,
and it is racially discriminatory; it doesn't make sense to
sentence someone for undigestible compounds; ultimately, it doesn't
make sense to pack our prisons for years with nonviolent , offender.

Julie Stewart
President
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STATEMENT OF

NKECHI TAIFA
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL

ON BEHALF OF

THE AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

•

BEFORE THE

UNITED STATES SENTENCING COMMISSION

ON

PROPOSED GUIDELINE AMENDMENTS FOR PUBLIC COMMENT

MARCH 22, 1993

•

•

The American civil Liberties Union (ACLU)

appreciates this

opportunity to comment upon several proposed amendments to the
guidelines ,

policy statements,

and commentary in the Guide lines

Manual.
The

American

Civil

Liberties

Union

is

a

nonpartisan

organization of over 275,000 members dedicated to the defense and
enhancement of civil liberties.

Because protection of the Bill of

Rights stands at the core of our mission, we have a particular
interest in ensuring that due process and equal protection of the
law, as well as the right of freedom of association and freedom
from disproportionate punishment, are upheld wherever threatened.
The

•

principal

purpose

Commission (Commission)

of

the

United

States

Sentencing

"is to establish sentencing policies and

practices for the federal criminal justice system that will assure
the ends of justice by promulgating detailed guidelines prescribing
the

appropriate

crimes."
§

3E l. l

sentences

for

offenders

convicted

of

federa l

United States Sentencing Commission, Guidelines Manual,
(Nov. 19 9 2 )

The

I

p • l.

Sentencing

Comprehensive

Crime

Reform

Act

of

1984

Control

Act

of

1984),

(Title

II

provides

of

the

for

the

development of guidelines that will further the basic purpose of
criminal punishment: deterrence, incapacitation, just punishment,
and rehabilitation.
Commission

to

review

The Act delegates broad authority to the
and

rationalize

the

federal

sentencing

to

monitor

sentencing

process.

•

As

part

of

its

statutory

mission
2

practices in the federal courts, the Commission underscored the
dynamism

of

the

"evolutionary",
"continuing

guideline-writing
with

search,

the

process,

expectation

experience,

and

and

describing
anticipation

analysis

will

·modifications and revisions to the guidelines ..• "
The

Executive

responded

to

Branch

and

the

public pressure to

Congress

it

have

as

that

result

in

Id. p. 2.
increasingly

"get tough on crime"

through

enacting legislation that creates new federal criminal offenses.
Thus, emerging criminal law is not just in the purview of state
courts -- now federal courts have broader jurisdiction.

This trend

of federalizing criminal law has decreased access to the federal
courts for civil cases

(especially civil rights cases)

and has

created a patchwork quilt of laws for which punishment is often
inconsistent and, in our view, extreme.

It is incumbent that this

Commission not simply rationalize federal crime policies which, for
the most part, have been sensationalized, but rather ensure that
civil liberties are not compromised in the process.
Our comments will be specifically directed in support of drug
trafficking amendments which seek to achieve consistency in drug
sentencing (amendments 10, 49, SO); in favor of eradicating the
distinction between powder and ' crack cocaine (amendments 40, 51);
in opposition

to

increased sentences

for

"gang-related crime"

(amendment 66); and in opposition to imposing a guideline level for
the recently enacted carjacking statute (amendment 26).
Although the focus of our comments is narrowed for the purpose

•

of this

testimony,

we are also in general agreement with the
3

•

concepts embodied in the

following proposed amendments to the

guidelines:
Amendment 25, 36:

recommendation that the government disclose

to the defendant information relevant to the application of the
guidelines prior to the entry of a guilty plea;
Amendments

24,

29,

30,

31,

47:

language

clarifying

and

increasing the court's ability to depart tailored to individual
circumstances and offender characteristics;
Amendments 1, 35:

prohibiting use of acquitted conduct in

determining guideline offense level;
Amendments

32,

52:

imposition

of

sentences

other

than

imprisonment;

•

Amendment 56:

retroactivity of amended guideline range and

ability to reduce a sentence not listed if consistent with the
purposes of sentencing.

DISCUSSION

Drug Trafficking:

Amendments 10, 49,

so.

With respect to the category of drug trafficking, we support
a

number

of

closely related

amendments

consistency in drug sentencing.

which

seek to

ensure

Amendment 10 resolves the split

among circuits by providing that the term "mixture or substance"
does

not

mixture.

include

uningestible,

unmarketable

portions

of

drug

Amendment 49 clarifies that the weight used to determine

the offense level should not include the weight of substances

•

involved in the manufacturing process or substances to which the
4

drug is bonded.

Amendment 50 separates the weight of the carrier

from the actual weight of LSD to determine offense level.
Because a defendant's sentence pursuant to the guidelines is
calibrated to the specific weight of the substance, it is essential
that

the

substance

be

appropriately

defined.

To

include

noningestible portions of a substance in the calculation of drug
quantity for sentencing purposes would be unjust .
effect

would

carriers .

occur

solely

based

on

the

There has been no showing,

A differential

weight

however,

of

different

that the extra

weight is related to increased culpability.
In Chapman v . United States, 111 S. Ct. 1919 (1991) the Court
acknowledged that the sentences for selling a specific quantity of
LSD could differ by over 2000 percent solely on the method of
marketing:
form

--

the

that is, the sentence for the sale of LSD in liquid
least diluted form

-- would be 10

-

16

months.

However, since LSD is more widely distributed using a blotter paper
carrier

or

on

sugar

cubes,

the

weight

of

the

substance

significantly increases as the result of the introduct ion of such
uningestible and unmarketabl e components .

Thus, the sentences of

the people at the lower e nd of the chain of distribution who handle
the drug in a more diluted form skyrockets:

with blotter paper,

the weight of the substance triples and the sentence would increase
to 63 -

78 months ;

with sugar cubes, the weight would spiral

tremendously and the p e n a lty would leap to 188 - 235 months .

The

ACLU maintains that such a sentence, being disproportionate to the
crime, is unconscionable and constitutionally suspect .
5

•

Pursuant

to

the

sentencing

guidelines,

the

penalty

for

distributing exactly the same amount of drugs -- 100 doses -- could
range from 10 months to almost 20 years, causing the defendant to
receive

19

additional

delivery of the drug.

years

simply

because

of

the

manner

of

Ironically, it is typically the drug kingpin

who is able to sell the drug in liquid form -- the purest form,
thus receiving the lighter sentence.

The people at the lower end

of the drug trafficking scheme, who are usually young and poor,
would

unfairly

be

made

to

bare

the

brunt

of

punishment

for

participation in the drug economy.
Although the majority in the Chapman case held that such an
arbitrary

•

scheme

of

punishment

was

not

violative

of

the

Constitution, the dissent correctly observed that the ruling "will
necessarily produce sentences so anomalous that they will undermine
the very uniformity that Congress sought to achieve when it adopted
the Sentencing Guidelines. 111

If we want a consistent and rational

sentencing scheme that sends unambiguous messages to drug dealers,
such sentencing disparity must be corrected wherever it appears in
the drug laws.
step towards

The adoption of these amendments would be a first
the

implementation of a

rational drug sentencing

scheme which carries on the mission of the Sentencing Reform Act - the elimination of unwarranted sentencing disparity.
Crack v. Epwder Cocaine:

Amendments 40, 51.

Amendment 51 clarifies that the term "cocaine base" means

•

1 Chapman v. United States, 114 L Ed.2d 524, 540 (1991) •
6

"crack."

Amendment 40 asks for comment regarding whether the

Commission

should

ask

Congress

to

modify

or

eliminate

the

provisions that distinguish between the punishment for powder and
crack cocaine at the quantity ratio of 100 to

1. 2

The ACLU

·supports these amendments.
Pursuant to this Commission's preliminary report detailing
statistics of race and drug types, a disproportionate impact by
race

is

clearly demonstrated.

The

Commission's

final

sample

consisted of 4122 cases filed between April 1 and July 31, 1992,
and is representative of all drug cases received for FY 1992.
respect to cocaine base

(crack)

and cocaine powder,

With

the study

concluded that 92.6% of Black defendants were sentenced for crack
as compared with 4.7% of White defendants.

on the other hand,

45.2% White defendants were sentenced for cocaine as compared with
29.7% Black.

With respeet to simple possession only, 100.0% of the

defendants sentenced for crack were Black, as compared with o.o of
Whites.
White,

As for simple possession of cocaine, 61.8% sentenced were
as

compared

with

20.6%

Black.

See

u.s.

Sentencing

Commission, Monitoring Data Files, April 1 -July 31, 1992.

These

statistics raise grave concerns as to the racial distinctions
between the punishment for powder and crack cocaine established by
the 100 to 1 quantity ratio.
The available evidence indicates that cocaine base is used

•

2 One gram of cocaine base (crack) carries the same penalty
as 100 grams of cocaine powder for the purpose of determining an
individual's base offense level under the Sentencing Guidelines •
7

principally by African Americans,
primarily by Caucasians.

while cocaine powder is used

The overwhelming number of prosecutions

in this country are for crack rather than cocaine powder, with the
result being a vast disproportionate number of African Americans
· prosecuted for use of crack.
scheme

dramatically

impacts

The resulting disparate sentencing
in

a

negativa

fashion

on African

Americans, who are subject to long mandatory minimum sentences for
simple possession of small amounts of cocaine base while those
first

time offenders convicted of possession of a much larger

amount of cocaine powder are subject to minimal sentences.
For

example,

an

offender

with

no

prior

record

must

be

sentenced to five years for possession of five grams of crack.

In

contrast, a defendant convicted of first possession of 4.9 grams
of crack or any amount of heroin or other controlled substance is
by statute subject to a maximum sentence of one year.

The much

harsher treatment of a form of cocaine more likely to be possessed
by Blacks than that meted out for possession of another form of
cocaine that is likely to be used by Whites, implicates fundamental
equal protection concerns .
Although the five year minimum for possession of five grams
of crack does not explicitly establish a classification based on
race, the usage of crack is overwhelmingly attributed to Blacks,
while

powder

is

primarily

used

by

Whites.

There

is

no

medical/scientific distinction between these forms of cocaine, and
no

objective

scientific

data

to

8

suggest

that

crack

is

more

•

addictive than powder. 3

Thus, it would appe ar that the statute's

grossly disproportionate treatment of cocaine base does establish
a

de

facto

represents

classification
a

·facially

based

neutral

on

race

statute

Yick Wo v.

discriminatory manner.

or,

at

the

applied

in

a

Hopkins,

least,

racially

118 U.S.

356

(1886).
In 1988, the state of Minnesota enacted a law that increased
the penalty for possession of crack.

While the possession of three

grams of powder cocaine carried a penalty of five years in prison
and/or a fine of $10,000, under the new law possession of three
grams of crack cocaine carried a penalty of twenty years in prison
andjor a $250,000 fine.

•

In challenging the constitutionality of

the law, statistics were presented to the court which showed that
92.3% of all persons convicted of possession of crack in 1988 were
Black, while

of all persons convicted of possession of powder

cocaine in that year were White.

In finding for the defendants,

the court ruled that the statute violated the equal protection
clause of the 14th amendment as well as a comparable provision of
the Minnesota constitution. Minnesota v. Russell, Hennepin County
District Court, December 27, 1990.
on

appeal,

the Minnesota Supreme

Court upheld the

lower

court's decision and invalidated the disproportionate treatment of
cocaine

•

base

and

cocaine

powder

under

the

equal

protection

3 See Proffer of Dr. George Schwartz, attached to Defendant's
Motion
to
Declare
Provisions
of
21
u.s.c. § 844(a)
Unconstitutional, U.S. v. Maske, Cr. No. 92-0132-01 (TFH) (D.D.C.),
exhibit A•
9

•

provisions of the State constitution .
886 (Minn . 1991) .
powder,

State v. Russell, 477 N. W.

In examining the distinction between crack and

the Court stated that an intermediate level review was

appropriate "where the challenged classification appears to impose
a

substantially

disproportionate

burden on

the

very

class

persons whose history inspired equal protection." Id. at 889 .

of
The

court then held that equal protecti on was violated because of the
"lack of a genuine and substantial" basis for the distinction,
rejecting

the

State's

argument

that

the

crack/cocaine

classification served to facilitate prosecution of "street level"
dealers or that such disparate treatment was necessary because of
the alleged more addictive and dangerous nature of cocaine base.

•

With the exception of the Minnesota Supreme Court, all courts
to date have re·jected unconstitutionality arguments advanced by
critics of the distinction in sentencing between crack and powder
cocaine.

Although the 8th circuit in U.S . v. S

declared the

100-to-1 sentencing ratio rationally related t o Congress' objective
of protecting public welfare and several circuits have made similar
rulings,

creating a

separate set of tougher sentences for low

income people of color is unjust,
interpretations.

regardless

It is instructive to note,

of federal
however,

court

that the

court in Simmons stated that it was "bound by precedent" to reject
arguments

•

that

the

sentencing

4 964
F.2d 763 (1992) •

10

scheme

was

constitutionally

disproportionate.
•

slate " ,

it

It stated t hat were it writ ing from a "clean

might have accepted as

valid that

consti t u ted disproportionate punishment.
The

ACLU

submits

that

Congress'

the 100:1

ratio

Id. at 767.
decision

to

distinguish

between cocaine powder and cocaine base is arbitrary and irrational
and

the

substantially

higher

term

for

possession

of

crack

discriminates on the basis of race in violation of the due process
clause,

the equal protection clause and the Eighth Amendment's

prohibition against cruel and unusual punishment.
crime:

Gang-related

Amendment 66

Th e Commission requests comment on two issues:
the

guidelines

should

provide

for

a

4-level

l) whether

enhancement

for

felonies committed by a me.m ber of, on behalf of, or in association
with a criminal gang; and 2 ) whether a "criminal gang" should be
•

defined as a group, club, organization, or association of five or
more persons whose members engage, or have engaged within the past
five years, in a continuing series of crimes of violence andior
serious drug offenses.
We all want to reduce crime in urban communities, but adding
years to a convicted defendant's felony sentence for membership in
a "criminal gang" is the wrong way to achieve results.
a.
The

Violation of
Association

First

Amendment

Right

to

Amendment guarantees freedom of association.

Free
It

protects expression and association without regard to the race,
creed, or political or religious affiliation of the members of the

•

ll

•

group or to the truth, popularity, or social utility of the ideas
ar.d beliefs which are offered.
(1963).

NAACP v.

Button,

3 71 U.S.

415

It is not accurate to assume that every single member of

every "gang" is involved in criminal or drug-related activities.
' The motivations for joining a gang are complex and often involve
issues of acceptance, trust, and responsibility.

It is incorrect

to classify away a whole segment of our youth because of their
economic circumstances, their color, and/or where they live.
The mixture of criminal and non-criminal activities resulting
from gangs demands more exacting governmental definition.

For

example, NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware Co., 458 U.S. 886, 916 (1986)
discusses the mixture of criminal and non-criminal activities as

•

follows:
No federal rule of law restricts a State from imposing tort
liability for business losses that are caused by violence and
by threats of violence.
When such conduct occurs in the
context of constitutionally protected activity, however,
"precision of regulation" is demanded.
Specifically, the
presence of activity protected by the First Amendment imposes
restraints on the grounds that may give rise to damages
liability and on the persons who may be held accountable for
those damages . • •
Moreover, in Note v. U.s. the Court
emphasized that this intent must be judged "according to the
strictest law," for "otherwise there is a danger that one in
sympathy with the legitimate aims of such an organization, but
not specifically intending to accomplish them by resort to
violence, might be punished for his adherence to lawful and
constitutionally protected purposes,
because of
other
unprotected purposes which he does not necessarily share."
Id. at 919, quoting Note, 367 U.S. 290 at 299-300.
b.

additional

infirmity in the proposed amendment is its

vagueness of terms.

As our courts consistently recognize, vague

An

•

Vague Definition of Criminal Gang

12

•

language not only deprives
regard to unlawful conduct,

potential offenders

of notice with

its effect is to open the door to

arbitrary police enforcement.

Under the proposed amendment, this

problem is particularly acute with regard to the definition of
"criminal gang".

For example,

the suggested language fails to

specify how it is to be ascertained who a "gang member" is.

Also,

just what is the definition of a "serious drug offense"?
It is insufficient to define a "criminal gang" as " a group, club,
organization, or association of five or more persons whose members
engage, or have engaged within the past five years, in a
series of crimes of violence andj or serious drug offenses."

The

absence of standards for making such a determination of guilt is

•

repugnant to both our criminal justice system and to the values
inherent in a free democracy .
Moreover, the definition of "criminal gang" is simultaneously
too inclusive and too exclusive.

The s-t atute may be used against

peaceful striking workers, whose peers may have been involved in
violent activities .
inside traders or

On the other hand, the law would not apply to

s &L

swindlers, who nevertheless are engaged in

"criminal" behavior (becau se the definition specifies violent or
drug crimes).

Like the crack/powder distinction, this sentencing

change will be used against poor people of color while allowing
wealthy,

criminals to escape enhanced penalties .

the vague definition is broad enough to include

ominously,

other political

and union "gangs" who may be fighting for social change .
c.
•

Inability to Ascertain Membership
13

•

Prosecutors cannot determine, with any accuracy, whether or
not a defendant is or was a member of a gang, and thus subject to
the

penalty

enhancement .

The

L.A .

County

released a report on gangs in May 1992.

district

attorney

In the report,

it was

alleged that half of all Black males in the region, between the
ages of 21 and 24, were involved in gang activity.

According to

the police, only 8.5% of Latino men and one half of 1% of Caucasian
men in that age group show up in the gang database.

Critics of the

police in the Black community argue that African American men are
being categorized as gang members because of their race, class,
neighborhood, andjor the clothes that they wear, not as a result
of their conduct.

•

In Farber v . Rochford, 407 F. Supp. 529 (1975), the District
Court in Illinois ruled that an anti-loitering city ordinance
targeting specific segments of the population was unconstitutional.
The ordinance targeted people "known to be" drunkards, prostitutes,
etc.

The court ridiculed this language at length -- who would

"know," the community, the police, the people themselves?
Reputation and general knowledge have no certain relation
whatsoever to actual condition
The law enforcement
authorities are entitled to punish acts, but not reputation.
This law is unconstitutional, as it seeks to punish an
individual for what he is reputed to be, regardless of what
he actually is.
Id . , at 532, quoting People v. Belcastro, 356 Ill. 144 (1934).
Moreover,

vagueness

of

statutory

language

gives

police

officers uncontrolled power to arbitrarily select individuals for

•

arrest

and

jeopardizes the

rights

14

of members

of unpopular or

•

controversial groups.
of Jacksonville, 405

Id., p. 533.

u.s.

See also Papachristou v. City

156 (1972); Grayned v. Rockford, 408 U.S.

104 (1972).
It is not possible for the police or prosecutors to know with
any certainty whether an individual on trial is a member of a gang,
whether he or she is peripheral or central to alleged criminal
activities,

or whether the person

just "hangs

out"

with gang

members.
It has been our experience that vague laws vesting broad
discretion in police officers have inevitably resulted in sweeping
within their enforcement large numbers of law-abiding persons who
are not the targets of the legislative bodies that pass these laws·.

•

This clearly was the result of the efforts of the Chicago Police
Department in the early 1980's when as many as a quarter of a
million Chicagoans a year were swept off the streets in an effort
to

stop gang activity.

The ACLU successfully attacked those

arrests in federal court.
The

thousands

of

persons

from

communities

of

color

who

contacted the ACLU to complain about the "sweep arrests" of the
1980's were decent, law-abiding people whose only "crime" was to
be young, a person of color, and being present in gang-infested
neighborhoods.
we are particularly concerned with the potential
effect of these vague provisions.
applied in a

•

discriminatory manner,

Vague statutes are typically
and have an overwhelmingly

detrimental effect upon the poor and upon communities of color •
15

•

Because we wi l l all be the losers if t h e rights guaranteed b y o u r
Consti tution are eviscerated in the midst o f combatting crime , we
o ppo se the pro posed a mendment and rec ommend i ts c omplete rejection
by the Commission.
Carjacking:

Amendment 26

Towards the end of the 102nd Congress ,

Congress approved a

bill making armed carjacking a federal crime punishable by u p to
1 5 years in prison or a life sentence if death occurs.
vehicu l ar

theft

is

a

serious

problem,

prior to

the

Although
death

of

Maryland resident Pam Basu, carjacking was not a federal crime.
After her death, however, a full scale assault on carjacking became
a nat i onal priority.

•

carjacking, however, is simply a new name for

an old crime - - robbery.

Carjacking represents a tiny percentage

of either auto theft or armed robbery, the two crime categories
that most police departments issue it under.
frequent in cities than in suburbs.

It is much more

A few notorious cases have

occurred in the suburbs, however, and motorists died , and suddenly
an old crime became a national priority with a new federal law .
Billy Davis , spokes per son for the Chicago Police Department
stated, "We don ' t e v en l ike to say carjacking . .. it's robbery and
its been going on for a long time.
right now. "
Old

There's a lot of hype going on

New York Times, 12 - 9-92, "Carjacking:

Deputy Inspector Charles DeRienzo of the New York city

Police Department' s Auto Crime Division agreed:
has been happening for many many years.

•

New Name for

"It's a crime that

But carjacking is a name

that just rolls off the tongue and sounds good."
16

Id .

•

In most states, penalties of up to 10, 20 and more years of
imprisonment
assault.

often apply

to crimes

of

armed

Pursuant to the sentencing guidelines, robbery has a base

offense level of 20; i . e. from 33 - 87 months.
·discharged,
months,

robbery or armed

a

seven level

If a firearm was

increase is mandated,

i.e.

70 -

162

with other level increases dependent upon the specific

offense characteristics .

In conclusion, carjacking is nothing more

than robbery, armed or otherwise, and sufficient penalties exist
for such crimes.
Conclusion
We request that this Commission adopt those amendments which
seek to eliminate distinctions · which undermine concepts of due

•

process and equal protection and reject those amendments which
abridge

fundamental

constitutional

rights.

We

implore

Commission to perform its task ot revising guidelines to recognize
that the " war" on drugs and crime need not be a " war" on the Bill
of Rights.
We thank the Commission for this opportunity to comment •

•

the
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Ms. Teri Goldstein
United States Sentencing Commission
Suite 3-soo
One Columbus Circle N.E .
Washington, D.C . 20002
Dear Ms. Goldstein:
My name i s Michael Stepanian.
in San Francisco since 1966.

I have practiced criminal law

The ma j ority of my cases are in

federal court in California and other United States District
Courts around the country.
I am a past-president of the Criminal Trial Lawyers
Association of Northern California, previously a member of the
Board of Directors of California Attorneys for Criminal Justice,
have been Chairman of the Board of the Ha ight Ashbury Free

Clinics f or 15 years, am on the Advisory Board of the Drug Policy
Foundation , and am a member of the Criminal Jus tice Act Panel in
the Northern District of California.

•

I have been married for 20 years, and have two children •

•

Page Two
My remarks to your Commission will focus specifically on the
attached material, which was prepared with the guidance of Lois
Franco, Criminal Justice Consultant .

I will speak generally to

the commission about my practical experiences concerning the
application of the guidelines in the day-to-day practice in our
federal courts .

•

•

•

Re:

COMMENTS ON SELECTED PARAGRAPHS FROM
THE PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SENTENCING GUIDELINES

Amondment Number 10 • Drug Traffic king (201 .1): Resolvoa apllt among
circuits
by provld lng that term "mixture or substance" does not Include
unlngeatlblo,
unmarketable portio ns of drug mixture

•

The use of the use of the uningestible or unmarketable portions of drug
mixtures
has conce rned never resulted in guidelines calculations which have seeme
d just or fair.
The Synopsis of the amendment seems to address the rationa le for the
recommended
modification adequately. The severity of old law cases was determ ined
by usa of a
combination of purity of the substance as determined by OEA or other lab
reports, and
for illicit drugs other than opiates, cocaine and marijuana, the number of
dosag
e units
which would result from that 11 100% equivalency" amount. While the
quantity of
substance which officially was considered to be the equiva lent of a "dosag
e unit" often
was different than what was commonly considered to be a "dosage unit11
by the end
users, there was at least some factual basis and propo rtionality
to the severity
categories. In this old calculation, the unusable or uningestible quantities
were not to be
used .
Probation OHicers were to reflect their calculations In the sentencing reports
, or
lab reports were to be referred to as the factual basis for the determ
ination of the
quantity of drug involved. The present, and hopefully soon to be amend
ed, guideline
leaves too much room for unwarranted disparity. and for the Imposition
of sentences
which too often seem to over-reach what the true severity of the offens
e is. The
amendment proposed would seem to minimize the obvious problems with
the present
guideline.
I also would, for the same reasons, strongly endorse the adoption of
the changes
proposed in Amendments 49 and 50. as proposed by the LeglslatJve Subeo
mmlttee of
the Federal Defenders. Although the present guidelines/ Application Note
11 states that
"for controlled substances marked with an asterisk. the weight per unit
shown Is the
weight of the actual controlled substance, and not generally the weight
of the mixtvre
or substance containing the controlled substance... .''(emphasis added
), the proposed
Amendment 56--would make clear that the mediu m or mixture substance
is not to be
used .

•
.......

_

•
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-

Amendment 12 • Orug TraHicklng (201.1 ): clerlflet quantity of controlled
substances to be considered when amount I$ under negotiation: I would strongly
endorse the modification proposed. The 11puffery11 involved in drug transactions to gain
the attention of the buyer is a common phenomenon and unnecessarily skews the
levels of sanctions upward when the defendant never Intended or was not capable of
producing the amounts discussed. Where there is evidence and the Court makes
findings that the defendant was incapable of or otherwise did not intend to produce the
quantity discussed during negotiations. it is only reasonable. and again. Just, that the
only the quantity of drugs which the defendant was reasonably capable of producing
and/or Intended to produce, comprise the scope of the offense and that the offense
conduct be rated as such.
This is related also to .....

•

Amendment 13 • Drug Trafficking (201.1 ): an Issue for comment addressing the
calculation of the weight under negotiation I reverte sting operations:
The
11
"puffery on both sides in these situations is legend. While one would wonder why
defendants being offered something that is
good to be true" in terms of costs for
illicit substances being ·offered don't get smart, the reverse sting
continue to
be wildly successful. lt. has long been obvious that in these operations, the agents
involved are very aware of what the
quantities are, and ever urge their target
to buy in to larger quantities than what often was initially Intended by the target (soon
to be defendant). It also is not uncommon for the "deal" to result In agreements tnat.
because the target wasn't prepared to provide larger amounts of money for the larger
quantities of drugs, a staggered distribution and payment plan Is ''agreecf' upon, to
11
help" the target out.

I would suggest that a reasonably eQuitable way to address what amounts to be
a disparate handling of these cases could be to either 1) rate the offense on the basis
of the amount of substance that the defendant Intended to purchase when the contact
was initially made, or 2) to rate the offense on the basis of how much of the substance
would have been purchased,·using the "going rate" as compared to the artlflclalfy low
rate, for the substance in question. That would reduce the motivation for the OEA or
other agents
quantities beyond what the target intended, or would at least

equalize the handling of the offender once caught. Games probably woutd result from
this approach as well, but at least there would be some opportunity tor the offense to
be rat-ed more similarly to what the rating would have been. based on the offend_!r's
intent.
•

.r

Amendment 56 • Retroactivity of Amended Guldeltne Range (181.11) • addt
Acceptance of Responelblllty amendment to net of potent1al retroactive •ppllcatlon;

r,_, _' 11 11_ - - - -- -

r ,- •

t\ '

•
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revises policy statement to allow court to redue& a sentenco for amendments
not on the list If consistent with the purposes of sentencing:
What a wonder fully
logical proposal. With all the guideline changes, not very many reduce the level of
sanctions that have been imposed under previous guidelines. Where lt Is "consistent
and authority
with the purposes of sentencing" the courts should have the
to take action to modify sentences which have been favorably affGeted by ...the
subsequent changes. There would be precious few of these, and would serve to
promote a feeling that the system is responsive in a favorable manner, rather than only
adversely .

•

•
-:

•

•

•

•

TESTIMONY ON PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
§§ 2S1.1 THROUGH 2S1.4 OP THE
SENTENCING GUIDELINES
DAVID O. STEWART
ROPES & GRAY
washington, D.c.
Before the United States Sentencing Commission
March 22, 1993
The proposed amendments to the guidelines for money
laundering offenses announce the critical principle of "tying
base offense levels more closely to the underlying conduct that
was the source of the illegal proceeds."
62839 {Dec. 31, 1992).

57 Fed. Reg. 62832,

This principle would correct a major

distortion in sentencing under current guidelines for money
•

laundering, which can readily be manipulated by prosecutors to
achieve sharply different sentences for similarly-situated
defendants.

The manipulation involves adding money laundering

charges under 18 u.s.c.

§§

1956 and 1957 to cases that do not fit

any reasonable definition of money laundering.

This is reflected

in money laundering convictions based on {i) garden-variety fraud
allegations, United States v . Lovett, 964 F . 2d 1029 {lOth Cir.),
cert. denied, 113 s.ct. 169 {1992), United States v. Johnson, 971
F.2d 562 {lOth Cir. 1992), (ii) bankruptcy fraud, United States
v.

970 F.2d 681 (lOth Cir. 1992), (iii) bank fraud,

United States v. Kelley, 929 F.2d 582 (lOth Cir.), cert. denied,
112 S.Ct. 341 (1991); United States v. Hollis, 971 F.2d 1441
(lOth Cir. 1992), petition for cert. filed (Dec. 30, 1992),
(iv) pension fraud, United states v. Cusumano, 943 F.2d 305 (3rd

Cir. 1991}, cert. denied, 112 s.ct. 881 (1992),

(v) political

corruption, United states v. Montoya, 945 F.2d 1068 (9th Cir.
1991}, and (vi) fraud on federal programs, United states v.
Edgmon, 952 F.2d 1206 {lOth Cir. 1991), cert. denied, 112 s.ct.
3037 {1992); United States v. Henry, No. 3:91-00095 {M.D. Tenn).

As prosecutors candidly admit, money laundering charges are
added to such cases solely because the current guidelines
establish dramatically higher sentences for money laundering
counts than for related fraud charges.

The Money Laundering

Working Group of this Commission confirmed this pattern in a
recent study.

In a sample of 24 non-drug cases with additional

money laundering charges, 23 defendants faced sharply nigher
sentences because money laundering counts were included:
Increased Guideline Levels
Due to Money Laundering Count

•

No. of Cases

+ 21 levels

1

+ 16 levels

2

+ 15 levels

1

+ 14 levels

1

+ 11 levels

4

+

9 levels

5

+

8 levels

1

+

6 levels

2

+

5 levels

5

+ 1-4 levels

2
-2-

•

In this sample, the money laundering charges created an average
increase of 9 offense levels for sentencing.

In most cases, that

means that at least two additional years in prison.

Whether the

defendant faces that additional prison time now turns largely on
the prosecutor's discretion to add money laundering counts to
other, substantive charges.

The proposed amendment to § 2Sl.l recognizes this
inappropriate distortion of the guidelines and begins to address
it.

This is an important step to reduce unjustified disparity in

punishment and unintended prosecutorial power over investigative
targets.

•

Although the proposed amendment correctly diagnoses the

problem, however, its solution needs more work.

In particular,

the Commission should reconsider the use of the fraud tables of
§

2Fl.l to set money laundering sentences.

Under the proposed amendment to § 2Sl.l, most money
laundering sentences would be calculated based on the offense
levels specified in the fraud table in § 2Fl.l, plus 12 offense
levels for a drug-related offense and 8 offense levels for nondrug-related offenses.

The base offense level from the fraud

table is based on the "value of the funds" involved in the
offense.

•

As a practical matter, this amendment will preserve the
current distortion in sentencing and prosecution in non-drug
-3-

cases.

(Because guideline levels are so high in drug cases,

there is no significant disparity for drug cases under proposed
§ 251 . 1.) The Money Laundering Working Group found that in nondrug cases, a money laundering count would increase offense
· levels by an average of 9 offense levels; the proposed amendment
would institutionalize a differential of at least a offense
levels between fraud and money laundering sentences.

Indeed,

that differential can be 10 or 12 offense levels if sentence
enhancements apply for "special offense characteristics" under
the proposed§ 251.1(b).

The differential often will be even

larger, though, because of the distinction between "loss" under
the fraud guidelines and "value of funds" under the money
laundering guidelines.

For example, a scheme to overcharge the federal Medicare
program may involve receipt of payments totalling $750,000, of
which only $100,000 represents actual overcharges.

Under the

fraud guideline, the "loss" to the victim (the Medicare program)
is $100,000, or offense level 6 before enhancement.
§

But under

251.1 the "value of funds" involved in the money laundering

offense will be $750,000, or a level 10 when measured by the
fraud table, plus the a-level increase under§ 251.1(a) (3), plus
"specific-offense characteristic enhancements" of up to four
offense levels.

The gulf between the offense level for the

underlying fraud (6 plus enhancements) and that for the money
laundering charge (from 18 to 22) is both huge and contrary to
-4-

•

the Commission's professed goal of "tying base offense levels
more closely to the underlying conduct that was the source of the
illegal proceeds."

Under the proposed amendments, the continuing disparity
between money laundering sentences and those for non-drug
underlying offenses flows from the ill-advised reliance on the
fraud table for determining money laundering sentences.

The

courts have stressed the error of equating money laundering with
theft or fraud for sentencing purposes.

In United States v.

Johnson, supra, the Tenth Circuit declined to group money
laundering and fraud offenses because the former concern "the

•

•

value of funds" while the latter concern "loss."

(971 F.2d at

576) •

Although both offense levels are determined from a
calculation involving an amount of money, the harm
being measured by each is significantly different in
character. "Loss" is used throughout the guidelines as
a measure of the net harm resulting from theft and
property crimes. • • • In any given case, the "loss"
may or may not be the same as the total amount of funds
involved in the fraudulent scheme. see u.s.s.G.
§ 2F1.1 comment (n. 7-10).
A determination of loss
requires an assessment of the impact of the fraud on
the individual victims. Section 251.1, on the other
hand, is not based on the amount of the loss.
It is
based on the value of the funds involved in the
laundering transaction. The harm from such a
transaction does not generally fall upon an individual
but falls upon society in general. Thus, the measure
of harm under § 251.1 is the total amount of funds
involved •

-5-

•

For the reasons identified by the Johnson court, the fraud
table is not appropriate for determining money laundering
sentences.

To the extent the fraud table is based on the concept

of loss, it simply does not fit the value-of-funds measure for
money laundering.
(3d Cir. 1991)

Cf. United States v . Kopp, 951 F.2d 521, 535

("loss" under theft guidelines differs from fraud

"loss" under§ 2F1 . 1).

The Commission also should address specifically the
disparity problem in government "sting" cases, in which
government agents represent that funds are the product of
specific illegal activity .

•

For defendants in sting cases, the

money laundering guidelines should tie the sentence to the
underlying offense described by the government agents .

In order _to achieve its stated goal of tying money
laundering sentences more closely to the sentences for the
underlying offenses, § 251.1 should be revised in three respects.
First, the sentence for non-drug offenses should not exceed the
sentence for the underlying offense; that change will eliminate
the current powerful incentive for prosecutors to add, or
threaten to add, money laundering charges to non-drug, whitecollar cawes.

Second, the previous table for § 251.1 should be

reviewed or revised to avoid the further disparity caused by

•

using the fraud tables under§§ 2S1 . l(a) and 2S1.1(a).

Third,

the guidelines should provide that the money laundering sentence
-6-

•

in sting cases shall not exceed the sentence for the crimes that
supposedly generated the funds at issue •

•

•

-7-
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Introduction

•

I am here tuduy to offer my comment!:> with
LO the Sentencing
or
guideline!) l'or money laundering and currency reporting
As the C
can ::.ee from my attached Curriculum Vitae (Attuchment
I). I have heen wo 1king with
i!:>!:>ue!:>
at leu::.t 1979.
For the la::.t
and one half year::. I have been in private practice a::. a con::.ultant
to attorney!:>, law en lurcement orticiab. pro::.ccutor::., and foreign governments on the
or money laundcri11g. financial ime::.tigative techniques, and currency reporting
I am
an a::.::.ociate member of the American Bar
and I am active in the Money
Laundering Suhcununittee or the ABA's White Collar Crime Committee (Criminal J u::.tice
Section).
In late 1992. the
or the Muncy Laundering Subcommittee asked me to join
the Sentencing Gu iddines Working Group. A!) a member or the working group, I drafted
several monograph : :. which explained the type::. ur activities that are common to muncy
laundering (Attachment 2). I also drafted my
for revi::.ing the guidelines
(Attachment 2). The Commission staff cun::.idered these monographs and
in
their deliberations vr the money laundering portion of the guidelines revision.

•

I appear today before the Commission in my capacity as an expert on the subject::. of
money laundering and the currency reporting laws and regulations. I urge the Commi!:>::.ion
to approve thepropused revised guidelines 2SI.l and 2Sl.2 intact. In the words of the stall
report, the revbed
establish offense characteristics which retlect "greater ::.ensiti'< ity
tQ...s.ucb factors as
coQduct." I believe the prop-osed
guidelines do an ex(cllent job of accomplishing this important revision. On the other hand,
I believe the Commission should consider lowering the offense levels for the- currency
r:eporting guideline:> (2S 1.3 and 2S l.4) to IC\el 6 tu bring them in conformity with proposed
guideline 2Sl.2. I believe level6 would more
rct1ect the seriousness of the!)C
.
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The Scope of the Probl em
I would like to commend the Commission's staff for their excellent work. They
thoroughly researched the sentencing practices under the statutes, and solicited a wide range
of sources fo r information, assistance, and opinions.
2Sl.l

The Sentencing Commission had specific expectations when they adopted C.S.S.G.
'The Commission expected that U.S.S.G. 2Sl.l would be applied in
cases in which financial transactions 'encouraged or facilitated the commission
of further crimes,' and to offenses that were 'intended to ...conceal the nature
of the proceeds or avoid a transaction reporting requirement.'"

•

"Thus, it appears that the base offense levels in 2Sl.l may reflect a view
that 18 U.S.C. 1956 would generally be applied primarily to 'traditional,'·and
perhaps large-scale , professional money launderers."
However, the staff fo und that prosecutors have stretched the guidelines far beyond
the Commission's expectations.
"The statutory phrase 'to promote the carrying on of specified unlawful
activity' has not been limited to offenses in which the defendant 'encouraged'
the commission of further crimes, as the Commission indicated
or
in commentary that it expected."

-

"Off.enses that technically qualify as 'money laundering' are frequently
simply__ingdcntal to, or componen parts of, an underlying crime ..."
This prosecutorial over-reaching of tpe Commission's intentions has creating
widespread anomalous charging and sentencing practices.

•

"Despite the fact that this 'money laundering' conduct may reflect little
additional harm to society beyond that reflected in the underlying offense,
practitioners assert that, due to the operation of the guidelines, when a money
laundering count is charged the sentence can be significantly higher than it
would have been if the underlying offense were charged alone."
The staff report provides ample evidence that this has indeed been the case.

•
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The government has prosecuted "incidental" conduct under 18 U.S.C. 1956 using the
theory that such incidental conduct encourages or facilitates the commission of further
Take for example corporate officers White and Black, both of whom are bribing
foreign officials in order to secure lucrative contracts. White ilJegally takes funds from his
corporation by wiring funds to his own bank account. He does not attempt to otherwise
conceal the funds. He then uses the funds to make the bribe payments.
Black on the other hand sets up a number of sham foreign corporations in various
offshore secrecy ha\·en countries. He funnels payments through this intricate web in such
a way as to make the disbursements appear legitimate to the company and its auditors. He
to cash which he then passes under the table to the foreign
later converts the
officials.

•

Here we have two corporate officers engaged in the same two predicate offenses to
the money laundering statutes: wire fraud and violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices
Act. White, admittedly not too bright, has simply misappropriated corporate funds to make
constructed a complicated web of offshore
the payments. Black on the other hand
the current guidelines, both White and
under
transactions that may never be discovered. Yet
Black could receive the same sentence for their money laundering activities. The guidelines
consider White's "incidental" laundering of the funds (his wiring them to his own bank
account), as serious as Black's highly sophisticated, and nearly impenetrable laundering
As the staff so aptly put it in their report, "this kind of outcome... conflicts with just
punishmem principles and gi1-·e.s undue weight to charging decisions."

Concealment
The Key Element of Money Laundering
I believe the root of the problem arises from the conflict between the guidelines and
accepted definition of money laundering. Money laundering is the attempt
the
to hide the source or ownership of money. Concealment is an integral part of the money
laundering process.

•

The laundering of currency (the most common type of laundering found today) is a
three l>tep process: placement, layering, and integration.
Placement occurs when currency is "placed" into a financial institution .

•
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Layering is the process of moving the placed funds among many financial
institutions, often in the names of various companies and often in different
countries.
Integration is the process of returning the funds to "legitimate" use in such a
manner that they appear to be from legal sources.
Concealment is an integral part of each of these steps, and is the ultimate goal of the
entire process. Yct as the staffs report and the above example indicate, the current
guidelines do no1 nccessarilt.!.ake concealment into account.
I

•

of the cases surveyed, the defendant
The staff report shows that i almost
charged with money laundering had n.Q!_!a en any steps to conceal or disguise the proceeds
\ criminal conduct. Of the 60% that, as the staff states, "...could be said to meet the test
one third enmed in "any meaningful degree
. of 'traditional' money laundering
of-cornplexity_or sophistication." According to the staff, "the Commission's selection of
relatively high alternative base offense levels (20 and 23) was presumably based on the
general conclusion that 18 U.S.C.l956 would apply to relatively serious offenses." Yet onlt
btv_ugbLU.nd.eL.I.he.-currenl guideLines nct-uaily..in.,:oh·e these types of offenses.
20...%.J)Jlhe
Unfonunately the government's ability to prosecute this "incidental" activity as
laundering has resulted in a dramatic skewing of sentences.
The report shows that a similar sentencing disparity has arisen from the guidelines
for currency reporting violations. This is particularly evident in the guidelines for structuring
sentenced for structuring
currency transactions. According to the report,
ncit er knew nor believed they were dealing with criminally derived funds. Yet under the
guidelines, these defendants could receive the same sentence as a person recruited as a socalled Smurf for a major laundering organization.
The courts have recognized this disparity, as they have granted downward departures
surveyed.

--

Take the Guidelines Out of the Driver's Seat

•

staff unequivocally states that the sentencing disparity created by the
The
current guidelines "...conflicts with just punishment principles and gives undue weight to
charging decisions." I agree .

•
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Some would argue that the revised guidelines take the punishment out of money
laundering offenses. This simply is not true. The proposed guidelines punbh both
"incidelllal" laundering and laundering under 18 U.S.C. 1957. Thus the proposed guidelines
laundering that docs not involve, in the stafr s words, "trad itional
would
However the punishment for this less serious laundering \\ Ould be
laundering
more directly linked lO the punishment fo r the underlying offense. The proposed
conceal transactions, who engage in soph bticatcd
reserve
the proceeds of illegal drug transactions.
There is a key distinction between the current guidelines and proposed guideline
that the cu-rrent guidelines punish "incidental" conduct with the sam e
2S l. l. The facts
as they punish sophisticated laundering. Proposed guideli ne 2S l.l assures that the
offense levels match the seriousness of the conduct. The proposed guideline provides the
criminal justice system with a far more realistic result.

•

In a si milar vein, the proposed guidelines take a much more realistic approach to
structuring. Defendants who structure transactions with the intent to evade the reporting
punished, even if they do not know or believe they arc using fu nds
require ments arc
line 2S 1.2 enhances the sentence for those
derived from unlawful activity. Pr..QP.Q.S_ed
of the funds. They e nhance the sentence
source
the
to
as
who act with reckless disregard
furthcrJQ.Ltb.os..c who know or believe the fu nds are proceeds of unlawful activity. These
distinctions that give rise to sentence enhancement arc a much more realistic approach to
matching the punishment to the seriousness of the offense.
Unfortunately, I do not believe proposed guideline 2Sl.3 achieves the same result.
I believe a base offense level of 6 for 251.3 and 2Sl.4 is a much more realistic approach to
these violations. As with structuring violations, defendants who intend to evade these
requirements are still punished. Those who do so with the belief or knowledge that the
funds are derived from unlawful activity would receive enhanced sentences.
Unfortunately the current guidelines have made it very attractive for prosecutors to
charge these offenses in order to elicit greater sente nces for incidental conduct, non-willful
conduct, or conttuct by a defendant who does not know or believe he/she is dealing with
proceeds of unlawful activity.

•

As the staff has correctly concluded, the punishment dictated by the current guidelines
exert an undue influence over prosecutors' charging decisions.

•
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A Classless Approach to SenteJtcing
The staff report indicates that a dass distinction has arisen under the current
The staff found that about 70% of all cases involving laundering counts involve
drug money. Yet in some cases, the government charged money laundering rather than drug
offenses in order tu reach a lower guideline sentence. The money laundering offense le'vel
of the drug cases.
was higher than the underlying conduct in only

•

•

classified as non-drug cases. In the::,c
sharply with the 25n of
Thb
cases, the money laundering offense level was higher than the underlying conduct in 96re,
of the cases. In both types of cases, the disparities ranged from minor to very large. In one
case the muncy laundering guideline was 21 levels above that of the underlying offense.
Other evidence already cited indicates these disparities may have more to do with the type
of underlying offense rather than seriousness or sophistication of the laundering conduct.
Prosecutors have charged drug defendants with money laundering to reduce their potential
sentences. On the other hand they have used money laundering counts to increase the
potential sentence faced by non-drug defendants.
The proposed guidelines make no such class distinction. Sentencing is a function of
the laundering conduct, not the nature of the underlying offense.
I recently heard the argument that the proposed guidelines are an attempt £O lessen
the penalties faced by white collar defendants. From my perspective I can say this is
categorically untrue. At the time I offered my suggestions to the Commission staff, I was
unaware that they had prepared a report. I was also unaware of the degree to which existing
cases reflected such disparities in sentencing. I based my recommendations solely upon my
belief that the Commission could modify the guidelines to reflect more realistically the
various degrees of sophistication in money laundering. As I stated early in this paper, I
believe the proposed guidelines achieve that objective.
I have also heard the argument that these revisions are premature, that we should
give the Justicej2epartment"s new money laundering policies time to work. But the Justice
Department policies do not address the fact that the sentencing guidelines do not match the
severity of the laundering or currency reporting violation. I therefore fail to see how waiting
for the effect of these policies will make any difference as to the disparities and inequities
present in the existing sentencing guidelines. While I applaud the Department's new policies
as being long overdue, they do not address the problem at issue here .

•
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Conclusion
I view money laundering in the abstract, whether the laundering involves drug
proceeds, the fruits of wire fraud, or structuring currency transactions to evade the currency
reporting requirements. I believe proposed guidelines 2S l.l and 2S 1.2 correctly and fairly
match the severity of penalties to the seriousness of the laundering activity, without regard
to who docs the laundering. These proposed guidelines correctly link the penalties to the
underlying offense, but provide for incremental enhancements where appropriate.
Sections 2S 1.3 and 2S 1.4 should achieve the same result. I therefore urge the
Commission to amend these guidelines and provide for a base offense level of 6, with
appropriate enhancement language for those who believed or knew the funds involved were
proceeds of unlawful activity.

•

By adopting the revised money laundering and structuring guidelines and making
appropriate adjustments to the currency reporting guidelines, we will achieve the goals of
Congress and the Commission: To severely punish those who would engage in sophisticated
laundering activities, or ·the laundering of drug proceeds. To continue under the current
money laundering sentencing guidelines is to ignore the realities of money laundering while
continuing to mete out disproportionate and unfair sentences to both drug and non-drug
defendants.
-CH M-
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Books Published

Crime & Secrecy: 171e Use vf Offihvre Banks & Companies
1Q83)
Senate Staff Study
Senate Report (Co-editor. 1985)

Papers Presented or Published

Laundering Muncy Through Offihore Secrecy Havens

•

FBI/DEA Field Super\'isors' Seminar ( 1983 Training class)
IRS Criminal Investigation Mid-Atlantic Region { 1983 Training class)
Battelle Memorial Institute (1984 & 1986 Seminars)
University of Maryland Law School (1985 Seminar)
SPECIAL AGENT
ION DIVISION (1969 - 1980)
INVESTIGAT
CRIMINAL
IRS

National Office representative to Operation Greenback formation task force. Group Manager t 1 1/2 yrs).
Training Ohision (4 yrs). U:d Spedal Agent Basic School redesign task force. Led Special Agent Intermediate School
design task force. Newark NJ Strike Force (I yr).
REVENUE AGENT
IRS EXAMJNATIO N DIVISION (1967- 1969)
Completed basic and ad,·anced training. Examined individual. pannership. fiduciary. and corporate returns.
Examined issues invohing mergers, liquidations. excess retained earnings. controlled groups. sham transactions, and
other complex issues.
TOUOIE ROSS CPA FIRM (196S - 1967)
EDUCATION AND MEMBERSlD PS

•

Uni\'ersity of Maryland honors graduate in aa:ounting and finance (1965)
Completed 61 quanerbours of law at Uni\'ersity of Denver (e\'enings. 1971 - 1972)
Associate member. National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
Associate member, American Bar Association
Member Litigation. Tax. & Criminal Justice Seetions
Member White Collar Crime Committee & Money Laundering Sub-Committee
Member Money Laundering Sentencing Guidelines Working Group
Member Complex Crimes Committee & Securities Fraud Sub-Committee
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(703 )525-<i253

Fax 703/525-8792
Date: November 4, 1992
MEMORANDUM
To:

From:

Subject:

The Money Laundering Subcommittee
Chuck Morley
Sentcndng Guidelines for Money Laundering

In my second memorandum on sentencing guidelines, I retined my initial notes on
money laundering :md grouped the various offense characteristics under three headings:
plncement, layering. ;.1nd integration. I have now further reduced these elements of money
laundering and have put them into a hierarchy. The result is the following broad offense
characteristics.
Note that thc':-.e are not separated by placement, layering, and integration, but take
these laundering :,tL·ps into account. Note abo that using an alias, presenting false
information, or maki11g false statements, only increase the le\els for transactions imolved in
the layering or integ1 ation phase of money laundering. I think to make this work, we wilJ
need n short parag1nph giving the agreed upon delinition of placement, layering, and
integration. That paragraph will save us the trouble of trying to use more words in the
explanation of the <.:haracteristics themselves.
In my tirst
of September 30, I recommend the bru,e offense level for
2Sl.l and 2Sl.2 he the same base offense level as the predicate offenses proven to sustain
the
1956 or I•157 offense. Section 2Sl.l (b)( 1), 2Sl.2(b)(l )(A)&( B) remain the same
as they now are. Sections 2SJ.l(b)(2) and 2Sl.2(b)(2) remain the same, but I recommend
the value of the funds increase be capped for increases resulting from go1:emmc:m sting or
sting opgntions. A new section is added under the Specific Offense Characteristics
for both 2Sl.l and 2Sl.2. The wording of the new section retlects the specific offense
characteristics detaikd below.
I ha\·e ranked the various characteristics below, hut lJUei)' whether or not these
characteristics should be given specitic levels (ie., 20, 23, etc), independent of the level
assigned to the undc1lying offense. What we arc saying is without the characteristics below,
money lnundering c"rries the same penalties as the underlying offense. This presumably
would give rise to concurrent sentences (?). But once the defendant undertakes overt

•
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laundering, a separate crime with separate guidelines has taken place, and separate
sentencing is indicated.
As of the hour of this fax, r have not completed my work on 2Sl.3 and 2Sl.4. I hope

to have that completed by later today.

SPECIFIC OFFENSE CHARACTERIS TICS

1.

If the defendant conducted, attempted to conduct, or assisted in conducting a
transaction through a straw party, a front company, or by concealing transactions in
one or more legitimate businesses, increase by 2 levels.

a.

•

2.

If the defendant prepared or presented, attempted to present, or assisted in preparing

or presenting altered, false or fraudulent documents with the intent of disguising the
true source or ownership of funds, increase by 2 levels.
a.

3.

If the transaction is an attempt ·to layer or integrate the funds, or if as part of
layering or integrating, an alias is used, increase by 3 levels.

If the transaction is an attempt to layer or integrate the funds, or if as part of
layering or integrating, false information is supplied or false statements are
made, increase by 3 levels.

If the defendant placed funds into, or moved funds through a company or financial
institution outside the United States, increase by 3 levels.
-CHM-
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Date: October 14, 1992
MEMORANDUM

To:
From:
Subject:

The Money Laundering Subcommittee
Chuck Morley
Sentencing Guidelines for Money Laundering

I am further refining my initial thoughts on the money laundering sentencing
guidelines in accordance with our committee members' telephone conference call today.

•

The universally agreed upon definition of money laundering involves three steps:
placement, layering, and integration. I have therefore attempted to group the offense
·characteristics detailed in my 9(30/92 memorandum under each of these three laundering
steps.

I.

PLACEMENT

A

Conducting currency transactions involving the proceeds of SUA in such a way
the currency reporting/record keeping thresholds.
as to
Examples
1.

Structuring currency transactions involving the proceeds of SUA with
the intent to evade the currency reportinWt-ecord keeping requirements;

L

b.

Depositing the currency proceeds of SUA in amounts of $10,000

or less into a financial institution.

Using cadres of third parties to structure currency transactions
involving the proceeds of SUA, or allowing oneself to be so
used.

•

c.

Purchasing multiple monetary instruments for oneself or another
with less than $3,000 of currency proceeds of SUA for the
purpose of evading the currency record keeping requirements.

•
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2.

•

•

d.

Transporting currency proceeds of SUA across U.S. borders in
amounts of $10,000 or less for oneself or another for the
purpose of evading the CMIR filing requirements.

e.

Breaking up large blocks of currency proceeds of SUA into
smaller amounts for oneself or another for the purpose of
keeping any other type of currency transaction under the
currency reporting/record keeping thresholds.

Presenting false infonnation or making false statements in order to
cause a false currency report to be filed or a false currency record to
be made with respect to proceeds of SUA.

a.

Using a false drivers license .

b.

Using a false passport or alien identification card.

c.

Using a false credit card.

d.

Giving a false name.

e.

Using a false address.

f.

Using a false telephone number.

g.

Giving false identification numbers.

h.

A person giving false information to a third party who is to
make a currency transaction on behalf of the person.

i

A person intentionally keeping a transaction secret from third
parties who, in the normal course of events, would have
knowledge of the transaction.

j.

A third party providing false documents to be used to cause a
false currency report/record to be made.
2
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3.

Presenting false information in order to obtain an exemption from a
bank with respect to the proceeds of SUA.
Examples

4.

•

•

a.

Making false statements or presenting false documentation to a
bank in order to obtain an exemption.

b.

Bnbing or offering other illegal inducement to a banker in order
to obtain an exemption.

c.

A third party making false statements as part of a "cover story."

Bank, non-bank financial institution, or non-financial institution business
employees, business employees, or others knowingly assisting in the
placement of the proceeds of SUA.

a.

Holding the currency proceeds of SUA back and feeding it into
accounts/purchases in amounts under the currency
reporting/record keeping thresholds.

b.

A Casa de Cambio recording a single large transaction with one

c.

Preparing CTRsl8300s on a customer's transactions involving the
proceeds of SUA, but willfully failing to file them.

d.

Filing false CTRsi8300s with respect to a customer's transactions
involving the proceeds of SUA.

e.

Not filing crRs/8300s on a customer's transactions involving the
proceeds of SUA.

f.

Preparing fraudulent bank exempt list information or
documentation on behalf of a customer.

party as multiple small transactions conducted in the names of
fictitious parties.

3
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g.

Willfully failing to aggregate curren(.)' transactions involving the
proceeds of SUA, and known to be by or on behalf of the same
person.

h.

Wi1lfully preparing false bank, financial institution, or business
records in order to conceal the placement of proceeds of SUA.
Example

(1)

•

•

5.

In Puerto Rico, in 1985, certain financial institution
officers knowingly entered false names on ledgers used
to identify the purchasers of bearer certificates of
deposit. The officers kept a code book which identified
the true owners of the certificates.

Conducting a currency transaction involving the proceeds of SUA in the
name of an alias, a straw party, a front business, or through a legitimate
for the purpose of having a false currency report filed or a
false currency record made.

a.

A Casa de Cambio deposits a customer's currency proceeds of
SUA into the Casa's bank account to make it appear that the
currency belongs to the Casa rather than the Casa's customer.

b.

A tra.ff:icker has an associate buy a luxury automobile with the
proceeds of SUA in the name of the associate in order that the
trafficker's name will not appear on the form 8300.

c.

A customer presents false identification in order that a currency
report/record filed with respect to the proceeds of SUA will
contain false information.

d.

A person allows his/her name to be used in a currency
transaction involving the proceeds of SUA, knowing the result
will be a false curren(.)' report/record being made.
4
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e.

An attorney allows a client to place the proceeds of SUA into

his/her escrow or other accounts to make it appear that the
currency belongs. to the attorney, rather than to the client

f.

A person formes a front cash business in order to disguise the
true source of currency deposits from SUA

g.

A person co·mingles proceeds of SUA with legitimate revenues
of a legitimate business in order to hide the true source of the
dirty money.

h.

In U.S. vs Sharir, a jeweler shipped over $100 million in
currency to a third party jewelry company in order to "buy" gold
bullion to be used in the manufacture of gold rope. Sharir
knew the currency was proceeds from the sale of nar.cotics and
the purported gold purchases were in fact sham transactions
designed to disguise the true nature of the currency. The bank
filed CfRs on the jewelry company, not Sharir.

B.

Placing the proceeds of SUA into a financial institution, business or asset in
such a way as to conceal the true nature or ownership of the proceeds.

C.

Using offshore bank accounts to receive the proceeds of SUA

1.

Currency proceeds of SUA illegally smuggled out of the source country
is deposited into a haven bank account.

2

Funds representing the proceeds of SUA are wire transferred to an
offshore bank account of an offshore shell company; the company and
account having been established to receive the proceeds of SUA

5
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II.

LAYERING

A

•

•

B.

Conducting a transaction involving the proceeds of SUA in the name of an
alias, a straw party, or a business.

1.

Opening a bank, stock or invesnnent account in the name of an alias
and moving funds through the account to additional accounts or assets.

2.

Forming a corporation, partnership, or other business entity in the
name of an alias, in order to move funds through it to additional
entities.

3.

Obtaining identification documents or other types of documents in the
name of an alias in order to facilitate creating layers between the
source of funds and the disposition of the funds .

Knowingty·using a business (whether a legitimate business or a shell company)
to facilitate the laundering of the proceeds of SUA
Exmnple.s.
1.

Establishing and using one or more businesses that have no legitimate
business purpose other than to act as conduits for the proceeds of
illegal activities.

2.

Incorporating offshore shell corporations that have no legitimate
business purpose other than to create layers of transactions to facilitate
laundering of the proceeds of SUA

3•

Using offshore corporations to commit fraud.

6
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D.

Creating or using two or more controlled (directly or indirectly) business
entities for the transfer of funds in such a way as to facilitate laundering of the
proceeds of SUA

1.

Repeatedly moving funds representing the proceeds of SUA among
various controlled businesses, where the evidence shows that the
movement of such funds has no apparent legitimate business purpose.

2.

Moving funds representing the proceeds of SUA among various
controlled businesses solely in order to create multiple layers of
transactions between the origin of the funds and the ultimate
transactor.

Knowingly assisting in subverting a business (whether a legitimate business or
a shell company) to facilitate laundering of the proceeds of SUA
Examples
1.

An attorney incorporates one or more businesses for the primary

2.

A bank official, stock broker, etc., sets up a series of accounts and/or
transactions for a person or business for the primary purpose of
creating layers of transactions to facilitate laundering of the proceeds
of SUA.

3.

Knowingly inaking false or fraudulent entries in the business records to
hide the true nature of transactions involving the proceeds of SUA

4.

Knowingly preparing, presenting, or accepting false or fraudulent
documents to hide the true nature of transactions involving the
proceeds of SUA.

s.

Knowingly altering records to hide the true nature of transactions
involving the proceeds of SUA

purpose of creating layers to facilitate laundering of the proceeds of
SUA

7
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6.

Purposefully not keeping the types of records normal for the business
in order to conceal the true nature of transactions involving the
proceeds of SUA

7.

Purposefully destroying records that would normally be retained under·
normal business circumstances in order to conceal the true nature of
transactions involving the proceeds of SUA

8.

Knowingly using false, altered, counterfeit, stolen, or otherwise nonlegitimate documents to conceal the true nature of transactions
involving the proceeds of SUA

Examples

•
9.
lll.

Submitting a false credit application.

b.

Submitting a false bank or stock brokerage account opening
form.

c.

Using a false stock, bond, certificate of deposit, or other
security.

d.

Submitting false tax returns.

Knowingly making false statements in order to conceal the true nature
of transactions involving the proceeds of SUA

INTEGRATION

A

ICnowingly using a business (whether a legitimate business or a shell company)
to facilitate laundering of the proceeds of SUA

1.

•

a.

Opening a bank account, stock account, or other type of investment
account in the name of a minor child, a spouse, a

8
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spouse's maiden name, a mother's maiden name, a third party's name,
etc., and conducting transactions through the account in order to avoid
having any records of the transactions in the defendant's accounts.

B.

•

•

2.

Establishing and using one or more businesses that have no legitimate
business purpose other than to act as resting places for the proceeds of
SUA.

3.

Intentionally conducting transactions involving the proceeds of SUA
through an otherwise legitimate business or business account in such a
manner as to disguise the proceeds or otherwise make them appear
"normal".

Conducting a transaction in the name of an alias, a straw party, or a shell
company for the purpose of concealing the illegal nature of the ptoceeds of
SUA and making the proceeds appear legitimate.

Examples

0

1.

Purchasing assets in the name of a third party (who may or may not be
aware of the purchase) in order to hide the fact that the defendant is
the true owner.

2.

Allowing one's name to be used to buy an asset, knowing the purpose
to be an attempt to hide the true identity of the owner of the asset.

3.

An attorney allowing his/her escrow or other accounts to be used to
hide the true identity of the owner of an asset.

4.

Usina secretly awned or controlled offshore corporations to "loan"
money or otherwise "finance" the purchase or operations of U.S. based
assets or businesses.

5.

Using offshore corporations to provide fraudulent documentation for
transactions.

9
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C.

Falsifying records to make illegal transactions appear legitimate.

Examples

•

1.

Inflating invoices to fraudulently "document" the receipt of the
proceeds of SUA.

2.

Inflating purchase documents, shipping documents, etc., to fraudulently
"document" the transfer of the proceeds of SUA.

3.

Inflating currency receipts to fraudulently "document" the receipt of
currency proceeds of SUA.

4.

Submitting false or fraudulent documents to fraudulently "document"
transactions involving the proceeds of SUA.

Examples

a.

In Operation Polar Cap I, the defendants attempted to
document the legitimacy of over $1 billion in proceeds from
SUA by claiming the transactions involved the purchase and sale
of gold bullion.

b.

In U.S. vs Sharir, a jeweler shipped over $100 million in
currency to a third party jewelry company in order to "buy" gold
bullion to be used in the manufacture of gold rope. Sharir
knew the currency was proceeds from the sale of narcotics and
the purported gold purchases were in fact sham transactions
designed to convert the proceeds of SUA into "legitimate"
holdings of gold bullion.
-CHM-
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I

Comm issione rs:

I am pleas ed t o testif y today on behalf of the Intern ationa l
Assoc iation of Reside ntial and Community Altern atives (IARCA
).
Founde d in 1964, IARCA is dedica ted to promo ting and enhan cing
commu nity-ba sed correc tional servic es as well as provid ing
profes siona l develo pment f or its members •
IARCA repres ents more than 250 privat e agenc ies
ting
over 1500 progra ms . It also serves over 600 indivi dualopera
members
employ ed in commu nity altern ative and reside ntial progra ms. They
opera te in
with courts , depart ments of correc tions
proba tion, the Feder al Bureau of Prison s , count ies and c ities ,
throug hout the United states .
IARCA members are involv ed in a wide variet y of progra ms
includ ing:
* commu nity Based correc tions Cente rs
* Educa tional / Vocatio nal Servic es
* Drug Testin g/ Treatm ent
* Tutori ng servic es
* Day Treatm ent
* Crisis Interv ention
* Famil y/Indi vidua l Couns eling
* Victim Servic es
* Coml!runi ty Servi,c e Super vision
* Bail Super vision
* Home Deten tion/ Electr onic Monit oring
* Neighb orhood Outrea ch
* After Care
Appro ximate ly 80% of the adult commu nity-ba sed correc tions
facili ties in the United States are repres ented by IARCA and its
members •

•

•
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IARCA is pleased that the Commission has published the wide
range of proposals and issues for consideration at this hearing.
I will focus on proposals related to the use and development of
·alternative punishments because community based sanctions have
not been fully developed under the Federal Guidelines. It is
IARCA's position that they offer more cost-effective punishments
than incarceration.
There are several steps necessary to improve correctional
treatment of offenders under the Guidelines, particularly in the
area of community-based alternatives. With respect to issues for
comment published by the Commission, proposals 32, 33, and 52
provide a context for several of the following recommendations:
* In view of Federal budget cuts for planned prison
expansion, the Guidelines should save existing prison
s pace for serious and violent offenders, and emphasize
lower cost community based alternatives for nonviolent
offenders.
* Continue to document the impact of mandatory minimums
and the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986.
* Develop guidelines which expand both categories of·
eligibility and range of community based options
permissible as a condition of probation or as
substitution for prison.
* Permit alternative sentences to be served in lieu of
imprisonment by most drug offenders, and other nonviolent first time offenders.
* Work with judges to develop sentencing practices
which more fully utilize presently available
alternatives.
* Include a sentencing policy of presumed transitional
release programs for up to twelve months prior to
release from prison.
* Gather available data related to information about
basic questions concerning fairness, costs, recidivism
and impact on the justice system and its components.
The Commission and its staff are to be applauded for documenting
the impact of Federal mandatory minimum sentences and the AntiDrug AbUSe Act of 1986.

•

The commission deserves credit for its leadership in
studying the
of mandatory minimums and their erosion of
the Guidelines.
This is especially important due to the
provisions of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1986 which have created
increased penalties and limited the ability of the guidelines to
1

United states sentencing Commission, Special Report to
Congress; Mandatory Minimum Penalties In the Federal Criminal
Justice System CAugust 19911.

•
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provide fair and proportionate sentences under these statutes.
The Commission should continue to highlight the high rate of
incarceration for this group as it affects potential
rehabilitation, fair punishment, and burden on the justice
system.
During the decade of the 1980s, a confluence of factors
brought about considerable changes in Federal sentencing
practices. The greatest number of offenders were affected by

changes in drug related sentences. The

u.s.

Department of

Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics profiled the impact of our
Federal drug sentencing policies during the past decade. There
was a 213% increase in drug related cases between 1980 and 1990.
The percent change of those sentenced to prison increased 274%
during the decade, but the
prison term for drug offenders
increased 515% over that period.

•

Although the numbers outlined above give overall
patterns,little effort has been made to document the individual
human costs until recently. Examples of individual cases compiled
by Families Against Mandatory Minimums bring home the human
impact of our drug sentencing policies.
* o. Maffett Pound is serving a 20 year sentence for
conspiracy to distribute 300 pounds of marijuana as a
first offense. Maffett is a 52 year old owner of a
Mississippi resort who purchased marijuana for his own
consumption and his friends.
* Maffett's wife was sentenced to 5 years in prison for
not turning him in although she did not use drugs. At
her sentencing, the judge indicated he was forced to
give her the 5 year term under the guidelines.
* Bobby Joe Ward is serving a 6 1/2 year sentence for
manufacturing marijuana plants. Bobby Joe is a 60 year
old retired coal miner with black lung disease who was
arrested at his son's marijuana patch.
* Charles Dunlap is a 46 year old father, who worked
for the army, as a fireman and as an emergency medical
technician. He rented a truck for an informant to offload marijuana. He is serving 8 years for conspiracy
to import 10 tons of marijuana.
While IARCA supports incarceration of high volume, career
drug dealers, it does not support the preferred use of
incarceration of most non-assaultive criminals. we must take
immediate steps to treat these non-assaultive offenders
differently that violent, predatory offenders •

•

2

See Attachment A prepared by the National Association of
Criminal Justice Planners, washington DC (1993).
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With half of all defendants sentenced to prison in 1990
guilty of drug-related offenses, and many to mandatory terms, i t
is time to re-evaluate whether our sentencing laws should permit
assignment of many of these offenders to community alternatives,
home confinement with electronic monitoring, and halfway houses.
nation cannot afford to continue imprisoning offenders who
can be punished more effectively in community programs.
The sentencing Guidelines should adopt a capacity-based approach
to sentencing to give priority for holding the most serious and
violent offenders.
The United States is on the verge of a massive prison
buildi ng boom through the 1990s. According to the U. S. Department
of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, the population in
federal prisons was 65,526. The Wall Street Journal(3 / 12/93)
reports that the Federal prison population is projected to be
133 ,000 by the year 2000. The number of Federal prisoners
increased at a higher rate than state or local prisoners during
1990.

•

It costs about one twentieth of our 1992 national debt to
care for prisoners in the United States. Cells cost about
$110,000 to build and it costs nearly $20,000 per prisoner per
year on the average •
Federal prisons are operating at 151% of their capacity
although a 1991 study by the General Accounting Office found that
halfway houses were 27% under-utilized by the Federal government.
Unless the Guidelines are also based on an assessment of limited
space and resources, we will continue to fill prisons while
ignoring the availability of more effective community-based
programs.
The Sentencing Guidelines have increased the length of many
sentences while failing to create rehabilitative options for many
offenders.
A
of Federal offenders have not committed a violent
offense,
yet most receive a prison sentence. Host Federal
offenders are ranked at the lowest and second \owest security
levels and are not classified as dangerous.
Despite these facts,
many will
prison sentences because the Guidelines increased
length of terms.
In developing Guidelines and avoiding unwarranted disparity

•

3

Bureau of Justice Statistics, U.S. Department of Justice,
Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 1990, p.646 (1991) •
4
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purposes of the legislation.
The Guidelines should include a non-incarcerative
rehabilitative option for all non-violent first time offenders.
As recommended in the Corrothers' Alternatives to Imprisonment
Project Report, this can be accomplished by expanding the array
of sentencing options to include: residential incarceration,
intensive supervision, public service work, bootcamrs, and day
reporting centers as a substitute for imprisonment. Another
possibility is to extend split sentence options to Zone D. In
addition, transitional release programs to halfway houses should
be the norm for offenders for up to 12 months prior to their
release from prison.
Rehabilitation is more likely to occur in an alternative
sentencing program.

•

There is growing evidence that rehabilitation is more likely
to occur with us1 of halfway houses or other alternatives in lieu
of confinement.
According to Ralph Ardito, Jr. President,
Federal Probation Officers Association. "Unlike prison,
intermediate punishment programs deal with some root causes why
people commit crirne . . They help offenders get a job and they
receive treatment for their addiction and counseling for them and
their families . "
If appropriate offenders receive drug treatment, literacy
training, and job placement in the community, they can become
productive
of that community. This will enable them to
support their families, build their neighborhoods and help reduce
crime. Stable families with adequate economic support and
opportunity for the future are the best anti-crime measures.
The National Institute of Justice reported that electronic
monitoring was successful in three out of four cases. Only 11% of
drug offenders granted home confinement in Florida re-offended
compared to 27%. In Genessee County , Michigan 79% of offenders
who completed community residential programs did not commit a new
crime. Day reporting centers have reported successful completion
rates as high as 80%. These are but a few of the program
evaluations indicating lower rates of recidivism for community
8

See United States Sentencing commission Alternatives to
Imprisonment Project,
The Federal Offender; A
Program of
Intermediate Punishment. (1990).
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The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society indicated
community based programs are less expensive and at least as
effective as incarceration according to Norval
and Michael
Tonry, Between Prison and Probation. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1990.

•
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corrections programs.
Many judges believe that intermediate punishment programs
are an effective option in lieu of prisons. In a survey of 225
·federal judges a majority supported a wide array of sentencing
alternatives and many indicated there were too few intermediate
punishment programs available. Among the programs they identified
for expansion were:cornmunity service, intensive supervision,
electronic monitoring, boot camps and community treatment
centers. Focused telephone interviews indicated that the most
frequently mentioned program that was lacking was community
treatment centers and horne confinement with electronic
monitoring.
Intermediate sanctions should be approached as a public
private partnership. Both Federal and private agencies operate
programs successfully but citizens, businesses and nonprofit
groups should be engaged in the planning, implementation and
delivery of services.

•

The commission should further expand the guidelines to permit
courts to sentence non-violent first offenders to alternatives as
suggested in Issue 32 .
Issue 32 suggest courts should impose sentences other than
imprisonment for first offenders convicted of non-violent
offenses. IARCA urges the Commission to develop and adopt an
amendment as indicated by extending the option of a community
sentence to all first time offenders including Zone D. There is a
preference for this to be handled as an extension of Zone A
rather than as a downward departure. If it were treated instead
as a downward departure, it would increase the complexity of the
sentencing process.
There is growing public support for the greater use of
intermediate sanctions. A 1991 survey by the Wirthlin Group of
1,000 Americans indicated that four out of five support
community-based corrections provided selected offenders are
closely supervised, pay restitution, get a job and participate in
substance abuse treatment. This is consistent with public
opinion polls by the Public Agenda Foundation, Figgie
International, Gallup and Harris polls which found that the
public
tough but rehabilitative programs for non-violent
offenders.

•

Under proposed issue 52. the Guidelines would be revised to
presume probation without confinement for Zone A unless there is
a finding to the contrary.
IARCA supports proposed amendment 52 which would require a
Zone A sentence to be probation without confinement unless the
court gives reasons stated on the record that imprisonment is

•
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necessary to serve the purposes of sentencing. There is presently
a failure of judges to use probation or alternative split
sentences for some offenders who would otherwise be eligible.
Although there are a number of compelling reasons for declining
to use non-incarcerative sentences permissible under the existing
guidelines, these could be noted by the judge at sentencing.
Prison beds should be saved for violent offenders and those
with a record of aggressive or dangerous behavior. With respect
to non-violent first time offenders, the Guidelines should
presume that punishment will be limited to probation or
alternative community punishments in the absence of a finding by
the sentencing judge that there is an adequate basis for a
departure from this guideline. Such a presumption would be
consistent with the tradition of parsimony in use of
incarceration when more effective options are available.
IABCA supports an increase in the availability of the type of
sentences in Zones A and B to more offense levels within all
criminal history categories as proposed in 33.

•

Approximately 62% of all Federal offenders could be assigned
to community based alternative punishments. In 1990 the Federal
Bureau of Prisons reported that only 18.2% of the more than
65,500 prisoners were placed in halfway houses. Richard M. Bilby,
United States District Judge, District of Arizona noted summed up
the response of many judges when he noted: "We need more halfway
houses because these programs keep offenders off the streets and
from those who contributed to their criminal behavior, they
help offenders get a job and they mandate drug testing and
treatment."
Halfway houses are most often private agencies under
contract with the Bureau of Prisons. In order to adhere to the
strict standards set by the Bureau of Prisons all Federal
offenders are required to undergo drug testing and· urinalysis,
participate in substance abuse treatment, a GED or remedial
education, and gain employment. Offenders are required to pay 25
percent of their gross wages for room and board and pay all
court-ordered fines, costs and restitution.
There is a.need for more information ab9ut individual impacts of
the guidelines on offenders as well as on the entire justice
system.

•

This Guideline decision model fails to adequately report on
individual offender outcomes as well as justice system results.
The Commission's publications have neglected to analyze results
related to such factors as: cost for sentencing options, and
whether current practices in any way limit the impact of crime on
society. As a recent GAO report concluded: " At this time,
neither we nor the Commission can definitively answer the central

•
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question posed by Congress regarding how effective the
guidelines have been in reducing sentencing di s parity"
In order to gain an understanding of whether the guidelines
have any discernable impact on reducing crime or rehabilitating
the Commission must continue to work with other
Federal agencies to develop a better profile of sentencing
outcomes, including probation, alternative sanctions and split
sentences.
The Commission should continue to work with other agencies
in gathering data about costs of imprisonment and sentencing
alternatives, recidivism of various sentences populations, and
impact of incarceration practices on the other justice agencies.
Although statistical analyses and descriptions of offender
characteristics and types of sentences are widely available, this
information does not adequately describe the impact of the
Sentencing Guidelines on crime reduction. For example, there is
very little information about the effect of widespread use of
imprisonment for the nearly half of all felons who are convicted
of drug crimes. By sentencing them to prison are we doing as much
as we can to preclude the possibility that they will re-offend
upon release?
There is little information about the average cost of
incarceration as compared to probation, split sentence and
community based alternatives. According to national figures, it
costs about $110,000 to build a prison cell and about $19,244 to
house a person in prison for a year. In contrast, some
intermediate sanctions are one third the cost of incarceration.
More information is needed about the cost of prison compared to
alternatives where prisoners can earn a wage, pay room and board
and family support.
With respect to an analysis of results, the Commission has
not gained sufficient access or used data from public defenders,
prosecutors, the courts and other Federal agencies to indicate
the real outcomes of the Guidelines. This has failed to shed
light on the real decision points in the sentencing process. It
has also failed to highlight the overall results of our increased
incarceration rates.

•

I thank:the Commission for this opportunity to discuss the
expansion and use of alternatives under the Guidelines. I commend
the Commission for its willingness to consider these issues which
are very important to system of justice. It is my belief that
the Commission will not have adequately addressed the area of
fairness in sentencing until all sentences short of life include
10

United States General Accounting Office, Sentencing
Guidelines; Central Questions Remain Unanswered, August 1992.
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a community corrections sanction component .
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March 15, 1993

To the UNITED STATE S SENTENCING COMMISSION GUIDE LINE HEARINGS:
We understand that it is not within the power of this Commission to change even the most unjust
laws,
but it is within your power to lessen the evil consequences of such laws. When a very substantial
minority of
the population (meaning many millions of Americans, including millions of non-users of cannabi
s) believe that
a body of laws is unjust, then the harsh enforcement of such laws further erodes the respect for
the Law in
general, and alienates a large segment of the population. We believe that this is a valid point of
consideration
for this Commission.
·
The National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) is opposed to any
imprisonment of persons for the possession, growing, or sale (to adults) of cannabis. We believe
that the
imprisonment of such persons is not only unjust, but also an absurd waste of finite resources at
a time when the
nation is being overwhelmed with violence. NORML wishes to point out that virtually all of the
violence
associated with the use of cannabis is that perpetrated by the government itself.

. 1.

At the very least, we pray that the Sentencing Commission will take these points into·consideration:

The reduction of marijuana related offenses from Level38 to Level2S
leave such offenses in ZoneD,
but would save the government huge sums and free up overcrowded prison space for violent offender
s.
2. Special consideration should be given to those possessing or growing cannabis for medicinal
use. The United
States government should not ·be in the business of persecuting the sick and dying, which at present
it does.
Currently, there is no consideration given to the medicinal use of cannabis even though it has been
by the Drug Enforcement Administration's own administrative iaw judge as having a wide range
of medical
uses. This fact should be reflected in the guidelines, and judges should be encouraged to make downwa
rd
departures when there is a valid medical need
3. The basis for the sentencing levels for cultivation of cannabis is arbitrary, capricious, and at variance
with
well estasblished fact First, SH'dlings are given a weight of one kilo each when it highly unlikely
that a full
grown plant would have even one third of that weight of usuable product. Second, no recognition
is given to the
fact that over half ofall plants will be male and therefore would be destroyed by the grower.
We hope that youwill

that you can to lessen the suffering caused by these cruel and unjust laws.

Respectfully,

.

Richard Co
ational Director
(Supporting materials enclosed.)
1001 Connecticut Ave. N.W. • Sutte 1119 • WG.Shfngton. D.C. 200S6 • 2.02-.48S-5500 • PGx
202...&83-0057
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Senate Jo int Resolution #8

Introduced by Sen ato n Mello and Ma rks
Ma rch 3, 1993
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that the
Res<ltved by the Senate and Assembly of the State of California, jointly,
and the
ent
Legislature of the State of California respectfully memorializes the Presid
Congroaa of the United States to eoact appropriate legialati011 to permit
a safe and
cannabia/marijuana to be prescribed by a licensed physicians and to enaurc
and be it
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By: Delegate Rynd
Introduced and reod first time:
to: Environmental Matters

31r1759

.3, 1993

HOUSE JOJNT RESOLUTION
A

Joint Resolution concerning
Marijuana - Use for Medical Purposes

FOR the purpose of urging the Pre$idcnt and the Congress of the United States to
to marijuana for
that inhibit or pre\·ent legal
remedy federal
legitimate medical purposes.
5

J
4

WHEREAS. Scientific and medical studies show m<Jnj uana to be of medical value
7 in the tre:stment of glaucoma . in easing the debilitating. side effects of anticancer
8 treatments. reducing muscle spasticity, and increasing appetite that is useful to those
9 combatting the deadly AIDS virus; and

6

•

10
11

WHEREAS. The courts in se.veral states have recognized the benefits of marijuana
m the treatment of these d iseases; and

}:
13

WHEREAS . Numerous states have e nacted law!- and
compass1ooate programs of medical access to manjue\na : and

l-4

15

to establish

in good faith for
WHEREAS, lndividual physici<'ns h:wc applied to federal
and
regimen;
to use marijuana in a legal and controlled therapeutic

WHEREAS, Federal agencies have failed to meet the good faith efforts of the
16
and individu:sl physicians and have instead through regulator)' ploys and obscure
5tates
17
18 bureaucratic devices resisted and obstructed the intent of state legi!Siatures and otherwise
19 law-abiding citizens; and
WHEREAS, Individuals with cancer, AIDS. glaucoma. paralysis. multiple sclerosis.
20
21 and other ailments have been promised legal access to marijuana through the federal
of the drug by the
:!2 investigative new drug ( INO) process and are now denied
and
23 Public Health Ser\'ice;
24
25

WHEREAS, These problems are not particular to Maryland but generally affect
adversely several other states and the citilens of those states; now, therefore , be it

RESOLVED BY THF. GENERAL ASSEMB LY OF MARYLAND. That the
26
27 General Assembly urges the President and Congress of the United States to:
28
29

30

•

(1)

become informed of these difficulties;

(2) investigate and hold public
the legitimate use of marijuana ;

into federal policies that prohibit

IIIII
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\

\

\

2

.....

3

inhibit

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTION 11

(3)

rc.mcdy federal policies that prevent the several 5tates from acquiring,
!rom prescribing, and prevent patients from obt.lining marijuana !or

medical applications; and

.t
(4) end federal prohibitions against the legitimate and appropriate use of
5 marijuana in mc:.dical treatments; and be it further
6
i

8

9

10

l1
12

13

•

•

RESOLVED. That a copy of this Resolution be forwarded by the Department of
Legislative Reference to the President or the United States, the President of the United
States Senate, the Speaker of the House of Representatives. and to the Maryland
Congressional Delegation: Senators Paul S. Sarbanes <1nd Barbara A. Mikulski, Senate
Office Building, WC\shmgton. D.C.
and
Wayne T. Gilchrest,
Helen Delich Bentley, Benjamin L. Cardin . Albert R. Wynn. Stc:ny Hamilton Hoyer,
Roscoe G . Bartlett , Kwetsi Mfume. and Constance A. Morella, Ho\tse Office Buildinc.
Washington. D.C. 20515 .
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.EXECUTIVE SUMMA RY
In previous annual reports the Research Advisory Panel has used the
of the research
experience acquired during its operation to be
community and to summarize other problems of drug abuse important
to the State of California. In this annual report, the Panel presumes to
suggest that the Legislature act to redirect this State away from t he
present destructive pathways of drug control.
Our "War on Drugs" for the past fifty years has been based on the
principle of prohibition and has been manifestly unsuccessf ul in that
we are now using more and a greater variety of drugs, legal and
illegal. As with the "noble experiment " of the 18th Amendmen t,
prohibition as opposed to regulation has not controlled drug use and a
societal over-reactio n has burdened us with ineffectual, inhumane and
expensive treatment, education and enforcemen t efforts. These
efforts at reducing the social cost of dri:Jg use fail to distinguish
between drug effects and associated criminal activity and fail to
recognize that different drugs pose different problems and that we do
not have one massive drug problem .
Advisory Panel suggests to the Legislature that
The
whatever we have been doing in the area of drug abuse should be
immediately modified. Legislation aiming at regulation and
decriminaliz ation (not "legalization ") should be formulated as novei
efforts that could be quickly modified if unsuccessf ul. The Panel
suggests that this legislation be formulated following four principles.
First, separately consider the different drugs involved and not consider
that there is one massive drug problem; second, distinguish between
the effects of drugs and the associated criminal activity; third, design
the legislation being aware that these are initial efforts subject to
change with experience; and fourth think of "drugs• as including
alcohol and nicotine., not as being separate substances .
The first suggestions for demonstrat ion legislation, rationalized and
detailed herein are:

1.

2.

•

3.

Permit the possession of syringes and needles
Permit the cultivation of marijuana for personal use
As a first step in projecting an attitude of disapproval by
all citizens toward all drug use, take a token action in
forbidding the sale or consumptio n of alcohol in state
supported institutions devoted in part or whole to patient
care or educational activity.

•

-
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red irect this State away from the prese nt destr uctive pat hway
ing four principles .
The Panel suggests that t his legisl ation be formu lated follow
consi der that t here is
First, separately consider the differ ent drugs involv ed ·and not
effec ts of drugs and
one massive drug proble m; secon d, distin guish betwe en the
being aware that these
the associated criminal activi ty; third, desig n the legisl ation
think of "drug s " as
are initia l effort s su9ject to chang e with exper ience ; and fourth
.
includ ing 31cohol and nicoti ne, not as being separ ate subst ances
PANEL QUAL IFICA TION

•

the long experience of
The Panel presumes to make these sugge stions because of
their role as memb ers of
Panel members in activities relatin g to drug abuse, both in
e of their Panel
the Panel and also from their comp rehen sive experience outsid
ent of drug abuse and
function in areas related to the effec ts of drugs , the treatm
socie tal response to drug abuse .
advoc ates that appear
The Panel approaches the Legis lature differ ently from most
but-th at confl ict is not
befor e you. Such advoc ates have some confl ict of intere st,
the persons
alway s disclosed nor easily appar ent to the Legislature or to
ackno wledge that
thems elves . It is not easy or pleas ant, but it is essential,
indus try (not to meneven peace office rs and worke rs in the drug abuse treatm ent
aining and initiat ing
tion simple •lega lizatio n• advoc ates) have an intere st in maint

as individual experts .
This report represents a consensus among Pane! members acting
es nor have those
It does not represent policies or positio ns of the appointing agenci
been consulted during its preparation.

•

no Panel member adheres
The diversity of opinion and choice of tactics is so great that
with the commentary
completely to evety item herein. One Panel member disagrees
recommendations are
portion of the Annual Report on the ground s that the leoislative
Two members
ture.
not within the author ity of the Panel as granted by the Leoisla
ntary. Their
comme
disagree with certain leoislative recommendations within the
ntary .
comme
comments are contained in minori ty reports at the end of this
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certain practices. With minor exceptions, members of the Panel over the past
twenty-two years have had no vested interest in drug treatment programs or
sources of research support. Panel members are appointed by different agencies
within the State and most receive compensation from their primary employment
and are relieved of any tendency to react o.ut of self interest to suggestions for
change.
·

•

After years of informed discussion and sensing a change in the attitudes of a large
fraction of the population, Panel members have agreed that we are manda'ted as an
advisory group to the Legislature to suggest that some legislation be attempted to
reduce the damage to society now being imposed by drugs (always including
reaction to drug use.
alcohol and tobacco) and by inappropriate
IMMEDIATE NEEDS
Action must occur now. It is unnecessary to belabor the magnitude and
importance of the problems of drug abuse as they are currently perceived by at
least a fraction of the American public and by their elected representatives. The
reaction is in part rational and justifiable, but is also colored by emotion and
misunderstanding. The traditional activities by enforcement and regulatory .
agencies, however expanded by the .long standing wars on drugs, whether directed
at the individual drug user or small or large purveyor, have not been able to alter
the course of the problems, of the extent of use, of individual damage or- of the
associated criminal activity. Even in the judgment of the enforcement agencies
this traditional approach has accomplished little except possibly to increase price
and encourage experimentation with alternate drugs. In spite of the sanctions
imposed upon drug users, we have over the past 22-years seen massive epidemics
involving high-dose intravenous methamphetamine, heroin, marijuana, hallucinogens, sniffed cocaine, synthetic narcotics, PCP, and now smoking free-base or
whatever policies we have been
crack-cocaine. It appears incontrovertible
followi11g ever the past generations must not be continued unexamined and
since our actions to date have favored the development of massive
·
individual and societal problems.
Action must bt Innovative. Not only should the leaders of this State act now, but
they must act differently. They must adopt actions unlike those we have tested
and found wanting over past generations. The responsibility for initiating change
appears to us to be passing at this moment from the intellectual and scholarly
community to the Legislature. There is more than an undercurrent of published
discussion favoring radical change and .questioning the efficacy of what, for
convenience, we will call the •prohibition policy. • Technical journals cited below
and leading intellectual periodicals across the political spectrum have published
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carefully reasoned discussions establishing that our present policies ·are worse than
useless. "Legalization" (not our term) has even been s'Jnported by conserv ative
leaders such as William F. Buckley and Milton Freedman.
BASIS OF DERIVATION OF SUGGESTED LEGISLATION
The Panel believes that a rational approach to change should be based on three
concept s that neither the public nor many legislators appear to be aware of or
appreciate, howeve r clear the distincti ons are to researchers and practitio ners in
the area of drug abuse:
1) Differen tiate differen t drugs and differen t routes of adminis tration. There is no
magic
drug problem and looking for
basis for progress in talking about
h
approac
The
public.
the
by
solution to the massive problem as it is perceived
must be based upon a separate consideration of each of the several drugs
involved . The various drugs involve differen t toxicitie s and differen t individual and
social problems. The terrible lethal effects of cigarett e smoking , that is, of inhaling
tobacco smoke, are familiar. Some drugs, notably alcohol, cause, as a direct
pharmacological effect, criminal or anti-social activity. Other drugs, notably heroin,
are much less inheren tly dangerous either to the individu al or to society, in spite of
their high addictio n liability, but they generate massive problems for the criminal
.justice system. The stateme nt about heroin is not controve rsial or arguable. The
California and Federal legislatu res have acknow ledged that narcotic s are not
inheren tly prohibit ively dangerous and have authoriz ed programs to provide huge
doses of methadone, a strong narcotic , to heroin users in lieu of their street drug .

w

•

We must then, not be naively permissive in our attitude toward alcohol and other
depressants that disinhib it and cause inappro priate reactions. And we should not
react emotion ally against less harmful drugs in such a way that their regulation
generates more problems than would their ungover ned use.
Eventualiy, although certainly not at this time, regulatio ns, that is, societal
reaction, will have to take into account differen t routes of adminis tration as well as
differen t drugs and recognize, for example, that cocaine in one form may be a
minor hazard, whereas smoked cocaine may be highly addictiv e and require a more
restricti ve approac h.

•

In our judgmen t, a first step in rationalizing our approac h would be to further
isolate marijuana from the other illegal drugs . This drug is widely used as a social
have had
drug, comparable to alcohol. More than half of the populati on has or
experience with .this drug. Marijuana presents the same problems of responsible
and irresponsible use as alcohol. Howeve r, no change in regulatio n would be
acceptable if it leads to another industry compara ble to the alcohol and tobacco
industry .

3

2) Seoarate drug effect3 from associated criminal activity. Legislators and other
political leaders must look objectively at the hazards claimed to result from drug
.abuse and differentiate damage caused by direct drug effects from damage
engendered by societal reaction. For example, the population is not actually
threatened by the behavior of the heroin user under the influence of this drug. The
heroin user who is ·coasting• after an injection is not given to violent activity. Yet
rr-se '5ame heroin users, driven by their compulsion, will, in their efforts to
maintain a supply of this drug, resort to income generating criminal activities.
These may be as minor as panhandling, may lead only to property and drug
trafficking crime or, the personality of the user permitting, result in violent crime .
Above the individual user is a stratum of heroin purveyors who operate as
organized criminal activity and who will, the need in their opinion' requiring, resort
to the most violent acts. Obviously, to burden the individual user with the onus of
· - - '-; -;riminal activity carried out by people who are rarely users themselves
consumers are totally removed from
:ud to control of the problem only if
me streets. This has not been accomplished even in the face of horrendous
penalties, including briefly, in New York State under the so-called Rockefeller plan,
the death penalty.
With a drug like marijuana, which enjoys popular approval in the face of legal
prohibition, the associated criminal activity is regarded as nominal. And in the face
of a refusal by a significant fraction of the population to support the laws against
marijuana, it will be imp<;)ssible to control the market in marijuana. Indeed,
to
although the huge illegal market for imported marijuana may add
our negative balance of payments, that market is not associated with drive-by.
killings or other devastating criminal activity.

•

•

3) Awareness of Risk/Benefit Ratio of any Change.

Suggestions for changes in the regulation of abused drugs should realistically take
into consideration the possibility that any relaxation of regulation could lead to
ir.creased use. Any change effected should be evaluated over time to ensure that
it does nothiny, or the minimum, to encourage drug use. The term •legalization,"
the approach we are advocating since we are
ue used in
drug to the market or to permit the
unregulated
an
add
not proposing to
development of an industry which proselytizes for drug use. •Decriminalization•
would be a legitimate description, but there is no intent to minimize the dangers or
any drugs, always including those already in wide and
encourage the
damaging use, such as alcohol and tobacco.
A STEP-WISE APPROACH TO DECRIMINALIZATION
The Panel does not pretend to be able to suggest an ultimate solution to the
problem of drug abuse and does not suggest that an ultimate solution be sought at
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th1s t ime. Instead , we sugges t a phased approa ch based upon the above princip
problem s that would initially achieve minor
of diHere ntiating drugs and
would
change but would demon strate to the public Mat th e minor change involve d
the
Since
e.
damag
other
or
in use
not be accomp anied by any signific ant
e
Panel does not pretend to have the ultimat e solutio n it sug gests that the outcom
of such legislat ion be monitored closely .
the
Not only the traditio nal legislative resp'onses , but most curren t proposals in
area of drug abuse legislation, are almost entirely in the directio n of being
of an
increas ingly more restrict ive and vengef ul. One can surmis e this is a result
tion
appare nt fear of being labeled "soft on drugs. " Existin g legisla tion, like prohibi
learn.
can
itself, should be considered essentially a failure but one from which w e
as Cl "noble experim ent," a judgme nt with
Prohibition was charar · .- .. ;zed at the
..:; ··xperim ent, howev er, was
.tow agre.
..vhich most of us V\
. .. ·: was termina ted. The intent of the
3SS iha11 a
L·r, succes sful and at.
18th Amend ment was beyond criticis m and the effort was indeed noble, did
accom plish a decre..:._a in alcoho! - - · ,urr.p cion, and could be used to justify
in
additio nal experim ental approa.ches. Howev er, the experim ent was unsucc essful
the illegal market
•· ::: i: the Americ an public did no , .. Jpport enforce ment and
' erated an amoun t of associated crimina l activity in the 1920's that was
;ceptable to the public.

•

at a similar point in our h istory where much of the leadership and
tion is
- ;;or•.;iderable fraction of the public are coming to questio n whethe r prohibi
na
nc equally unprod uctive in coping with the drug problem s. Clearly ·the marijua
ant
laws are unenfo rceable in the face of the attitud es and practic es of a signific
fraction of the popula tion.
t
The Panel then sugges ts areas in which initial steps can be taken to preven
prove
ideas
the
individ ual tragedi es and unclog our judicia l system . Should any of
was
less than optima l, the legislat ion can be modifie d as easily as the Volstea d _Act
tr.e
termina ted . If the change s are succes sful, they will serve to demon strate to
dtizen ry of Califor nia that differe nt drugs can be viewed differe ntly, thaL some
be
decrim inalizat ion may be beneficial to the general public, and that they can
develo ped withou t great or irrevers ible harm.
SUGGESTED LEGISLATION

•

Remove oenaltj es for possession of needle s and syringe s.
hat
The statem ent that heroin is inheren tly not a danger ous drug has been somew
is
weaken ed by the appearance in the commu nity of the AIDS virus. This virus
transm itted, among other ways, by the use by one person of paraphernalia
contam inated with the blood of an infecte d person . The AIDS v1rus has already
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spread through the drug-using commu nity to an extent that varies with the sanitary
practices of the local population. The prevalence of infection is much higher, for
example, in New York City than in San Francisco .
There are two suggested methods of controll ing the spread of this relativel y new
virus. The first, demonstrably ineffect ive, is to adopt a moralizing attitude ,
continue our current practices and simply add the individu al tragedy and econom ic
burden to the commun ity of more AIDS patients . There is no reason to conclud e
that the addition al threat of infection with AIDS has lead to a decrease in the use
of injected drugs .
The other method of controlling the spread of the AIDS virus wm.Jid be to
encourage sanitary practices at the time of injection by making it possible for each
heroin user to use his own "outfit", that is, syringe and needle, rather ·:-an accept
the risk of using one contaminated with another addict's blood. This v·::::uld
become permissible as well as possible if the intraven ous (IV) drug user were
permitted to legally possess his own syringe and needle. The idea o_f p:ovidin g or
permitti ng the possession of the paraphernalia is controve rsial being viewed by
·some as offensiv e to the public morality . This attitude appears extren ··. sho!'"tsighted, in that making clean outfits available will not affect the preva. . : of
heroin use for the simple reason that syringes and needles are not diffi·
:o
obtain at this time. It follows that current experim ental programs of ne
exchange will be ineffecti ve so long as the IV drug user fears harassm ;;; . . arrest
for carrying paraphernalia on his person.

•

•

Heroin users understan.dably try to avoid carrying supplies of their drug an::: :heir
injecting paraphernalia any more than is absolute ly necessa ry since the
possession of the substance and the equipm ent is a punishable, although nr;•...,:r 'il,
The possession of paraphernalia is defined as a misdemeanor. Even though
convicti ons under that complex section of the code are not easy to obtain if the
charge is cc•ntested, the availability of the charge becomes a conveni ent means of
harassing .t:-.c addict and of .$ubjecting him, .in effect, to a .three-day jail sentence
without trial . A perso .. with a prior-drug related convicti on must be especially
careful since, in such a situation, even the possP.ssion of an ordinary spoon can be
construed as possession of paraphernalia. As a result, users are reluctan t to carry
their own outfits and, their compulsion being upon them, are quite likely to use
whatever. equiprr1ent is available at the site of drug purchase. People driven by the
compuls ion that a heroin user feels, and given their choice between using someone
else's outfit and doing without their drug will use the possibly contami nated
equipme nt.
The Panel urges an appr9ach
would acknow ledge the difficult y of treatme nt
and accept a humane, rather than a punitive approac h, and attempt the control of
the spread of AIDS through the drug-using populati on by removin g the prohibit ion
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ment is after all no
against the possession of drug using equip ment, which equip
trash cans of some
differ ent than that used by a diabetic or that available in the
then, is that those
dozens of office s and hospitals in every city. Th e sugge stion
ns 1 1364,
sectio ns of the codes (California Health and Safet y Code sectio
n 41 40) be
1 1364 .5, and 1 1364 .7 and Business and Professions Code sectio
her syringes and
Whet
revised to decriminalize possession of needles and syring es.
ion in t he spread of
- needles remain presc ription items or not is a minor consi derat
out of plasti c tubes and
drug abuse , since this equip ment or subst itutes impro vised
pacifi ers are already easily available .
t the spread of the AIDS
The result of this action would be to contr ol to some exten
icant impa ct since the
virus. Fortu nately , in California the action could have signif
in cities other than San
incide nce in drug users with HIV infect ion is still below 5%
olling the spread of
Franc isco. Also, there would be impor tant progr ess in contr
rtant, it would provide
hepat itis, other infect ions, and local abscesses. Most ir:1po
tions would be
exper ience and presumably evide nce that libera lizatio n of regula
r than by a massive
follow ed by some gain in individual and public health rathe
availability or lack of
increase in drug use. There is no reason to believe that the
the recru itmen t of new
availa bility of needles and syringes has anyth ing to do with
( 1949 -50 and 1970 heroin users . Excep t during the early years of the epide mics
d by consi dering
71 ) the spread of heroin use to new users can be best unde rstoo
disease mode l." New
what older stude nts in this area refer to as the "infec tious
es, but because of
heroin users do not appear because of the availa bility of syring
their conta ct with established heroi n users.
dama ge to the indivi dual
Allow cultiv ation of mariiuana for oerso nal use. Insof ar as
drugs are alcohol and
and socie ty is conce rned, the quan titativ ely most impo rtant
the other quan titativ ely
nicoti ne in the form of cigare ttes. There remains, then, as
on of the
impor tant drug, marijuana, which has becom e, for a large fracti
that of alcohol in
g
achin
popul ation, a social drug comparable in patte rn and appro
exten t of usage .
ty and as such has
Mariju ana is a disinh ibiting drug used socia lly to relieve anxie
that marijuana is not
many liabilities in comm on with alcoh ol. We ackno wledg e
st any chang e that
w ithou t its effec t on the indivi dual user and would not sugge
We resist the use of
carried a signif icant risk of increa sing the use of mariju ana.
in relation to any drug, includ ing mariju ana. On the other
the word
is responsible for less
hand, an objec tive consi derat ion of mariju ana show s that it
cigare ttes, the other
dama ge to the indivi dual and to socie ty than are alcoh ol and
ng a reacti on to the
social drugs menti oned above. A furthe r consi derat ion in formi
en generations and of
wide use of marijuana is that it is a sourc e of confl ict betwe
disres pect for the law .
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Equally important is the economic and, .to some extent, criminal activity associated
with the marketplace of marijuana. At the moment, we are adding millions to our
trade deficit, off of the books to be sure, by our purchases of marijuana in
Columbia, Mexico, Thailand, and elsewhere. Yet, thanks to a previous action of .
the California Legislature, the product .of this illegal activity may be possessed and
used by the citizen with the possibility of only minor sanctions.

•

The Legislature, some years back, did liberalize the regulations pertaining to
marijuana in making the possession of a small amount (less than one ounce) an
infraction, rather than a crime, calling for a citation and a nominal fine upon the
first violation. lhis change has not lead to any disastrous consequences. On the·
contrary, it has reduced the tension between generations and decriminalized to
some extent the generally sanctioned use of this new social drug by large numbers
of people.
·
This new situation, for which we applaud the Legislature, is however, not stable, in
the sense that the failure to act in relation to the supply of the drug leaves unmet
the question of the still illegal market and .the economic problem that that entails.
If this disparity could be resalved there would be economic gain and a great
simplification of law enforcement which now devotes a considerable effort to
seizing a small fraction of the illegal importations or cultivations.
The Panel therefore suggests that the law be changed to permit cultivation for
personal use. Such cultivation would be permitted only on property serving as the
residence for the individual, that is, it would not authorize the cultivation of fifty
plants on a National forest and it would not permit the possession outside of the
. home of more than the present one ounce, nor would it sanction the provision to
in or out of the residence whether by sale or in the form •parties•. The
change regulatir,g the provision of this drug !!1\J..n be made in such a way that we
do not see the development of another industry comparable to the alcohol or
cigarette industry . .This would require extensive revision of Health and Safety
substances and matters other than the plant.
Code, Section 11358, which
There are people who will express concern about whether such a change, however
warranted by social and economic gains, would not also result in increased use.
justifialtle concerns must not be dismissed out of hand. The Panel insists
that no attitude.Qf approval of marijuana, or alcohol, or tobacco be projected . In
fact, as we have said above, we all remain prohibitionists to the extent that
prohibition will work. To the extent that prohibition creates a marketplace or social
conflict, we suggest more flexible, practical, and humane policies. It appears that
the use of marijuana has reached a plateau at this time, and that usage over
foreseeable circumstances will remain about at its present level, as is the case with
alcohol.
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From the point of view of the younge r membe rs of the popula tion, the problem
na is
becomes a matter of consis tency which we should answe r by saying marijua
ly
.. just as bad as alcoho l", rather than·as the defend ers of marijuana would probab
say, "it's no worse than alcoho l .. .
g
The res ulting conflic t betwee n the propos ed change in Califor nia Law and existin
in
result
would
Federal law is appare nt, but the liberali zation of State regu lations
activity
decreased enforce ment activity at the State level, and Federal enforce ment
The
ing.
is directed primari ly at a level above the activity we are presen tly discuss
success of a trial of this sort would provide leadership to other states and
more
nationa lly. It would have no immed iate effect on problem s related to other
these
er
consid
to
emotio nally-la den drugs, except as it demon strates the need
problems separa tely and one-by -one with an awaren ess of risk/be nefit ratios.
REDUCING THE USE OF DRUGS

•

•

tion is
The present status or effectiv eness of educat ion aiming at drug abuse preven
r
younge
which
with
obviou sly disapp ointing . The amoun t and variety of drugs
t
people are experim enting and subseq uently using have increased to its presen
h
throug
level during the very period when this State had a required kinderg arten
12th-gr ade anti-dr ug use curricu lum in place. Nation al efforts , in or out of the
.-formal school situatio n, have been equally\Hsapp ointing .
l
Not even the succes s in control ling cigaret te smokin g extend s to the youthfu
of
ance
popula tion. Howev er, it is from the succes sful imposi tion and accept
restrict ions on smokin g by the adult popula tion that we must learn importa nt
nts
lessons about which target popula tion to focus on and about which argume
focus
work and which do not. The succes sful campa ign agains t smokin g did not
tic and
entirely on the user but engaged most of the popula tion in making an aesthe
personal respon sibility issue out of smokin g.
tive
The abstrac t adverti semen ts about cancer and other deadly issues were ineffec
compared to the demon stration provide d by intellig ent commu nity leaders and,
laudably, doctor s who publicl y gave up tobacc o and made an issue of passive
not
smokin g. In drug educat ion we have focuse d on physica l damage, whict1 is
we
importa nt to_a young risk-tak er. And we have focuse d on the popula tion that
target
consid er to be at-risk, that is, young people and some minorit y groups . The
drugs,
all
of
use
the
e
popula tion should be the total popula tion and should examin
ption
includin g or even especially, the nomina lly legal alcoho l, tobacc o and prescri
drugs.
In efforts to limit the use of quantit atively import ant drugs, we should act to
is
influen ce the entire popula tion so that an unamb iguous attitude of disapp roval
9

projecte d. Even those of us who continue to drink or smoke -should be willing to
do so withoat claiming that our practices·are anything but bad. For a parent to
decide that his children will never see him drink and that he will not keep alcohol in
thougtf he may drink socially elsewhere, is not hypocrit ical, but
the home,
exemplary .

•

.

A major effort in changin g the attitudin al climate will eventua lly have an effect on
potentia l new users or judging fror.1 the experience with cigarett es, shorten the
duration of their habit.
Howeve r, efforts at drug abuse prevent ion or limitatio n must be multiple in that
populati ons exposed to hard drugs present separate problem s. Certain populati ons,
notably those in urban ghettos , have greater contact with smoked cocaine and
injected heroin, drugs which by those routes of adminis tration are highly addictiv e,
that is, highly likely to be used compuls ively. About these "hard drugs", there are
two prelimin ary points:
1) Drug educatio n among these high-ris k populat ions proceeds at the level
and indepen dently of our efforts. The loss of control
of individu al
in using certain drugs becomes recognized, and most people in these
populati ons then resist their use. That is, some drugs do get a bad name.
As a result, epidemics of such use are self-limi ting to some extent, and,
after these epidemi cs (of which we have now seen four: two heroin, one
high-dos e IV-speed and one smoked-cocaine as crack}, we see a_residual
number of users who have not matured out of their habit.

••

2) The spread of the habit from these established users to new recruits can
be best underst ood by the infectiou s disease model mention ed above, and
account s for the relativel y small number of new users after the initial period
of high use. The number of people involved with these •hard• drugs is small
compared to the numbers using the social drugs discuss ed above, and the
problem s, howeve r destruc tive ano howeve r exagger ated in extent, are
geograp hically limited and are typically associated with non-pharmacologic
problems.
For the general public:, effective drug educatio n would consist of neutralizing
advertis ements- ;howeve r disguised) that glamourize and proselyt ize for drug use.
Instead, an aura of general disapproval of all drugs, includin g the common socially
used drugs should be established.
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SUGGESTED ACTI ONS

Prohibit (legal} drug use in soecial State estab lishm ents.
e from the use of
We have recen tly seen amazing progress in dissuading peopl
n to alcoh ol, already a
tobac co. We will below sugge st additi onal action in relatio
ll, prohi bition is not
regulated drug, with at least some discip line applied. Overa
is justifi able and would
feasible but restricted use of alcohol in inapp ropria te places
d.
be an essential step in projec ting the attitu dinal chang e desire
in State institu tions.
The Panel applauds the estab lishm ent of tobac co free areas
insist that certai n
As a condi tion of their fundin g the Legislature shoul d now
bever ages within the
agencies within the State syste m not sell or provid e alcoh olic
y applied to any
confin es of their camp us or building . This shoul d be imme diatel
givers have a gener ally
medical cente r camp us or hospi tal. Docto rs and other careto proje ct an attitu de
favored statu s and acq\Jire with that a special respo nsibil ity
are accep ting
of disap prova l abou t the use of any disab ling drug while they
res a liabili ty in
respo nsibil ity for a depen dent patien t. Certa inly the State acqui
or see patien ts. More
provid ing alcoh ol to indivi duals who are then going to drive
with that which we
impor tantly , such use then proje cts an attitu de totall y at odds
claim throu ghou t our discu ssion s as desireable.
drug, clearl y show n
Similarly, it is impossible to rationalize the use of a depre ssant
State Unive rsity
to impai r perfo rman ce after small doses, on a Unive rsity or
ctors , that is,
camp us dedic ated to intelle ctual activi ty. The indivi dual instru
neithe r drjnk nor smok e
teachers at all levels, shoul d proba bly feel an obliga tion to
in public , but this is not a matte r for legisl ation.
implied by the
Coun ter ads. In additi on to the emphasis on role mode ling
coun ter prom otion to
sugge stion imme diatel y above , there is an obvio us need for
itly, imply sexual or
offse t the variou s adver tising techn iques that subtly , or explic
with
other social rewar ds for the use of produ cts. The experience
y after the offen ding
adver tising would sugge st that count er ads placed imme diatel
effec tive than Cli·•
ad and provid ing an altern ate view of the probl em were more
policy could be initiat ed
isolat ed, howe ver cute, anti-d rug ads. To what exten t this
appea r more than
intra- state is a matte r beyon d our comp etenc e, but it would
desirable •

•
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Minority Report of Member M. Douglas Anglin for the
1989 Research Advisory Panel Annual Report.
While I applaud the intent of the Panel in its 1989 annual report to stimulate
discussion in several major areas of policy concerning drug abuse, I am not
prepared as a relatively new member of the Panel (since November 1989} to
support all the recommend ations contained in the Executive Summary. As is noted
in the Commentar y, the internal debate by Panel members on these topics was
both lively and diverse. I am in agreement in philosophy, content and interpretation with much of the discussion presented in the Commentar y. I particularly
endorse the emphasis that policy toward illicit drugs should not disregard differ·
ences among abused drugs (and the consequenc es of their use), and that they
should be perceived in the context of the enormity of the social problems
surrounding much more frequently used substances such as cigarettes and alcohol.
I further concur with the philosophy that social reaction to the use of drugs should
be very carefully considered so that the inherent problems are not exacerbated by
inappropriate social reaction or overreactio n, particularly given the current tax
burden imposed by major expenditure s for criminal justice system-based efforts .

•

•

To the extent that the issues raised in the Panel's Executive Summary and
Commentar y can stimulate discussion in important policy areas, provide informa·
tional expertise from the Panel members' aggregated experience, and promote a
thorough examination by the Legislature of alternative policy options, I am pleased
to add my support. Furthermore, my lengthy experience with the AIDS .epidemic
among intravenous drug users suggests that major public health benefits could be
derived from more flexible policies concerning the possession of syringes and
needles, as well as promotion of better disinfection techniques involving bleach.

•

However, I am not in full agreement with some of the Executive Summary's
recommend ations. In particular, allowing' cultivation of marijuana use for personal
consumptio n, a social debate of some 25 years, needs careful consideratio n.
Certainly, the consa.quences of. mar ijuana use are significantly less than use of
or alcohol, and it is true the2i. the majority of people do not use
either
marijuana and, of those who do, few do so with high levels of consumptio n.
Furthermore, public policy toward marijuana has been discredited to the extent that
social overreaction has distorted evidence about medical and social consequenc es
this said, however, I am hesitant, without considerable further
of its use.
public debate, in suggesting changes in laws, either toward further
decriminaliz ation or toward more punitive criminal penalties.
Given the current serious levels of drug use and the cost to society of prevention ,
·treatment, and enforcemen t efforts, the Panel's attempt to reconsider drug abuse
and to propose consideratio n of alternate social policy directions is a new
emphasis that is initiated in the 1989 Annual Report. To the extent that the
Panf:t's efforts have credence with the Legislature, th e ensuing discussion may
cor.tribute to ameliorating drug abuse problems .

12
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Minorit y Rep ort of Memba r Edward P. O'Brien for the
1989 Research Adviso ry Panel Annual Report. ·
ion to amend
The Comme ntary portion of the Annual Report sets forth sugges ted legislat
ntary states
or repeal certain laws relating to drug enforc ement and control . The Comme
the experie nce
that the Panel "presumes " to recomm end such change s in law because of
Panel
as
of the Panel membe rs in activitie s re lating to drug abuse both in their role
entary states
membe rs and their experiences outside of their Panel functio ns. The Comm
gest some
that the Panel is "manda ted as an adviso ry group to the Legisla ture to sug
."
drugs
legislat ion ... to reduce the damage to society .. . impose d by
ment is not
This claim of author ity to recomm end legisla tion on drug control and enforce
concer ning
suppor ted by and, indeed , is contrar y to t he statem ent in the Annual Report
the Panel's Legisla tive Manda te . This Report on page 19 states: "LEGISLATIVE
ia Legisla MAND ATE The Research Adviso ry Panel was created in 1969 by the Californ
c ad die tion.
ture to encour age and oversee researc h related to control led drugs and narcoti
h project s
The Panel was given respon sibility to review , approv e and overs.ee researc
and innova tive
involving marijuana, hallucin ogenic drugs and other .contro lled substa nces,
. Since
treatm ent program s for narcoti c addicti on and abuse of control led substa nces
of the
1969, such research within the State of California has operate d under the aegis
marijuana
Panel. The Legisla ture also manda ted that the Panel encour age research with
addicti on."
and oth er control led substan ces as well as researc h into the treatm ent ·qt drug
the Legisla ture
Furthe r, an :examin ation of the statute s pertain ing to the Panel reveals that
g the use of
has only given the Panel author ity with respec t to researc h project s involvin
of contro labuse
control led substa nces and research project s concer ning the treatmenJ of
Legislature
led substa nces. The statute s also require the Panel to report annual ly to the
and
and Govern or the research project s approv ed by the Panel includin g the nature
conclu sions of the research project s. (Appen dix A)
laws on drug
In my opinion , the Comm entary' s recomm endatio ns to amend or repeal the
There is no
enforce ment and control are not within the legisla tive author ity of the Panel.
ted t":
statuto ry author ity for the Comm entary' s statem ent that the Panel is manda
ity is
aL,Li1or
sugges t drug enforce ment legislat ion. The Panel's "presu ming" of such
above area,
unwarr anted and ill advised . Since the Panel lacks legislat ive author ity in the
omitted .
be
it is my positio n that the Comm entary portion of the Annual Report should

•

that the
In additio n to the lack of author ity for the Comm entary, I would emphasize
for person al
na
Comme ntary"! " legislat ive recomm endatio n allowin g cultiva tion of marijua
es to
use is particu larly injudici ous. The argume nt, that since marijua na use continu
ledge or
escalat e and therefo re crimina l sanctio ns should be abando ned, fails to acknow
es for the
discuss the extent of marijua na use if sanctio ns were remove d. Certain premis
compa rab le to
recomm endatio n, e.g., that marijua na is curren tly increas ing in use and is
accomp anie d
afcoho l in extent ot' usage, are not establi shed. The recomm endatio n is not
of mariby a strong, well-pla nned compre hensiv e progra m to reduce the use and abuse
approa ch is not
juana. Allowin g marijua na cultiva tion for person al use as an experim ental
ia . If the
approp riate since the research subjec ts would extend to all citizens of Californ
signific ant.
experim ent were not succes sful, the social cost of the experim ent could be
13
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of poor quality claiming great hazard to the foetus were much more likely
{5.5 times} to be accepted for publication than better quality negative
studies.]
Pollitt, K. : "Fetal Rights": A nt;!w assault on feminism. The Nation, 1990
(Mar.26): 409.
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Strand, J . and Edwardo, G.: Cocaine and crack: The drug and the hype are
both dangerous. British Medical Journal, 299: 337, 1989 .
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Marijuana and the Criminal Justice System
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•

The Relationship of Illegal Drug Use to Crime
The legislation and enforcement of anti-drug Jaws
has created an unprecedented strain on the criminal
justice system. Advocates of drug legalization argue
that there are other more eUective ways to regulate
than
commerce
behavior and
drug-related
to
incentives
economic
creates
which
criminalization,
_ increase crime.
The National Institute of Justice (NIJ) holds that the
use of drugs such as heroin, cocaine and marijuana
would create crime even if the drugs were legalized.
This position is meant to counter arguments that drug
legalization would eliminate large numbers of crimes.
The argument that drug use contributes to criminal
behavior is laid out in a July 1990 report of the
National Institute of Justice Stllrching for Answers Research and Ewluation on Drugs and Crime. Drug use
creates dangers, the report states, including
heightened criminal activity, degraded work
perfonnance, and personal and property damage.
While there is no drug which itself causes someone to
commit a crime, drug use is held to be one of several
major causes of criminal behavior.
The report claims convincing empirical linkage
between drug use and crime. Drug use is believed to
amplify criminal tendencies, and criminal behavior is
seen to diminish when drugs are removed or absent.
'Three linking mechanisms are described. First, drug
use has an effect on crime due to the
psychophannologic al effects, the "disinhibiting or
disorienting effects of the drug on the mind or body".
Second, drug use creates an economic compulsive
contribution to crime - when crime becomes a way to
pay for drugs. Finally, they point to the systemic
contribution to crime when criminal acts become a
routine way of doing business related to drugs. The
data summarizing these linking mechanisms are
reviewed below and in Table 1.
Drug legalization would remove the economic
Marijuana Digest Post Office Box 16054 Washington. DC 20041

compulsive and systemic influences of illegal
drugs. The argument against legalization, in many
respects, rests on the premise that drug use causes
criminal behavior, and that if the now illegal drugs
were legalized, crime rates would increase far
beyond what they are now, even with the
elimination of drug possession and trafficking
offenses.
Attention will also be devoted below to
distinguishing the effects of widespread marijuana
use from that of other drugs associated by NIJ with
criminal activity.
The Evidence (1):
Drug Use Among Criminals
The most prominent evidence cited by the report
is that drug use is much more popular with
prisoners and arrestees than with the general
population. For example, according to surveys by
the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS) in the mid
1980's, 62% of state prisoners used illegal drugs
weekly compared to 18% of the general population;
63% of incarcerated juveniles were weekly users
compared to 25% of high school seniors.
There is no evidence that marijuana use
contributes to criminal behavior. BJS also reports
that more than half of state prisoners who ever
used a major drug such as heroin or cocaine had
continued on page 3
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Table 1. Links Between Drugs and Crime
National Institute of Justice
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Linking Mechanism .
Psychophannological:
relating to the disinhib'iting or disorienting effects of the drugs on the
mind or body. When
drugs are present. tendencies within the individual or group toward
crime are amplified,
and when drugs are removed or absent. cri.minal behavior diminishes.

._
Ecor;tomic
relanng to the mottvation to commit crime as
a means of supporting a
drug habit

•

Systemic: relating to
violence or crime as
parts of the business or
cultural lifestyle associated with drugs, as in
gang wars or turf batties

Supporting Data:
Cocaine & Heroin
-serious offenders have
a history of pill, cocaine or heroin use
-25% to 40% of inmates in custody said
they were "high" during
the offense for which
they were incarcerated
-criminals have higher
drug usage rates than
the non-criminals according to both surveys
and urinalysis testing
-while not all drug users are involved in other illegal activity, serious offenders are also
the heaviest users

Supporting Data:
Marijuana
-9% of local jail inmates were high on
marijuana when they
committed the crime
that jailed them
-during the 1980's
roughly three out of
four jail inmates reported using marijuana
some time in their lives

-daily heroin users who
commit crimes are
criminally active on
more days per year than
other groups
-in one study daily heroin use was calculated
at costing $17,000/yr
-In 1986, 28% of jail
inmates reponed past
drug dependencies
-One fourth of property
crime can be attributed
to needing money for
drugs

-the large profits of
marijuana farming has
attracted rural groups
formerly engaged in illegal alcohol production
marijuana
cultivation accounts for
at least 25% of the marijuana consumed in the
United States

-some marijuana farm-drug dealers are at a
ers use booby-traps to
high risk for violence
poaching
discourage
-a high percentage of
crop
their
urban homicides have
been linked to cocaine -marijuana bas been
and heroin related vio- · sold by violent groups
incl. Jamaican posses
lence
and motorcycle gangs

Marf)uana Digest: Pg.2 POO otnce Box 16054 Washington. DC 20041

Other Factors
-43.3% of local jail inmates were under the
influence of alcohol
when their crime was
committed
-most serious offenders
with a history of drug
abuse began use of a
major drug (heroin, cocaine, PCP) after their
first arrest
-while many criminals
use and or abuse drugs,
including alcohol, most
drug and alcohol users
do not commit crimes
-the incarceration rates
per capita for alcohol,
and marijuana are similar to the incarceration
rates for non-drug users
-there is no mention in
the BJS crime data or
research summaries of
research or data that indicates that the need for
money to buy marijuana is a cause or contributing factor in the
commission of crime
•two or more grams of
crack cost the same as
an ounce of marijuana

-the DEA has reponed
decreasing incidents of
violence associated
with marijuana farming
-such violence is not
statistically significant
related to general crime
rates

•
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not done so until after their first arrest. Major drug
use may be as much a symptom of criminal behavior
as it is a cause.
Of the survey population of local jaH inmates,
. 70.7% admit to have using marijuana at least once in
there life, and 28.1% reveal they are monthly users.
General population surveys indicate that 66.5% of the
general population have tried marijuana at least once,
but only 10.2% are monthly users.
Usage rates may be much higher, as according to
Searching for Answers the "stigma associated with
drug use has increased over the past 20 years" and
this may have caused "an increasing reluctance to
population.
admit drug use" to surveys of the
There is evidence linking opiate addiction to
criminal activity, For example, a study of of New
York City street-level opiate abusers held that
extensive criminality is proportionate to levels and
patterns of drug usage. Daily use of heroin was
estimated as costing $17,000 annually. This is
evidence of the economic compulsive li.nldng
mechanism.
Gang warfare over crack markets is persuasive
evidence of the systemic linking mechanism. As
evidence of criminal activity due to marijuana use,
the report cites as an example how "the large profits
of drug marketing, particularly of marijuana, have
also attracted rural groups formerly engaged in other
criminal activities such as illegal alcohol production."
However, these causes of crime would be
eliminated by legalization of drugs. There are no
studies on record that indicate that significant
numbers of people steal to support a marijuana
dependency. While occassional stories surface of
booby-trapped marijuana fields, the marijuana trade
does not have a violent reputation. The 1990 Drug
Enforcement Administration report on domestic
cannabis eradication states that "violence and the use
of booby traps have decreased."
The Evidence (2):
Drug Use at the Commission of a Crime
The other evidence presented that there is a
psychopharmo)ggical contribution of illegal drug use
to criminal behavior concerns the number of irunates
who were on drugs at the time they committed the
offense that placed them in prison. Aca>rding to
surveys by the BJS, in the mid 1980's 25% of convicted
inmates were on drugs at the time of the offense, and
40% of incarcerated juveniles.
A BJS special report. Profile of Jail Innuztts, 1989
of
provides recent data to examine the
drug and alcohol use at the time criminal offenses
occur. The survey is of prisoners in local jails rather

than state prisons or federal institutions. In 1989
nearly 1 in every 4 inmates were in jail for a drug
offense, compared to I in every 10 in 1983.
The data concerns drug use at the time the
offense was commited, regardless of whether the
offense was drug-related or not The focus here is
to what extent people on drugs commit crimes (in
addition to illegal drug use.) ()( the 205,524
convicted offenses of the survey population, 27% of
them were caused by someone under the influence
of an illegal drug.
Alcohol, though, was a factor in 413% of all
offenses, and 44% of the offenses commited under
the influence of drugs were also under the
influence of alcohol.
The data suggests a strong link between alcohol
and crime. Alcohol use at the time of ·offense was
more prevalent among violent offenders (46.8%)
than property offenders (30.7%}. An estimated
63.2% of those serving time for homicide and 54.1%
of those for assault reproted being under the
influence of alcohol.
Drug use of any kind was common among
burglars (37.9%} and robbers (35.()%) and least
common among persons serving time for assault,
minor traffic offe.nses, Driving While Intoxicated,
and other public-order offenses.
()(greater interest is how the population of local
jail inmates compares to the general population of
drug users. For example, the number of offenses
committed under the influence of alcohol is going
to be a lot larger than others because a lot more
people drink alcohol than take any illegal drug.
Table 2 rates the number of offenses committed
under the influence of various drugs according to
their annual using population as estimated by the
1990 National Institute on Drug Abuse Household
Survey of diug use.
Rating allows the comparison of equal
populations, as if to answer the question 'of every
100,000 people who drink alcohol, how many will
commit an offense serious enough to land them in a
local jail while under the influence?'
If illegal drug use does contribute to crime, than
the incarceration rates for illegal drug users will be
significantly higher than those for both alcohol and
the non-drug using population.
The local jail incarceration rat.e for the general
population is 209 per 100, 000. Another reference
point is provided by calculating the incarceration
rate for adults who are not monthly drug users.
The incarceration rate for this control group is 137.
The rate for heroin. at 6,120 per 100,000, is
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Table 2. Incarceration Rates for
Crimes Committed Under the Influence of
Drugs & Alcohol
nus table compares two sets of data The first is an estimate of how many local jail inmates were undec the
influence of an illegal drug or alcohol at the time their crime was committed. A local jail is defmed as a facility
which holds persons pending adjudication or persons committed after adjudication, usually for sentences of a year
of less. The second data set consists of estimateS of the annual national drug using populations. These two sets of
estimates are used to compare incarceration rates in local jails for different drug using populations. As standards of
comparison, the incarceration rate in local jails is also calculated for the entire adult population, as well as for those
committing crimes under the influence of any drug or alcohol and those committing crimes not under the influence
of drugs or alcohol.

Drug

Est Local
1
Jail pop. ...%.

Heroin
Cocaine
Stimulants
Marijuana
Alcohol

18,195
54,191
8,702
35,995
163,363

Standards

Jail pop.

Total
3
Control
4
Summary

395,553
221,905
22.3,883

4.6
13.7 .
2.2
9.1
41.3

Annual
2
Using pop.
297,293
5,829,090
2,508,090
18,553,274
124,632,698

%

.19
3.08
1.32
9.80
65.87

189,210,065
177,391,932
124,632,698

6,120
924
347
194
131
Incarcerations/
100,000 adults

Population
100.0
56.1
56.6

Incarcerations/
100,000 users

100.0
93.8
65.9

209
137
179

Notes:

1) U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, 1991. Special Report: Profile of Jail Inmates,
1989. Washington, D.C. Bureau of Justice Statistics NQ·129097. Does not include juveniles.

2) US. Department of Health and Hu.m an Services, National Institute of Drug Abuse, 1991. Summary of
Findings from the 1990 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse. Washington, D.C. National Insti·
tute on Drug Abwe. Figures are for adults, and do not includes ages 12 • 17.
3) While all other population estimates are annual, these estimates, while based on the same surveys, are
monthly. The control group is offe.n ders who have not used illegal drugs thirty days prior to arrest com·
pared to adults who did not report using illegal drugs within the last thirty days.

•

4) The summary group is composed of offenders who were under the influcence of drugs or alcohol at
the time of their offense compared to the annual drug and alcohol using population, which assumes that
most drug users also drank alcohol during the year. Dlegal drug users who do not dri.nk alcohol are not
thought to be statistically significant, but if added to the drinking population would lower the summary
incarceration rate.
Marijuana Digest: Pg. 4 Post Ottlce Box 16054 Washington. DC 20041
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Arrest and Incarce ration:

Recent Drugs & Crime Data

In 1988 there were 13.8 million arrests (FBI
Uniform Crime Reports) and yet only 3.7 million
people under correctio nal supervis ion (26.9%). Of
those arrested in 1988, approxim ately 2.5% went to
jail; 4.4% went to prison; 17.0% went on probatio n,
and 2.9% ended up on parole. (Basal on CorrtctioTIIll
Popullltions in the United States, 1988. March, 1991.)
In 1990 state prisons, on average, were operatin g
at 115% of their lowest capacity and 127% of their
highest capacity . (Pri.stmers in 1990. May 1991)
In 1990 local jails operated on average at 111% of
Jurisdict ions with at
their occupati on capacity.
least one jail operatin g under a court order to
113%
on
reduce populati on
1990. June 1991 )
over capacity . (

from the
Untted States Deportm ent of Justice.
Bureau of Justice Statistics.

.D.C.

Growth Trends :

•

Drug arrests have grown from 583,000 in 1983 to
In the same period the
1,247,000 in 1989.
percentage of irunates in local jails on drug offense
charges rose from 9.3% to 23%. While total inmate
growth rose 77% during this time, the numbers of
irunates charged .with drug offenses rose 328%.
1989. August 1991)
tmd Jail
In 1988 drug offender s comprise d 1/3 of all
state court felony cases. From 1986 to 1988 state
court convictio ns for drug trafficking rose 46%.
tmd Crim.e Facts, 1990. August, 1991)
In a compari son of prior drug use by jail
irunates, in 1983 only 12% of the sample used
cocaine while in 1989 that had doubled to 24%.
Cocaine was the only drug proporti onally more
irunates used in 1989 than in 1983. Cocaine users
were three times as likely as other drug users to
have committ ed offenses to get money for drugs.
tmd Jail Inmtztes, 1989. August 1991)

Prohib ition Related Crime:
Accordin g to a survey of local jail inmates, 1/4
of all property crime (includin g robbery, burglary ,
larceny, theft, motor vehicle theft, fraud, stolen
property and other property aimes) is committ ed
Over 30% of
to gain money to buy drugs.
for
are.
to buy drugs. (Drugs and Jail Inmtztes, 1989. August
1991)

Persons under Correctional Superv ision:

•

were 3,713,000 persons under
In 1988
correctio nal supervis ion in the US., 2% of the
adult populati on. The figures are: 344,000 in jail
(9%), 2,356,000 on probatio n (64%), 607,000 in
prison (16%) and 4m,OOO on parole (11%).
Probatio n is a sentenci ng alternati ve to jail or
while parole is in conjunct ion with time
served. (Cimedioruzl PopuLUions in the UniUd StilUs,

*Wh o is in Jail for Drug Offenses?
Race: Drug offender s in local jails in 1989 were
255% white, 48.3% black, and 24.7% hispanic .
Age: 18-24: 33.6% 25-29: 25.4% 30-34: 15.9%
35-44: 15.2%
Educatio n: 8th grade or less: 15.2% some high
school: 39% high school graduate s: 32.7% some
Jail Inmtztes, 1989. August
college: 13% (Drugs

¥'

1991)

What sentenc es do drug offenders get?
The survey populati on of local jail irunates
represen ts offenses which were serious enough to
land the offender s in jail, rather than receive a
sentence of probatio n or dismissa l of charges. In
surveys conduct ed in both 1983 and 1989 half of
drug offender s sentence d to a local jail received a
sentence of 9 months or less. (Drugs and Jail Inmates,
·
1989. August 1991)
Of drug traffickers brought before state courts in
1988, 71% were sentence d to some kind of
incarcera tion: jail (30%), prison (41 %), or probatio n

(28%.)
The average sentence for a drug trafficker in
1988 was 66 months, with 20 months actually
served and the remaind er on parole. (Generally, a
prisoner is elgible for parole after one third of the
Other average
sentence has been served.)
sentences are larceny- 50 mo.; burglary 74 mo.;
robbery - 114 mo. ; rape - 183 mo. and murder - 230
mo. (Drugs and Jllil InrMtes, 1989. August 1991)

1988. Mllrd!, 1991.)
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47,056
5,817
45,938
27,127
Calif ornia
452,512
Colorado
36,195
Connecticut
53,770
Delaware
13,714
Dist. of Columbia 26,385
Aorida
226,535
Georgia
162,840
Hawaii
12.981
7,447 ..
Idaho ·- ·
Dllnios
136,0S7

.. "Alaska
;· .·.. Arizona
Arka nsas
'4, , .

:'P·'··
'

-.

,....·.

1ndla na

Iowa
Kansas

•

•

. f.rpbaHQfl Parple

75,886

19,111
30,779
Kent ucky
21,687
Louis iap.a
62.598
Maine
8,(X17
Maryland
109,362
Massachusetts 108,995
Michigan
159,957
Minnesota
57,986
Mississippi
19,814
Missouri
66,0SO
Montana
5,803
Nebraska
15,152
Neva da
14,886
New Hampshire 5,179
New Jersey
103,953
NewMexioo
11,640
New York
225,199
Nort h Caro lina
96,116
Nort h Dako ta
2.696
Ohio
111,455
Oklahoma
36,355
Oregon
34,303
Pennsylvania
170,340
Rhode Island
12,184
South Carolina
49;371
South Dako ta
4,656
Tennessee
56,501
Texas
436,578
Utah
10,130
Vermont
6,918
Virginia
46,357
Washington
84,012
West Virginia
8,473
Wisconsin
41,622
Wyoming
3,452

25,178
2.994
25,468
15,931
262,796
23,939
45,883

4,701
489
2,410
3)340
49,364
1,743
371
1,()93
3,949
2,562
11,308
1,108
793
14,369
3,411
1,945
3,497
3,443
8,()97
0
9,225
4,333
7.677
1,639
3,177
7,226
671
447
1,716
461
18,463
1,()80

9,576
12,393
161,989
115,268
9,718
7,357
90,376
55,931
13,()99
19,462
7,398
31,218
6,059
78_619
92,347
115,274
50,184
6,854
42,498
3,275
11,411
5,925
2.948
59,724
5,691
120,809
33/)6 2
67,164
6,191
741
163
70,206
5,991
23,404
1,455
24,178
2,610
92.296 46,466
9,824
442
29,223
3,672
2,504
617
2.8,761
9,529
288,906
77,827
5,595
1,218
5,966
182
17,633
6.610
60,244 "10,745
4,791
807
26,747
4,106
1,814
2.89

Jgl!

4)319
27
6,006
1,994
.64,216
4,882
0
0
1.693
2.8,236
17,482
0
810
9,891
5,235
1,()36
1,906
4_695
11,222
669
7,486
5,454
9,404
. 3;1.27
3,501
5,154
616
1,156
2,343
789
11,124
2,188
25,928
5,469
288

9,160
2,595
2,819
13,649
0
3,497
522
10,858
29,439
1,261
0
9,372
5,934
1,393
4.667
457
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Ave. $ Cost

Ave. $ Cost

Prkoll /conylcUoD Docgrc9f'Qffoo
8,235
3.671
12,365
14,292
30,419
2,307
7,()26
12,()95
14,939
2_618
5,455
8,584
7,5()2
76,171
20,483
5,646
5,873
17,283
3,{)89
7,516
17,965
3,656
3,D45
13,302
8,381
9,100
22,437
34,327
3,848
12,245
2,830
10))80
18,787
2,155
5,546
27;rl.PJ
1,493
4,556
·12,235
21,()81
4,378
16,508
11,444
2,903
11)320
3,£)34
4,824
19,837
5,932
4,2f17
14,718
6,187
8,413
14,148
12,110
4,()32
9_674
1,285
6.625
22,944
14,()84
3)321
16,198
6,862
3,701
27,557
27,612
4,819
17,650
2,942
3,656
27,336
6,348
3,729
6,281
12,176
3,718
12,258
1,249
4,996
12,220
2,161
3,845
13,246
4,902
9,638
17,294
983
7,549
20,()63
14,652
6,143
19,563
2,745
8,957
18,319
44,.560
11,{)81
31,700
17,292
4,011
14,499
525
5,D07
15_691
26,113
5.683
15,412
8,921
4,()84
9,252
4,703
5,()96
17,935
17,929
3,345
15,552
1,918
3,752
19,()09
13,()02
4,995
12,538
1,030
4,593
11,747
7,354
4,971
13,335
40,437
2,286
11,151
2,()57
81148
20,824
770
3,537
20,262
12,787
9,678
17,()26
7,{)89
3,534
18,802
1,482
4,912
12,148
6,159
5,392
16,335
945
7,482
16,137
Sourc:e: Burea u of Justice Statistics. 1991,
U.S. Departznent ol. Justice
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tprob. A Pad
585
2,111
1,602
195
1,311
813
568
376
738
533
416
988
542
520
271
620
490
2,109

485

703
558

500
736

811
898
564
1,378
601
1,992
721
1,()80
1,457
1,296
479
390
814
709
1,114
522
369
502
1,011

666

476
1.629
1,()94
1,500
599
689
896
812
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Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
VUginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisoonsln
Wyoming

8,298,399
7,211,409
9,560,244
12,281,937
3,583,464
15,190,895
23,238,249
32,973,918
16,935,877
6,623,589
12,514,893
2,564,868
5,615,472
3,636,557
2,894,412
28,620,201
4,757,902
90-008,951
18,259,485
2,121,()26
33,460,312
8,769,932
9,463,()57
35,537,565
3,402,704
9,524,474
1,905,749
15,019,516
49,.()64,()94
5,601,669
1,816,()66
17,361,.(96
18,335,594
5,()09,363
15,744,367
2,303,431

f

3,460
3,914
3,915
3,482
3,948
3,973
.(,370
5,o99
4,858
5,314
3,602
3,268
4,392
4,763
4,615
3,573
4,860
4,501
6,641
3,763
4,382
4,166
3,718
4,547
3,883
4,460
3,777
3,693
4,124
4,139
5,285
4,366
3,819
5,302

3,583

4,397
6,815

132,715
2,339,975
688,290
353,651
404J]77

496,330
747,619
169,464
1,091,219
1,448,933
2,131,971
735,496
263,213
829,103
104,457
216,231
331,632
170,275
2,117,568
290,358
7,144,927
1,040,998
70,971
1,809,484
441,909
592,773
1,918,775
193,868
553,477
82,659
756,257

2,938,736
282,177

83,907

1,195,297
887,377
167,924
864,211
98,430
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5.18
5.08
7.66
4.45
8.00
6.16
6.01
5.93
10.98
7.73
6.13
7.38
5.31
6.63
4.86
4.26
5.60
5.19
6.09
4.73
7.18
6.24
6.47
4.34
3.97
6.62
4.07
3.85
9.12
5.88
7.40
6.10
7.94
5.?0
3.35
5.41
5.04
6.26
5.40
5.70
5.81
4.34
5.04
5.99
5.04
.(.62
6.88

.(.84

3.35
5.49
4.27

1,106
295
260

334
190
272
168
167
219
181
240
188
314
318
314
231
143
217
179
183
421
210
360
275
527
215
147

225

187

285

210
254
219
160
208
248
266
202

263

257

120

241
291

172,744
83,135
322,749
71,018
3,394M7
212,580
166,o94
50,140
240,o97
871,671
460,851
71,989
33,929
595,705
220,324
92,183
129,492
182,456
252,422
53,Q44
417,898
403,372
770,865
212,018
73,894
245,584
28,991
58,255
143,475
39,097
638,597
104,263
2,495,522
385,519
13,499
633,424
148,459
174,810
569,787

45,709
246,584
21,387
281,211
997,829
85,578
24,.(72
448,627
296,9U
.(1,619
224,434
25,828

58
233
127
41
163
87
67
101
501
91
101
89
49
69
54

43
70
66
81
59
120
89
114
67
40
64

so

49
182
48
108
99
184
79
28
79
63
84
62
60
98
41
77
84
81
59
99

86
30
63
76

Source: Bureau ot JustloeStatiJtlcs, 1991,
U. S.
ot Justice
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incredibly high. The high cost of illegal heroin and
its addicti ve proper ties create the classic case study in
the relatio nship betwee n drug use and crime. Since
criminal activit y dimini shes as heroin use is reduce d,
this extrem ely high incarceration rate is an argum ent
for getting addicts into treatm ent. It seems that a
small numbe r of heroin addict s are commi tting a
great d eal of crime.
While heroin may offer the classic model, this does
not mean that the same relatio nship holds for other
drugs.
The rates for cocaine and stimul ants are extrem ely
high by compa rison with either standa rd, 924 and 347
per 100,000 respect ively. These rates may suppor t the
argum ent that cocaine and stimul ant use makes
someo ne significantly more likely to commi t a crime
The
than someo ne in the gene.r al popula tion.
due
is
questio n remain s whethe r this crimin al activity
to the effects of drug abuse or the need to get money
to buy drugs.
The incarce ration rates do not suppo rt the theory
that the psycho pharmo logical effects of alcohol or
mariju ana contrib ute to a higher rate of crimin al
activity than is presen t in the general popula tion.
The incarce ration rate for mariju ana users (194) is
not significantly diffe.r ent from that of the genera l
popula tion (209). Furthe rmore, the percen tage of
irunates who commi tted their offense under the
influence of mariju ana is nearly equal to the
percen tage of mariju ana users in the genera l
popula tion. Taken along with the genera l lack of data
linking mariju ana use to econom ic compu lsions
commi t crime and system ic marke t violence, the low
incarceration rate for mariju ana users is an indicat ion
that it does not cause aimina1 activity .
The even lower rate for alcoho l (131) is an
indicat ion that far far more people use alcoho l
respon sibly than those who comm it crimin al acts.
The incarce ration rate for alcoho l users is not
significantly differe nt for that of the non-dr ug using
popula tion. Otherw ise, the eviden ce sugges ts that
while most alcoho l users do not comm it crimes , the
criminal behavi or of those who do can be reduce d by
treatin g their alcohol abuse.

be undert aken); and then a realistic estima te of the
capabi lities of other parts of the system prosec utors, judges , and corrections officials - to
respon d to increas ed arrests and mount ing
numbe rs of drug cases."
State and local police are being encour aged to
pursue retail, street level enforc ement focusin g on
particu lar neighb orhood s, while letting the federal
agents go after the Mr. Big's of the drug trade.
Despit e the political rhetori c of the day, the
resour ces do not exist for ambiti ous prosec ution of
posses sion offenses. The costs to the taxpay ers of
each state justice system are review ed in Tables 3
and 4, as well as the size of the each states
correct ional popula tion. NIJ's response is to find
more creativ e ways to place people under
correct ional superv ision.
Sancti ons:
"The Institu te will contin ue to search for new
low-<:Ost sanctio ns that can be used on a large scale
agains t recreat ional drug users. The criminal
justice system cannot afford to superv ise million s of
casual users . • • nor can it ignore them. NIJ wants
to find solutio ns that do not conges t the courts or
swell probat ion caseloads. One appeal ing solutio n
is incom e propor tioned fines for first offendezs. On
the model of traffic courts, a compu terized system
can impose and collect fines in high volum e to halt
the drain drug cases make on correct ional
resourc es. The Institu te will encour age researc h on
not
(but
that · effectively
sanctio ns
all
er
offend
on
e
unrealisitically) inflict damag
nal
additio
al
hoUS;eholds and require minim
resour ces to admini ster."
"NNJ's researc h is explor ing interm ediate
sanctio ns like house arrest, electronic monito ring,
shock incarceration. asset seizure and forfeitu re,
and intensi ve probat ion superiv ision. The goal
to give the Americ an crimin al justice system a
problem-specific, more rationa l structu re of
for dealin g with diverse offenders."

Alloca ting Resour ces:
.According to "Searching for Answe rs": "crafting a
cohere nt drug enforc ement strateg y require s not only
an assessm ent of the jurisdiction's dnlg proble m- the
types of ll\al'kets, the range of drugs available, and the
characteristics of their users popula tions- to inform
selecti on of the approp riate tactics; but also
assessm ent of the costs of commi tting additio nal
resources (in terms of alterna tive activiti es that cannot
2C041
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0.00
0 .00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.14
0.17
0. 18
0 . 19

334,007
342,157
365,941

0.00
0 .00
0.00
0 .00

o.oo
0.00
0.86
0.84
0 .82
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0.82

188,682
225,828
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COMMENTS OF 'fBE NEW YORK COUNCIL OF
DEFENSE LAWYERS REGARDING PROPOSED
1993 AMENDMENTS TO 'I'BE SENTENCING GUIDELINES

•
Respectfully submiUed,
NEW YORK COUNCIL
OF DEFENSE LAWYERS
530 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY
(211) 221-1414

Robert G. Morvillo, President
Paul Bergman and Marjorie J. Peerce
Co-Chair, Sentencing Guidelines Committee
•

March 11, 1993

NEW YORK COUNCD.. OF DEFENSE LAWYERS

•

COXKBHTS o• TBB HZV YORK COUWCIL
o•
DBrBHSB LAVYBRB RIGARDIHG PROPOSBD
1??3 AKIHDKIHTS TO Til IINTIICIHG GUIDBLIHIS
We would like to thank the Sentencing Commission for the
opportunity to present our views on the proposed amendments .

The

New York Council of Defense Lawyers ("NYCDL") is an organization
comprised of more than one hundred attorneys whose principal area
of practice is the defense of criminal cases in federal court.
Many of our members are former Assistant United States Attorneys,
including ten previous Chiefs of the Criminal Divisions in the
Southern and Eastern Districts of New York .
our

members

thus

have

gained

familiarity :with

the

Sentencing Guidelines both as prosecutors and as defense attorneys.
•

In

the

pages

that

follow,

we

address

amendments of interest to our organization.

a

number

of

proposed

With respect to those

proposed amendments and issues for comment, we have organized our
submission essentially in numerical sequence.

However,

with

respect to those matters which deal in the white collar business
crime area and the narcotics area, we have departed from the
sequential pr•••ntation in order to present tho•• areas together •

•
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•

PROPOSBD AKBHDKBHT 1
Relevant Conduct (S1B1.3) -- prohibits
use of acquitted conduct in determining
guideline offense level; possible basis
for departure ip exceptional cases
We support this proposed amendment, which provides that
conduct of which the defendant has been acquitted after trial shall
not be considered in determining the defendant's offense level
under the relevant conduct section.
commentary

insofar as

We oppose the proposed amended

it states that

in an exceptional case

acquitted conduct may provide a · basis for an upward departure.
We believe this proposed amendment comports · with the
philosophical
•

underpinnings

of

fundamental notions of due process .

the

Guidelines,

as

well

as

There is an inherent imbalance

in including, for the purpose of adding up the relevant conduct of
a defendant applicable to Guidelines calculations, conduct for
which a defendant has been found not guilty.

It is also unfair .

For these reasons, we support the proposed amendment as reasonable.
The proposed amendment is also necessary.

Practice under

the Guidelines thus far indicates that most courts which have
confronted the issue have held that an acquittal does not bar a
sentencinq..,:ourt froa considering the acquitted conduct in imposing
sentence.

United States y. Ayeri, 922 F.2d 765 (11th Cir.

1991); United States y. R9driquez-Gonza1ez , 899 F.2d 177 (2d Cir.

•

1990); United States y. Mocciola, 891 F.2d 13 (1st Cir. 1989);
2

NEW YORK COUNCIL OF DEFENSE LAWYERS

United States y. Isom, 886 F.2d 736 (4th Cir. 1989); United states
v. Juarez-Orteg a, 866 F.2d 747 (5th cir . 1989) (per curiam); united
states v. Ryan, 866 F.2d 604 (3d cir. 1989).

one court has held

that a trial court may consider a prior acquittal as long as that
acquittal is not relied upon to enhance the sentence, United States
v. Perez, 858 F.2d 1272, 1277 (7th Cir . 1988).
We believe the proposed amendment reflects a far better
approach .
NYCOL opposes acquitted conduct providing the basis for
an upward departure in any case.

The Guidelines reflect a balance

that in many ways limits the avenues by which defendants can seek

•

downward departures; we cannot see why the prosecution should be
able to seek an upward departure as a result of conduct for which
the defendant has been found not guilty.
PROPOSBD AKZHDXBHT 2
Use of Guidelines Manual in Effect on Data
of Sentencing (S1Bl.11) -- application of
amended guidelines to multiple count cases
We oppoae this amendment, which extends the Commission's
"one book• rule to multiple count cases on the basis of judicial

-

convenience, wbile ignoring the basic principles of the §X RQit
facto clause of the United States Constitution .

The proposed

amendment provides that in cases where a defendant is convicted of

•

two offenses which "straddle" an amendment to the Guidelines, the
3
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latest revised edition of the Guidelines is to be applied "even if"
the revised edition of the Guidelines results in an increased
penalty for the first offense .

This position is in direct conflict

with the "Background" to this Guidelines section which specifically
states that courts have consistently held that the

facto

clause does, in fact, apply to sentencing Guideline amendments that
subject the defendant to increased punishment.
The general rule of S lBl.ll is to apply the sentencing
Guideline in effect on the date that the defendant is sentenced .
Subsection (b) provides an exception to this general rule where
the court decides that to apply the Guidelines in effect on the
date of sentencing would violate the
•

facto clause.

The

Guidelines, therefore, permit the courts to apply the Guidelines
in effect on the date of the offense of conviction.

By enacting

such a provision, the Commission codified the rationale displayed
throughout the federal courts, which recognizes that to sentence
a defendant based on legislation not in effect at the time of the
offense raises serious constitutional problems.

We believe that

proposed aaandment 2, which provides that "straddled" offenses be
sentenced

uniformly

based

on

the

most

recent

amendments,

contradicta the policy and the rationale epitomized in enacting
S lBl.ll(b) in the tirat place.

This amendment enables a court to

sentence a defendant based on legislation not in effect at the time

•

of the offense and therefore violates the AX

4
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•

It is the position of the NYCDL that the proposed
amendment be revised to say one of two things .

Primarily, we would

endorse a version of the amendment which replaced the words "even
if"

with

"unless,"

thereby allowing

use of the most

recent

amendment for sentencing on multiple counts in cases where such
"grouping" would not result in a harsher sentence for the defendant
based on legislation not in effect at the time he committed his
crime.

This proposal balances institutional interests in judicial

convenience and efficiency with the well-established constitutional
concerns of Article I, section 9.
our second recommendation concerning this amendment calls

•

for reworking the section to read that "the revised edition of the
Guidelines shall be applied to both offenses, when the court, in
its discretion, so decides that such application balances the
government's

.- practical

constitutional concerns . "

interests

with

the

defendant's

Leaving this determlnation up to the

court's discretion is consistent with the rest of

S lBl.ll.

section lBl.ll(b) already gives the court authority to make the
initial determination of whether there
consideration.

is an

u

facto

Enabling the court to further this inquiry in cases

consisting of aultiple "straddled" offense counts is consistent
with the raat of the section and the policy considerations behind
enabling the court to make that determination in the first place.

•

In addition, the Guidelines have gradually usurped the all too
important discretion

of

the

sentencing court
5
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sentencing areas.

In an area as fact specific as

facto

determinations, where the Commission has already recognized the
need for court discretion, the Guidelines should not abandon its
rational approach towards this difficult. issue on the basis of
symbolic uniformity and efficiency .
Accordingly, the NYCDL opposes the proposed amendment to
SlBl.ll as presently worded.

We do, however, support an amendment

which either prevents the application of the most recent version
of

the

Guidelines

where

it

prejudices

constitutional rights under the u

the

defendant's

facto clause or which

leaves the determination in the discretion of the sentencing court,
balancing the

interests of

the government with those of the

defendant .
PROPOSBD

5

Fraud, Theft, Tax (Chapter TWo, Parts F, B & T) -deletes "more than
planning" adjustment
from fraud and theft
and "use of
sophisticated means" from tux guidelines; restructures
monetary loss tables in fraud. tbeft . and tax
The NYCDL believes that the proposed changes to the theft
and fraud table• are unwise, ar,d that they exacerbate one of the
worst a•pe£ta of the current sentencing regime:
imprisonment for

virtual mandatory

first offenders who commit relatively minor

property offenses.

6
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Under the present Guidelines, the offense levels for
theft and fraud offenses are determined largely by the amount of
loss involved as set forth in the dollar tables that are central
to

the

sentencing

S 2Fl.1(b)(1).

scheme. .

See

Guidelines

S 2B1 . 1 {b) ( 1) ,

There is a two-point "bump" for crimes that involve

"more than minimal

planning . "

The proposed amendment would

eliminate the "more than minimal planning" offense characteristic,
and substitute dollar tables with increased offense levels for
almost all amounts of dollar loss .
In our view, to enact these proposed changes would be a
serious mistake,

affecting thousands of cases each year .

We

believe that one of the worst features of the present Guidelines
•

is the compelled imprisonment of first-offenders in larceny and
fraud cases.

Under the current provisions, any defendant who

steals more than $10,000 is DQt eligible for a straight sentence
of probation.

Absent other mitigating factors in such cases,

present law sets a minimum offense level at "9",

taking the

offender out of "Zone A" of the sentencing table and requiring at
least

one

month

of

imprisonment,

intermittent

coJilllunity confin-ent, or home detention.

confinement,

Offenders who cause

losses in exceaa of $40,000 face offense levels of "11" or higher,
taking t b - out of •zone B" of the sentencing table and requiring
that at least half of the minimum term of the Guideline sentence

•

be satisfied by imprisonment.

As a practical matter, therefore,

7
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under current law any first-offender who steals in excess of
$40,000 must spend at least 4 months in a federal prison. 1
If the proposed changes in the theft and fraud tables are
enacted, even more

will wind up in federal prisons .

According to the new tables, any offender who steals more than
$5,000 faces a minimum offense level of "9"; such an offender is
ou·t

of zone A and is ineligible for a

probation.

sentence of straight

Similarly, any offense involving a loss of more than

$13,500 generates a minimum offense level of "11", requiring a
prison sentence unless some other deduction is applicable.
These changes are unwarranted for a slew of reasons.

•

First, they fly further in the face of the Congressional mandate,
contained in 28

u.s.c.

S 994(j), that the Commission "insure that

the Guidelines reflect the general appropriateness of imposing a
sentence other than imprisonment in cases in which the defendant
is a first offender who has not been convicted of a crime of
violence or an otherwise serious offense • • • • "(emphasis added).
If this statute means anything, then persons with no criminal
records who steal $5,000 or $10,000 or $15,000 ought not be sent
to prison as a routine matter.

•

The typical defendant in such cases

1
"!'he base offense level for theft cases, pursuant to
Guidelines S 2Bl.1(a) is "4." A case involving a loss of $40,000
results in a "7" level increase, for an offense level of "11" .
First-offenders, i.e., those in Criminal History Category I, face
a "Zone C" guideline sentence of 8-14 months .
Pursuant to
Guidelines S 5Cl.1 (d) (2), at least one-half of the •inimu. sentence
-- 8 months in this example -- must be satisfied by imprisonment,
resulting in at least a 4-month prison term •
8
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-- an embezzling bank teller, for instance -- commonly faces such
collateral

consequences

difficulty of finding a

as

the

loss

of

employment

and

new job as a convicted felon.

the

The

' sentencing tables ought not require prison in such relatively nonserious cases, particularly when Congress has indicated that prison
generally should not be required in those circumstances.

The

proposed amendment, which reduces further the loss threshold at the
door of the federal

prison cell,

is unwise and contrary to

congressional intent.
It bears emphasis here that the proposed increase of
punishment levels at the low end of the spectrum in theft and fraud

•

cases evidently was not a deliberate policy decision by the
Commission or its staff.

Rather, the increased punishment levels

appear to be an artifact of the proposal to abolish the specific
offense characteristic for crimes marked by "more than minimal
planning . "

If the two-point increase for offenses with more than

minimal planning

is killed,

its ashes apparently are to be

scattered over the entire theft and fraud tables, resulting in
higher sentences for all levels of loss.

Ironically, however, when

the White Collar Working Group began examining these issues, its
"Prelillinary Purpose Statement" indicated that it would examine,
inter alia; •wether the punishment level is low enough at the low
end of the loss spectrum and high enough at the high end."

•

The

amended tables drastically increase sentences at the high end -cases involving multimillion dollar losses -- but they inexplicably
9
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raise punishment levels even at the low end.

Yet, the offenses at

the low end of the spectrum -- those involving several thousand
dollars of loss -- typically were not the kinds of cases in which
sentences were enhanced for "more than minimal planning."

The net

result, therefore, is that the Commission has proposed doing away
with an aggravating factor that typically did not impact low-end
cases, and raising sentence levels across the board.

The low-end

offender winds up facing more prison time, when the question at the
outset was whether punishment levels at the low end of the spectrum
already were too high.
We emphasize in this regard that the purpose of the
Guidelines was to eliminate sentencing disparity,

and .n2.t to

increase prison sentences generally. With the Guidelines, however,
come

have

sharply

higher

average

sentences.

According

to

statistics published by the Department of Justice in September
1992, defendants sentenced for fraud offenses who were released
from prison in 1991 had spent, on average, 37t more time in prison
than fraud defendants who were released froa prison in 1985.
Federal cri.Jiinal case Processing, 1980-90, United States Department
of Juatice, Bureau ot Justice statistics, at 18.z

To the extent

Defendants who were released in 1985 had served an
Defendants
average time until first release of 11. 4 months.
time
average
an
served
had
released in 1991 for the same offenses
undoubtedly
increase
This
of 15. 6 months until first release.
understates the impact of the loss tables in generating increased
sentences, because fraud prosecutions tend to involve lengthy
investigations, and the statistics for 1991 therefore must include
a substantial number of pre-Guidelines casas.
2
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this phenomenon reflects the imprisonment of first-time offenders
who steal relatively minor amounts of money, it is deplorable, and
the proposed amendments only make matters worse. 3
An

theft

and

additional problem with the proposed loss tables for

fraud

cases

is that

they

gradations calibrated to dollar loss,

increase

the

number of

further complicating a

sentencing scheme that already draws unwarranted distinctions
between offenders.

A case involving a loss of less than $40,000

would be slotted into one of eleven pigeon holes, rather than one
of the nine categories that currently exist.

The dollar gradations

at the lower end of the spectrum seem almost trivial.

In the

experience of our membership, the defendant who steals $3,000 is
not a materially different person from the defendant who steals
$5,000 or $8,000 or $13,500.

Yet,

these defendants receive

markedly different sentences under the loss tables, particularly
as amended .

By contrast, an offender who already has stolen

$70,000,000 may steal an additional $49,999,999 before his offense
level jumps by so much as one point.

To be sure, a one-point

increase in often•• level translates into substantially more prison
time at the high and of the spectrum, but we question whether the

3

We note that the only low-end offender whose lot would
be improved under the amendments is the defendant whose conduct
generates a los• of lea• than $600. such defendants would face no
increase in the base offense level of their crimes, whereas
previously there was some increase for any los• of more than $100.
The impact of this change, at least in the districts in which our
members practice, will be less than de minimus.
11
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Guidelines ought to draw distinctions that turn on whether the
defendant steals $600 as opposed to $1,000 or $1,700, as the
proposed loss tables would mandate.

The NYCOL believes that

punishment for property crimes already is myopically focused on the
amount of loss involved.

The kinds of picayune distinctions that

the proposed loss tables draw in low-end cases aggravate this

our members, undoubtedly

problem and serve no valid purpose .

joined by federal judges all over the country, would prefer tables
that draw fewer and broader distinctions, perhaps based on orders
of magnitude .

Put

simply ,

a $10,000 thief may perhaps

distinguished from a $100, ooo thief,

be

and a person w.ho steals

$100,000 may commonly be distinguished from a defendant who steals
•

$1,000,000 .

But a person who steals $1,000 ought not be treated

differently from one who steals $1,700.

That is just silly.

With respect to the wisdom of doing away with the
specific offense characteristic for crimes that involve "more than
minimal planning," we aqree that this characteristic has resulted
in some sentencing disparities because it is both overbroad and
ambiguous.

However,

we also believe that there is a

valid

distinction to be drawn between sophisticated, carefully calculated
criminal

conduct

and

unplanned,

opportunistic

behavior.

Accordinqly, we favor redrafting and retaininq this characteristic
so that it can be applied in appropriate cases, as opposed to

•

abolishinq it in favor of across-the-board increases in the offense
levels for theft and fraud offenses.

An appropriate formulation,

12
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in our view, would allow for enhancing the sentence where the
defendant has engaged in substantial planning beyond that typical
of the offense of conviction.
PROP08BD AXBHDKBHT ' AHD 188018

•oa

COKNEHT 7 AWD 38

Fraud {S2Fl . l) -- invites departure in fraud cases in
which loss fails to fully capture the seriousness of the
offense or the fraud causes substantial non-monetary harm
Fraud & Theft {Chapter Two, Parts B & F) -- issue for
comment about adding offense levels when loss fails to
fully capture the harmfulness and seriousness of the conduct

•

Theft {S2Bl.l) -- issue for comment regarding
whether downward adjustment should be added for
defendants who do not personally profit from the offense
In proposed amendments 6 and 7,

the Commission has

proposed permitting an upward departure in fraud cases where the
defendant's conduct causes substantial nonmonetary harm.
Commission

also

has

asked

for

comment

whether

The

significant

nonmonetary harm should be a specific offense characterist ic for
theft and fraud cases, resulting in a one- or two-level increase
in offense level severity.
We agree that there are cases in which the dollar amount
of the

not appropriatel y reflect the seriousness of the

defendant's crime.

The theft of $50,000 from an elderly couple

with no other savings is properly viewed as a more serious crime

•

than a bank officer •s theft of a like amount from a commercial
13
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bank.

It is our view, however, that such differences are best

handled by considering them on a case-by-case basis, rather than
creating another specific offense characteristic .

No further

amendment is necessary; Application Note 10 to S2F1.1 already
addresses these situations, and permits upward departure where the
loss table "does not fully capture the harmfulness and seriousness
of the conduct . "
We are far more concerned with the plethora of cases in
which the single-minded focus on financial loss overstates the
seriousness of the defendant • s crime .

A major weakness of the

current system, in our view, is that the Guidelines in theft and

•

fraud cases do not distinguish sufficiently between defendants who
are and who are not motivated by personal profit.

The corrupt

president of a savings and loan institution who steals $10,000,000
to line his pocket deserves a heavy sentence.

But the assistant

who aids and abets that president, perhaps only in order to keep
their job, should not have the severity of his or her offense
slavishly determined by the same "dollar loss" yardstick.

We

realize that in ao•e cases (though by no means all), the assistant
may merit a deduction for minor role in the offense.

However,

where the offenae level already has risen out of siqht because of
the amount of loaa involved -- loss that the assistant may not have
desired, and from which they may not have profited -- the impact

•

of the mitiqatinq role adjustment is insubstantial •

14
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The Commission already has taken note of a
anomaly in narcotics cases.

similar

Proposed amendment No. 8 provides for

a ceiling tor lower-level defendants in drug cases, and the basis
for the proposed amendment is, in part, as follows:
Commentators have arqued that the quidelines
over-punish certain lower-level defendants when
the sentence is driven by the quantity of drugs
involved in the offense. For such lower-level
defendants, the quantity of drugs involved is
often opportunistic and may be a less
appropriate measure of the seriousness of the
offense than when the defendant has assumed a
mid-level or higher role.
We believe that precisely the same point applies to
lower-level defendants in theft and fraud cases when the sentence

•

"is driven by" the amount of financial loss that the case involves.
Accordingly,

we

strongly

endorse

the

suggestion

of

the

Practitioners' Advisory Group, set forth at proposed amendment 38,
that

the Guidelines

permit

a

downward

adjustment

where

the

defendant did not personally profit from the theft, and we believe
that courts should be encouraged to depart downwardly in such
cases.

Likewise, we aqree that there should be a cap on the

offense level for minor or minimal participants whose sentences are
deterained vitb respect to the theft or fraud loss tables •

•
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PROPOSBD AKBNDXBHT 23
Abuse of Position of Trust
(S3B1 . 3} -- guideline reformulated
to better distinguish intended scope
of adjustment for abuse of "special" trust
We strongly support the proposed amendment.

The addition

of the word "special" and the proposed additional Commentary make
it plain that the "position of trust" necessary as a predicate for
the enhancement may not be, for example, the ordinary employeeemployer relationship (such as the relationship abused in ordinary
embezzlement or postal employee theft cases)' but rather must

•

involve the abuse of a trust that has been specially placed in the
defendant,

a trust that does not involve a merely ministerial

function.
In

applying

the

current

S 381.3,

the

courts

have

considered a number of factors, including (1) the extent to which
the position of trust provided the freedom to commit a difficultto-detect crime, United States v. Hill, 915

u.s.

502, 506-7 (9th

Cir . 1990); (2) defendant's duties as com:pared to those of other

•

'
In tbia connection we strongly oppose proposed amendment
46, propouDded by the United States Postal Service, precisely
because it provides for an automatic enhancement for certain
offenses, baaed exclusively on the status of the defendant
(employee of the USPS) without regard to the particular
circumstances of the offense or defendant. There is no reasoned
basis to enhance the penalties for USPS employees, and for the same
reason that the "ordinary bank teller" is not subject to
enhancement, ·the "ordinary postal employee" should not be subject
to enhancement •
16
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employees, United States v . Lange, 918 F.2d 709-10 (8th Cir. 1990);
(3) defendant's level of specialized knowledge, United States v .
Mulligan, 958 F. 2d 345, 346 (11th Cir. 1992); (4) defendant's level
of authority in the position, United States v. Gergiadis, 933 F . 2d
13219, 1227 (Jd Cir . 1991); and (5) the level of public trust
involved in the offense, United States y. Rehal, 940 F.2d 1, 5 ( 1st
Cir. 1991).

However, a large number of courts have struggled to

apply the provision's general language, (which appears to focus on
the abuse of

trust)

with the exception carved out in the

current commentary for

by an ordinary bank teller."

States y. Qdoms, 801 F. Supp. 59 (N.D. Ill. 1992).

•

To resolve that conflict many courts have turned to the · analysis
offered in United States v. Hill, supra, which applies

the

first of the above-listed factors and seems to ignore the others,
particularly those which focus on the nature of the position of
trust in question.
We believe that the proposed amendment would encourage
courts to apply all of the above-listed factors and, thus, would
promote careful distinctions between those cases where the abuse
of truat ia critical to the commission of the crime and the extent
of the bara to the victim from thoae caaea where the abuse of truat

-

is not central to the crime .

It would induce the courts to

all facts which speak to the question of whether the defendant's

•

abuse goes beyond the ordinary elements of the crime in question •

17
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However, it would do so without rejecting the useful (though not
exclusive) analysis offered in United States v. Hill, supra.
An

amendment just to SS 281.1 and 281.2 to deal with

simple embezzlement cases {as suggested by the additional issue for
c omment) would not address the concern posed by the
an across-the-board manner .

Hill case in

For example, such a limited amendment

would leave simple mail fraud cases in which employees defraud
their employers (where no "special" trust is abused) in the same
posture as the simple embezzlement cases have been in under the
current section.

•

We do not believe the issues posed in the

embezzlement cases are limited simply to embezzlement cases and
would recommend a broader approach •

We urqe the Commission to adopt the proposed amendment.
PROPOSBD AKBHDXBHT 20
Money Laundering (Chapter Two, Part S) -consolidates SS2S1.1 and 251.2 and SS2S1.4 and 2S1.4;
ties offense leyel closer to seriousness of offense
The NYCDL qanarally supports the proposed modifications
to the aoney-laundering Guidelines .

Money-laundering charges have

become the latest "darlinq in the prosecutor's nursery"; qiven the
breadth ot- the aoney-laundering statutes, and the qoverruaent' s
prevalent

•

threatened

and

actual

use

of

those

statutes

in

imaginative {and frequently inappropriate) ways, the existing base

18
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offense levels clearly need to be changed in order to prevent
manifest injustice.
We must question, though, why the base levels remain as
· high as they are even under the amendments .

Under proposed

GuidelineS 2Sl.l(a) (3), tor instance, the base offense level for
a defendant who launders money that has been stolen is "8" plus the
number of offense levels from the fraud table.

However, it is not

evident that the defendant who launders stolen funds should be
punished more severely than the defendant who stole the money in
the first place.

The thief starts with a base level of "6", after

which the fraud table comes into play.

•

defendants,

Additionally , for many

including personnel at financial institutions ,

the

amount of funds laundered (or the amount of funds not reported as
required) may not be an appropriate measure of the seriousness of
the crime.
downward

Courts generally should have the ability to depart

where

the dollars

involved

seriously

overstate

the

magnitude of the defendant's offense.
Subject to these criticism.s, however, we support the
changes to the money-launde ring Guidelines, and urge that the
amendaanta be presented to Conqress •

•
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PROPOSBD

21

Tax (Chapter Two, Part T) -consolidates SS2Tl . l, 2Tl.2, 2Tl . 3, and
2Tl . S; adopts uniform definition of tax loss
We endorse proposed amendment 21's efforts to simpli fy
t he tax Guidel i nes, and eliminate inherent confusion in their
application.

We also endorse the efforts made in this amendment

to allow deviations from the pure percentage calculation of tax
loss in appropriate circumstances by stating that the percentages
are subject to a rebuttable presumpti on.

•

We oppose the additional issue tor comment which asks
whether the tax table levels should be increased one level to
account tor a

in the sentencing table which increased the

available levels tor probation.

It a defendant is within levels

7 or 8 already·, and the court believes some type of confinement
(community

or

otherwise)

is

appropriate,

authority to impose such a sentence .

the

court

has

the

If . the tax tables are

increased in response to the changes in the sentencing tables, the
salutary purpose of the change in the sentencing table -- to
increase the nuaber of defendants for whom straight probation is
available -- will be lost since those defendants will no longer
fall within the new ranges.

In sum, we think the change is ill-

advised and defeats the purpose of the 1992 amendment •

•
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PROPOSBD

8

Drug Trafficking ' Role in the Offense

CSS2Dl.l, 381.2) -- provides offense level

ceiling in drug trafficking guideline for
defendants who receive a mitigating role adjustment
While we believe it entirely appropriate to limit the
offense level for "lower-level defendants," as proposed S 201.1
would

achieve,

we

question

whether

the

proposed

"cap"

for

defendants who receive a mitigating role adjustment, that is, level
32, is low enough to reflect the truly mitigated role that some
lower-level poor and financially desperate defendants play in
concerted activity.
For defendants who receive a "minimal role" adjustment,
•

the "cap" should be even lower than for those who receive a minor
role

adjustment.

Further,

as

suggested

amendments (specifically, 39 and 48), the

in

other

proposed

should be lower

depending on the type of controlled substance involved -- with a
lower

cap

for

less

dangerous

controlled

substances.

such

differentiation would further achieve the purposes of the proposed
amendllent in the firat place, which is differentiating between
defendant. vboae culpability is not appropriately aeasured by
whatever quantity of drugs may be involved, but rather
by the econoaic and social circumstances in which they find
themselves •

•
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While we reach no determination on the precise "cap" that
ought to be applied in each circumstance (as to which experience
"cap" may be the beat guide), we do wish to comment on
another aspect of the proposed change in the Guideline, which is
unjustified regardless of whether there is a "cap" or not.

Thus,

the NYCDL strongly objects to the proposed Application Note 7 to
the proposed revision of the Mitigating Role Guideline,

s

3Bl.2.

Both proposed Options of the proposed Application Note specifically
exclude from the class of defendants who are eligible to receive
a mitigating role adjustment,
a

•

quantity

of

contraband

contraband
a

"defendant who is entrusted with
for

courier

purposes
or

mule,

of
not

transporting
an

such

offloader

or

deckhand) . "
It is our view that this exclusion of all "mules,"
without regard to characteristics of the individual defendant and
transactions is an unjustified exclusion.

The culpability levels

of any individual "mule" is not necessarily higher than other
minimal participants in a narcotic distribution scheme.

More

significantly, the exclusion is entirely inconsistent with Proposed
Application Mote 5, which lists characteristics "ordinarily • • .
associated with a mitigating role" that can be said to apply to
many courier-defendants, and with Note 3, which directs that,
whenever certain characteristics exist, a minimal role adjustment

•

is appropriate •

When such characteristics exist with ·a "mule"-
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defendant,

there

is no valid reason

to deny a

minimal role

adjustment as to that defendant too.
Proposed Application Note 3 thus provides that the 4level reduction "applies" to a defendant who is "one of the least
culpable of the participants in the criminal activity," and that ,
to be considered one of the least culpable,

such defendants

"ordinarily must have all of the characterist ics consistent with
a mitigating role listed in Application Note 6 below." Application
Note 6 provides that no defendant is entitled to a mitigating role
adjustment if he or she

•

(a)

sold, or played a substantial part in
negotiating the terms of the sale • • • ;

(b)

had an ownership interest in any portion
of the contraband; or

(c)

financed any
activity.

aspect

of

the

criminal

Application Note 3 also suggests consideratio n -- "though not
determinativ e" -- of the fact of a defendant's "lack of knowledge
or understandin g of the scope and structure of the criminal
activity and of the activities of others" in determining whether
a defendant played only a "minimal role."
In our experience, many mule-defenda nts
including

"intestinal tract smugglers, a class of defendant

often seen in the Districts in which we practice
qualificatio ns of Application Notes 3 and 6.

•

generally
meet the

Indeed, the vast

majority of these defendants are not sellers or negotiators of the
23
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terms of any sale,

have no ownership interest,

financed the transaction.

Indeed,

and have not

the vast majority of the

defendants we encounter in the Districts in which we practice are
from foreign countries, often from rural environments, who are
driven

by some

of the worst economic hardship ·to undertake

activity of the most offensive and dangerous nature (swallowing
drugs) ,

and who have no idea of American culture or of the

significance and effect of their conduct on our American culture .
Not only do they have no "knowledge or understanding of the scope
and structure of the criminal activity and of the activities of

•

others," as Application Note 3 discusses, but they are exploited
by traffickers who lie to them about quantity so that they can
underpay them for their piecemeal work •
Not only do these individuals meet the qualifications of
Application Note 6 tor "minimal role" attribution, but they also
meet the qualifications of Application Note 5 .

That Note provides

"a non-exhaustive list of characteristics that are ordinarily
associated with a mitigating role," as followa:

•

(a)

the defendant performed only unskilled and
unsophisticated tasks;

(b)

the defendant had no decision-aaking
authority or responsibility;

(c)

total compensation to the defendant waa
small in amount, generally in the form of
a flat fee; and

(d)

the defendant did not exercise any
supervision over other participant(•)·
24
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While there may be mule-defenda nts who possess none of
t hese qualificatio ns (or not all of them), the vast majority meet
the characterist ics which the Note recoqnizes as defining "the
least· culpability. "

The task they perform is not only unskilled

and unsophistica ted, but it is dis.q usting and dangerous.
no

There is

responsibili ty on the part of these individuals

at all,

and indeed,

most are escorted to the airport in the

foreign country of origin and met in this country at the airport .
They are totally supervised, and not supervisory in any sense of
the word .

•

And though the compensation paid to these defendants is

often dependent on weight, it is small compensation , and, because
the principals wish to limit their financial outlay, they often
lie to the mules about the weight they are carrying.
·.

In a weight-

driven scheme of sentencing, culpability is often overstated for
this reason alone.
There is no reason to deny an adjustment to a courier as
a

matter

of

justice

because

the

characterist ics

set

forth

elsewhere to quality criminal conduct applies no leaa to a courier
who tits the characterist ics, than to any other participant in a
drug operation who ·po•sesses these characterist ics .

There is no

reason to deny the adjustment as a matter ot policy because, as a

-

very real .attar, there is no real deterrent attect ot increasing
the sentence for the many foreign offenders who have no knowledge

•

or understandin g of

the

laws, or of the risk that they take in

performing the taak ot carrying drugs.
25
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4lt

repeat couriers, we have rarely, if ever, seen a defendant who is
a "second-offender" courier.)
In sum,

because most couriers,

includinq almost all

intestinal tract smuqqlers , meet all of the inclusive definitions
of minimal role, and none of the exclusions, it makes no sense to
have a cateqorical bar to treatinq them as any other defendant.
PROPOSED AKBHDXBHT

t

Oruq Traffickinq (§201.1) -- reduces upper limit
of Druq Quantity Table; adds adjustments to further
reflect defendant culpability and risk of harm
We endorse the concept of reducinq the upper ·.._limit of

4lt

the Druq Quantity Table.

We believe that adjustments by virtue of

specific offense characteristics more appropriately deal with
qradations of seriousness in offenses than increases due solely to
quantity of druqs involved .
As to the suqqested adjustments for firearm possession
and use, we oppose any expansion of the adjustment from the
current 2-point adjustment to 4 or 6 points .

This adjustment

could potentially alter a defendant's sentence by some 150t.

such

a huqe adjuataent ia inappropriate where the adjustment is based
on conduct_that constitutes a separate substantive offense, as
these firaarJIS adjustments do.

Use of a firearm durinq a druq

transaction could be charqed as a violation of 18 u.s.c. 924(c).

•

Discharqa could be charqed as attempted murder or assault, if
26
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•

warranted.

Causing

injury

could

be

charged

as

assault

or

attempted aurder, and killing someone as murder.

The impact ot transferring separate substantive offenses
into offense characteristics is to dilute the government's burden
of proof.

We believe that substantive crimes,

represented

by the

firearms

adjustments,

such as those

should be tried

to

factfinders with the standard trial burden of proof and with the
evidentiary protections that Due Process require in a criminal
trial.
Accordingly, we oppose the portion ot proposed amendment
9 (and the similar portion in proposal 39, which we separately

•

address,

intra,

at

pp . 29-31}

that

enhancements ranging from 2 to 6 points.

would

allow · firearms

We all agree that those

who brandish or fire guns should be punished severely, but we
believe that they should be tried and convicted for the offense
first.
We further believe that there should be no adjustment
when a defendant has been convicted ot S 924(c) or any substantive
ottense that ia pr-iaed on the use ot a weapon in a drug
transaction.

Additionally, we believe that, wherever there is an

adjuataent becauae ot the use or discharge ot a weapon,

the

adjustaent-ahould be applied, as proposed amendment 39 suggests,
only when the defendant himself "actually posaessed" or discharged

•

the gun, or where he "induced or directed another participant"
actually to do so •

Given the statements ot various courts that
27
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•

"guns are tools of the narcotics trade", any adjustmen.t that is
not so limited is potentially abusive in its overinclusiveness.
We also approve of the decrease for defendants who "did
not own or sell the drugs, . did not exercise decision-making
authority, did not finance the operation, and did not use relevant
special skills."

We would not approve any limitation on the type

of defendant for whom that decrease could be made -- specifically,
the limitations in other proposed amendments for couriers.

Where

such couriers -- or indeed any participant -- in drug activity
meets

the

discretion

•

criteria

for

a

to

the

decrease

award

decrease,

the

court

regardless

should

of whether

have
the

defendant "carried" the drugs or not, for the same reasons as are
stated in our comments to proposed amendment 8 •
We also oppose the sliding scale of upward adjustments
for a defendant who was "the principal organizer or leader of the
criminal activity or was one of several such principal organizers
or leaders, " based on the number of participants "involved. "
Aside from the difficulty in counting "participants," we believe
that the· number of participants "involved" does not necessarily
increase true culpability, unless the defendant was responsible
for procuring the participation of those others.
the

leadership function,

rather than

The quality of

the absolute number of

followers, is, we think, the better measure of culpability •

•
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PROPOSBD AJlBIIDJtlDr1' 3 9

Drug Trafficking and Role in the Offense
(SS2Dl.l, 3Bl.2) -- revises drug and role
guidelines by reducing maximum offense level
in drug quantity table, adding enhancements
for weapon usage and high-level organizers,
and capping offense levels for defendants
receiving mitigating role adjustments;
increases reduction for minimal participants
As with proposed amendment 8, we agree that there should
be a "cap" for those who qualify for a mitigating role adjustment.
We approve of a

lower "cap" where less dangerous controlled

substances are involved, as this proposal provides.

•

As we stated in our comment to proposal 9, we oppose
expansion of the firearm enhancement from the current 2 points to
a 6-point range.

We believe that for such substantial adjustment

to be applied for conduct that in essence constitutes a separate
crime, the defendant should first be tried and convicted for the
offenses.
We further believe, however, as stated in our comment to
proposal 9, that any adjustment for weapon use should focus on
what the defendant hiaaalf did -- not on whether weapons "were
used".

Ill thia reqard, this proposed amendlllent, nu.ber 39, is far

better thaJi 9, because it indicates that an adjustaent should
apply only where the defendant himself possessed a weapon, or

•

where he is equally culpable because he "induced or directed
another participant" to actually do so.
29
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maxim that quns are tools of the trade, "looser" language, that
does not focus on individual conduct, has the potential to add
points to defendants who are not truly culpable for the offending
weapons conduct.
As with proposal 9, we disaqree with an increase for a
principal organizer or leader of criminal activity "that involved
15 or more participants . "

Where the organizer or leader does not

himself bring in participants, the exact number of participants
may not be a fair measure of actual culpability .
Finally, we oppose a 2-level increase for a defendant
who qualifies for an aggravating role adjustment where he or she
"obtained substantial
•

activity .

income or resources"

the

use

of

constitutes "double counting."

this

from

definition

the criminal
in

essence

Larger quantities entail large

profits, and afso higher offense levels.

So, an increase keyed to

profits counts the same increase in culpability that is already
accounted for in increased offense levels.
Moreover, when applied to convictions premised on S 848
-- which includea such an element of the obtaining of "substantial
incoae or r . .ourcea• -- there is also a factor of double counting.
For theaa raaaona, we oppose the adjustment.
Further,
application.

•

the

term

is

too

ambiguous

for

proper

A proposed Application Note 16 would direct a court

that must interpret "substantial income or resources• to refer to
the law that has developed under 21

u.s.c.

S 848(c)(2)(B).

Cases

30
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interpreting those words, however, have shown that the term is
ambiguous. For insta.n ce, the Second Circuit held in one case that
the sum of $2000 constituted "substantial income or resources"
sufficient to render S 848 applicable.
674 F.2d 167 (2d Cir. 1982) .

United states v. Losada,

If $2000 constitutes "substantial

income or resources," then

can be, and the term is too

ambiguous for legitimate use.
This proposed amendment also contains three different
mitigating role adjustments instead of two -- or actually, five
adjustments,

since

the

proposal

contemplates

between" the adjustment levels provided.

cases

"falling

While we

larger

decreases for truly minimally-in volved defendants, we wonder how
•

a "significant ly minimal participant" is different from a "minimal
participant. "
a

district

We would welcome the amendment, however, so that

judge

can

exercise

this

added

discretion

in

an

appropriate case.
To the extent that the proposed application note 7
provides that a defendant who transports contraband "shall not
receive• any of the aitigating role adjustments aa to the amount

ot contraband tranaported, we object tor the reasons expressed in
our
are,

to propo•ed aaendment 8, supra, pp. 21-26; couriers
in tact, often "•iniaally" involved,

contraband •

•
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PROPOSBD AKBUDUBUT 48
Drug Trafficking (5201 . 1)
established ceiling on offense levels
for minor and minimal participants
We again approve of the concept of a "cap" for minor and
minimal participants.

This proposal specifically sets forth lower

caps for those minimally involved than for those who are minor
participants, and specifically sets forth lower caps for certain
kinds of controlled substances.

We approve of these further

distinctions, and favor the for;mulation in this proposal over the
others.

These proposals promote the policy of the Guidelines in

recoqnizing
•

further

distinctions

based

on

the

level

of

participation of the defendant and the nature of the controlled
substance involved.
PROPOSBD AKBHDXBHT '0
Mitigating Role (5381.2)
prohibits aitigating role adjustments
for defendants held responsible under
relevant conduct only for the quantity
of drua' in ybicb tbev actually trafficked
Por the aaae reaaons as are expreaaed in our comaent to
propoaal &; ve object to this OOJ proposal, which prohibita any
mitigating role adjuatmont as to drugs "in the defendant's actual

•

possession."

32
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PROPOSBD AIUDfDWDr.r 51

Drug Trafficking (5201.1) -- clarifies
that term "cocaine b§se" means "crack"

·•
We

specifically

endorse

this

proposal ,

because

remedies a defect in both the Guidelines and the statutes .

it

It is

clear that Congress and the Commission aeant to punish "crack"
offenses more heavily than other offenses .
subsumed into the term "cocaine base."

At present, "crack" is

There is , however, another

substance that falls within the definition of "cocaine base"
which, unlike crack, is a precursor to cocaine, and is unlike

•

crack in nature or dangerous effect.
We

strongly believe

that,

regardless

of

any

other

amendments, the commission should adopt this amendment, to make it
clear that it is "crack" to which heavier penalties are meant to
apply,

not the type of cocaine base that is also covered by

present definitions .
I88UU WOJl COIOID'r8 24, 31 UD 4 7 I

Modification or delation of Government
wqtign requirement for 5K1 . 1 downward departure
1fe atronqly endorse issues tor co. .ent 31 and 47, which
would eliminate the need for a government motion aa a predicate

•

for a

s

5K1.1 "substantial assistance" departure.

Access to this

moat i.portant of departures should not be controlled by the
33
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prosecution.

While we applaud the Commission's solicitation of

comment in this area

for co. .ent 24), we do not agree

with its suggestion that elimination of government control might
be limited to cases involving non-violent first offenses.

We

believe that courts are fully able to assess the extent and value
of a defendant's cooperation, and that the nature of the crime and
the

offender's

history

should

not

preclude

the

court,

in

appropriate cases, from adjusting the sentence downward.
PROPOSBD AKDIDXDTS 25 UD 3'

Standards of Acceptance of Plea Agreements
(S6B1.2) -- adds commentary recommending
that the government disclose to the defendant
information relevant to application of the
guidelines prior to entry of a guilty plea

•

We endorse proposed amendments 25 (Commission) and 36
(Practitioner's

Advisory

Group)

regarding

disclosure

by

the

government of information known to it in the context of plea
discussions so the parties can have a realistic perception of
probable

sentencing

This

practice

encouragecl in the Second Circuit by virtue of

is

already

that Court's

suggeationa in Unitld States v. Pimental, 932 P.2d 1019, 1034, (2d
Cir. 1991)-; and as practitioners in the Second Circuit we have
found it extr. .ely helpful in plea discussions.

•

By engaging in

those discussion many tactual disputes between the parties have
been resolved, eliminating the necessity of pre-sentencing factual
34
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hearings, and defendants have been able to enter the plea process
with some level of knowledge of the likely sentence .
Dated:

New York, New York
March 12, 1993

Respectfully submitted,
NEW YORK COUNCIL

OF DEFENSE LAWYERS

530 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10036

•

•
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1635 East 22nd Street
Oakland, CA 94606
Te 1 : {51 0 ) 53 3-0 60 5
Fax: ( 510) 53 5-0437
March 14, 1993
United States Sentencing Cormnission
One Columbus Circle, NE, Suite 2-500
Washington, D.C. 20001

South Lobby

Dear Sirs/Mesdames,
For the past five years I have served as an expert on the
subject of marijuana cultivation, intent and yield in both federal
and state courts. Before that, I studied the plant, cannabis, for
over fifteen years. As a result of my study and research I have come
to the conclusion that federal sentencing in marijuana cultivation
cases is inappropriate and unjust. In addition it does not accomplish
any of the purposes for which it has been promulgated.
The Guidelines were created to develop a more uniform method of
sentencing for offenses of equal magnitude. The Guidelines, as they
pertain to marijuana cultivation do not accomplish this goal.
Instead, they create a system of arbitrary and capricious punishment,
not justice.
•

In order to have a clear understanding of the effects of the
sentencing regulations as they affect marijuana growers it is helpful
to have an understanding of marijuana's botany as it relates to
yield, cultivation techniques, patterns of personal use and sales and
intent .
Botanically, marijuana is considered a short day or long light
plant. That means that its flowering cycle is triggered when the
plant receives between 8-12 hours of uninterrupted darkness each
evening. Two plants of the same variety, one a seedling and one a
large, older plant will both flower at the same time if given the
One implication of this is that plants
same long night regimen.
grown outdoors will flower at a given time during the season no
matter what size they are.

•

Once the plants begin to flower, they stop new growth of
branches and stem. Instead, all of the new growth consists of flowers
in the male, which then dies, or the flowers of the unpo1linated
female. If the female remains unpollinated it continues to grow new
flowers which spread along the branches and develop into thick masses
commonly called buds or colas. Should the female flowers be
pollinated , which occurs through wind pollination in nature, the
plant stops growing new flowers and instead devotes its energy to
developing seeds .

•

TO :

FROM:

United States Sentencing Commission
Ed Rosent hal

March 14, 1993
Marijuana is a dioecious plant, there are separate male and
female plants. Males make up half the population. The male is removed
from the garden to prevent pollination of the females as soon as its
sex · is detected. The plant is discarded. If a garden is seized one
day, the plant count might be much higher than the next day after
males are removed.
Marijuana users prefer to smoke sinsemilla because it produces
more weight of useable material and is easier to prepare for use than
seeded flowers. The seeds cannot be used for intoxicating purposes
and are commonly thrown away .
The size and yield of the plant is dependent on several factors .
1. ) Variety.

•

Since there is no central source for seed, varieties have not
been standardized as they have for commercial vegetable and flower
crops. Growers either use seed that they have found in marijuana they
bought for use, in the same way that a person might start a plant
from an avocado pit, or find a source of seeds or cuttings. When they
need new plants, they then use seeds which they have produced.
Because of this each grower eventually has his/her own distinct
variety. There are literally thousands of varieties and each has its
own potential yield and prime conditions, climate and weather,
gardening technique, water conditions, and date of planting.
2. ) Cultivation Technique
No matter what the potential of a particular plant's genetics,
cultivation processes determine the actual yield of a particular
plant.
A.) Plants which are grown close together stunt side growth so
that each has smaller buds with less branching than it would grow
gi ven more space. Unreleased DEA studies on spacing and yield confirm
this. In these experiments, plants were placed on 6 foot centers
(about 36 square feet) and yielded just one pound of bud per plant.
A typical indoor garden may be the same size as the single plant
grown by the
six by six feet, a total of 36 square feet.

•

Rather than trying to grow large plants, growers often use a
method dubbed, •sea of green•. Plants are started four or more per
square foo.t and are never intended to grow out of that space. This
garden may have plants growing at the density of four plants per
square foot, a total of 144 plants. Each plant would have a maximum
yield under ideal conditions with a high yielding variety of only
about one half ounce . The maximum yield of the garden would be four
and a half pounds. If the grower were reproducing plants using
cuttings, a small tray of them, with a size of less than two square
feet, could contain 36 plants.
2

TO:
FROM:

United States Sentencing Commission
Ed Rosenthal
14, 1993

B.) Plant growth and yield is determined in part by the amount
of water the plant receives. Less water results in smaller growth.
This is especially important in gardens which receive no irrigation.
In parts of the country, there is no water for long periods during
the growing cycle . This results in very small plants. Indoors, plants
are often over watered, resulting in poor growth.
C.) Plants receiving low light or too intense a light have lower
yields than plants receiving optimum light. Because of the
necessarily surreptitious nature of growing operations and the need
for them to remain hidden, plants are often grown in less than ideal
conditions. They are often hidden under the shade of trees or in
other areas where they do not receive direct sunlight. Plants
receiving these conditions will grow much smaller than plants
receiving direct sunlight. In areas of the country where the sun is
very intense, plants will be stunted from over-radiatio n. Indoors,
growers often try to grow plants using inadequate lighting, resulting
in very low yields.
D.) Outdoors, late planting results in smaller plants, because
the plants of a single variety flower at the same time no matter the
size. Surreptitiou s growers often plant late so that there is less
time for the plants to be detected and so that stay small, making
detection less likely. Indoors, growers using the • sea of green"
force the plants to flower when they are only 18 inches high. At
maturity, the plants are only two to three feet tall, with no
branching and a yield of only one half ounce.
3.) Conditions
A.) Soil fertility and fertilizing regimen plays a part in
growth of plants. Plants receiving inadequate nutrients have smaller
yields than those obtaining adequate amounts. No two farmers use
exactly the same techniques, so each will have different results.
B.) Temperatures which are too high or too low retard both
growth and yield. This affects all outdoor crops. Indoors, gardeners
often find it difficult to control temperatures because of the heat
generated by high intensity of the lights needed for indoor
cultivation.
C.) Very high or low humidity lowers the growth rate and yield
of the plant by slowing photosynthes is. This leads to lower yields.
D.) Rain may destroy a crop if it occurs close to harvest time
because the ripening buds are susceptible to mold under conditions of
high humidity and moisture. Once attacked the bud can be destroyed by
the spreading fungus overnight.

3
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TO:
FROM:

United States Sentencing Commission
Ed Rosenthal

March 14, 1993
Lowering Level 42 through 24 as proposed (Sec 2Dl.l) is a step
in the right direction. The offense levels for what is now Levels 2226 should also be reduced. Even a 2 point reduction would make the
sentencing more appropriate.
The Guidelines should also be amended so that the court can
consider downward departures based on mitigating circumstances for
marl.Juana crimes of Level 12 and under. Penalties other than
incarceration should be considered for first time offenders in these
cases. This would free . the courts of many small and relatively minor
cases as well as limiting the possibility of these offenders mingling
with hardened criminals .

•
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PART I. SCOPE OF CHAPTER; SENTENCE AUTHORITIES

Standard 18-1.1. Scope of chapter
(a) This chapter deals with sentencing of adult individuals or
organizations convicted of felonies and misdemeanors [for which an individual
offender may be sentenced to total confmement for six months or more].

(b) This chapter does not deal with capital punishment.
(c) This chapter does not deal wifu sentencing of juvenile offenders
unless those offenders are tried and convicted as adults.

•

(d) This chapter does not deal with commitments to institutions for
treatment programs, whether characterized as criminal or civil, unless a
commitment is a pan of a sentence imposed following conviction for an
offense.
(e) This chapter does not deal with sentencing by military justice
tribunals.
Standard 18-1.2. The legislative function
(a) The legislature and executive should determine the public policies
of sentencing and enact the statutory framework for the sentencing system.
The legislative function is performed best by statutes that aniculate the
societal purposes in sentencing, define the authorized types of sanctions, and
set the maximum limits of those sanctions.

(b) The legislature and executive should establish the organs of
government necessary to implement the legislatively determined policies
within the legislative framework and delegate to them the powers appropriate
to their roles.
Standard 18-1.3.

•

The intermediate function; guided judicial discretion

(a) The legislature should create or empower a governmental agency
to transform legislative policy choices into more particularized sentencing
provisions that guide sentencing courts. The agency should also be charged
with responsibility to collect, evaluate and disseminate information regarding
sentences imposed and carried out within the jurisdiction. Guidance of
judicial discretion in sentencing and development of an information base
about sentencing are the basic aspects of what these Standards describe as
"the intermediate function."

•

-2(b) The interm ediate function should be performed by an agenc
y
with state-wide authority. The interm ediate function is perfo rmed
most
effectively through a sentencing commission.
(c) If a jurisdiction elects not to create a sentencing commission, the
legislature should either under take the interm ediate function
itself
designate anoth er organ of government to do so. If the function is deleg or
ated
to the judicial branch, it should be made the responsibility of the highe
st state
coun or a state-wide judicial conference.-.....
Stand ard

The sentencing function; abolition of jury sentencing;
sentencing councils; appel late review of senten ces

(a) Imposition of senten ces is a judicial function to be perfo rmed by
sentencing courts. The function of sentencing courts is to impose a
senten ce
upon each offender that is appro priate to the offense and the offen
der. The
jury's role in a. criminal trial should not extend to determ inatio
n of the
appro priate

•

(b) Sentencing courts may convene councils, composed of judges
sitting on a sentencing court, as advisory panels to develop comm on
criteri
for sentencin·g decisions and to assist individual judge s in determining a
the
appro priate sentences in partic ular cases.
·
(c) The highest coun of the state, if autho rized to promu lgate rules
of criminal procedure, should establish rules for pre-se ntenc e and senten
cing
proceedings.
(d) Review of sentences imposed by sentencing courts is a judici
al
function to be performed by appellate courts.
·

PART II. PUBLIC POLICY LEGISLATIVE CHOI CES
A. Societal Purpo ses

Stand ard18 -2.1.

Multiple purposes;
approaches

consequential

and

retributive

(a) Tbe legislature should consider at least five different societal
·purposes in designing a sentencing system:

(i) To foster respect for the law and to deter criminal conduct.

•

•
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(ii) To incapacitate offenders.
(iii) To punish offenders.

(iv) To provide restitution or reparation to victims of crimes.

--

(v) To rehabilitate offenders.
(b) Determination of the societal purposes for sentencing is a primary
element of the legislative function. The legislature may be aided by the
agency performing the intermediate function.
B. Types of Sanctions

•

Standard 18-2.2. Types of sanctions authorized
(a) The legislature should enact a criminal code that authorizes
imposition of the following types of sanctions upon persons convicted of
offenses:
(i) Compliance pro&rams. Compliance programs are sanctions
intended to promote offenders' future compliance with the law. For
individuals, compliance programs involve control or supervision of
offenders within their communities, such as probation.
For
organizations, compliance programs may involve supervision or change
in the management or control of an offender.
(ii) Economic sanctions. Economic sanctions include fines,
monetary awards payable to victims, and mandatory community
service. The legislature should not authorize imposition of economic
sanctions for the purpose of producing revenue.

•

(ill) AcJrnowled&ment sanctions. Acknowledgment sanctions
include court-ordered communications to the public at large, or to
particular classes of persons, of information about offenders'
convictions and other facts about the offenses.

(iv) Intermittent confinement. Intermittent confinement is
confinement during specified hours in a local facility or in an
offender's residence.
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•

(v) Total Confinement. Total confinement is incarceration in
a federal, state, county, or municipal institution.
(b) The legislature should be receptive to the development and use
of new sanctions not set forth in these standards.
(c) The legislature should enact an adult community corrections act
to facilitate the establishment of a comprehensive adult community
corrections program. The Model Adult....Community Corrections Act is a
suggested example.

C. Costs and Resources
Standa rd 18-2.3.

Costs of criminal sanctions; resources needed

(a) In designing or changing the criminal justice system, the
legislature shoul'd consider financial and other costs of carrying out sentences
imposed. For this purpose, the legislature should ensure that it receives a
"sentencing impact statement" before it enacts new provisions in the criminal
code.

•

(b) The legislature should appropriate the operat ing and capital funds
necessmy for each pan of the sentencing system to perfor m its prescribed
role. In particular, the legislature should provide adequ ate funding for
alcohol and drug treatm ent programs.

(c) Presumptive sentences ideally should not be determined on the
basis of funds or resources available.
(d) The legislature should recognize the consequences of not
appropriating nec:eswy funds, including the possibility that offenders will
not seNe appropriate and just sentences.
(e) In the event that the legislature fails to provide necessary funds,
the agency performing the intermediate function should see that the
aggregate of sentences imposed in conformity with legislative policies does
not exceed the facilities and services provided for prope r execution of those
sentences. In particular, the aggregate of sentences to total confinement
should not exceed the lawful capacity of the prison and jail system of the
state.

•

•

-5D. Severity of Sanctions
Standard 18-2.4. Severity of sentences generally
The legislature should ensure that maximum authorized levels of
severity of sentences and presumptive sentences are consistent with rational,
civilized and humane values. Sentences authorized and imposed, taking into
account the gravity of the offenses, should-lte no more severe than necessary
to achieve the societal purposes for which they are authorized.
E. Detenninacy. Dtspadty and lndivjdualized Sentences

•

Standard 18·2.5. Determinacy and disparity
(a) The
should create a sentencing structure that enables
the agency performing the intermediate function to make reasonably accurate
forecasts of the aggregate of sentencing decisions, including forecasts of the
types of sanctions and severity of sentences imposed, so that the legislature
can make informed changes in sentence patterns through amendment of the
criminal code, or the agency can do so through
guidance to
sentencing courts.

(b) The legislature should create a sentencing
that
sufficiently guides the exercise of sentencing couns' discretion to the end
that unwarranted and inequitable disparities in sentences are avoided.
Standard 18-2.6. Individualization of sentences
(a) The legislature should authorize sentencing courts to exercise
substantial discretion to determine sentences in accordance with the gravity
of offenses and the degree of culpability of particular offenders.

•

(i) Sentencing courts should be permitted to take into account
facts and circumstances concerning the offense or the offender that
constitute aggravating or mitigating factors.
(ii) Neither the legislature nor the agency performing the
intermediate function should assign specific weights to aggravating or
mitigating factors.
(b) The legislature should authorize sentencing courts, sentencing
individual offenders, to take into account personal characteristics not

•
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material to their culpability that may justify imposition of a different type of
sanction or, in limited circumstances, a sentence of lesser severity than would
otherwise be imposed.
F. Systemic Revjew

Standard 18-2.7. Systemic review

-,

(a) The legislature should ensure that valid, current data are
compiled on the operation of the criminal justice system, including data on
the use and efficacy of each type of _sanction.
(b) At least once every ten years, the legislature should re-examine
legislative policies regarding sentencing in light of the pattern of sentences
imposed and executed.

PART Iii. LEGISLATIVELY AUTIIORIZED SENTENCES
A. Luislative Framework Generally

•

J. Current Offense Sentences

Standard 18-3.1. Ordinary offenses and offenders
(a) For each offense, the agency performing the intermediate function
should guide sentencing courts to the presumptive sentence; i.e., the level of
severity of the sentence and the permissible types of sanctions to be imposed
in the ordinaly case. For cases that are not ordinary, the legislature or the
agency should establish criteria for imposing sanctions of more or less
severity, or of different types of sanctions. Such criteria should include the
factors aggravating or mitigating the gravity of offenses, the degree of
offenders' culpability, and personal characteristics of individual offenders
that may be taken into accounL
(b) Presumptive sentences may be expressed in terms of ranges of
severity of sanctions.

•

•
Standard 18-3.2. Mitigating factors
(a) The legislature or the agency performing the intermediate
function should identify factors that may mitigate the gravity of an offense or
an offender's culpability in commission of the offense.

(b) The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing courts, upon finding that one or more of the mitigating factors is
present in a case, in the use of
choose a level of severity or type
of sanction different from the presumptive sentence for an ordinary offense
by an ordinary offender.
{c) Mitigating factors should not be assigned specific weights by
statute or by guidance to sentencing courts.

•

(d) When presumptive sentences are expressed in ranges of severity,
sentencing courts should be guided to consider mitigating factors in
determining sentences within the range and, if the factors are substantial, in
departing downward from the range.
Standard 18-3.3.

Definition of offenses; aggravating factors

(a) The legislature should define offenses so that important factors
determining the gravity of offenses are made elements of the offenses rather
than aggravating factors to be considered only in sentencing.

(i) The legislature should categorize offenses in which an act
of violence is an element separately from similar non-violent offenses
so that the levels of severity of authorized and presumptive sentences
are appropriate for each type of offense.
(ii) For offenses in which the gravity of the offense varies with
the amount of money or quantity of goods, the legislature should
differentiate offenses by including amounts or quantities as elements
of the offenses.

•

(b) The legislature or the agency performing the intermediate
function should identify factors that may aggravate the gravity of an offense
or an offender's culpability in commission of the offense.
(c) The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing courts, upon finding that one or more of the aggravating factors
is present in a case, in the use of discretion to choose a level of severity or
type of sanction different from the presumptive sentence for an ordinary
offense by an ordinary offender.

•8•

•

(d) Aggravating factors should not be assigned specific weig
hts by
statute or by guidance to sentencing courts.
(e) When presumptive sentences are expressed in ranges of
severity,
sentencing courts should be guided to consider aggra
vatin
g
facto
rs in
determining sentences within the range and, if the factors are
subs
tantia
l, in
depaning upward from the range.
Standard 18-3.4.

Personal characteristics of individual offenders

(a) The legislature and the agency performing the inter
mediate
function should authorize sentencing courts, sentencing indiv
idual
offen
ders,
to consider their physical, mental, social and economic chara
cteris
tics,
even
though not material to their culpability for the offenses, only·
as
prov
ided
in
this Standard.
(b) The·legislature and the agency should permit sente
ncing courts
to use information about offenders' financial circumstances
for
the purpose
of determination of the amount or terms of fines or
othe
r economic
sanctions.

•

(c) Except as provided in (b), the legislature and
agency should
provide that sentencing courts may take into account persothe
nal characteristics
of offenders not material to their culpability to determine
types of sanctions to impose or, if the characteristics arethe appropriate
indicative of
circu msta nces of hardship, deprivation, or handicap, to
lessen the severity of
sentences that would have been imposed.
(d) The legislature should specify that the follow
characteristics shall not, in and of themselves, be used for this ing personal
or any other
purpose wi1h regard to sentencing:
(i) Race,

(ii) Gender or sexual orientation,
(iii) National origin,

(iv) Religion or creed,
(v) Marital status,
(vi) Political affiliation or belief.

•

•
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2. Criminal History of Offenders

Standard 18-3.5.

Criminal history; recidivism

(a) The legislature should authorize more severe -sentences for
convicted offenders with prior convictions. The extent of enhancement
should be reasonably related to the sentena. severity levels authorized for the
offense of conviction.

•

(b) Standards for enhancement of sentence on the basis of criminal
history should take into account the _nature and number of prior convictions
and the time elapsed since an offender's most recent prior conviction and
completion of service of sentence. The legislature should fix time periods
after which offenders' prior convictions may not be taken into account to
enhance sentence; these periods may vary with the nature of the prior
offenses.
(c)
agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing courts to the appropriate weight to be given to an offender's
criminal history.
(d) If a jurisdiction has an "habitual offender" statute or comparable
law regarding recidivists, the statute should provide that sentences imposed
because of prior convictions should be reasonably related in severity to the
level of sentence appropriate for the offense of current conviction.
3. Slmgltanequs Sentences for More than One Offense
,

Standard 1S.3.6.

•

Offense of conviction as basis for sentence

The legislature and the agency performing the intermediate function
should provide that the severity of sentences and the types of sanctions
imposed are to be determined by sentencing courts with reference to the
offense of conviction in light of defined aggravating and mitigating factors.
The offense of conviction should be fiXed by the charges proven at trial or
established as the factual basis for a plea of guilty or nolo contendere.
Sentence should not be based upon the so-called "real offense,• where
different from the offense of conviction.

•
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Standard 18-3.7. Convictions of multiple offenses
(a) The agency performing the intermediate function shoul
sentencing courts to impose on any offender convicted of multiple d direct
a consolidated s:t of sentences that appropriately takes into accou offenses
nt all of
the offender's current offenses.
(b) For offenses that are part of

episode,

(i) convictions of offenses whose elements substantially overlap
should be merged for sentencing.
(ii) sentencing courts should not change the type of sanction
or increase the severity of sentences for multiple offenses merel
y
result of the number of counts or charges made from a single episoas a
de,
and

(iii) where the separate offenses are not merged for sentencing,
sentencing courts should impose sentences of a type of sanction
level of severity that take into account the fact that the separand
ate
offenses occurred as part of an episode.

•

(c) If multiple offenses are of a kind that is graded by the amount
of
money or property involved, sentencing courts should be autho
rized
and
guided to determine the appropriate sentence by treating the offen
single offense and measuring its gravity by cumulating the amounts ses as a
of money
or property in the separate offenses.
(d) Upon

conviction of an offender for multiple offepses not within
(b) or (c), the presumptive sentence should be derived by refere
nce to the
sentence appropriate for the most serious offense. H the coun deter
mines

that an enhanced sentence is appropriate because of the
current
offenses, the enhancement should ordinarily be determined asother
if
the
current offenses were treated as part of the offender's criminal histor other
y or as
factors aggravating the most serious offense.
(e) Sentencing courts, sentencing an offender who is subject to servic
e
of a prior sentence, should be authorized and guided to take into accou
nt
the
unexecuted part of the prior sentence in shaping a consolidate
d set of
sentences.

•

•
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Standard 18·3.8.

Multiple offenses in different jurisdictions

(a) The agency performing the intermediate function should direct
sentencing courts, sentencing an offender who is subject to a prior sentence
of total confinement imposed by a court in another jurisdiction, to take into
account the unexecuted pan of the prior sentence in shaping the sentence to
be imposed.
for multiple sentences of
(b) The legislature should make
served under one prison
be
total confinement imposed by different states to
authority. A sentencing court should be authorized to impose a sanction of
total confinement to run concurrently with an out-of-state sentence, even
though the time will be served in an out-of-state institution.

•

(c) Outstanding charges of offenses committed in different states
should be disposed of promptly.
(d) The legislature should authorize implementation of the principles
in this standard' through interstate and federal-state agreements.
4. Offenders' Conduct in Response to Cbames
As Affectlne Sentence

Standard 18-3.9. Acknowledgment of responsibility
(a) On guilty pleas, the agency performing the intermediate function
should guide sentencing courts to impose sentences in accordance with
Standard 14-1.8.

(b) In the absence of a guilty plea, sentencing courts should be guided
to impose sentences of lesser severity or of a different type of sanction upon
defendants who have acknowledged responsibility for their conduct.
Standard 18-3.10. Cooperation with prosecution

•

(a) The agency perfonning the intermediate function should guide
sentencing courts to impose sanctions of lesser severity or of a different type
upon defendants who have cooperated with the prosecution.

(b) The agency should ensure that the views of the relevant
prosecutor are considered by the sentencing court.
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•

B. Leeislation as to Types of Sanctions
1. Authorization and Use

Stan dard 18-3.11. Authorization of sanctions
(a) The legislature should authorize sentencing coun
s to impose
sentences composed of any one or more o1th e avai
lable sanctions.
(i) All types of sanctions should be available for sente
nces of
individual offenders.
(ii) The sanctions of intermittent or total conf
feasible for sentences of organizations, but all other inement are not
sanctions should
be available.
(b) For -each offense, the legislature should spec
ify a maximum
authorized severity level for each type of sanction.

•

(c) The legislature should not mandate the use of
the sanction of
total confmement for an offense unless the legislatur
e
can
cont
emplate no
mitigating circumstance that would justify a less restr
ictive sanction.
Standard 18·3 .12

Use of authorized sanctions; guidance to sentencin
g
courts

(a) The agency performing the intermediate function
provide
principles of preference among the types of sanctions
to
guid
e
sente
ncing
courts in the determination of sentences in light of
the societal purposes to
be served. The agency should recognize that

(i) Every criminal sanction is a deprivation
property and bas the effects of punishing offenders, dete of liberty or
rring criminal
conduct and fostering respect for the law.
(ii) Sanctions othe r than total confinement may serve
to punish
and incapacitate offenders.
(iii) Rehabilitation of offenders is an insufficient basis
,
for imposition of a criminal sanction not otherwise justistanding
fied, or
for imposition of a more severe sentence than otherwis
e justified. The
possibility of rehabilitation or treatment of an indiv
idual offender is
properly considered in choosing the type of sanction
to impose.

•

•
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(b) The agency should give priority to the use of sanctions that have
the purpose and effect of promoti_ng offenders' future compliance with the
law. Compliance programs, alone or in conjunction with other types of
sanctions, are an appropriate type of sanction for all offenders.
(c) Imposition of a sanction of total confinement may be proper(i) if the offender caused or threatened serious bodily harm in
the commission of the offense, '"
(ii) if other types of sanctions imposed upon an offender for
prior offenses have proven ineffective to induce the offender to avoid
serious criminal conduct,

•

(iii) if necessary so as not to depreciate unduly the seriousness
of the offense and thereby foster disrespect for the law, or

(iv) for a vt.ry brief period, if necessary to impress upon an
offender that the conduct underlying the offense of conviction is
unlawful and could have resulted in a longer term of total
confinement.
(d) Use of economic sanctions, alone or in conjunction with other
types of sanctions, is appropriate for offenders with ability to pay the amounts
ordered Use of the sanction of restitution or reparation is not proper unless
the amount of the claims can be ascertained without inordinate burden on
the time and resources of sentencing courts.
(e) The legislature should ensure that levels of severity of composite
sentences that combine sanctions of different types are not, in the aggregate,
unreasonably severe.

(i) The agency performing the· intermediate function should
provide particular guidance on the maximum severity of composite
sentences.

•

(ii) Appellate courts reviewing sentences should monitor the
patterns of composite sentences being imposed and develop, through
caselaw, standards of appropriate severity.
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•

2. Compliance

Standard 18-3.13. Compliance programs for individuals
(a) The legislature should authorize sentence of an individual to a
a>mpliance program or programs. Sentence to a compliance program should
be authorized as an appropriate sentence whether an offender bas
plead
guilty, was convicted on plea of not pJty, or intends to appea
l from
mnviction.
(b) The legislature should authorize a sentencing court to retain
jmisdiction over an individual sentenced to a compliance program
for
period specified in the sentence, subject to legislatively established maximuma
·
·

(c) The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing couns in the appropriate use of compliance programs for
individuals.

•

(i) Programs should promote offenders' future compliance with

the law.

(ii) Programs should not be unduly restrictive of an offenders'
h'berty or autonomy. Where fundamental rights are concerned, special
care should be taken to avoid overbroad restraints that are so vague
or ambiguous as to fail to give real guidance.
(ill) Before an offender is sentenced to a program
education, rehabilitation or therapy, the court should consider whethof
the offender will participate in and benefit from the program, ander

(iv) When an individual is required to pay a fine as a condition
of a compliance program, the court should consider the offender's
financial ciraunstances in deterinining the total amount of the fine and
the schedule of payment. When an individual is required to make
restitution to a victim as a condition of a compliance program, the
court should consider the offender's financial circumstances in
determining the schedule of payment.

(d) The agency should ensure that sentencing courts set conditions
d. a compliance program that fit the circumstances of an individual
er.
The basic condition of every sentence to a compliance program isoffend
that
the
offender lead a law abiding life. Discretionary conditions may deal
appropriately with other matters to the extent that restrictions have
a

•

•

reasonable relationship to the individual's current offense and criminal
history, such as:
(i) cooperating with the required terms of supervision;
(ii) meeting family responsibilities;
(iii) maintaining steady employment or engaging in a specific
employment or occupation;
(iv) pursuing a prescribed educational or vocational training
program;

•

(v) undergoing available medical, rehabilitative, psychological
or psychiatric treatment, including periodic testing for illegal use of
controlled substances;

(vi) maintaining residence in a prescribed area or in an
available.facility for individuals sentenced to a compliance program;
(vii) refraining from consoning with specified groups of people,
frequenting specified types of places, or engaging in specified business,
employment, or professional activities;

(viii) making restitution of the proceeds of the offense or
making reparation for loss or injury caused by the offense;
(ix) payment of a fine;

(x) refraining from the use of alcohol or illegal substances or
the possession of a dangerous weapon;

(xi) performing specified public or community service.
The agency performing the intermediate function should develop a model set
of compliance program conditions and guidance concerning their use.

•

(e) The legislature should authorize sentencing courts to set terms of
a compliance program following release from total or intermittent
confineme·nt. The post-release program may, but need not, require
supervision of an offender•
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Standard 18-3.14.

•

Compliance pr.ograms for organizations

(a) The legislature should authorize sentences of an organization to
a compliance program. Sentence to a compliance program should be
authorized as an appropriate sentence whether the organization has plead
guilty, was convicted on plea of not guilty, or intends to appeal from
conviction.
(b) The legislation should autho-rize a sentencing coun to retain
jurisdiction over an organization for a period specified in the sentence,
subject to legislatively established maximum periods for various offenses.

(c) The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing courts in the appropriate use of compliance programs for
convicted organizations.
(i) Programs should promote offenders' future compliance with
the law; ·
(ll) Programs may require that an organization cease or modify
specified practices or activities that gave rise to the organization's
crimina:l behavior, including a requirement that the organization
engage in an internal study to identify such practices or activities;

•

(iii) Programs sbould not interfere with or delay the making
of legitimate "business judgment" decisions by the organization's
management, governing board, shareholders, or members.

(d) The legislature should authorize continuing judicial oversight of
the overall activities of a convicted organization if the sentencing court finds
from the organization's current offense and criminal history that the
organjzation's eriminal behavior (i) was serious, repetitive, and facilitated by
inadequate internal management, accounting or supervisory controls, or (ii)
presented a clear and present danger to public health or safety. Judicial
oversight may be effected through adoption of monitoring, reporting, record
keeping, and auditing controls designed to increase the organization's
mechanismc; for internal accountability, such as an independent audit
committee, special counsel, and a separate staff system for an organization's
governing board.
·

•

•

- 17 3. Economic Sanctions

Standard 18-3.15. Restitution or reparation
(a) For an offense that resulted in a victim's personal injury or loss
of money or property, the legislature should authorize sentencing an
individual or an organization to make restitution to the victim or to
compensate the victim for losses suffered. The legislature should authorize
a sentencing coun to order payment to a mnd for future disbursement if the
identities of the victims or the amounts of their claims are not ascenained
at the time of sentencing.

•

(b) In the event of injury or loss that the offender has special capacity
to restore or repair, the legislature should authorize sentencing an individual
or organization to perform such reparations.
(c) The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing courts in the appropriate use of restitution and reparation.
(i) The sanction should be limited to the greater of the benefit
to an offender or actual loss to identified persons or entities.
Claimants seeking general, exemplary, or punitive damages, or
asserting losses that require estimation of consequential damages, such
as pain and suffering or lost profits, should be limited to their civil
remedies.

(ii) The agency should provide that sentencing courts may
require offenders to pay the full amount of the sanction forthwith or,
taking into account the financial circumstances of an offender, to pay
the amount in scheduled installments.
(d) The legislature should enact appropriate provisions to integrate
the criminal sanction of restitution or reparation with a victim's right of civil
action against an offender. The legislature should authorize sentencing courts
to allow a defense or plea in bar, which might have been raised in a civil
proceeding by a victim against an offender, as appropriate and relevant to
liability imposed in the criminal proceeding.

•

(e) The legislature should authorize a sentencing coun to retain
jurisdiction over an offender sentenced to a restitution or reparation sanction
until the sanction is satisfied or the sentence is rescinded.

(f) The legislature should place responsibility for enforcement of
orders of restitution or reparation on a designated public official. The
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legislature should authorize that official to enforce the court order by use of
any method available to enforce a civil judgment.

•

Standard 18·3.16. Fines
(a) The legislature should authorize sentence of an individual or an
organization to a fine.

(b) The legislature should not pRscribe a minimum fine for any
offense.
(c) The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing couns in the appropriate use of fines. Fine amounts may be set
by use of one or more factors, including the following:
(i) the income and assets of the offender;
(ii) the amount of the victim's loss or the offender's gain; and

•

(iii) the difficulty of detection of the offense.

(d) The legislature should provide that sentencing courts, in imposing
fines, are required to take into account the documented financial
circumstances and responsibilities of an offender.

(i) An offender's ability to pay should be a . factor in
determining the amount of the sanction. Sentencing courts, in
imposing a fine on an individua4 should consider the offender's
obligations. panicularly family obligations.
(ii) Sentencing couns, in imposing a fine, should not
undermine an offender's ability to satisfy a civil judgment, or sentence,
requiring an offender to make restitution or reparation to the victim
of the offense.

(iii) Sentencing courts, in imposing fines upon organizations,
should not duplicate sanctions imposed under statutory provisions.
such as antitrust laws or securities laws, for government or private
civil actions for equitable relief, money damages, or civil penalties
that have the same deterrent or remedial purpose as the sanctions of
the crimina) Jaw.
(iv) Sentencing courts, taking into account the financial
circumstances of an offender, should require the offender to pay the

•

•

- 19 full amount of a fine fonhwith or to pay the amount in scheduled
installments.
(e) The legislature should authorize a sentencing coun to retain
jurisdiction over an offender sentenced to a fme until the fine is paid or the
sentence is rescinded.
(f) The legislature should place responsibility for enforcement of fines
on a designated public official. The legislature should authorize that official
to collect a fine by use of any method
to enforce a civil judgment
for a sum of money and, in appropriate cases, to seek a coun order holding
a delinquent offender in civil or criminal contempt.

Standard 18·3.17. Community servi"ce

•

(a) The legislature should authorize sentence of an individual or
organization to perform a specified community service without compensation.
(b) The legislation should authorize a sentencing coun to retain
jurisdiction over an individual or organization sentenced to perform a
specified community service for the period specified in the sentence, subject
to the same legislatively established maximum periods applicable to sentences
to a compliance program.

(c) The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing couns in the appropriate use of the community service sanction.
(i) Offenders should be ordered to perform community service
only in programs of public agencies or non-profit organizations.
(ii) Sentencing couns selecting the particular community
service to be included in an individual offender's sentence may, but
need not, specify work possibly beneficial in rehabilitating an offender.

•

(ill) Sentence of an organizational offender may provide that
the organization, at its expense, supply managers or employees of the
organization to work for a public agency or non-profit organization
for the period of the sentence.
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•

4. AcknowJed2ment Sanctions
Standa rd 18-3.18. Acknowledgment sanctions
(a) The legislature should authorize sentence of an individual or an
organization to perform a specified acknowledgment sanction without
compensation.

(b) The legislature should authotize a sentencing court to retain
jurisdiction over an individual or organization sentenced to perform an
acknowledgment sanction for the period specified in the sentence, subject to
the same legislatively established maximum periods applicable to sentences _
to a compliance program.
(c) The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing courts in the appropriate use of the acknowledgment sanction.
(i)· Sentencing courts selecting the particular acknowledgment
sanction to be included in an offender's sentence may, but need not
specify a sanction possibly beneficial in rehabilitating the offender.

(ii) Sentence of an organizational offender may provide that
the organization, at its expense, supply managers, employees of the
organization, or agents hired from outside the organization to perform
the acknowledgment sanction for the period of the sentence.

•

5. lntennf ttent Confinement Sanctions
Standa rd 18-3.19. Intermittent confinement in facility
(a) The legislature should
sentence of an individual
offende r to commitment in a facility on an intermi ttent basis that permits
the offende r to leave the facility for employment, education, vocational
training, or other approved purpose, but requires the offender to return to
the facility for specified hours or periods, such as nights -1 r weekends.
(b) The legislation should authorize the sentencing court to retain
jurisdiction over an individual sentenced to intermi ttent confinement for the
term specified in the sentence.
(c) The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing courts in the appropriate use of intermittent confinement.

•

•
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Standard 18-3.20. Home detention
(a) The legislature should authorize sentence of an individual
offender to remain at home except for specified periods when the offender
may leave for employment, education or vocational training, or other
approved purpose.
(b) The legislature should authorize a sentencing court to retain
jurisdiction over an individual sentenced-"'to home detention for the term
specified in the sentence.
(c) The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
sentencing courts in the appropriate use of home detention.

•

(d) Use of electronic monitoring devices as part of a sentence to
not
home detention is appropriate, but the availability of such devices
be a prerequisite for such sentences. The ability of an offender to pay the
costs of such a .device should not be considered by sentencing courts in
determining whether to use the sanction of electronically monitored home
detention.
6. Total Confinement

Standard 18-3.21. Total confinement
(a) The legislature should authorize sentence of an individual
offender to a term of total confinement.
(b) A legislature should not prescribe a minimum term of total
confinement for any offense.
(c). The agency performing the intermediate function should guide
in
courts the appropriate use of the sanction of total confinement.

•

(d) The legislature should provide that individuals sentenced to total
confinement be committed to the custody of the department or bureau
charged with operation of the prison or jail system for the term of their
confinement.
(e) The legislature should provide that individuals sentenced to total
confinement receive substantial •good time" credit toward service of their
sentences. The legislature should determine a specific formula for "good
time• credit.

•
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(f) The legislature should provide that the depa rtme nt or
bureau with
custody of an individual must determine the individual
's release date by
giving credit for:

(i) time spent in custody prior to trial or
during trial,
pending sentence, pending appellate review, and prior
to the arrival
at the institution to which an offender has been committed
.

--

(ii) time spent in custody unde r a prior sentence
sentence has been set aside and the individual has beenif the prior
again for the same offense or for anot her offense based sentenced
conduct. In the event of a reprosecution, cred it shou on the same
ld include all
time spen t in custody, in accordance with para grap h (i)
as a result of
both the original charge and any subsequent charge
for the same
offense or for anot her offense based on the same conduct.

(iii) time spent in custody upon arres t on a different charg
e
on which the individual has been sentenced grew out of
conduct that occurred prior to the arres t and that time
bas not been
credited toward anot her sentence.

if the

•

When an individual has been sentenced to consecuti
confinement, credit toward the remaining sentence shou ve terms of total
ld be given for time
spent in custody unde r a sentence that has been set aside
as a result of
appeal or postconviction review without reprosecution or
resentence for that
offense or for anot her offense based on the same conduct.
(g) If the aggregate of total confinement sentences impo
sed does not
satisfy the requ irem ent of adequate determinacy in sentencing
, the legislature
should
an administrative board, such as a boar d of parole,
to
decide when individuals sentenced to total confinement
should be released.
The legislature should direct the board to take into account,
in setting
JUideliDes for presumptive dates of release or in consideri
ng the release date
of a specific
the provisions in this stand ard.
Standard 18-3.22. Costs, fees, and assessments
(a) The legislature may provide that an offen der may
reasonable coun costs and, in an appropriate case, with be charged with
reasonable costs
associated with a correctional program or sanction included
in
that offen ders
sentence. The legislature should characterize such asses
sments as sepa rate
riom offenders' sentences.

•

•
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(b) The agency performing the intermediate function should provide
that sentencing courts should take into account offenders' financial
circumstances in determining whether to assess costs and the amount of costs
assessed.
·
(c) The agency should ensure that sentencing courts, in assessing such
costs, do not undermine au offender's ability to satisfy a civil judgment, or
sentence, requiring the offender to make restitution or reparations to the
victim of the offense. The agency should _determine whether assessments of
such costs should be subordinated to sentence provisions for economic
sanctions other than restitution or reparation.
(d) The agency should ensure that sentencing courts. in determining
the amount of economic sanctions other than restitution or reparation, take
into account the amount of coots assessed or to be assessed.

•

(e) The legislature should
responsibility for enforcement of cost
assessments on a designated official. The legislature should authorize that
official to enforce an assessment of costs by any method available to enforce
a civil judgment. Non-payment of assessed costs should not be considered
a sentence violation.

PART IV. THE INTERMEDIATE FUNCTION
A. General

Standard 18-4.1.

•

Basic
of the agency P.erforming the
intermediate function

(a) Implementation of legislative policy determinations within the
statutory framework of the criminal code requires a state-wide agency to
develop a more specific set of provisions that guide sentencing couns to
. presumptive sentences and in the appropriate use of aggravating and
mitigating factors, offenders' criminal history, and offenders' personal
characteristics.
This intermediate function is crucial to effective
administration of a criminal justice system in a way that meets the established
societal objectives, makes optimal use of available resources, and results in
sentences that are reasonably determinate.

(b) The agency performing the intermediate function should be the
information center for all elements of the criminal justice system. The
agency should collect, analyze and disseminate information on the nature
and effects of sentences imposed and carried out. The agency should develop
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•

means to monitor, evaluate, and predict patterns of sentencing
, including
levels of severity of sentences imposed and relative use of each
sanction. Information gathered by the agency is necessary to the legisltype of
performance of the legislative function, to the agency's performan ature's
intermediate function, and to the couns' performance of the judicialce of the
The agency's responsibility to provide information concerning the function.
system extends to members of the bar and to the general public. sentencing
-,

B. The lnten nedia te Function and a Sente ncine
Commission

Standard 18-4.2.

Establishment of sentencing commission

(a) If a ju.risdiction elects to establish a sentencing commission,
the
legislature should authorize the commission as a permanent body.
The
legislature should authorize appointment of commission mem
chairman by the-governor with the advice and consent of the senat bers and
e
presiding judge of the highest state court. The legislature shoul or by the
d provide
that the commission be composed of lay persons and persons with
perspectives and experience within t.he criminal justice system varying
sentencing processes, including at least one representative of the and with
prosecuting authorities, defense bar, and correctional and probation judiciary,
In composing the commission, consideration should be givenagencies.
to the
community's ethnic and gender diversity.

•

(i) Members of the commission should serve for a term
years long enough to ensure continuity and efficient functioning of of
commission, but short enough to allow for the regular .infusion of the
new
perspectives and experience.

(ii) Members of the commission should be selected for their
bowl edge and experience and their ability to adopt a systemic, policy
maJdng orientation. Members should not function as advocates of
discrete segments of the criminal justice system.
(b) The legislature should designate the commission's responsibil
ities
to include the following:
(i) promulgation and periodic revision of presu
sentences and other provisions to guide sentencing discretion; mptive

(ii) ongoing data gathering and research relating to sentencing
policies and practices, including studies regarding compliance with
provisions promulgated by the commission, rates of disparitiesthe
in

•

•
sentencing, and the past and projected impact of the provisions
promulgated by the commission;

(iii) periodic reports to the legislature and the public regarding
the commission's data gathering and research, and reports responsive
to any panicular queries pos\!d by the legislature to the commission;
(iv) periodic recommendations to the legislature regarding
changes in the criminal code or to the rule making authority regarding
changes in the rules of criminal procedure;
(v) provision of information to the bar and the public
regarding sentencing provisions promulgated by the commission and
sentencing policies and practices;
(vi) development of manuals, forms. and other controls to
attain greater consistency in the contents and preparation of
presentence reports;

•

(vii) monitoring compliance with procedural rules, particularly
as applicable to administrative and correctional personnel engaged in
the collection and verification of sentencing data;
(viii) service as an educational agency for judges, probation
officers, and for other personnel; and

(ix) administration of periodic sentencing institutes or seminars
to discuss problems relating to sentencing and to develop improved
criteria for the imposition of sentences.

(c) Adequate staff assistance for the commission is essential and
should include persons familiar with recent developments in empirical
aiminology.
(d) The commission's empirical research capacity should be given
highest priority and should be adequately funded by the legislature.

•

Standard 18-4.3.

Creation of provisions to guide sentence discretion

(a) Presumptive sentences and other criteria to guide judicial
scntenc::ing disaetion should be the product of cooperative effort by the
legislature and the sentencing commission. The legislature should make a
· dear delineation of responsibility between itself and the commission with
respect to the promulgation of sentencing policy.

------··-
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•

(b) A new commission's
task, prior to the creation of sentencing
provisions, should be a detailed empirical study of prior sentencing patterns
in the jurisdiction. Projections regarding the impact of any proposed
sentencing provisions should be developed. The legislature should require
that the provisions promulgated by the commission reflect legislatively
determined policy goals and judgments; presumptive sentences and related
provisions should not be merely the product of reproducing or averaging
prior sentencing practice.
(c) Proposed amendments to existing sentencing provisions should be
drafted and evaluated in light of data regarding experience under the
provisions in effect, and projections of future sentencing patterns under the
proposed amendments.
(d) The commission should be required to observe the standards and
procedures that apply generally to administrative agencies in rulemaking
proceedings. Informal consultation with interested public groups and other
criminal justice agencies should be encouraged.
·
Standard 18-4.4.

•

Structure of provisions to guide sentence discretion

(a) The legislature should authorize the sentencing commission to
transform the legislatively determined policy choices into more particularized
sentencing provisions that guide sentencing courts to the levels of severity of
presumptive sentences, within statutory limits, that are appropriate for
ordinary offenders.

(b) The legislature should require the commission _to indicate the

types of sanctions that constitute the presumptiye sentence for particular

offenses. The legislature should further require the commission to specify
the presumptively appropriate level of severity for each sanction.

(i) The sentencing provisions should direct sentencing courts
to the types of sanction and severity of sanction determined with
reference to the offense of conviction and the degree of culpability of
the ordinary offender.
(ii) For the sanctions of fine, intermittent confinement or total
confinement, the presumptive level of severity may be expressed in
terms of a range. Sentencing courts, taking into account the material
Cacts regarding the offense and the offender. should have broad
discretion in determining sentences within the stated ranges. Ranges
of presumptive sentences should be fixed so that sentences imposed
are adequately determinate.

•

•
(iii) The sentencing provisions should indicate to sentencing
courts the extent of adjustments in sentences appropriate to take
into
account an offender's criminal history.

(iv) The legislature should permit sentencing courts to impose
a sentence of lesser or great er severity or types of sanctions differ
ent
from the presumptive sentence if the coun finds substantial
reasons
for so doing. Such circumstances are present:

--

(A) When a court finds a mitigating or aggravating
factor that on balance justifies the court's determination, or

•

(B) When a court, sentencing an individual offender,
finds a social, economic, physical or mental characteristic of
the offender, indicative of circumstances - of hardship,
deprivation, or handicap, that justifies imposition of .less
severe sentence.

a

(c) The ·legislature should require the commission to deter
mine
presumptive sentences for the sanction of total confineme
nt with the
expectation that, apart from credit for good time, the sentences
imposed will
determine the length of sentences served.
(i) The legislature should provide that the commission may
not promulgate sentencing provisions that will result in
prison
populations beyond the capacity of existing facilities unles
s
legislature appropriates funds for timely construction of addit the
ional
facilities sufficient to accommodate the projected populations.
(ii) The legislature should provide that the commission may
amen d its sentencing provisions to reduce the length ·of presu
mptive
sentences for the sanction of total confmement to relieve
priso
overcrowding. The amended provisions, when promulgated, shoul n
d be
applied to offenders still serving sentences of total confinement
as well
as to newly sentenced offenders.

•

C. The Inter medi ate Funct ion In the Absence of
a Sentenc:in& CommjssJon

Standard 18-4.5. Legislative agency to perform the intermediat
e function
(a) H a jurisdiction elects not to establish a sentencing comm
ission,
the legislature may elect to perform the intermediate function
through an
arm of the legislative branch.

•
(b) To assist the legislature in performing the intermediate function,
the legislature should establish a permanent body, comparable in knowledge,
experience, competence, and diversity to a sentencing commission, to advise
on the substance of the guidance to sentencing courts. The legislature should
also charge that body with performance of all aspects of the intermediate
function.
(c) The legislature should distinguish clearly between statutory
provisions that carry out the legislative function, which should be controlling
authority in sentencing proceedings, and provisions that carry out the
intermediate function, which should be subject to exercise of discretion by
sentencing courts.
Standard 18-4.6. Judicial agency to perform the intermediate·function
(a) H a jurisdiction elects not to establish a sentencing commission,
the legislature may delegate the intermediate function to the highest state
court or a state-wide judicial conference. The intermediate function may be
performed, in part, by rules of court.

(b) To assist the highest state court or judicial conference in
performing the intermediate function, the supreme court should establish a
permanent body, comparable in knowledge, experience, competence, and
diversity to a sentencing commission, to advise on the substance of the
guidance to sentencing courts. The court or conference should also charge
that body with performance of all aspects of the intermediate function.

•

(c) The supreme court or courts of appeal should have the authority
to modify judicially created guidelines in the normal course· of the courts'
appellate review of sentences imposed.
·

PART V. SENTENCING PROCEDURES
A. Information Base
Standard 18-5.1.

Information for sentence determination and system
accountability

(a) The legislature and the agency performing the intermediate
function should ensure that, in all cases, adequate information is developed,

•

•

- 29 through pres ente nce investigations or othe
r means, to ena ble sent enci ng
courts and mem bers of the bar to perf orm
thei r sent enci ng responsibilities.
(b) The legislature and the agency sho
uld ensu re that basic
info rma tion is collected on aU cases in
which sent enc es are imposed to
ena ble mon itor ing and evaluation of the ope
rati on of the sentencing system.
(c) The highest stat e cou rt sho uld ensu re
that regu lar edu cati ona l
prog ram s are conducted to inform sent enc_ing
courts and mem bers of the bar
abo ut community or state-wide prog ram s and
facilitie s that may be utilized
in sent ence s of offenders.

B. Presentence Reports

•

Stan dard 18-5.2. Req uire men t of repo rt
(a) The rules of proc edu re sho uld auth oriz
e sent enci ng courts, upo n
thei r own mot ion or upo n requ est of eith er
party, to call for a pres ente nce
investigation and a written repo rt of its resu
lts.

(b) The rules o'f proc edu re should requ ire
such investigation and
repo rt in all cases except that •
(i) The investigation and repo rt may be omi tted
in a case if the
offe nde r waives them, with the consent of
the pros ecu tor; and the
cou rt finds that it has sufficient info rma tion
to sent enc e the offender. .
(ii) The rules of proc edu re may prov ide
exceptions for
sent enci ng in cases whe re the costs of inve
stigations and repo rts
exce ed possible benefits in the sent enci ng
process.
Any sentencing coun that lacks sufficient
info nna tion to perf orm its
sent enci ng responsibilities should have the
pow er to ord er a pres ente nce
investigation and repo rt. .

•

Stan dard 18·5.3. Substantiation of info rma
tion
The rule s of proc edu re sho uld prov ide that
:
(i) Information in the pres ente nce repo rt sho
uld be limited to
mat eria l facts which the prep arer of the repo
rt, upo n diligent inquiry,
believes to be accu rate and which, if challeng
ed, can be subs tant iate d;
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•

(ii) The preparer of the report should be available to answer
questions concerning the content of the report and the sources of
information at a presentence conference and at the sentencing hearing;
(iii) If any material information in the report is challenged by
either the prosecution or the defense, the preparer of the report is
responsible to assist in determining whether the information can be
sufficiently substantiated.
-.,..

Standard 18-5.4. Contents of report
(a) The rules of procedure should require that agencies preparing
presentence reports adhere to standards, developed by the agency performing
the intermediate function, relating to the contents, preparation, and
substantiation of presentence reports. The rules should require that all
reports be
in writing.

(b) The rules should permit a sentencing court to vary the scope of
reports in accordance with the court's determination of the information it
needs to perform its sentencing responsibilities. A full presentence report
may contain:

•

(i) A description of the offense of conviction, together with any
aggravating or mitigating factors;
(ii) A description of any prior criminal convictions or juvenile
adjudications of the offender;
(iii) A description of personal characteristics of an individual
offender, even though not material to the offender's culpability, that
may be taken into account in determination of the sentence;

(iv) Information about programs or resources, such as
treatment centers, residential facilities, vocational training services,
educational and rehabilitative programs, and other programs that
might be incorporated in an individual offender's sentence;
(v) Information assessing the physical, psychological, economic,
or social effects of the offense on any person against whom the offense
was committed;
(vi) A description of the authorized types of sanctions and the
ranges of severity, and reference to the guidance applicable to
sentencing in the case;

•

•
(vii) An assessment of the impact of possible sanctions and
collateral consequences upon an organizational offender, including
employees, creditors and other third parties who would be directly
affected by the sanctions;
(viii) A summary of the most significant aspects of the report
and, if the sentencing court has so requested, a recommendation as to
the appropriate sentence.
(c) A statement prepared by a victim under Standard 5.10 should be
included as an attachment to the presentence report.
Standard 18-5.5. Timing of investigation and report

•

(a) The rules of procedure should provide that ·a presentence
investigation must not be initiated until there has been a determination of
guilt, unless the defendant, with the advice of counsel, has consented to such
action.
(b) When a presentence investigation has been initiated prior to
determination of guilt, the rules should provide that -

(i) In a case being tried, adequate precautions must be taken
to assure that nothing disclosed by the investigation comes to the
attention of the prosecution, the defense, the court, or the jury prior
to a determination of guilt;
(ii) In a case in which a defendant has offered a plea of guilty,
on request of the defense or the prosecution, the eourt should be
authorized to examine the report prior to determining whether to
accept the plea.
Standard 18-5.6. Confidentiality of presentence report

•

(a) The rules of procedure should provide that a presentence report
not be made part of a public record and should be available only to the
following persons or agencies under the conditions stated:
(i) The report should be available to the parties.

(ii) The report should be available to the sentencing court for
the purpose of assisting it in determining the sentence.
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•

(iii) The
1rt should be available to all judges who
panicipate in a senter•..:ing council consideration of the case.
(iv) The report should be available to reviewing courts where
material to an issue on which an appeal has been taken.
(v) The report should be available to the department or
bureau responsible for supervision of offenders or with custody of
individual offenders.
.._
(vi) Reports should be available to sentencing guideline
commissions or other bodies charged with performance of the
intermediate function.
(b) Upon ord.e r of court, reports should be made available to persons
or agencies having a legitimate professional or academic interest in the
information likely to be contained therein. Examples of such persons or
agencies would be a physician or mental health professional appointed to
assist the court in sentencing, an examining facility, a correctional institution,
or a probation or parole ·department.
Standard 18-5.7. Disclosure of report to parties

•

(a) The rules of procedure should entitle the parties to copies of the
written presentence report and any similar reports.

(b) The rules should provide that the information made available to
the panics must be disclosed sufficiently prior to the sentencing hearing to
afford a reasonable opportunity for challenge and
of material
information in the report.
'
(c) All communications to a court by the agency responsible for
preparing the presentence report should be in writing and subject to the right
of the parties to know the content of the report. The rules should prohibit
confidential sentencing recommendations.
Standard 18-5.8.

Disputes regarding information in report; stipulations;
presentence conferences

(a) The rules of procedure should require each party to notify the
opposing party, the court, and the preparer of the presentence report in
writing of any part of the report which the party intends to controvert or
supplement. Such notice should be required at a time sufficiently in advance

•

•
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of the sentencing hearing to permit the prepar er of the repon to make an
appropriate response.
(b) The rules should permit the panies to stipulate to a resolution
of challenges to information in the report. The rules should provide that the
resolution of any issue by stipulation must be preserved as pan of the record
of the sentencing proceedings.

(c) The rules should authorize_ a sentencing coun to conduct a
presentence conference to consider the possibility of a stipulation of the
parties as to challenged information in the presentence repon .
C. VIctims' Rlehts jn Senten clne

•

Standard 18-5.9. Notice to victims
(a) The rules of procedure should establish a mechanism for
providing notice to victims of offenses of all important steps in the sentencing
process. Notices should include information about victims' rights to
participate in sentencing proceedings.
(b) If a victim is dead or unable to participate in sentencing
proceedings, victims' rights should be · afforded to the victim's heirs or
guardian.
·
Standard 18-5.10.

Victims' statements prior to sentencing hearings

(a) The rules of procedure should authorize vi·ctims to make
statements concerning the physical, psychological, economic, or social effects
of the offense on the victim or the victim's family.

(b) The rules should require offices that prepare presentence reports
to receive statements written by victims and to attach the statements to
presentence reports.

•

Standard 1S.5.11.

Victims' statements at sentencing hearings

(a) The rules of procedure should ensure that victims are permitted
to make oral statements at sentencing hearings concerning the physical,
psychological, economic, or social effects of the offense on the victim or the
victim's family.

•
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(b) The rules should require that, on motion of either party or on the
court's own motion, the sentenci ng hearing be continue d to permit the panies
reasonab le opportun ity to respond to new issues of fact raised by the victim's
stateme nt
Standard 18-5.12.

Evidenti ary effect of victims' statemen ts

(a) A victim should be permitted--to make a statemen t prior to or at
the sentencing hearing without being put under oath as a witness.
(b) Informat ion in a victim's unsworn statemen t should not be used
as the basis for a finding of fact by the sentenci ng court.
(c) The right of a victim to make an unsworn statemen t should not
preclude a victim being called as a witness at the sentenci ng hearing. ·
D. Sentencln& Proceec tlnp
· Standard 18-5.13. Designa tion of sentencing judge

•

The rules of procedu re should provide that the judge who presided in
the guilt determin ation phase of a case should, if feasible, be the judge to
preside in sentencing proceedings.

(i) If guilt was determin ed after a trial, the judge who presided

at the trial should preside in sentenci ng proceedi ngs unless there are
compelling reasons in a specific case to provide otherwise•
. '

.
(ii) If guilt was determin ed by plea, the judge who accepted
the plea should preside in sentencing proceedi ngs unless the system
of rotating assignme nt of judges in a multi-judge court makes that
unfeasible.
'
Standard 18·5.14. TlDle of sentencing
(a) The rules of procedu re should ensure that sentenci ng proceedi ngs
take place as soon as practicab le following determin ations of guilt. Stated
time limits, subject to extensions for cause, should be incorpor ated in the
rules. A sentencing proceedi ng may be deferred to permit consolid ation of
multiple offenses.

•

•
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proceedings is unde r the active control of the sentencing courtof sentencing
.
Standard 18-5.15.

Notice of possible departure from presumptive sentence

(a) The rules of procedure should requi re the parties,
time before the sentencing hearing, to give notice in writin at a stated
g of
request the sentencing cou.n to impose sanctions of lesser or great intent to
er severity
or types of sanctions different from the presumptive sentence for
the
offense
of conviction. The notice should state the grounds of the reque
st.

•

(b) The rules should require a sentencing court, considering
on its
own initiative imposition of sanctions of lesser or greater sever
ity or types of
sanctions different from the presumptive sentence for
conviction, to notify the parties and allow a reasonable timethe offense of
for response.
Standard

•

Consolidation of multiple offenses for sentencing;
disposition of other charges

(a) The rules of procedure should provide that all outsta
nding
convictions within the jurisdiction of the sentencing court or any
other court
of coordinate or inferior jurisdiction be consolidated for senten
ci.ng in a
single sentencing proceeding.
(b) The rules should permit a sentencing proceeding to be defer
red
to permit prom pt disposition of other charges pending against
the offender
witbin the jurisdiction of the sentencing court or any other
court of
coordinate or inferior jurisdiction and, if convictions ensue,
of
all convictions unde r (a).

•

(c) The rules should provide that, notwithstanding other
venue
requirements, a sentencing proceeding may be deferred
to permit an
offender, charged with other offenses within the jurisdiction of
the
court or any other court of coordinate or inferior jurisdiction sentencing
in the same
state, to enter a plea of guilty to some or all of those charg
es in tbe
sentencing court for purposes of consolidation of offenses in
tbe sentenci.ng
proceeding.

(i) The rules should provide that permission to plead guilty in
the sentencing court shall not be allowed without the written conse
nt
of the official responsible for prosecution of the charge.
(ii) The rules should provide that submission of a guilty plea
unde r these circumstances is a waiver by the defendant of
venue
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•

provisions that would otherwise apply and, where formal charges have
not yet been filed, a waiver c;>f the right to a formal charge.
Standard 18-5.17. Sentencing hearing
(a) The rules of procedure should provide that counsel for both
parties, the offender, and the victim have the opportunity to present
submissions material to the sentence to the sentencing court.
(i) Both parties should be permitted to present evidence and
information, to confront and cross-examine witnesses for the other
side, and to offer rebuttal evidence and information to that adduced
by the other side, contained in the presentence report, or otherwise
presented to the sentencing court.
(ii) Both parties should be permitted to present argument on
(A) the .relevance and accuracy of any evidence or information
presented to the sentencing court, (B) the application to the sentence
of statutes and guidance by the agency performing the
intermediate function, and (C) the type of sanction and the level of
severity of sanction appropriate to the sentence determination.

•

(iii) The victim should be permitted the right to make an
unsworn statement.

(iv) The offender should be permitted the right of allocution.
(b) The rules should require the prosecutor and the defense counsel
to disclose to the court any agreement, in connection with a plea of guilty or
nolo contendere, that included a provision on the sentence.·
Standard 18-5.18. Findings of the sentencing court
(a) The rules of procedure should provide that the sentencing court
resolve issues of fact material to the sentence to be imposed.
(i) The standard of proof on all issues of fact should be by a
preponderance of the evidence.
(ii) The court may treat the unchallenged factual information
in a presentence report as accurate.
(ill) The court may consider facts proven at the trial of the
offender or facts established on the record of the acceptance of a plea.

•

•
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(b) The rules should provide that the sentencing cour t
make express
findings on all dispu ted issues of fact material to the
deter mina tion of the
sente nce imposed.
(c) The rules should provide that the sente
integrate the sanctions of a curre nt sente nce with the ncing cour t should
remaining oper ative
sanctions unde r any prior sente nce of the offender.

-,

Stan dard 18-5.19. Imposition of sentence
(a) The rules of procedure should provide that sente nce
be imposed
in open cour t in the presence of the offen der.

•

(b) The rules should provide that a sentencing coun , when
imposing
sentence, should state or summarize the court's findings
of fact, should state
with care the precise terms of the sentence impo sed,
and should state the
reasons for selection of the type of sanction and the level
of severity of the
sanction in the sente nce.
(i) The state ment of reasons may be relatively conc
the level of severity and type of sanction are consisten ise when
t
presumptive sentence, but the sentencing cour t should alway with the
s provide
an explanation of the court's reasons sufficient to infor
m the parties,
appellate courts, and the public of the basis for the sente
nce.
(ii) If the sentencing court imposes a sanction othe r than
total
confinement, or in addition to total confinement, the
cour t should
ensu re that the offender is informed, in detail, of the
offender's
responsibilities and obligations and, in general,
of
possible
consequences of noncompliance with the term s of the
sente nce.

(iii) If the sentencing cour t · impo ses a sanc tion
confinement, the court should inform the offender of the of total
amou nt of
credit the offender is entit led to receive for time alrea
dy spen t in
custody and should ensu re that the recor d accurately
reflects time
served.

•

(c) The rules should requ ire the sentencing court to
inform the
offen der of the right to appeal and of the time limits
and proc edur es for
initiating an appeal.
(d) The rules of procedure, or other rule of court, shou
ld requ ire the
attor ney representing an offender at a sentencing proce
eding to advise the

. 4-·--·- ------------ ---·
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offender regarding possible appeal and to take the necessary steps to protect
an offender's decision to initiate an appeal.
Standard 18-5.20. Record of sentencing proceedings
The rules of procedure should require a sentencing court to make a
complete record of the sentencing proceeding. The record should include the
following:
-.,..
(i) A verbatim account of the entire sentencing proceeding,
including all testimony received, statements made by defense counsel,
the prosecutor, the offender, or the victim, and the statements of the
sentencing court imposing and explaining the reasons for the sentence;

(ii) A verbatim account of such parts of·the trial on the issue
of guilt, or proceedings leading to the acceptance of a plea of guilty,
as are material to the sentencing decision; and

•

(iii) A copy of the presentence report and of any other reports
or documents made available to or used by the sentencing court in
determining the sentence. .
Standard 18-S.2L Sentence reports
(a) The rules of procedure should require that, following sentencing
in all cases,.a designated court official compile a standardized report that
includes:
I

(i) Offense of conviction and the initial charge,
(ii) Cwacteristics of the offense and victim information,

(ih") Personal characteristics of the offender,
(iv) Disposition by bench trial, jury trial, or plea, and
(v) The sentence imposed.
'

(b) The rules should establish appropriate measures to protect the
privacy of offenders or victims with regard to information, included in
sentence reports, that is not otherwise a matter of public: record.

•

•
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Standard 18-6.1.

Gene ral principles

(a) The sentence imposed should be no more severe than necessary
to achieve the societal purpose or purposes for which it is authorized.
The
sentence imposed in each case should be the minimum sanction that
consistent with the gravity of the offense., the culpability of the offender, is
the
offender's aimin al history, and the personal characteristics of an indivi
dual
offender that may be taken into account.

•

(b) A sentencing coun should be guided in exercise of its senten
discretion by standards promulgated by the agency performing cing
the
intermediate function. Courts should give serious consideration to the
goal
of avoidance of unwarranted and inequitable disparities in sentences.

Standard 18-6.2

Considering types of sanctions; composite sentences

(a) A sentencing coun should consider all permitted types
sanctions and, subject to the guidance of the agency performing of
the
intermediate function, should select the type of sanction or sanctions that
most appropriate for the gravity of the offense, the culpability of is
offender, the offender's criminal history, and the personal characteristi the
cs of
an individual offender that may be taken into account.
(b) In shaping a sentence that is a composite of different types of
sanctions, a sentencing court should determine the level of
for each
type of sanction so that the composite sentence is no more
severe than
necessary to achieve the societal purposes for which it is imposed and does
not result in unwarranted and inequitable disparities in sentences.

Standard 18-6.3.

•

Using presumptive sentences: mitigating and aggravating
factors and personal characteristics of individual
offenders; aiminaJ history

(a) In determining the sentence of an offender, a sentencing court
should consider first the level of severity and the types of sanctions that
are
consistent with the presumptive sentence. The court should then consid
any modification indicated by factors aggravating or mitigating the gravity er
the offense or the deye e of the offender's culpability, by perso of
nal
characteristics of an individual offender that may be taken into accou
nt, or
by the offender's criminal history.
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•

(b) Following guidance of the agency performing the intermediate
function, a sentencing court should take into account an offender's
acknowledgment of responsibility or cooperation with the prosecution.

Standard 18-6.4. Sentencing to total confinement
(a) A sentencing court should prefer sanctions not involving total
confinement in the absence of affirmative reasons to the contrary. A coun
may select a sanction of total confinement in a particu.lar case if the coun
determines that or threatened serious bodily harm in
(i) the offender
the commission of the offense,
(ii) other types of sanctions imposed upon the offender for
prior offenses were ineffective to induce the offender to avoid serious
criminal conduct,

•

(iii) the offender was convicted of an offense for which the
sanction of total confinement is necessary so as not to depreciate
unduly the seriousness of the offense and thereby foster disrespect for
the law, or

(iv) confinement for a very brief period is necessary to impress
upon the offender that the conduct underlying the offense of
conviction is unlawful and could have resulted in a longer term of
total confinement.

(b) A sentencing coun should not select a wiction of total
confinement because of community hostility to the offender or because of the
offender's apparent need for rehabilitation or treatment.
Standard 18-6.5. Sentencing for more than one offense
(a) A sentencing court should impose a sanction appropriate to the
offeme of conviction and should not consider other offenses of which the
defendant was not charged, which were dismissed prior to determination of
guilt, or of which the defendant was acquitted

(b) In sentencing an offender· convicted of multiple offenses, a
sentencing court ordinarily should impose a consolidated set of sentences
that appropriately takes into account the offender's current offenses and
• • 1 his tory.
cnmma

•

•
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episode,

In sentencing an offender for offenses that were
part of an

(i) a sentencing court should not increase the seve
rity of the
sentence or change the type of sanction merely as
a result of the
num ber of counts or charges mad e from a single episo
de, and
(ii) where the sepa rate offe.,9Ses are not merged
a sentencing cour t should consider imposition of sanc for sentencing,
tions of a type
and level of severity that take into account the conn
ectio
the sepa rate offenses and, in imposing sanctions of total ns between
confinement,
ordinarily should designate them to be served conc
urrently.

•

(d) In sentencing an offender for an offense grad
money or property involved, a sentencing court ordin ed by the amo unt of
arily should dete_rmine
the appropriate sentence by treating the offenses
as a single offense. and
determining its gravity by cumulating the amounts
of money or property in
the sepa rate offenses.
(e) In sentencing an offender for multiple offen
(d), a sentencing court should be guided by the presump ses not within (c) or
tive sentence derived
by reference to the sentence appropriate for the mos
t serious current offense.
Und er guidance from the agency performing the
intermediate function, a
sentencing court may impose an enhanced sentence
by treating othe r curr ent
offenses as part of an offender's criminal history or
as factors aggravating
the most serious offense.

(f) Whe n multiple sentences of total confinem
consecutively, a sentencing court should impose sente ent are to be served
nces that do not exceed
a total term reasonably relat ed to the gravity of the
offenses.

(B) In sentencing an offender who is subject to service
of a prio r
.sentence, a sentencing court should take into account
the unexecuted pan of
the prio r sentence in shaping a consolidated.set of
sentences.

•
- -- - --

•
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PART VII. CHANGE OF SENTENCE
A. Reduction jn Seyedty or Modification

Standard 18-7.1.

Authority to reduce the severity of sentences

(a) The rules of procedure should authorize a sentencing coun, upon
motion of either party or on its own motion, to reduce the severity of any
sentence. The rules should restrict the time for reduction in severity of a
sentence to a specified period after imposition of a sentence.
(b) The rules should prohibit ex pane communications with the
sentencing court regarding reduction of sentence and should ensure that both
parties receive notice of any proposed reduction.

(c) The rules should prohibit reduction in the severity of a sentence
unless the
court reopens the sentencing hearing and follows the
procedures in ·s tandards 18-5.17 through 18-5.21•
Standard 18-7.2.

•

.

Authority to modify requirements or conditions of
sentences in light of changed circumstances

(a) The rules of procedure should authorize a sentencing

Court, at

any time during the period that the coun has retained jurisdiction over a

sentenced offender, to modify the requirements or conditions of a sanction
to fit the present circumstances of the offender. Such sentences include:

(i) a sentence to a compliance program,
(ii) a sentence involving an economic sanction,

(iii) a sentence to an acknowledgment sanction, or
(iv) an intermittent confinement sanction.
·
(b)
The rules should provide that any modification of the
requirements or conditions of a sentence under this authority may not
i.o.c rease the overall severity of an offender's sentence.

(c) The rules should provide that either party may move for
·:modification of
or the sentencing court may act on its own motion.
The rules should prohibit ex pane communications with the sentencing court
regarding modification of a sentence and should ensure that both parties
receive notice of any proposed modification with opponunity to respond.

•

•
Authority to modify requirements or conditions of
sentence s in light of changed circumstances
(a) The rules of procedu re should authorize a sentenci ng coun, at
any time during the period that the court has retained jurisdiction over a
sentenced offender, to modify the requirem ents or conditions of a sanction
to fit the present circumstances of the offender. Such sentence s include:
(i) a sentence to a compliance program,
(ii) a sentence involving an economic sanction,

•

(iii) a sentence to an ·acknowledgment sanction, or
(iv) an intermitt ent confinement sanction.

(b) The rules should provide that any modification of the
requirem ents or conditions of a sentence under this authority may · not
increase the overall severity of an offender's sentence .
(c) . The rules should provide that either party may move for
modification of sentence or the sentencing court may act on its own motion.
The rules should prohibit ex pane communications with the sentenci ng court
regarding modification of a sentence and should ensure that both parties
receive notice of any proposed modification with opportunity to respond.
.

:

B. Resentences Followtne VIolation of Initial Sentences

'.:

.

I

Standard 18-7.3.

•

Legislative authority to resenten ce offenders for violation
of the requirements or conditions of sentence s

(a) The legislature should authorize a sentencing court to resenten ce
an offender, previously sentence d to a compliance program or a sentence
involving an economic sanction, an acknowledgment sanction, or an
intermit tent confinement sanction, upon finding' that the offender has
committed a substantial violation of a material requirem ent or condition of
the previous sentence.
·
I

- · • • • .,.

•

(b) The legislature should provide that the effect of noncompliance
or nonpayment should be determin ed after offe.n dets' "defaults and:· after
e.Yamination of the reasons therefor.
·· ·
··
·· ·
·-..- '

.
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r

to a
sentencing court imposing a resentence include all sanctions that were
. available at
of the initial sentencing, although
guidance by
r.
ftincti_
on
:..
.
.

··the

(d) The ;tgency performing the intermediate function should guide
··· :s·entenclhg· tourts in the appropriate use of the
to :·resentence
offenders.
··
>J ·

.

' -.-: ···:·(if ··A ·sentencing
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court should consider first whether an
: " .:.:.:. ;
)offender's noncompliance or nonpayment is excusable and whether
'· ;
sUbstantial perlonnance of the initial sentence can be achieved by
exercise of legal power to compel or induce performance, particularly
by use of measures, including civil contempt, for ·enforcement of
•t :• ,..
· •·• • · • :ecouoiillc sanc:tlons.
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(ll)

A sentencing court should not sentence an individual
total confinement unless the conditions of Standard 181
:·..
':: !:.C ·6.4 are met.
Incarceration should · not automatically follow
noncompliance. In the event of nonpayment of an economic sanction,
. total confinement should not be imposed unless the offender wilfully
to pay or failed to make sufficient bona fide efforts lawfully
!o·:...:··
acquire the resources to pay.
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'(iii) A sentencing court should determine explicitly the extent

to which an offender's substantial compliance with the requirements

or conditions of the initial sentence is to be credited toward the
a
the
:.'1S.W.::!·seventy of a:·resentence, a sentencmg court should
mto account
an offender's substantial compliance with the initial sentence that
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COJlrt$ from setting the
terms of ii·rtsenteuce pnor to finaing of a vtolauon of a requirement or
.condition of tllo initial se.ntence. The initial senteng: should not specify the
teSentenee
event .that the
violates the primary
sanction. _:.,.,J • '" ·· • '"'f··
·
;
·

terms

(a)
The legislature should provide that offenders should ordinarily
be called by summons to appear before the sentencing court to respond to
charges of violation of a requirement or condition of sentence.

•

•
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(b) The legislature shoul d authorize arrest of an individual offender
to
the

., ·. . .: ..

·.· .; :... -:-.:; ····: ·<·:·

,u.. -· · '

. ·

. _.,. · :
· · ···tt1atenal!.reqwrement or condition·of a·sent ence, anCf '
.
..... .
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,-, . · · (ii) the
· no_i_
1
'
appea r before the senten cmg cohr1. ·

.i9

a
to

(c) The legislature should authorize arrest
warrant when the
officer making the arrest has reasonable cause to obtain
of arrest
and reasonably believes that arrest is necessary to prevent
offender's

flight.

·.·.

•

•

.a.e·

.

. .:. ,,

.
(d) Legislation or a rule of procedure should
arrest
and deten tion of an offender for alleged violation of a sentence not involv
ing
total or interm ittent confinement, a preliminary hearing should
be held
promptly to determine wheth er. there is proba ble
to
that
offender has committed a substantial violation of a material condition the
of the
sentence and that continued deten tion of the offender is neCesSary.
..
.
•
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(e) Legislatioit'or-a'r ule.bf
should cfuect sentei idng courts
to hold hearings, within a reasonable time after
of proba ble cause, and promptly make final determinations wheth
er
offender committed the alleged violation. provided, however, that the
final
determination of an allegation of the commission of anoth er offense
should
be made as provided in (h)•
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